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rPreface

Thi series of rcarch reports was planmed to make avale the majr
research findings and experience of the Aviation Psycbology Program in the
Army Air Forces during the period of World War IL

This Program owed its inception primarily to the vision and foresight at
Gen. H. H. Anold, Maj. Gen, David N. W. Grant, and Col. Loyd L. 4 riffl

The preparation of these reports, and particularly of this introductoy
report, was carried on under the sympathetic leadership of Maj. Gen. Mal-
colin C. Grow and Col. Otis 0. Benson, Jr., who succeeded General Grant
and Colonel Griffis i the positions of The Air Surgeon and Chief of the
Medical Research Division respectively.

The research findings briefly discussed in this report were the work of the
officers and enlisted men who were affiliated with the Aviation Psychology
Program during this period. Credit should go to these men for the quality
and amount of this research.

For the source materials from which this report was prepared credit is due
to the editor of the other reports in this series and the many officers and man
who assisted them in compiling these reports.

In the immediate task of producing this report the writer was assisted
especially by Dr. Tracy S. Kendler who, with the assistance of Mtss Monnie
Davis, collected the data for the tables and figures and supervised the prep.
aratiun of the final forms of them. Iiss Lucretia Bruni and ,Miss Ernestine
Messick were responsible for typing the draft and preparing the final copy.
Mll of these individuals worked many hours overtime in order that this report
could be completed on schedule.

Parts of the first draft of the manuscript were read by Robert L. Thorn-
dike, .Merrill F. Roff, and Anthony C. Tucker and their comments were found
vtry h'lpful in piteparing this revision.o

JoIII C. FLMAe, N,

Colonel, Air Corp.
WA.wnwGTON, D. C., 30 June I46.
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C"tAPTEtI ONE

Introduction

Irx"RODUC11ON TO TnE RESEA1UCI .RE T SERM

This is the first of the erits of Research Report oan the Aviation hP.
dwtov Program in the Army Air Forces. tew ubuten reports wtft pre.
pared through the cooperative efforts of a large proportion of the psycho l.
cal personnel in the Aviation Psychology Program. In general, the edlln of
speclic reports and the indh'iduals assisting them In this task were selected
as the blivlduals who during the period from 1941 to 1946 had worked ma
directly with the problems of the report. These editors have attempted to
make full use of all original btudles, analyses, and interpretatlons and have
endeavored to Integrate these specific findings into a unified and comprehen.
sive report. These final reports thertfore try to taLe account not only of the
spocific findings but also of the previously unrecorded experiences and in.
sights which were gained by these psycholcgists through intesive study of
the problems and the supervision of the design, execution, and interpretatlon
of projects in this sprcific field.

The general objective of this series of rtports Is to present the complete
story of procedures d,-.!opupd, predictive tests and evaluative techniqua
productd, and facts and relationtbips vsLablished. It was intended that
through thee reports a comprehensive statement of findings and resulta
would be nade available fur planning future research and operading pro.
cedures in the Air Force.In order taht repor s accomplish this objective as CffCctvCly as pos-

sible, general plans for the preparation of the rtporLs were developed in a
series of three conferences attcnd.ded by most of thuse individuals having edi-
torial responsibility for each of the various reports. The fiirt &cuIon of
the repurts took place at a conference in San Francisco early in August 1944.
A memorandum sent out in October 1944 requested that preliminary out.
lines be submitted. At a conference at Lincoln Army Air Fidd in May 194S
tentative target dates were set for the completion of the various reports. On
the 3d and 4th of August 1945 a special conference was held at Randolph
Field for the purpose of developing final plans for the rcports. At this con.
ference each of the cditors presentcd the detaikd outline for his rtport. Gun.
eral ma.tters of policy and various problems concerning the ttntative style
m.nual prepm, by Htadqu"-tcrs AAF Training Command w're discuswd

3



and agreed upon. The revised manual was reproduct, and disitributed as the
"Styk Book for Preparing Reports on the AvItioa riiLLuiou)u lwrogratm ty
the Psycholugical Section, Headquarters AAF Training Comman L

The editors were requetted to subuilt copics of thir manuscripts to Head-
qu.trtcs Army Air Furct, ]I jquarte.i AAF Trai. hig Crumu d, and to
otcr eiattde d lI The Pzych v-ical Brmch in Hcadquarters Army Air
Forcas t*a all manuscripts with regard to conideratiuvs of policy,
4"kA joceWura, mfficts, and general contents. he officern caroI of pychologicAl publct ons in Headquarters AAF Trainn Command ti-
at-ad the waiiwrlpts prhmry for styl, orgaiiaon, and ciprendvn.

Other units zamoied specifc portions of the manuscript primarily with re-
gard to overlap and special knowledge concerning discu=sious of work for
which tLese other units had been primarily respo"sible.

Although ntutieou. sggetions for changes were made, the final respon.
slbity fo the content of the reports was in a CA3 that o the editor of the
specific report. In only a ftw imtA ces was It posible to discs u sugcston
in person and in very few instances were revisiuas seen prior to the i,-a'a-
tion of the mimeograpbcd prlimiary drafLL

The titles of the reports and the names of the offcers in the Aviation Psy-
chology Program primauily responsible for supenising their preparation and
.editing art listed below:

I. The Aviation Psychology Pro gram in the Army Air Forcti, John C.
2. Flanagan, Professor of P. ychology, University of Pittsburgh.
2. The Clasjsification Program, Philip H. DuBois, rrofemsor of Psychtlogy,

Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
3. Researck Problems and Tcchniques, Robert L. Thoradike, Associae

Professor of Education, Teachers College, Columbia University.
4. Apparatus Tests, Arthur W. Melton, Profeszor of PsychloW, Ohio

State University.
S. Printcd Clairifi ation Tcs:l, Pais I and 11, J. P. Guillord, Professor of

Psychology, University of Southern California; assisted by job& 1
Laccy, Psychopbysiolo,:st, The Samuel S. Fels Research Institute,
Yellow Springs, Ohio.

6. The AA F Qualij>yng Examination, Frederick B. Davis, Cons Ltant,
American Council on Education, Washingt o, D. C.

7. Motion Picture Testing and Res.arch, James J. Gibson, Associate Pro-
fessor of Psychology, Smith College.

8. PsycAological .eserck on Pilot Training, Neal E. Miller, Rtsearch
Associate, Yale University.

9. Psyc ological Recarch on Bombardier Training, Edward IL Kemp,
Associlate Professor of Psychology, University of Rochester; and A.
Pemberton Johnson, Coordimtor of Personnel Guidance, Purdue
University.

10. Psycholofical R€scart. on A'atrigator Training, Launor F. Carter, As.
sistant Proessor of Psychology, University of Rochester.

4



11. Psychological Research on Flexible Gunnery Training, R. N. Hobbs,
A~ssistant Profesor of Education, Teachers college, Columbia Uni-

versity.
12. Psychological Rescarch on Radar Obscr.,cr Training, Stuart W. Cook,

Research Director, Commission on Community Interrelations, New
York, N. Y.

13. Psycological Research on Flight Engincer Training, John T. Dailey,
Capt., AC, Psychological Research Project (Pilot)

14. Psychological Research on Problems of Redistribution, Frederic Wick-
ert, Research Psychologist, Commonwealth Edison Company, Chi-
cago.

15. The Psychological Program in AAF Convalescent Hospitals, Sidney W.
Bijou, Assistant Professor of Psychology, Indiana University.

16. Psychological Research on Operational Training in the Continental
Air Forces, Meredith P. Crawford, Professor of Psychology and
Dean of the Junior College, Vanderbilt University; Richard T. Sol-
lenberger, Associate Professor of Psychology, Mt. Holyoke College;
Lewis B. Ward, Research Associate, School of Business Administra-
tion, Harvard University; Clarence W. Brown, Associate Professor
of Psychology, University of California; Edwin E. Ghielli, Associ-
ate Professor of Psychology, University of California.

17. Psychological Research in the Theaters of War, William M. Lepley,
Associate Professor of Psychology, Pennsylvania State College.

18. Records, Analysis, and Test Procedures, Walter L. Deemer, Lt. Col.,
AC., Chief, Statistical Laboratory, AAF School of Aviation 'Medi-
cine, Randolph Field, Tex.

19. Psychological Research on Equipment Design, Paul .M. Fitts, Jr., Chief,

Psychology Branch, Aero-Medical Laboratory, Wright Field, Ohio.

THIS REPORT

This firs. report in the series is the over-all report on the Aviatica Psy-
chology Program in the Army Air Forces. It is not intended to be compre-

hensive or inclusive but rather to provid' background information concerning

the development of the program and a brief summary of the more important

contributions to the solution of Air-Force problems and the major impli-

cations for future work. In presenting this report of findings and conclusions,

no attempt has been made to insure that this summary provide interpreta-
tions representative of the ideas of all those concerned. Neither has any

effort been made to have the conclusions conform to those given by the

aviation psychologists who had immediate supervision over the specific

projects reported. The views of these individuals have been recorded by

them in the other reports of this series and the reader is referred to those
reports for a more comprehensive and detailed discussion of the problems
and findings. These other reports, which have provided the principl source

7OS$2--4
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of material for this report, are frequently q bd in the pages that follow.
* To simplify presentation, quotation marks ha e not ordinarily been used.

This report consists of three main parts. The first part is devoted to (1)
the planning and development of the program from a professional point of
view; and (2) the history of the program in terms of military directives and
official organization and structure. The second part presents briefly the
important research findings and accomplishments of the program with
respect to specific problems of the Army Air Forces during the war. The
third part of the report contains a listing and brief discussion of the generalcontributions to theory, knowledge, and techniques in the general areas of

activity of the personnel of the Aviation Psychology Program. These are
presented as statements of tentative conclusions or implications for work in
thcse fields and are accompanied by brief discussions of the evidence on
which they are based. These are not necessarily the conclusions of all of
the personnel concerned, but to a considerable extent are believed to repre-

j sent generalizations accepted by most of those participating in this research
program.

6 * ,.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Origins and Development . of

the Aviation. Psychology Program

INITIATION OF THE PROGRAM

In the spring of 1941 the great expansion in the training program for
pilots and other air-crew specialties created problems which demanded the
development of new procedures for selecting and classifying air-crew per-
sonnel. There were not enough trained flight surgeons to conduct the
interviews on which Adaptability Ratings for Military Aeronautics had
been based and the use of men selected solely on the basis 1, having been
eliminated from pilot training had been found unsatisfactory for meeting
the requirements of the bombardier and navigator training programs.

Besides this general situation there were a number of specific influences
which caused the Chief of the Medical Division in May 1941 to recommend
to the Chief of Air Corps the establishment of a Psychological Research
Agency in the Medical Division. In recommending this research program
on pilot selection, the desirability of selecting for both flying training and
operational flying was pointed out by ,Miaj. Gen. David N. W. Grant. He
also cited selection research at the School of Aviation Medicine under the
direction of the Medical Division, research in the United States Navy, and
a project just initiated by the Training and Operations Division, Office,
Chief of Air Corps, for research on the selection of bombardiers and navi-
gators. The work of the Royal Air Force and the Civil Aeronautics Authority
in this field was also known to the staff.

In commenting on the recommendation of the Medical Division, the
Military Personnel Division opposed concurrence on the grounds that they
were having enough difficulty filling quotas without adding additional re-
quirements. They also stated that such research should be done at a time
when the nation was not confronted with a national emergency. The
comment of the Training and Operations Division recommended concur-
rence on the grounds that suitable tests could help to increase the produc-
tion rate in training.

On 14 June 1941 the Chief of Air Corps, Gen. C. H. Brett, approved
the recommendation of the Medical Division. The approval made possible
the recruitment by the Medical Division of a "practical psychologist" and
"suitable personnel" to develop and try out psychological tests in the Flying
-ladet Replacement Centers.

t7
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PE0, SONNEL RECRUITMENT

On 15 July 1941 Dr. John C. Flanagan, Associate Director of the Co-
operative Test Service of the American Council on Education, was com-
missioned as a major in the Specialist Reserve branch of the Officers' Reserve
Corps and the following day reported for duty in the Medical Division,
Office, Chief of Air Corps. Sbortly thereafter he obtained approval to
select an outstanding man with professional training and administrative
experience to be commissioned as a major for the position of Director of
Psychological Research Unit at each of the three Training Centers. After
consultation with a number of psychologists, including personnel of the
National Roster of Scientific and Specialized Personnel and the National
Research Council, letters of invitation were written which resulted in the
commissioning as majors on 28 August 1941 of Dr. Robert T. Rock, Head
of the Department of Psychology and Director of the Psychological Clinic,
Fordham University, and on 8 September 1941 of Dr. Laurance F. Shaffer,
Professor of Psychology and Head of the Bureau of Measurement and
Guidance, Carnegie Institute of Technology. Major Shaffer initiated the
Psychological Research Unit in the Southeast Training Center in September
and Major Rock, after spending nearly 3 months assisting in the Wash-
ington headquarters, activated the Psychological Research Unit in the Gulf
Coast Training Center in November.

On 29 November 1941 the Air Staff approved an allotment of officer
vacancies to be filled by direct commissioning from civilian life including
6 majors, 12 captains, 12 first lieutenants and 12 second lieutenants. On
the basis of this authority 4 additional psychologists were commissioned
at the rank of major. These included the commissioning on 14 January
1942 of Dr. Arthur W. Melton, Chairman of the Department of Psychology,
University of Missouri; on 19 February 1942 of Dr. Frank A. Geldard,
Professor of Psychology and Director of the Psychological Laboratory,
University of Virginia; on 27 February 1942 of Dr. J. P. Guilford, Professor
of Psychology, University of Southern California; and on 14 July 1942
of Dr. A. Paul Horst, Supervisor of Selection Research, Personnel Research
Department, Proctor and Gamble Company. Thirty-five men were also
commissioned as captains and lieutenants for this work under this allot-
ment during the first 9 months of 1942. After that time the direct com-
missioning of civilians for this program was discontinued in accordance
with War Department policy. During this period also a number of men
with professional training in psychology and measurement who held com-
missions in the Officers' Reserve Corps were ordered to active duty or
transferred from other assignments for work with this research program.
During this recruiting period 17 of the group of outstanding professional
men invited to apply for commissions declined, 9 others were disqualified
for m.,edical reasons, 3 were dikqualified for other War Department policy
reasons, and 6 applications were pending in September when direct commis-
si.ning, was .itopptd.



During tha fall of 1941 a search wvas made for enlisted men with training
in psychooc and measurement -.h the assistance of thespech,..,.,.n-
ment section in the Adjutant General's Ofice. A number of such rncn v;:c

located through this and other sources and sent to the P'sychological
Research Units. However, this source wa, inadequate for staffing the units

and a new occupational specialty desig-nated as Psychological AssisLut

(SSN 428) was established by obtaining approval for the publication of
a supplement to AR-615-26 in Circular No. 14, 19 January 1942. Arrange-

ments were made to have all men so classified sent directly to Psychological
Research Units. To expedite this recruitment an announcement was made

in the professional journals and applicants were requested to send a state-
ment of qualifications to the Psychological Branch in Headquarters, Army
Air Forces. Men who appeared to be qualified were sent a letter to this

effect with instructions to show it to the Classification Officer at the time

of induction or enlistment in order to facilitate their direct assignment to
a Psychological Research Unit.

* Authorization for 200 enlisted men at the Psychological Research Units
was obtained on 15 January 1942. During 1942 and early 1943 the turn-

over in the units was quite rapid since practically all of these men were

college graduates and almost half had master's or doctor's degrees. This

procurement procedure made possible the direct recruiting of several hundred

men with training in psychology for the Aviation Psychology Program.

These men were well qualified for Officer Candidate Schools and were

allowed to attend as rapidly as they could be replaced. Through this pro-

cedure and as a result of the program during the last year of the war for

the direct commissioning of men with training in clinical psychology, more

than 250 of the psychological assistants obtaineA commissions as second

lieutenants. Some of these were subsequently promoted to ranks as high'

*' as lieutenant co!onel. Rapid promotions were a little more likely in admin-

istrative work than in professional work in psychological units. Because of

*: the limited number of vacancies available in the Aviation Psychology

Program at the time these men received their commissions, it was possible

* to bring only a part of them back into psychological work in the AAF.

Approximately 90 of them returned to the Aviation Psychology Program

for service as officers. etbl..n 7 new .z ch!1 M
In the fall of 1943 it was necessary to et -  ne p-.chohoical

e-.amining units tc process applicants before they entered the 5-moith

college training course which had been established. To staff thse units

a large number of additional officers and enlis-d rmen was niedJ-d. Oi-cers

with appropriate professional training were obtained from ,2.. cvcr the AAF.

Quite a few of those transferred had been o ... . ',r duty as

instructors in the training schools. To fill 'h . "n, 200

men just completing courses in Persnr.ni W''- .r dr ihe
auspices of the Army Specialized Tr '. .. '

tional men were obt; ir.ed by •" C..
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young men from among the applicants for flying tr2ining who were dL:-
qualified for medical reasons at the time of classification testing. During a
later period qualified candidates who had to w-tit several months to obtain
flying training were used while awaiting orders to flying schools.

By the end of June 1945 the Aviation Psychology Program included about
200 officers, 750 enlisted men, and 500 civilians. Most of this latter g:oup
were stenographers, typists, and clerks. About 30 civilians were employed
in professional psychological and statistical positions under Civil Service.
An additional group of 10 professional civilians was employed as special
consultants for short periods.

STATUS OF THE PROBLEM OF PILOT SELECTION IN 1941

The first project of the new Psychological Research Agency in the Office,
Chief of Air Corps was to survey available information regarding the selec-
tion and classification of airplane 'pilots.

The first intensive research on problems of selecting personnel for avia-
tion was done in connection with World War I. This research is reported
in Air Service Medical and the Report of the Psychology Committee of the
National Research Council. 2 Much of the British experience appears in
Medical Problems of Flying.'

In addition to these general references, a large number of publications
by individuals relating to this topic were examined. Many tests were devel-
oped during the First World War but very few were evaluted adequately.
The reports stressed tests of general intelligence, tremor and various types
of reaction time.

During the twenties and early thirties, research and developmental work
continued in some foreign countries and at the School of Aviation Medicine
at Randolph Field in this country. Reports of this work were examined
in Armstrong's Principles and Practice of Aviation Medicine4, original
articles in the Journal of Aviation Medicine, and especially in Notes on
Psychology and Personality Studies in Aviation Medicine.5 These references
described the various complex reaction time and coordination tests devel-
oped during this period. For only four of the tests developed during this
period are validity data reported for a substantial number of cases. On the
basis of a follow-up of 1,274 students tested on the Thorne Reaction Time
Test between 1926 and 1930 a small but significant relation was found
betwL-en the test scores and graduation or elimination for failure to mAke
satisfactory progress in flying training. The other tests all involved the use
of a stick and rudder. In this country, the Complex Coordinator and the
Automatic Serial Action Apparatus were developed and studied by O'Rourke,

tAir Sen-ce Medical. War Departme Lnt US. Goveranmeot Printinx Office. Washnoin. 1919.
vtrvwrt r. the 'sychoiagy CAomittte of the Natioil RPurarch Council. PsycA". Rev.. 26. 1919.

XcdiriO P.ewrch Council. Lo"d&in: Ifedical Pro.'em, ef F1 .r. i se.ty's Stalirery Offie. 1020.
# Akrr.wLU ? 1wr.'y G. P-116ciges cad eraclie o. AriaLtio .ia'iirmiw. : Wiiams &M 'iAkins,

V..'ei ce i t:~mMe. F ,y':ty em Jrr:i.v StiVA: IsA: e, TecbnkaI Manilli 6-.20. War
i t, .... , u.
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Mashbum, Co.stable, and Glenn. The Britith test which was similar to
the Complex Coordinator was developed by Reid and Flack. On the basits
of follow-up of samples of approximately a thluusand cases each In the late
twenties and ealy thirties, it was found that each of these tests sbowed
a biserial correlation coefficient with graduation or elimination in pilot
training around 0.3S.

By the end of the thirties, the international emergency bad iilmtthItd
new research and development activities in Great Britain and the United
States. There were also reports of considerable activity in Cermany but
few detals regarding this latter research couid be obtuined

It was interesting that studies conducted by the RAF, by the RCAF
and by the National Res ch Council for the Civil Aeronautics Adminis-
tration and the United States Navy all agreed In finding coordination testsI nvol,,ing teuse ofastc and rudder, lathe type two-band coordination
tests, and pencil and paper intelligec ttspeiieofucssIn io

training. The latter of test did rot appear to be as stable from one
sample to another as the other tests. One study, that done for the RAF
by G. 0. Williams and H. E. W1hittingham e reported that in addition to
the Sensory-M1otor Apparatus No. 3 and the lathe-type, two-hand tests,.
a pencil-and-paper test of mechanical comprehension had predictive value.
Several tests were being given routinely in the RAF in 1941 for the purpose
of classifying men as either fighter pilots or bomber pilots. Unfortunately
the research data regarding these tests were ambiguous and this classifica-
tion testing was later abandoned. In the summer of 1941 the National
bResearch Council was experimenting ith a number of personality, interest,
and biographical inventuries for the CAA and the Navy. The Royal Cana-
dian Air Force was making extenisive use of the Link Trainer as a procedure
for classifying men for pilot, observer, or gunner training.

On the basis of personal observation and study of the procedures in use
at the Initial Training Wing in Turonto, it was decided that the use of the
Link Trainer as a presclection device was too expensive, time-consuming,
and difcult to standardize to warrant serious consideration in view of
the pronising results from simpler devices.

All of the groups mentiored above which were actively engaged in
research on problems of the selection of aircraft pilots in the surnmvr and
fal of 1941, were very cooperative in making available all of the available
data. Of special assistance were Dr. John G. Jenkins, Director of Research
for the Committee on Selection and Training of Aircraft rilots of the
National Research Council (later bead of the Aviation Psychology Divi-
sion, United States Navy Department); Dr. Dean Srimhall, Director
of Research for the Civil Aeronautics Administ ration; Commander E.
Liljencrantz, Chief, R :.w.arch Section, Division of Aviation 'Medicine, United
States Navy Depariment; Dr. E. A. Bott and Dr. C., R. Myers, Canadian
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National Res.-rch Counl (:.er in Training Research, Air Ministry, Air
Men~bcr for Training, Royal Air Force); and Dr. Ross %cFarland of the
Harvard Fati ue Laboratory and Consultant for Pan Amcrican Airways.

In sunmary it can L-z, z'd that in the summer of 1941, there was evidence

hrom a nurnber of s~rnn!es that certzain apparatus tests and possibly one or
two pencil-and-paper tes.s had prediktive value for success in pilot train-
ing. However, the samples for the recently tested populations tended to
be small and the results not entirely consistent. Much additional research
seemed necessary before a satisfactory procedure for selecting pilots could
be based on established relationships.

XNITIAL PLANS AND DECMIStONS

In order to provide a general perspective from a professional point of
view of the development of the Aviation Psychology Program in terms of
problems and plans, the major decisions and broad policies which provided

the basis for the organization and functions of the Program will, be briefly
sketched in this chapter.

The first important decision to be made was the decision to have a cu-

ordinated research program rather than a single, strong centralized group

or a number of relatively independent units. The principal reasons were
(1) the Army's natural framework which emphasizes the separation of

policy-making and operation and (2) the decision that the research program

should be intimately associated with the service or operating activities. It

was believed that research personnel should avoid participating in activities

not essential to research, but should be close enough to field activities to

obtain a clear picture of operational problems.
A corollary of this decision was that the research program should be

carefully planned and articulated. Responsibilities for specified areas of

activity were clearly defined and delegated but an attempt was made to

retain sufficient flexibility to make maximum use of special proficiencies,
interests, and opportunities. The broad plan for research was in terms of

areas of activity rather than specific projects since the process of develop-
ing procedures was regarded as a continuous evolution and final solutions
were not expected. It was believed that the planning and the delegation of

responsibility for specific areas of research should be based on comprehensive

knowledge of the total situation. This should include such information as

is usually available only in the highest headquarters concerning general
plans, requirements, and problems, and the special abilities of the personnel
available to do this work. At the same time it was important that full

responsibility for details of execution be delegated to those doing the work.

A system was established for circulating plans for new tests or projects

and reports, including progress reports, of research accomplished. The
reason%' for circulating these materials to all units of the Program were to
:tv-,!, :plaicat*on of effort, to permit experts in other units to contribute

to pr,,'-.tCs in which they were interested, and to keep personnel in all
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units informed conerning all pertinent research findings. These plans and
reports were reviewed in the headquarters branches and priorities and dead-
lines were established. The aim of this supervision of the projects was to
make sure that the work of the units was so planned that procedures and
res-arch findings could be expected which could be immediately translated
into action. In addition to utilizing the best talent within the program by
establishing procedures for coordination, plans were made to make use of
the experience of outside groups and the advice of experts not in the
Program.

Another early decision was that simple objective tests which could be
administered to groups would be used wherever possible. This dec: Won
seemed necessary if such a large-scale testing program were to be kept
within practical limits. Although the advantages in this situation of printed
tests of the multiple-choice type were recognized, it was anticipated from
the outset that these procedures would have to be supplemented by tests
involving apparatus, motion pictures, and more subjective procedures, in-
cluding an interview.

After a careful survey of available analyses of the pilot's job and facts
and ideas about the importance of various traits for this job, it was decided
to plan the test-development program around a group of 20 categories
obtaied from an analysis of reasons for elimination in primary flying
training as reported by the academic boards. These categories were selected
because they were comprehensive and included all traits obtained from
surveys of other sources. These traits appeared especially relevant since
they were described in terms of the language actually used by the flying
instructors and check pilots. There was also sume evidence that they were
real requirements in that they were given to students as the reasons for
their having been eliminated from flying training. For purposes of assign-
ing responsibility for test development, the 20 caegories were grouped into
4 principal areas, (1) tests of information, judgment, and intellectual ability,
(2) tests of alertnec., observation, and speed of perception, (3) tests of
coordination and visual-motor skill, and (4) tests of personality, tempera-
ment, and interest. Personnel whose training made them especially suitable
for test development in each of these four fields were sent to the appropriate
psychological research unit to conduct such research.

Another decision was to try out tests as soon as they became available
rather than to delay until all of the promising tests were ready and could
be tried out in one group. This led to the assignment of Lt. Col. Laurance
F. Shaffer to Maxwell Field on 21 September 1941. On 13 October 1941,
examining was begun at the first psychological examining unit, which he

established at Maxwell Field, Ala. On 17 November 1941 Lt. Col. Robert
T. Rock reported to Kelly Field to establish Psychological Research Unit

No. 2 and the following month research testing was initiated in that unit.
The final decision in developing 'he oriinal plans for the Program was

N that all selection tests and p. xzedures developed would be evaluat_,d in the
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first instance against success or failure in primary flying training schools. It
believed that the decision topass or fa-i a student was the most carefully

made decision in the flying trafilng schools. A student was failed only after
several pilots indc? _,ezt!y observed his flying and agreed that his defi-
cicncits were such that he could not be expected to become a satisfactory
military pilot. There seemed little doubt that whether the particular student
passed or failed was definitely influenced by the specific school, instructor,
plane, equipment, weather conditions, and other factors in the local situation.
However, it also seemed dear that there were stable and identifiable differ-
ences in individual students which were very important factors in determin-
ing whether they passed or failed. Observation of instruction and evalua-
tion procedures in primary flying schools tended to confirm this decision.

SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF AIR-CREW

For some months it had been becoming increasingly obvious that it would
be impossible to meet the quotas for men for pilot, bombardier, and naviga-
tor training if the requirement of 2 years college was retained. Certain groups
in the Office, Chief of Air Corps, believed that it was very desirable, instead
of trying to maintain an educational examination which established a "2-year
college equivalent," to substitute a simple intelligence test which would en-
able the candidate to dethonstrate his capacity to accomplish the work in the
training school, As previolusly mentioned, the Training Division had initi-
ated a research project on procedures for selecting bombardiers and naviga-
tors and in November on the basis of this research it was proposed that men
with only high school graduation be admitted to bombardier and navigator
training if they were able to pass certain tests of knowledge and ability.

It was obvious that this procurement problem and the pilot procurement
problem were interrelated and could not long remain independent. There-
fore, the Medical Division, which had been requested to develop an intelli-
gence test for the selection of pilots, proposed that there was need for co-
ordination of the %,arious procedures being developed for different air-crew
specialties. This division recommended that all research and test develop-
ment relating to tests for the selection and classification of flying personnel
be made the responsibility of the Medical Division of the Office, Chief of Air
Corps. There was much discussion of this proposal.

As a result of the conferences which ensued, it was agreed that the Medical
Division should prepare a selection and classification system consisting of
two steps. First, the 2-year college or "equivalent" requirement would be
discontinued and a general examination designed to reveal general potential-
ities, practical judgment, and capacity for absorbing instruction substituted
for it. Advantages suggested for this proposal were: (a) a more uniformly
proficient and able group of cadets would be assured by substituting demon-
strated performance in handling reading material, diagrams, problems, and
practical situations which were drawn directly from the tasks with which the
cadet would later be confronted in his training for the more remotely related
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requirement of completion of 2 years college or success on academic-type
examinations; (b) a larger number of appicants could be secured by using
emamiaations for which specific training w,,s unnecessary; (c) the length of
examining time and also the time required for scoring and reportLig the
results could be redtced. After the initial testing program, it should be pos-
sible for the boards to administer and score tets immediately so that the
applicant could be accepted, rejected, or conditionally accepted the same
day that he made application.

r It was also proposed that all applicants be enrolled as air crew wlthout

designation as to specific training assignments, and that classification for
specific training assignment be made on the basis of more extensive test'
administered in the Air Corps Replacement Training Centers.

These proposals were accepted by the Air Staff, and the Medical Division
was made responsible for developing the necessary tests. In making these
proposals, the psychological research group had clearly decided to abandon
its purely research role and to recommend practical procedures for immedi-
ate use even though these procedures would necessarily be initially without
adequate research foundation. This decision was made with little hesitation
since by the time that the final decision had to be made this country was at
war, and there seemed little justification for remaining aloof from the urgent
and important practical problem of developing procedures to procure high-

quality men for air-crew training immediately.
The initial screening test was to be given by untrained examiners in sev-

eral hundred boards and the classification test battery was to be given by the
three Psychological Research Units in classification centers to be established
for that purpose. It was believed that bocause of the novelty of the cLassifi.
cation program it would be necessary to combine the service testing aspects
with the research activities at least during the stage of their development.Since practically all applicants desired pilot training, a real problem existed

in deciding which of the men should be sent into bombardier or navigator
training. It was decided that aptitude scores would be calculated for each

man from the scores obtained on a battery of air-crew classification tests. In

obtaining the three aptitude scores the score on each test was weighted in

accordance with the estimated relative importance and uniqueness of the fac-

tors measured by that test for the particular type of air-crew duty being

considered. In this way an oustanding score on one important trait was
allowed to compensate for a weak score on another important test or on each
of several less important tests. The weighted averages were converted to

scores on a scale running from 1 low to 9 high for which the intervals were

half standard deviation units on a normalized scale. The average candidate

obtained a score of five. For these aptitude scores the name "stanines" was

coined to provide a ready and convenent form of reference to them.

In making recommendations for assignment, preferences and strengths of

preferences as well as aptitudus were used. The relative strengths of prefer-

ences for the various tyWc. , ar-cr-' trr, n and the degree of willingness

is
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to be assigned on the basis of aptitude scores rather than preference were
obtained from a specially prepared blank.

Although classification testing was initiated in all three of the flying train-
ing centers within 2 months after it was decided to establish such a program,
nearly a year elapsed before the apparatus tests were available to establish
a completely standardized program In all centers utilizing only tests which
had been tried out and proved to be valid. During this initial period and for
several months thereafter it was believed desirable to concentrate the avail-
able personnel in the Aviation Psychology Program almost exclusively o
selection and classification problems for air-crew personnel. It was believed
that. a fairly adequate solution to this problem could and should be obtained
before the personnel of the Program turned to other problems.

PLANS FOR BROADENED SCOPE

By May of 1943, air-crew selection and classification was well established
in the Army Air Forces. Although there was still a need for continuing re-
search in the improvement of these procedures, work in this area necessarily
led psychologists to an examination of criteria of success and objectives of
training and operations. Exploratory studies had shown that an urgent need
for psychological research existed in many of these other areas in the Army

4Air Forces. One of the most obvious of these was in relation to the evalua-
tion of proficiency of flying personnel. For example, the grading procedures
in primary flying training were such that an instructor after having only
about six students to train for 2 months was unable at the end of this period
to predict these students' success in basic flying training significantly more
accurately than could be done on the basis of the tests taken by the students
before entering flying training.

*By this time also, the tremendous expansion in training facilities and staff
was completed and training personnel were able to devote a little more time
to trying to improve procedures in use. Thus, curriculum, methods, and de-
vices and equipment were coming in for closer scrutiny than it had been
previously possible to give them.

By the summer of 1943 also, there had been a sufficient amount of combat
operation so that substantial numbers of combat-experienced personriel were
being returned to the Zone of the Interior for duty assignment. Numerous
problems were arising in connection with decisions as to the assign~ment of
personnel to convalescent hospitals, the selection of some of them for duty as
flying Instructors, and general problems of morale and attitude created by
the close association of these individuals with supervisory personnel who had
not had combat experience. It was also believed very important to collect
and utilize as efficiently as possible the knowledge and experience that these
men had gained during their combat tours for the improvement of selection,
training, and other administrative prncedures.

To utilize th.- available psycholn.ical research personnel to the maximum
extent in aLst:ing with some of these important problems, a study was pre-
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pared and submitted to the Air Staff proposing a coordinated program of
psychological research on problems of personnel procurement, classification,
training, and redistribution. It was also proposed that an analysis of combat

duties of air-crew personnel based on observation in theates of operation
was urgently needed. It was suggested that such a study rould lead to the

developrhent and refinement of selection and classification tests designed for
the prediction of success in combat as well as in training. This plan was
approved by the Air Staff.

Accordingly, in August 1943 Lt. CoL Laurauac F. Shafer w asag
to the headquarters of the AAF Personnel Distribution Command for the
purpose of initiating a program of psychological research on problems me-

lated to the reassignment of personnel returned from combat.
In September 1943, a preliminary conference was held at Headquarter,

AAF Training Command to assign responsibility for research on training for
each of the air-crew specialties. This led to the activation in January 1944
of Psychological Research Projects in each of the three instructor-trainit
schools for pilots, bombardiers, and navigators.

In September 1943, following his return from the conference on the train-
ing research program, the Chief of the Psychological Branch recommended

to the Air Surgeon that he be sent to study operations in the European. and
Mediterranean theaters.

IDENTIFYLNG PROBLEMS REGARDING
COMBAT OPERATIONS

Suitable arrangements were made with the theater commanders and on

22 November 1943 the Chief of the Psychological Branch of Headquarters

Army Air Forces left Washington, arriving in Scotland the following day.
The time from that date until 6 March 1944, which was the date of depart-

ure from the Mediterranean Theater, was spent visiting stations of the
0 Eighth, Ninth, Twelfth, and Fifteenth Air Forces. All of the heavy born-

Lardment groups which had been operating for more than 2 months in the

Eighth Air Force were included in the survey. Air-crew personnel in fighter

groups, medium bombardment groups, and ferry squadrons were also studied

in these air forces. The survey was primarily concerned with the activites

of air-crew personnel and units engaged in combat operations.
The principal purpose was to discover the extent to which kno'n differ-.

ences in aptitudes and other traits are reflected in the combat effectiveness

of air-crew personnel. In addition to certain necessary headquarters sta-

tions, 37 operating groups were visited. During the major part of this period,

the observer lived with the personnel in the groups and squadrons. Most of

the time was spent with squadron commanders, squadron operations officers,
squadron navigators, squadron bombardiers, and the corresponding officers

i the groups. A large proportion of these ofi-cers had earned their advance-

ment to these positions while engaged in combat operations and all of them

were still active participants in actual combat optrations over n-::y tcr.i-
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tory. The information obtained from these officers who were immediately
responsible for current operations wvzs supplemented by'observation and by
discusaion with the air-crew personel under their supervision.

The following specific projects were included in this survey:
1. A foliow-up of 1,616 officers who had been classified for pilot, bombar-

dier, and navigator duty on the basis of aptitude tests given in Air Forces
Classification Centers before assignment to flying training schools. The
Squadron Commander and Squadron Operations Officer provided a brief
description of the quality of the officers' work and also rated them on certain
specific characteristics. .

2. More than 300 of the officers in immediate supervision of air-crew per-
sonnel indicated on a check list of 20 aptitudes, abilities, and other personal
characteristics, their judgments concerning the relative importance of these
requirements for an individual capable of doing superior work of a specific
type in combat operations.

3. The specific tasks performed by the personnel mentioned above and the
skills and abilities necessary for obtaining good results were observed on
various flights and operational missions, including a high-altitude group-
formation training mission over England with the 91st Bombardment Group
(B-I 7), an operational mission from England to Ludwigshafen, Germany,
with the 100th Bombardment Group (B-17), a close-support fragmentation
bombing mission in Italy on mater'el and troop concentrations back of the
northern enemy lines of the Nettuno beachhead with the 47th Bombardment
Group (A-20), routine ft'ghts in B-25 and B-26 type planes,-and a half-hour
pickaback ride including simulated combat maneuvers in a P-38 with the
Commanding Officer of the 1st Fighter Group.

4. The mission folders for groups in the Eighth Air Force on each visual
bombing mission in which the particular group participated during the period
I September 1943 to 31 December 1943 were examined and the results ana-
lyzed. The analysis was primarily concerned with determining the reasons
why the bombs fell where they did with respect to aiming point. In estab-
lishing where the bombs fell, the strike photographs in the group mission
folders were supplemented by the bomb plots prepared by the Operational
Research Section of Headquarters, Eighth Air Force. In assigning the prin-
cipal factor responsible for poor bombing accuracy the narrative reports of
the lead bombardier and the lead navigator were supplemented with informal
disvcussions with the group and squadron officers. Similar studies were made
of bombing accuracy for groups in the Ninth and Twelfth Air Forces.

* In the reportT which was submitted to the Air Staff in April 1944, it was
recommended that (1) psychological personnel be sent to England immedi-
ately to carry on combat validation studies and develop procedures fnr the
selection of lead crews; (2) psychological personnel be assigned to the Con-
tinental Air Forces for the purpose of assembling superior individuals in each

I J-. n C. reW, e m 5u ry r.° Air Crr-.: J'e-:.,xvr[ it Ike D-tZA. .Viulk° trelflaf 8xi
?ia.urwr Au karwc. WVg U.:o: i - tt At. I Ors. 1'944.
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of the air-crew specialties to be traied together as potential lead crews; (3)
e xisting procedures for the cdszrifIcztion of air-crew personnel be modified
by substituting special aptitude scores (stanines) for fighter and bomber
pilots for the single pilot stanine in use at that time and also obtaining spe-
cial stanines for the various enlisted air-crew duty assignments; (4) certain
new tests designed to measure combat requirements not adequately covered
be developed for inclusion in the Air-Crew Classification Ttst Battery; and
(5) psychological research in the AAF Personnel Distribution Command be
focussed on the problem of determining the type of duty in which the return-
ing air-crew personnel with combat experience can make the most effective
contribution to the general war effort. .. .

AN LNTEGITED RESEARCH PROGRAM-.

ON AIR-CREW PROBLEMS..

In May 1944, the Air-Crew Evaluation and Research Detachment rec-
ommended was assembled and flown to the European theater to carry out re-
search projects in the Eighth Air Force. At a conference in the AAF Train-
ing Command Headquarters in May 1944 procedures were developed for
obtaining separate fighter-pilot and bomber-pilot stanines. Changes were
also made in the tests and weights to be used in computing other stanines on
the basis of the report of combat requirements.

Early in August 1944, a conference was held in conjunction with an Air
Forces training conference at San Francisco, Calif. At this conference plans
were developed for the work of the psychological research units which had
been authorized for the Continental Air Forces by the Air Stafg. Plans were
also discussed for psychological research in the combat air forces.

One of the central problems for the Continental Air Forces units was to
develop procedures for the selection of personnel for lead crews and otherspcc il typ-s of operational training. It was also planned that additional

data regarding special requirements of fighter pilots and bomber pilots, in-
cluding necessary qualifications for airplane commanders, would be studied
by these groups. Another important problem was the adjustment of combat
returnees and their attitude toward a second tour of combat duty.

By the spring of 1945, reports on studies of combat operations from the
three Air-Crew Evaluation and Research Detachments were available and
rosters on microfilm of the aptitude-test scores of men assigned to air-crew
training had been prepared. Proficiency tests had also been developed by the
Training-Command research projects for each of the air-crew specialties and
a center for the formation of combat crews was activated at Lincoln Army
Air Ficld in Lincoln, Nebr. With the availability of these data and materials
it was possible to develop the final procedures to be used in the formation
of bomber crews. These were agreed upon at a conference of aviation psy-
chologists at Lincoln Army Air Field in May 1945.

In the spring of 1945, research on classification-test development was con-
centrated on the preparation of an altema'e battery of tests which it was



planned to try out along with tests in current use. Subst:ntial progress had
been made by the Psychological Research Projects in the Training Command
and the Psychological Branches in the Personnel Distribution Command on
developing procedures for selecti.g returned personnel for instructor duty,
and policies regarding a second tour of duty were established. Research in
the Pers3nnel Dis*ribution Comirand was centered around the study of com-
bat leadership and the identification and prediction of men developing
anxiety reaction as a result of combat stress.

Also, in the late spring of 1945 plans were developed for establishing a
Psychological Branch in the Aero Medical Laboratory at Wright Field to
conduct research regarding the application of fundamental psychological
principles to the design of equipment. Plans included the study of the indi-
vidual's activities in the collecting and integrating of informaton from the
instrument panel and other sources, the types of controls and movements
which will insure maximum speed and precision in making necessary adjust-
ments, and the basic facts concerning other human capacities affecting the

design of equipment.
At a conference in early August 1945 at the School of .Aiation Medicine,

Randolph Field, plans were developed fur the activation and staffing of the

Psychological Branches in the Central Medical Establishments in combat

theaters which had finally been authorized by the War Department. The

personnel were selected and in many cases orders issued, but with the close

of the war in Japan, the men were returned to their stations before being

shipped overseas.
Following the close of the war, activities were largely confined to the

preparation of comprehensive reports regarding the research findings and

procedures developed during the war period. A substantial amount of time

was also spent in planning the peacetime Aviation Psychology Program for

the Army Air Forces. As recently adopted by the Air Staff, this plan dele-

gates responsibility for all psychological research in the Air Forces to an

integrated Aviation Psychology Program.
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CHAPTER THREE

Ol ci 1 Directives on the
Organization and Fumctions of
the Aviation Psycholog Program

TWE IMITIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH AGENCY

The first official directive with regard to the Psychological Research Agency
was the approval in June 1941 by the Chief of the Air Corps (1)' of the
recommendation by the Chief of the Medical Division that a Psychological
Research Agency be established in the Medical Division "for the purpose of
conducting intensive research in flying-cadet selection." The next official act
was the activation of the Psychological Research Agency in the Medical
Division by the commissiuning of Dr. John C. Flanagan, Associate Director
of the Cooperative Test Service of the American Council on Education, and
the ordering of him to active duty (2) on 16 July 1941 to develop the pro-
gram of this organization. On 29 July 1941, approval (3) was granted to
the director to jkocure the services of three outstanding professional am
in testing work at the rank of major to serve as directors of the Psychological
Research Units in each of the three training centers. The request by the
director that the program of instruction in aviation cadet replacement cen.
ters be modified by setting a.-ide 6 hours for psychological examinations in
the processing period was approved by the Training and Operations Divi-
sion (4) on 15 August 1941.

In August 1941 the Chief of th, Air Co-rp, in commenting on a report by
Maj. Harry Armstrong, regarding the selection of candidates for flying train-
ig directed (5) that an intelligence test be introduced into the original

examination fur aviation-cadet appointment. This directive was referred by
the ,Military Personnel Division to the Medical Division on 29 August 1941,
and on that date the Medical Division replied, "This Division is at the
present time preparing an intclligcce te-t to be applied for test purposes
immediately in the reception centers when established."

An official directive on "Selection of Aviation Cadets" was bent from the
Office, Chief of Air Corps (6) to the Commanding General, Southeast Train-
ing Center, 'Maxwell Field, Ala. on 2 Octobcr 194i informing the latter of the
initiation of a research proiect for the purpne of improving the methods of
selecting and clasifying aviation cadets. The administration of tests was
begun at Maxwell Field on 13 October 1941. On the basis of a research con-

*Thi tumti" is pnthem is thit Chors¢ eI' to the sum',,nd 211 In Ap;wsdix A of thI.wrt t h ,,
mh."h ahit xgm.c dat. MWcnM san al 1wgctnes mnt-Aed a ctwi

701123-41-13
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.crCe Of avi !Oa p)ycho!09ts at Maxwel Field during the last week in
October, an ohfciJ directivv- (7) xrAd px-i for the research program on sclec.
t. of avlation "d;u was -cnt ti L Co,-nn ding Gcvcrals of the South-
eait Lnd Gulf Cz-.t A~r Curps Tr":ng Centers on 26 and 27 November
1941 rr,;pctivcly. As st.td in this directive "the iiomtdiate objective of
the 1Progam will be to determine by methods of psychological research the
special abilities and psychological characteristics of aviation cadets that are
associsawd wi the subsequeat success or failure In &ight training."

The plan stated that each cadet would be given 4 hours of group tests and
[ :. 2 hours of individual tots. Th test were to be selcutd by the Medkm

-- Divsion, Office, Chief of Air Corps in consultation with the directors of
the Psychological Research Units. All test paix.rs riule to bec returned to the

Medical Division, Office, Chief of Air Corps for scoring and correlation with
sub.equent training records. A wide variety of tests was administered to sev.
eral thousand aviation cadets at the Southeast and Gulf Coast Air Corps
Training Centers under this plan during November and December 1941 and
January 1942.

TIle AIR.CREW SELECTION ,ND CLtSS WICATION PROGILAM
I Authorizing and Initiating the Program

On 23 October 1941 the Medical Division proposed (8) that, "all research
and test development relating to tests for the selection and classification of
flying persoinnel be made the responsibility of the Medical Division, Office,
Chief of Air Corps." On 19 November 1941 this division also proposed (9)
that a general examination be substituted for the 2-year college educational
requirement as soon as practicable. As the result of comments and confer-
ences uhich followed these proposals the Chief of the Air Corps issued a
directive (10) on 20 December 1941 assigning the following responsibilities
to the various staff divisions. The text of this directive is quoted in full below:

I. In connection with the cLi.ificatiun and selection of air-crw personnel, the following
amisnment of function. to divisions is made;

a. The Medical Diion:
(I) The pfrg'artion of cLAtfcation tests and all research connected therewith.
(2) The sLubmi.- ion of renommendations rearding the ado;ution and use of such tests

to the Miltary Personnel Dii+<on through the Training. Disim.
(3) The haadling of matten perna-ining to the supervision of the conduct of such

approv-d ti .xification te.,,s as may be given to Army personnel under the juuisdic-
tion of Air Corps training center eoennandea.

(4) The rpwduction and supply of clas&sifcation teta
(5) The preration of fiscal estimates and the proclrement of personnel required for

the eaecution of the foregoing functiam.
* (6) 7Ue prejaration of uatiuial data showing the reults obtained by the util"Hn

of chas.fistian testL
b. The Military Personnel Dhision:
(1) Approve wih the concurrence of the Training Division all classification tests prior

to utiliz,4tiun for selection purpose
42) 1. :.L..h s:-r~i for C % iLu.:J'. th the coarurrvnce of the Training Di.
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c; . "ne TY ig Miv~o,:

11%*b la flhe46anf md .kaedha. vi timer to be d~ldt h

tJ.ng of bu h a-proved c kxh tests &od to in Ar Corrt t:.t-
ir; ceter vltztrets.I

(2) 1rhtt ibe actich 0to ccurt &ta on student pWn f ormnce A rqueted by
the Medical DiVision

z .In acordae wiL the c otents of the pecedinga Iph, It is recommnded tha
the Medad Div&on immedistety Wte aver uapowIMy for unt ia conewa wish
the proJet for te kction boumtmadk and navigato unate mow being aw *a bh
the PEnn Ca51toa Section f th Air CoMs To&uW Trainig Commnd Tb
progrm is being stnied eut in cout on w t Futs e Procedum SeCtio 91 TM
. ut=uL Gmrous 0AI

In recommending the use of a general examination In the memorandum

(9) mentioned above, the director of the psychological rewrch group stated,
"The substitution of this general test for the present educational requirement
for amiation cadets smrns to be dearly justified. However, K Is recognized
that the setting up of requirements based chiefly cn logical analyses of the
duties of personnel has .often led to the establishment of restrictions in, the
selection of incoming personnel which, however reasonable in appearnceare not later found to be justified when an actual comparison test is made.
It is therefore btlicvtd that -special tests for the selection of aviation cadets
for specific typt; of training should be recommendeci only after these tests .!

have proved effe-ctive in classifying the cadets of superior promise in succe !,
sh'e classes containing several thousad individuala."

The final draft of the general examination was completed shortly alter
this directive was received and a general directive was prepared (11) on
instructions for Aviation Cadet Examining Boards and requirements for ape
pointment as aviation cadets. Tblsas signed for the War Department by
the Chief of Staff on 7 January 1942 and published in printed form and dis.
tributed to the Avibtion Cadet Examining Boards on 10 January. This form

of the Aviativn Cac,:t Qualifying Examination was approved (12) by a spe-
cial board appointcd by the Commanding General of the Army Air Forces
and put into officiail uaie in the Aviation Cadet Examining Boards on IS
January 1942.

The directive of 7 January 1942 changed the age limits to 18 to 26 inau-
sive, removed the restriction against married men, and substituted the Avia.
tion Cadet QuaiifyinZ E::a mination for the 2-year college requirement. This
directive also proviucd that all aviation cadets (air-crew) report to one of
the three replacement centers where they would be given a complete physical
examination for flying duty. The directive further stated, "Those cadets

who pass the physical examination for flying duty, WD, AGO Form 64, w ll
then be given further mental and psychological examinations for the purpose

L of determining for which qte of .air-cfew training te cadet is bet quallfied
S Upon the bais of theze further te-ts, the axiationa cadt (..ir-crt ) is dasi-

fled and s.,nciic~ly .stcttcd [r eit~er WA,:.-dj(fr, n.-vi,: tor, or ptut tran-
ag."23



To accomplish this classification, &,e War Department approved and pub-
lishd a directive (13) on 4 February 1942. This directive provided the
zut~hmbity for activating a Ptychological Research Unit at each of the Air,
Corps Replacement Training Centers. Psychological Research Units No
1, 2, and 3 were activated at Maxwell Field, Kelly Fields and Santa An&

" - Army Air Bie, respectively. Lt. CoL L F. Shaffer, IA. CoL R. T. Rock, and
Col. J. P. Guilford were attuned as Ditectart of Psychotogilc Rwareb

* Units Not. 1, 2, and 3, respectively. This directive also provided: "all en-
listed men who are clasfied as psychological assistants at the time of Induc.

- - tloid will be assigned to Psychological Units in the Air Corps until the allot-
ments are filled. All enlisted men so classified and assigned will be ent
immediately to one of the Air Corps Replacement Training Centers. The
Conmmander at the Replacement Training Center will be responsible for the
enlisted man's basic training and assignment to the Psychological Unit at
that statiom."

The School of Aviation Medicine was given the responsibilit, along with
Psychological Research Unit No. 2 for developing and procuring apparatus
tests of coordination, reaction time, and other psychological functions. Col.
Arthur W. Melton was made Chief, Department of Psychology, Research
Section, School of Aviation Medicine, Randolph Field. While awaiting
approval of his application for a commission, Dr. Melton had served for
several weeks as an expert consultant In the Psychological Branch in Wash-
ington.

On 2 February 1942, following a conference of the three Directors of the
Psychological Research Units and personnel of the Psychological Branch in
the Medical Division, Office, Chief of Air Corps, the first of a series of direc-
tives and plans (14) for the classification of aviation cadets was seat to the
Commanding Generals of the Southeast, Gulf Coast, and West Coast Air
Corps Training Centers. The directive stated that the objectives of the
procedures established were: (1) to classify newly enlisted aviation cadets
(air crew) for training as bombardiers, navigators, or pilots on the basis of
psychological aptitude tests, measures of skill, knowledge, interests, phydcal
qualifications, and other pertinent considerations; and (2) to collect data
and carry out research relating to the construction, improvement, and devel-
opment of psychological aptitude tests for this purpose. The directive also
provided that "direct communication regarding technical matters between
the heads of rsychoiogical Units and the .Medical Division, Office, Chief of
the Air Corps through the Surgeon is authorized."

The plan provided that 2 d. ys would be allotted for obtaining the informa.
tion concerning aptitudes, preferences, skills, knowledge, and interests to be

sed in the classification of aviation cadets. Six hours were provided for the
administration of printed tests and 2 hours were provided for the administra.
Lion of apparatus tests requiring one set of apparatus for each cadet tested.
The plan !:,-*ciied that the cla'i catlun procedures would consist of five
stq. Thc.-" Sttps w(/re aS follows:
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The int step in the clamftatelon procedure Is the pm tatos of materalh decAbg
nectiva duties of homhardlas, navtiators and pilou and tnAg speif Won tfom

ocemrig the aptitudes and other charactersc uecueay for s oaduld purona" of
them functioa, After radi g these dscripsous the cadet wWi bc requir to satw a

number of questius about their contents to insure that be reads and undeanads them
fully.

The second step for the cadt Is to indicate his peefenm forne of the apedlk typo o
tainL bse on ht owA analysis of his ito Ls sptadds and his Judgment a to the
type of anaicn ichk he could render the pratest contrbution to the Air Force" di.
Tre =stg Is the takhng of IndividuA d proup tn Ind tess f zA fo b&

lt, diet radg, u ble mading. lint caah. pai diianc,. ath dLa"e, numerical opu-
lou, speed of ldentihcatlon, spatial orientation mathemats, Inting dlretlo feel o

controls, coordInation. aerial reaction time, u4 fige deatesly as suppled by the OfMI
Chdof thr Air Ctrp
On the basi of the reults obtained as outlined In the preceding paratr phredictiv

scies (raugmin from I to 9) are assigned each cadet for each of the three types of aviat
cadet (air-crew) traSinin, In thbi proos, previous training will be credited as follow:

(1) Solo Certificate; 2 points to be added to pilot stor.
(2) Solo Certificate and thirty or more log bours; 3 points to be added to pUot scw.

A specif recommindation as to type of training for each aviation cadet Is made *a tho
following bass:

(t) Cacts stating that they prefer assp pment to the typte of aation-cadet traing

in which their aptitude is most outstanding will be so ecommuded.
(2) Those cAdets whose predicted performance i6 above averare (a grade of 6 or bet.

" ter) with respect to the type of traluing Lsted as their firt preferene wi be mr.
ommended for their first prefence.

(3) Of the cadets remaining unassigned &fur these steps, those whoe pted pe.
formsnce is above average with mepect to their seond preference will be reoes-
mended for that type of trsan.

(4) The third preference will be troated in the same manner for the remaining group
and ncumrncnltions made.

(5) The remainder of the avation cadct aill be recommended for the t)pe of train-
Il& in which they make the highet mc.re without regard for pfrcfcxece, except in
the following two situations: first, If the aviation cadet indicates a higher prefer.
ence for training as aviation cadet in one of the ground-crew categories and appears
to have the necersar" qualifications for tuch training, the nec,.rry crdeatab
for him t ould be submitted to the 0ice, Chief of the Air Corps for consldecation
for assigmcnt to that specialty; scond, it the aviation cadet Indicates a higher
preference for air-crew duty in an enlisted status than for the type of aviation-
cadet training for which his prrdicted ptrformance Is highest, this prefer'n
should be cunfirmed by an interview and the mecommndation should be made
that he revert to enL,tcd atus and be asigned to the preferred type of training.

(6) Those cadets a.-icned for a type of training for which their predicted perform3ance
s low (a prade of 4 or below) will be recommendt d for trainin pr bationaly
with the request that their performance be observed cloely in the initial tage
of training with a %iew to early elimination if they prove unsatiJwactory.

At the same time a list of the tests to be used and a statement (I S) of pro.
cedures for combining and weighting these tests in obtaining the three apti-
tude scores (stanines) were transmitted to each Psychological Research
UnIL

Defining IResponsibility and Funetiona
From July 1941 throit:h February 1942 the ps'chological research and

development work carrh-d oa un, r the :u~pices of the Otfice of the Air Sur-
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geon operated on the basis of directives previously referred to, prepared in
the Office, Chief of Air Corps. After the War Department reorganization
described in War Department Circular No. 59 (16), published 2 March
1942, the functions of that office were assumed by the Commanding General,
Army Air Forces, and the Psychological Section, Research Branch, Medical
Division, Office, Chief of Air Corps, became the Psychological Branch, Re-
search Division, Office of the Air Surgevn, Headquarters, Army Air Forces.

It had been assumed that the Commanding General, Army Air Forces,
was responsible for research and development work regarding procedures
for the selection and classification of air-crew personnel. The propriety of
this assumption was questioned by psychological personnel in the Adjutant
General's Office of the War Department. On 13 April 1942 a directive (17)
concerning classffication and testing procedures for commissioned, warrant
and enlisted personnel was approved and published by the War Depart-
ment's Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1. This directive, while not specifically

mentioning air crew, could be interpreted as giving the Adjutant General
responsibility for developing classification procedures for air crew as well
as all other military personnel.

A directive (18) was therefore prepared for the signature of the Assistant
Chief of Staff, G-1, specifically concerning responsibility for the selection

i and classification of air-crew personnel. This was approved and published
on 12 .May 1942 and stated specifically that "the Commanding General,
Army Air Forces will continue to have responsibility for and control of the
selection and classification of military personnel for air-crew duty." The
directive also charged the Commanding General, Army Air Forces with cer-
tain specific activities such as the development of practical examinations for
use in the selection and classification of air-crew personnel.

The activation and staffing of the Headquarters AAF Flying Training
Command early in 1942 made possible the delegation to that Command by
Headquarters Army Air Forces of responsibility for the administration of the
classification tests and the follow-up and analysis of the results. This was
in accordance with the general policy of delegating all operaiing functions
to field organizations, leaving only policy making and over-all supervision
to the higher headquarters. AAF Regulation No. 35-24 (19) published 22

fMay 1942 listed those functions for which the Air Surgeon would be imme-
diately responsible with respect to selection and classification of personnel
for air-crew assignment and those functions delegated to the Commanding
General, AAF Flying Training Command.

To provide the necessary psychological staff to carry out the functions
delegated to Headquarters AAF Training Command by this directive, CoL
Frank A. Geldard was transferred from the Psychological Branch in the
Office of the Air Surgeon to the position of Chief, Psychological Section,
Office of the Surgeon, Headquarters AAF Flying Training Command. Col.
Geldard had been in charge of th!- Field Research Section in the Psychologi-
cal Branch pending the activstion of a fourbL Psychological Research Unit.
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Since it was decided to process all aviation cadets through three centers, this
fourth unit was not needed. Since this directive delegated authority for
"collecting classification-test results and data on success in air-crew training
schools and performing the statistical analyses necessary to determine the
accuracy of prediction of classification tests" to Headquarters AAF Flying
Training Command, Lt. Col. Walter L. Deemer, Jr. was also transferred to
that Command. Col. Deemer had been brought into the Psychological
Branch to carry on this work and it was believed desirable that he continue
to supervise it in its new location.

As general policy became clarified, and procedures for selection and classi-
fication became well established, further responsibility for psychological re-
search was delegated to the Commanding General, AAF Training Command.
In a directive (20) concerning the Aviation Cadet Qualifying Examination
dated 1 September 1943, the responsibility for the preparation of additional
forms of the Aviation Cadet Qualifying Examination under the general pol-
icies outlined by the Office of the Air Surgeon was delegated to the psycho-
logical research units under the Surgeon, Headquarters AAF Training Com-
mand. Similarly, responsibility for the immediate supervision and coordina-
tion of research and test development projects in the psychological research
units of the AAF Training Command was delegated (21) to Headquarters
AAF Training Command. This responsibility included the preparation of
reports, the evaluation of results, and the preparation of recommendations
for changes in the tests and weights for the Air-Crew Classification Test
Battery.

Modifying and Extending Procedures

Minor changes in the tests and weights used in the Air-Crew Classifica-
tion Test Battery were made during the spring of 1942 as new tests became
available. Or, 9 May 1942 a new directive and plan (22) was sent to Head-
quarters AAF Flying Training Command by the Chief of the Air Staff, Army
Air Forces. At the same time the Psychological Division of the Office of the
Air Surgeon prepared and distributed a new statement (23) concerning pro-
cedures for combining scores on Aviation Cadet Classification Examinations
and a mimeographed booklet (24) containing directions for administering and
scoring Aviation Cadet Classification Tests. On 3 June 1942 a directive
(25) was sent to the Commanding General, AAF Flying Training Command,
giving revised weights and directions for administering Aviation Cadet Class-

ification Tests.
The printing of some new test booklets and the production of a number of

copies of certain apparatus tests made it desirable to issue a new directive
(26) from Headquarters Army Air Forces regarding classification testing
procedures on 3 July 1942. Two major changes were made in classification
procedures. It was stated, "Cadets with predicted scores of 4 or below for
navigation training have almost invariably been found to be un.atisfactory
material for navigation train.ng. Alt is therefore directed that no one shall be
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assigned to navigation training who does not have a predicted score for navi-
gation training of at least. S (average).

"It has been established that much time is now being wasted by reclassify-
ing cadets who have been eliminated from one type of air-crew school because
of lack of aptitude, and atten.pting to train them for another type of air-
crew duty for which they have even less aptitude. It is therefore directed
that any cadet who has been eliminated from one type of air-crew training
shall not be dassified for another type of air-crew training unless his pre-

, dicted score for this type of training is above average (at least 6)."
This directive, which established what became known as the July 1942

battery, was followed at periodic intervals by new directives establishing
the December 1942 battery, the July 1943 battery, the November 1943 bat-
tery, and the September 1944 battery.

The changes in tests and weights for these subsequent batteries were based
upon research findings and resulted from conferences of the directors of the
psychological research groups and the chief of the psychological organiza-
tion in Headquarters Army Air Forces.

The directive establishing the December 1942 battery (27) was prepared
in Headquarters Army Air Forces following a conference at Headquarters
AAF Flying Training Command and was dated 24 October 1942. By this
time sufficient models of all apparatus tests had been produced so that the
Air-Crew Classification Test Battery could be uniform for all three training
centers. Also for the first time there was a substantial amount of data re-
garding the validities and intercorrelations of the various tests on which to
base weights to be used in combining the scores. This directive also modi-
fied the procedures for making recommendations for training. This part of
the directive is quoted as follows:

After the preferences of cadets have been secured and their predictive scores for training
;n each of the specialties have ben determined, the following procedure will be followed in
making recommendations for training.

a. The first %tep in determining the recommended classification of an aviation cadet
will be to determine the air-crew duties for which he is psychologically qualified
for air-crew training as follows:

4 (1) for bombardier or pilot traiidng if his aptitude score for these types of train-
ing is 3 or above.

(2) for navigator training if his aptitude score for this type of training is S or
above.

b. The second step is to determine whether or not the cadet indicated cn the Aviation
Cadet Preference Blank (Fcrm CES01E) that he desired assignment to the type
of training for which he has the most aptitude. If the cadet did indicate such a
desire, he will be recommended for the type of training for which he has the
highest aptitude score, provided:
(1) that his aptitude score for such training is at least 3 points higher than for the

type of training given the highest preference of those for which be is qualified,
and

(2) that he confirms in an interview the desire to be so recommended.
c. If a recomniendation is not made under section "b"- above, the next :tep wdl be

to dcc-rne whrther or no' the cadet hs an aptitude sore of 3 or 4 (below aver-
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age) for the ty PC of training given the hizhest preference of those for which he
L., quaiai*& If the cadet did make !uch a s-core, he wi,! be recommended for the
specialty for which his aptAitude score is hizheft, provided that
(1) if tccon-m1cdcd for bomnbardier or pilot Lrairin, his aptitude mcore is 2 or

more ponlt higher for the recommended specinltv tban for his first preference,
(2) if recommcnded for n-avigation training, his aptitude score for this specialty

is 3 or more points hij~ber than for his first pr-eference. .
d. If a recommer~dation is not mnade linder section "c" above, the cadet will be rec-

ommended for the type of training given the highest preference of those for which
he is qualified.

All aviation cadets who are to be recommended for a type of training other than that for
which they have the highest preference will be interviewed by an offcer of the Psychological
Unit. The purpose of the interview will be to verify the cadet's statement regarding assign.
inent on the basis of aptitude scores, and to explain the reasons for "ecommending a claws-
fication other than the cadet's highest preference..

These procedures were modified somewhat by the Surgeon of Headquar-
ters AAF Flying Training Command with the oral approval of the Air Sur-
geon. The directive (28) sent out by the Flying Training Command to the
Classification Centers stated that the cadets not meeting these standards for
any of the three types of air-crew training would be interviewed and brought
before a b~ard for'final decision as to the Surgeon's recommendation. Dur-
ing the first few months after this directive was put into effect, thewe boards
allowed a number of men with pilot stanines of I and 2 to enter pilot train-
ing. However, as the groups had more and more experience with these men,
less and less of them were sent into pilot training until the number was prac-
tically negligible by the time that the July 1943 battery wrent into effect-

At a conference of the directors of the psychological rescaich groups held
in Washington at Headquarters Army Air Forces in MNarch 1943, plans for
the July 1943 test b3ttery and procedures for prepa ring recommendations for
assignment to training were discus.sed. Tt was agreed that results from the
follow-up of several thousand mcn with low aptitude scores who had been
sent into training deffinitelyv indicated that it was undesirablc to qualify these
men for flying training. The directive (29) isued by Headquarters Army
Air Forces on 28 May 1943 specified that to qualify for pilot training a mpini-
mum pilot stanine of 4 was necessamry. For navigator training a minimum
navigator stanine of 6, and for bombardier training a minimum bombardier
stanine of 4 togethcr with a navigator suinine of 4 was necessary. The navi-
gator stanine requirement for men to be trained as bombardiers was included
because of the large num~her of men scheduled at that time for dual training
as both navigators and boinbardiers.

On 10 June the first indorsement (30) to this directive was signed by the
Chief of Staff, Headquarters AAF Flying Training Command and sent to
Headquarters Army Air Forces. This indorsement stated, "An insufficient
number of students is being supplied to keep the college-training program up
to full strength and there are apparently no indications that the procure-
m~ent situation will be improved in the near future.



'In view of the present aviation-cadet procurement problems which have
already affected this Command (this Command is short 11,500 air-crew
college trainees), it is recommended that the provisions in the basic com-
munication raising the stanine requirement for pilot training from 3 to 4 be
rescinded."

To clarify this situation, two studies were prepared by the Psychological
Branch of the Office of the Air Surgeon. The first of these (31) was com-
pleted on 29 June 1943 and the contents were communicated to the Head-
quarters of the Flying Training Command by telephone. This study showed
that as of 12 June 1943 the number of men recruited for the aviation-cadet
training program and not yet enrolled in primary flying or other specialized
training schools was 126,144. Of this number 56,395 were enrolled in the
college program and the remainder were in basic training centers, classifica-
tion centers, and preflight schools. It was pointed out that this figure was
only 2,000 below the maximum permitted the Army Air Forces by the Gen-
eral Staff, that procurement since 12 June had been at a rate greater than
that needed to meet current requirements, and that additional measures had
been taken by Headquarters Army Air Forces to assure the continuance of
the recent procurement rate.

It was further pointed out that "if the standards now prevailing in the
Flying Training Centers are maintained, more aviation cadets will be gradu-
ated from Advanced Training Schools by entering 11,600 men with aptitude
scores of 4 to 9 as provided in the basic communication than are now gradu-
ated by entering 12,100 with aptitude scores of 3 to 9. More giaduates can
be obtained by entering 500 men with aptitude scores of 4 to 9 than can be
obtained from entering 1000 men with aptitude scores of 3. Even more im-
portant than this is the fact that in comparison with men having aptitude
scores of 3, more than twice as many of the graduates with aptitude scores
of 4 to 9 will be rated by their instructors as likely to become superior mili-
tary pilots. This dilution of the quality of the graduates is a more important
consideration in terms of the total wv'r effort than the 500 additional elimi-
nees whose time is being wasted."

On 7 July 1943 a second study (32) on this problem was prepared. This
was sent to the Office of the Assistant Chief of Air Staff, Personnel and the
Assistant Chief of Air Staff, Training and communicated by telephone to
Headquarters AAF Flying Training Command. It recommended that the
passing mark on the Aviation Cadet Qualifying Examination be established
at the score of 180 which was approximately one-half standard deviation
lower than the previous passing mark with the definite understanding that
only men with pilot aptitude scores of 4 and above would be sent into pilot
training by the AAF Flying Training Command. The study of the relation-
ship between the Qualifying Examination score and pilot stanine indicated
that, as compared with the existing procedure, the new plan would result in
over-all increases in the numbers of aviation cadets se.nt into training and
graduaLin-g of 14 percent and 17 percent respectively. Training reported on
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IS July 1943 that it had not yet had an answer from Headquarters AAF

Flying Training Command concurring in the proposal to raise the qualifying

pilot staoine to 4 or above.

During the following week the Air Surgeon and the Assistant Chief of Air

Staff, Training personally talked with officers at Headquarters AAF Flying

Training Command by telephone. The Air Surgeon reported on 21 July

1943 that the Training Command had agreed to the standard of a pilot stan-

ine of 4 with the reservation that mcn with lower aptitude would be sent Into

training if it was absolutely necessary to meet quotas.

A directive (33) was issued by Headquarters AAF Flying Training Com-
mand putting the procedures specified in the directive from Headquarters
Army Air Forces to be used in preparing recommendations for air-crew train-

ing assignments in effect on 10 July 1943. However, this directive was modi-

fied to require a pilot stanine of 3 for qualification for pilot training rather
than 4 as indicated in the original directive. On 12 August Headquarters

AAF Flying Training Command issued a directive (34) instructing the

Classification Centers to raise the qualifying pilot stanine to 4. This went

into effect in the various units near the end of August.

Following a conference at Headquarters AAF Training Command in Sep.

termber 1943 a memorandum (35) outlining the data available at that time

on the validation of classification tests for bombardiers, navigators, and

pilots and proposing a battery of tcz;ts and wcights was transmitted by the

Surgeon, rAF Training Command to the Air Surgeon. This was approved

(36) with certain minor changes 4nd on 1 ,November 1943 the new battery

was put into effect at the three Psycholo.gical Research Units and also at the

seven new Medical and Psychological Examining Units which had teen es-

tablished at basic training centers to test applicants before they were sent

to college training.
In order to activate these new psychological units, key personnel were

selected from the existing three Psychological Research Units. The officers

selected to head the new units were as follows:

Lt. Col. Lewis B. Ward, AAF 'Medical and Psychological Examining Unit

No. 4, at AAF Basic Training Center No. 10, Greensboro, N.C.;

Lt. Col. A. C. Tucker, AAF Medical and Psychological Examining Unit No.

5, at AAF Basic Training Center No. 4, Miami Beach, Fla.;

Lt. Col. Frederic Wickert, AAF Mfdical and Psychological Examining Unit

No. 6, at AAF Basic Training Center No. 2, Keesler Field, Miss.;

Lt. Col. Philip H. DuBois, AAF Medical and Psychological Examining Unit

No. 7, at AAF Basic Training Center No. 1, Jefferson Barracks, M.;

Maj. Merrill F. Roff, AAF Medical and Psychological Examining Unit No. 8,

at AAF Basic Training Center .No. 3, Sheppard Field, Tm.;

Maj. Clarence W. Brown, AAF Medical and Psychological Examining Unit

No. 9, at AAF Basi: TrainirL.; Center No. 8, Bucley Field, Colo.;

Maj. William E. Walton, AAF .edical and Psychological Examining Unit
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No. 10, at AAF Basic Training Center No. 12, Amarillo Army Air Field,
Amarillo, Tex.
The directive which was put into effect 1 November 1943 established mini-

mum qual:fyng stanines of 6 for navigation training and 4 for pilot train-
ing. The bombardier qualifying sUndard was changed to a bombardier
stanine of S together with a navigator stanine of 4.

The fact that a large surplus of trained pilots existed became evident in the
fall of 1943 and the quotas for men entering into pilot training classes were
reduced. The very large numbers of men available for pilot training made it
posible at the same time to raise the qualifying standards for men sent into
training. On 15 November the minimum qualifying stanines were set (37)
at 5 for pilot, 7 for navigator, and 5 for bombardier together with a naviga-
tor stanine of S. On 17 December the qualifying stanine for pilot was raised
(38) to 6 and on 27 December the qualiyfing bombardier stanine was raised
(39) to 6 together with a navigator stanine of S. These standards remained
in effect until the new classification battery of September 1944.

New tests and weights based on the minimum acceptable standards for
air-crew personnel obtain.d from a survey of more than 300 of the squadron
commanders and officers in charge of specialized personnel in Eighth, Ninth;
Twelfth and Fifteenth Air Forces were contained in a directive (40) to the
Commanding General, AAF Training Command signed by the Chief of Air
Staff on 7 July 1944. This directive specified that stanines be computed for
fighter pilot and bomber pilot separately. Besides the usual stanines for
navigators and bombardiers, stanines were computed for three additional
air-crew specialties. These were radio gunner, mechanic and armorer gun-
ner, and career gunner.

The qualifying standards for fighter-pilot and bomber-piot training were
set at 6 and it was further specified that as many as possible of the fighter
pilots should have stanines of 7 or higher. Navigator stanine remained at 7,
and for bombardier tra'aing the single requirement of a revised bombardier
stanine of 6 was set. The stanines for various types of gunners were to be
used in classification of men for technical school and flexible-gunnery school
training but the heavy demand for these specialists would not permit the dis-
qualification of men because of low aptitude. This battery with these stand-
ards went into effect on 1 September 1944. By 24 October 1944, further
reduction in quotas for training made it desirable to raise (41) the minimum
qualifying scores for bombardier, navigator, and both types of pilot training
to?.

On 9 December 1944 this directiv.z was modified (42) to require a career-
gunner stanine of 6 or above for B-29 career-gunner training and an armorer-
mechanic-gui'ner stanine of 6 or above for training as a B-29 remote-control
ttirret gunner or a B-29 airplane-mechanic-trouble-shooter gunner. To
qualify for training as a B-29 armorer-gunner, an armorer-mechanic stanine
of 5 or above was required. On 23 December the directive was further modi-
fied (43) to introduce a new gunner' sighting test into the battery and
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n, cdify the weights for armorer-and-air-meaic gunner and career guner
to a.dapt them bettel to the selection of B-29 gunners. On 19 March 194S a
teleraphic directive (44) stated, "aptitude qualification for any B-29 gun-.
ner position Nill consist of aerial-(career) gunner stanine of S or better and.
no other psychological qualification will be required."

A directive (45) from Headquarters Army Air Forces to the Commanding
General, AAF Training Command, dated 10 April 1945 stated, "It is desired
that the radio-operator-gunner stanine, armorer-or.air-mecAnic-gunner stan
ine and career-gunner stanine be replaced with an aerial-gunner stanine and
a flight-engineer stanine." New weights were specified for the computation
of these stanines.

The only other change made during the wartime program in the Septem-
ber 1944 test battery was the addition of a radar-observer stanine effective
1 June 1945 as directed (46) by Headquarters Army Air Forces on 23 May
1945. The minimum qualifying standards for both flight engineer and radar-
observer were set at 7 at the time computation of these stanines was directed.

THE RESEARCH PROGRAM ON INDIVIDUAL TRAINING
AND COMBAT RETURNEES

Sending the first detachment of aviation psychologists to work at flying
training schools was the result of a request (47) from the Director of Indi-
vidual Training, Headquarters Army Air Forces, dated 2S August 1942.
This request asked that the Office of the Air Surgeon set up the necessary
classification and aptitude tests to select the most suitable men for training
ss low altitude (D-S) bombardiers from among the graduates of the Flexible
Gtnnery Schools. Research detachments were sent to three of the AAF
Guanery Schools from the three Psychological Research Units on IS Septem-
ber1942. The officers selected to head these detachments at Las Vegas, Nev.,
Halingcn, Tex., and Tyndall Field, Fla. were Maj. Clarence W. Brown,
Maj Glen Finch, and Lt. Col. R. N. Hobbs, respectively.

In addition to their work on selecting low-altitude bombardiers, each of
these detachments carried on research on the sel.ction of flexible gunners
and also on the training of flexible gunners. When the flow of men into low-
altitude bombardier training was stopped after a couple of months, the offi-
cers in charge of flexible-gunnery training requested that a permanent Psy-
chological Research Unit be established at one of the gunnery schools. On
.17 Febrnry 1943, a psychological research detachment consisting of two of
the officers who had worked in flexible-gunnery schools and several enlisted
men with psychological training was established at Fort Myers, Fla. On 1
October 1943 this detachment was formally activated (48) as Psychological
Research Unit No. 11. Lt. Col. R. N. Hobbs was made director of this unit.

In the meantime, aviation psychologists were becoming increasingly aware
of the need for research on other aspects of personnel and training in the
Army Air Forces. By this time, also, classification procedures were w(-ll t-s-

tnbis.ed and the Pychniagical Research Units were fairly ad.quately
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staffed. Accordingly, in May 1943 a staff study (49) wa prepared recom-
mending that the psychological staff under the supervision of the Air Sur-
geon be utilized for a coordinated psychological research program on prob-
lems of air-crew personnel procurement and classifcation, training, and redis-tribution. The concurrence of the various divisions of the Air Staff was ob-

tained for this recommendation and it was formally approved by the Deputy
Chief of Air Staff on 21 July 1943. It should be noted that as originaly
written it was proposed to include research on problems related to the tech-
nical training of men for ground-crew duty as well as air crew. However,
neither the Assistant Chief of the Air Staff, Personnel, nor the Assistant
Chief of the Air Staff, Training, concurred in the inclusion of other than
air crew.

In August 1943 the Psychological Branch prepared three directives related
to this program. One (S0) was to the Adjutant General for a study relating
to procurement resources for air-crew personnel. Another (SI) was to the
newly established AAF Redistribution Center outlinirg a psychological pro-
gram for this organization, and the third (52) was to the AAF Training Com-
mand proposing research on the selection of instructors, the evaluation of
proficiency of men in flying training, the evaluation of the relative effective-
ness of various training devices and procedures and the study of special psy-
cbclogical problems of instruction. The Air Surgeon decided that insufficient
staff and facilities were available to carry out the study on procurement re-
sources and this was abandoned.

* The assignment to the AAF Redistribution Center of an aviation psycholo-
gist experienced in the Program was approved in August 1943. The Air Sur-
geon decided that rather than issue a specific directive on a psychological
research program, an officer would be assigned to study the problem and to
develop detailed plans for a psychological program in that organization.

Lt. Col. Laurance F. Shaffer was selected to develop and direct the psycho-
logical program in the AAF Redistribution Center and was made Chief, Psy-
chological Division, Office of the Surgeon, Headquarters AAF Redistribu-
tion Center, in September 1943.

On 19 April 1944 Headquarters Army Air Forces directed (S3) that the
AAF Redistribution Center establish a psychological testing program with.
a unit at AAF Redistribution Station No. 2, Miami Beach, Fla. It. CoL
Frederic Wickert was made Chief, Psychological Branch, Office of the Sur-
geon, at this station.

On 12 August 1944 a directive (S4) was issued from Headquarters Army
Air Forces establishing a psychological program in all Redistribution Sta-
tions primarily for the purpose of administering instructor-selection tests.
L. Col. St. Clair A. Switzer was selected to be Chief, Psychological Branch,-
Office of the Surgeon, AAF Redistribution Station No. 1, Atlantic City;
Maj. ,Merrill T. Hollinshead was placed in charge of the branch at AAF
Redistribution Station No. 3, Santa 'Monica; Maj. Chester W. Harris was
selected for the similar position at AAF Redistribution Station No. 4, Santa
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Ana Army Air Base; and M.aj. Frederick B. Davis was chosen for AAF Re-
distribution Station No. S, Camp Davis. To coordinate the work of these
branches under the general supervision of the Chief, Psychological Division,
Maj. Mlerrill F. Roff was brought into Headquarters AAF Redistribution
Center.

On I June 1944 the AAF Redistribution Center was reconstituted as the
AAF Personnel Distribution Command and on 28 October 194 i the Aviation
Psychology Program in AAF Convalesceat Hospitals was formally atab-
lished (55). At that time Psychological Services Branches, under the tech-
nical supervision of the Psychological Division, Office of the Surgeon, Head-
quarters AAF Personnel Distribution Command, were organized in all AAF
Convalescent Hospitals. To develop and coordinate this program under the
supervision of the Chief, Psychological Division, Capt. Sidney W. Bijou
was brought into Headquarters AAF Personnel Distribution Command. The
officers placed in charge of the Psychological Services Branches are listed be-
low together with the name of the station at which the AAF Convalescent
Hospital was located:

.Name gi.
Capt. Paul'R. Dier ...................................................................................... Pawing, N. Y.
Capt. Donald E. Super ................ Miami Beach, Fki..
Maj. Harry V. McNcdll ..........................................................- .Y.ort Thomas, Ky.
Maj. Glen L. Heathers ......................................................................... Bowman Field, Ky.
Lt. Col. Hermann 0. Schmidt ................................................................. .Fort Logan, Colo.
Lt. Col. Henry Obel ......................... Fort George Wright, Wash.
Lt. Col. Lee E. Travis .................................................... Santa Ana Array .Alr Base, Calif.
M aj. M ilton B. Jensen ........................................................................... Camp Davis, N. C.
Lt. Col. George Forlano ............ ...... St. Petersburg, Fla.
Maj. Edward I. Strongin ............................................................ Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y.
Lt. Col. R. N. Hobbs .................... Cochran Field, Ga.

The Air Surgeon transmitted the directive on training research to the Sur-
geon of the AAF Training Command informally rather than through official
correspondence channels. The Surgeon of the AAF Training Command in-
dicated in discussions with the Air Surgeon that he concurred in its general
provisions and would proceed along those lines without the necessity of a
formal directive. Plans for increasing the proportion of time devoted to
training research wtre discussed at a conference including representatives of
all of the Psychological Research Units at Headquarters AAF Training Com-
mand in September 1943.

One of the first units to devote a large portion of its time to training re-
search was the Psychological Test Film Unit which was activated (56) at
Santa Ana Army Air Base on 9 October 1943. Lt. Col. James J. Gibson, who
had been responsible for this type of work in the Psychological Section of
Headquarters AAF Training Command, was made director of the new unit.
In addition to developing tests for tryout as classification tests, this unit
conducted extensive research on methods of aircraft recognition training and
also carried out studies on effectiveness of motion picture training films.
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On IS January 1944 Psychological Research Projects were activated (57)
for research on bombardier training at MIidland Army Air Field, navigator
tr-',ing at. Sh..'n:= Fic'd, and pilot trdning at Randolph Field. The officers
stlected as directors uf these special research groups were: Lt. Col. Edward
H. Kemp, Psychjooical Research Project (Bombardier); Maj. Launor F.
Ca;rter, Psychological Research Project (Navigator); and Maj. Neal E.
Miller, Psychological Reseach Project (Pilot).

On I December 1944 a similar Psychological Research Project was act.
vated (58) to study problems in connection with radar-observer training at
Langley Field. This unit actually began functioning on 4 October 1944
when Maj. Stuart W. Cook who had been selected to direct the work of this
project reported for duty.

Psychological Research Project (Combat Crew) was established (59)
on 6 Apri[ 1945 at Lincoln Army Air Field for the purpose of administering
proficiency tests and other evaluative devices to combat-crew personnel and
the collating of training records leading to recommendations for the assign-
ment of combat-crew and the designation of potential'lead-crew material.
Lt. Col. William 'M. Lepley was made director of this project.

The last Psychological Research Project to be activated was the one to
study flight-engineer training at Hondo Army Air Field. This was formally
activated (60) on 1 July 1945. Prior to 'that date the work was carried
on by a detachment from Psychological Research Unit No. 2. Maj. Neil D.
Warren was made director of this project.

RESEARCH ON PROBLEMS OF OPERATIONAL
TRALNING AND COMBAT

Temporary Duty Detachments in Combat Theaters
The first official recognition of the importance to the Aviation Psychology

Program of the AAF of the study of combat operations was the issuing of
orders (61) 10 November 1943 directing Col. John C. Flanagan, Head-
quarters Army Air Forces, to proceed "from Washington, D. C. to the
European theater and Mediterranean theater, reporting to the Commanding._.
General of each theater on temporary duty approximately ninety (90) days."
The mission of this temporary duty was to survey and study "air-crew
personnel classification matters."

Following this officer's return to Washington on 8 March '1944 a mem-
orandum (62) was submitted to the Chief of the Air Staff, recommending
that research psychologists be sent to assist in the selection of personnel
for lead crews in the United States Strategic Air Forces in Eu,:ope. On 24
'March the Chief of Air Staff directed (63) that a cable be sent "to the
Air Force Commander in the Theater explaining the object of the mission
and asking whether or not he desires to have them come."

This teleram (64) was dispatched on 27 'March and on 3 April a cable
(65) was received from the Commanding General, United States Forces in
the European Tlhe::. of Operations, London, England. This cable stated
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that the project was favorably considered except tht the work in the theater
should be limited to res-rch for the purpozse of dcveloping ap"tude tests
under actual combat conditions ad eva!uation of air-crew personnel with
respect to aptitude for combat as an aid to the selection of lead crews.
The cable further stated that after such tests were developed they should
be given in the training stations in the Zone of the Interior.

With the concurrence of the AAF Training Command, orders (66) Were
issued 18 April 1944 directing 6 officers and 15 eliMW men to proand
to Greensboro, N. C., reporting not later than 25 April 1944 to await
overseas shipment. On 27 April 1944 the Air Surgeon issued a directive
(67) defining the mission of this Air-Crew Evaluation and Research Detac-
ment to the detachment commander, Lt. Col. A. Paul HorsL The Chief of
the Psychological Branch delivered this directive to the Detachment Com-
mander in person at Greensboro, and together with the Chief, Psychological
Section, Headquarters AAF Training Commaid, spent 2 days discussing
plans with the personnel of this detachment. The principal provisions of the
directive are quoted below:

The training and classification-test records of personnel now assigned to bombardment
groups in the Eighth Air Force are to be collated from the basic AAF Training Command
records which have been compiled for the detachment. Them reco.ds are to be compare
with the combat performance of men in such key assignments as lead-c:ew positions to
determine the value of these records to squadron and group commanders In selectin men
for these assignments.

To supplement these records the detachment is to adminicter to appropriate combat per-
sonnel certain new tests developed as a reult of the recent survey of combat opcrations
conducted by a representative of this office. These results are also to be validated against
combat performance.

On the bais of the findings from the above studies the detachment is to revise and
develop tests for the purpose of predicting combat performance as accurately as possible
at the time air-crew personnel enter operational training units in the Zone of the Interior.

This detachment is to report progre.s and results achieved directly to this office every
15 days .-o that the findings may be utilized in the training units in the Zone of the Interior.

The temporary duty orders of this group were extended (68) and on
7 September 1944 the detachment commander and 2 officers returned to
Washington with the remainder of the detachment following 2 or 3 days
later.

Two additional Air-Cre' " Evaluation and Research Detachments were
sent to overseas theaters The directives (69) (70) on the missions of
these two Air-Crew Evaluation and Research Detachments were very similar
to that for the first Air-Crew Evaluation and Research Detachment quoted
above. B-, -ever, the latter two detachments did not develop or administer
tests except for tests of the proficiency of various air-crew members.

Near the end of August a cable (71) was sent to the Fifteenth Air Force
requesting concurrence in sending research personnel to that theater on
temporary duty. On 11 September 1944 a c.ble (72) was received from
the Commandine General, Allied Force Headquarters, Casserta, Italy, re-
qrsting these avia :ion pychologists ard on 20ctoler. 4 officers and 8 en-
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isted men under the command of MIJ. Neil D.' Varm left this country
for the Fifteenth Air Fotam

Later the orders of this group were amended (73) to permit them to
visit the Twelfth, Ninth, and Eighth Air Fores in addition to the Fifteenth
ir Vurce and thzr temporaq-duty period was extended to 6 months.

The &-ula t returned from England, arriving in New York on S May

As a result of a cable (74) sent to the Commanding General, Untdd
States Army Air forces, Pcuific Ocean Areas, Hickam Field, Hawaii an
2 November 1944, concurrence was obtained for ,ending a detachment of
4 officers and S enlisted men under the command of Lt. Col. William M.
Lepley on 90 days' temlprary duty to te Pacific Thuter. This detach.
tneat arrived In Hawaii on 16 December 1944, visited units of the Seventh
and Twentieth Air Forces, and returned to Hamilton Field, California, on
16 March 194S.

The Program in the Continental Air Forces

At the same time that arrangements were being made to send AirCrew
Evaluation and Research Detachments to the combat theaters, the approval
of the Air Staff was being obtained for sending avlation psychologists to
the four Air Forces in charge of operatioial training in the Zone of the
Interior and to the Air Forces in the combat theaters on a permanent basis.
On 26 June 1944 the Air Staff approved the recormmendation (75) to assign
suitable trained personnel to each of the Air Forces to develop the Psycho-
logical Research Program recommended as the result of the initial survey
of air-crew personneA in the European and Mediterranean theaters.

On the basis of this authority, plans were made for the permanent assign.
ment of groups of approximately 4 officers and 6 enlisted men each to
the First, Second, Third, and Fourth Air Forces which were responsible
for operational training. A conference of the officers so-lected to head these
units toether with officers from research units in the AAF Training Com.
m.nd, the AAF Personnel Distribution Command, and Headquarters Army
Air Forces was held early In August in San Franisao

The officers chosen to direct this work and made Chiefs of the Psy.
chological Branches, Office of the Surgeon, in the headquarters of the various
air forces were: Lt. Col. Richard T. Sollenberger, Headquarters First Air
Force; Lt. Col. Lewis 13. Ward, Headquarters Second Air Force; Maj.
Clarence W. Brown, Headquarters Third Air Force; and Lt. Col. Edwin
E. Ghiselli, Headquarters Fourth Air Force. After the delegtion by Head.
quarters Army Air Forces of the direct supervision of these operational
training air forces to a new headquarters created for this purpose and called
lleadquarters Continental Air Forces, Lt. Col. Meredith P. Crawford was
mde Chief, Psyclhu!cical Branch, O1fice of the Surgeon of that he, -
quarters to cwjrd~n-te the work of these units.

Oa 23 Auz.u,,. IY44 irectiives (76) wVre sent to Co.rrnr, ng Gerras
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of the Firt, Second, Third, and Fourth Air Force outlining the misslo.
of the psychologimcl research oamcers being assigned and giving some of the
bachpound of tis project. These directives sated:

Tih Mlai4 of thee oMen isas follm:
L To colct. asaemble and make available to commadi;ng o*Mcm ctlkAci.oo-ta

ares, samina, prei-aC st Mohfl, mining reme, wtr otmtdjatZustmtat scom,
and to advt cnnann th tW af =& J!rwatioa In the aedia of pmnn f"& lad
new. tad othe sp0ial tWM of opmiuou t11514

b. To SImISIMU &ptitude aad/ot priofincy iamb wm Idletd for the puvpem d
Aewfn additIonal lnfmmatmo for the eceot of pu-nnl far ipW tra "g

t. To colkct and/or dvlop chlens data on the pro izcy of iadividuaL in euynq
outv n ua operational dutLa Such data wiU be used In refilin pret titig ad a-

validation studla to he conducted by that He. dquatf-au
4. To develop new tea at ted 4 o~fictlaza damlgtd to maureu aptudw and pro.p1i de dw tat an adporwt for dccm in combat a rd t a amW mcud by nmh1

C to de s audtie of atttudet, movatior, and kadarthp abt dic t by
IWproblem& at as directed by iHeadq~rtmr Army Al Fortal

It Is suggested that In order for the reseamh officrs to perform the above* sso they
be niven acceus to training, rrofi xtcy, and operatons rtcordi In your co-ma and thal
eybe autorind to interview periomel and to collect Inforiadton cocerning the pro-

flelency of Cyi; personnel insofar ju ttos f l &mtv do not intulere wit traLning S -
ties. It is further su ,ested that the res-nrch oftren be authorised to parddpte in aeria
.tu and to obhcrt alr-combat-crew tr&Alni actvitLes wh=n nrcwy for the accomplish.
went of th issoL.

On 3 October 1944, Manpower Division of Mangement Control, Head-
quarters Army Air Forces, in reply (77) to a requit from the Ofice of the
Air Surgeon for approximtely one lieutenant colonel, one major, two cap-
tains, and six enlisted men for each Air Force stated, "Necessary action
has been taken to increasq bulk allotments of the four Continental Air
Forces for avatcia pychologists and personnd-consuhant requirements as
tequested." Personnel were assigncd to these Air Forces shortly after the
first of October.

Perniment Research Units for Combat Air Forets

The change in table of organization for the training air forces did not
have to be approved by the War Department General Stall since the Air
Forces had a bu!k allotment fur all stnblkihm'nts within the Zokne of the
Interior. The approval of the Air Staff resulted in the appropriate action
being taken. It was necessary, however, to obtain War Department approval
for changes in the Tables of Organization of the combat air forces.

Ate' considerable dis sion of mcthods of providing for the penmnedt
assignment of retsearch officers to Air Forces in combat theaters, the Troop
Basis Diion of Hezdquarters Army Air Forces sent a memorandum (75)
on 19 Septembcr 1I44 to L'.c Ast-A-at Chiei of SUX (Attcnti.kn G-3 D1vi-
Sion). Aftcr re'ic'v tLe nt-ed for s.ch p r :, nl, this memorandum statd,
"To pruv:de for supc-i. on of L,'-crcw s.lic-ctiun by personnel s;xc'ally
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trained for such a job, it is desired by this Headquarters to furnish an
aviation psychologist (2251) to each Air Force Headquarters and an avia-
tion psychologist and two enlisted men to selected wing headquarters. It is
estimated that approximately 40 officers arad S0 enlisted men would be
required and provision can be made for this number within the present
Army Air Forces Troop Basis.

"InformA discussion with representatives of your Division (Colonel Shu-
gart and Major Moss) indicates that G-3 does not favorably consider a
change to appropriate TO and E's to accomplish this objective. It is there-
fore recommended that this headquarters be permitted to initiate action to
authorize personnel by special allotment and equipment by special lists as
indicated on attached Tab A."

On 23 September 1944 a reply (79) signed by the Deputy Assistant
Chief of Staff, G-3 was received stating, "Sufficient staff personnel, flight
surgeons, statistical control, and operations analysis personnel are now
available within the Army Air Forces to capably compile necessary infor-
mation regarding aptitude scores, training records, and any other pertinent
data neces,ary for proper selection of lead crews in combat groups.

"In view of the remarks of paragraph 2 above reference memorandum
is returned not favorably considered."

Some months later the need for Central Medical Establishments in the
overseas Air Forces made it possible to reopen this matter. Accordingly,
the new Table of Organization and Equipment No. 8-460 (80) for Central
Medical Establishments, Aviation, which ws published by the War Depart-
ment, Washington, D. C. on 12 July 1945, called for five aviation psy-
chologists (2251), one lieutenant colonel, one major, two captains and one
lieutenant. It established a Psychological Center in the Central Medical
Establishment, Aviation, which was described as follows: "This Center acts
as a clearing house for stanine scores and other classification records from
the Zone of the Interior for all flying personnel and develops procedures
for the iden'-fication of personnel with superior aptitude for special duty
assignments and makes appropriate recommendations to commanding offi-
cers."

With the publication of this table for Central Medical Establishment,
Aviation, plans were made for staffing Psychological Centers in five Central
Medical Establishments, Aviation, in the Pacific theater. Following a con-
ference with key personnel of the Aviation Psychology Program on S August
1945, the Chief of the Psychological Branch, Headquarters Army Air Forces,
wrote (81) to the men selected to head these new units, Lt. Colonels W. M.
Lepley and S. R. Wallace, and Majors N. E. Miller, C. W. Harris, and
R. H. Henneman describing the functions of the psychological section and
outlining plans for staffing, activating, and sending these units to the Pacific
theater. Orders were issued sending some of these men to Warner-Robins
Field for proces.i.'.g and training prior to overseas shipment but none of the
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psychologlits M-3 rMctually sent overseas for duty in C.tral Medlca.l Estab-
lishments because o( the cessation of hos,,11tk, s in August 194S.

Formitan u.d Evaluating Potential Lead Cn-s%

A conference was called te.ard.r. the proct4v.v4 of men for combiat

crews In leadquarters Army Air Fo~rces begining 26 Februayi 1945. Th"
was a problem which personnel of the Aviation Psychoog Progra ha
been working on for sonx tIne and reientatives of the Ttaini g Com mad
and Continental Air Force aviation psychology units attended. With the
assistance of personnel at tbis conference, representing all phas of per-
sonnel processing, a directihe (82) was sent to Headquarters AAYF Training

Command from Headquarters Army Air Forces establishing a single central

processing station for all personnel leaving the AAF Training Comrmand.

The standard operating procedures (S3) for in-bound combat crew pro.

cessing at central processing stations was prepared at the conference and

transmitted. to Headquarters AAF Training Command along with the

directive. One section of this procedure is quoted below:

Ind.iduals prorcs.d at Lincoln Army Air. Base will be formed Into crt, utllzng she
best features of the procedures now uwd for cmw matching by the Contncntal Ak Foreex.
The purpose of these procedures will be to form crews which are rot ietly to develop
maximum teamworLk & effectittus. Furthermore, by placisvj tiotber individuals whow
potentialliti for crew training are gmtatst, the Continental Air Forces WV be cnabled to

usnd ovcrte, the lrgest pomible number of outstandinr.ly good crtws from wbkb Stoup
commanders can select kladern for their combat formatons. It bi su;-.rttd that the follow-
ing factors should be given pccil onsIderatdon in crew formation: rank. experienre, pro-
ficicncy, and persona1lty. information concerning rank and ,xperinee i readily aailable.
Proficienc' data will include: (a) o-inal aptitude test-.corc, (b) ratinc obtained from
the individual's training record%. an (c) mores on .tandirdizcd objrctive prociclcY tests
and phase checks. In additlon to the ue of these data it is tugrc'ted that, iniofar u prrai
tlcable, pcror.zl factors uhich Lnfluence crew com,'atabilty such ai are, eduestilon, and

mutual Szterces, be conicrdrd in matching crmsi

As previously mentioned, the Psychological Research Project (Combat

Crew) was established at Lincoln Army Air Field on 6 April 1945 to per-

form this function.
A conference of aviition pr.chologists was bcld at Lincoln Army Air Field

from 7 to 10 'May 1945. Representatives of AAF Training Comrt:Ind, AAF

Personnel Distribution Command, AAF School of Aviation Mcdicine, the

Continental Air Forces, and Headquarters Army Air Forces vere in at-

tendance. The principal purpose of the conference was to develop pro-

cedures based on recent research findings to be used in assigning personnel

to potential lead-crew positions at the time of processing at Lincoln Army

Air Field, prior to shipment to the Continental Air Forces for operational

training. Recent resarch findings were presented including rprrts by the

Air-Crew Evaluation and Research Detachmmts rc-,ntlV rTOurM' frt. the

Pacific Ocean Areas and from the Europe-an Thattr ,f O ratinns. ani the

Mediterranean Theater of Oqeratins. Agreement was rtz-.hdt n tl,! i L'n,
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tzd wt19'ts to be used in computing Ied.crew aptitude scores.
An AAF Letter, No. SO-117 (84), Screenig of Curobat Crew Personnel,

d:tcd 7 Ju t 1945 t.ts publbhcd by Headquartcrs Army Air Forces. The
ptv. ,! atz'~ L~y I L'e t quok-4I lu, uii uwing p.ar"MIbs:

, -- ~~ Lad acv.'a#All' be coiipoval of alrtrw mentber %bo have the h!rL-t 444d.
ctu 1-tv A~I t 7~T1 O~4, , 41 , "- . Zt as po"Ic~M pawtt~t load c"%-* wiff be
xud, up W m aws mbeu all of w'hom hbse ad-&etw aptitud Koo, of 9, all of whom
hsvo kald-w apikude acom of a. or all of whom have lead.ucw aptitude scres, of .
ThN Iigesi eoiwl beasuembled Wituw rogttad tvr lad.=rw aptltue &cMM

A Combat Crw Reord Form (copy lstach d) w da be Ltd M the AAP Combt
Crow i aPrboes" &M Distrbutlo Center, which will indicate %hetber the mw ix des-
ateAW as a potental lead crew or u a combat crew. Tho name, rank, rnd serl number of

ech ttw mertir ar .'a&ncd to the crew will be entered, Tb fm N willbe iomardcd in
duplicate to the combnt.etw tmining stlfon to which the cew h scot. Authority i
geanted to the AAF Tmnilng Command for the rprodluction of this form &a howa in t1e
atuachment to this Letter, in sucid.a quantltes to Iumi_ a three (3) months supply for

we at the AAF Combat Crew Proctu.ag and Ditributlon Ceuta.
Upon tomrredon of combat crew talnLog, the d&--.rtion of potenttal lead crew or of

co.,,t cftw i etzdr in the AAF Tralnl; Commnd *t)0 be ccnurmcd or rcvLwd at thy
train!rr ar force tatia ;,.d su.lbtc uotatona will be made on the form. Appropriate

rrmxLs concerning the pokfitkncy of the crew as a whole will be eatueed.
The original of the Combat Crew Record Form will be forwarded to the theater for the

InformAtIon of the combat orgtaltion to which the crew is aiWned, The duplkat wi be
foriardcd to the com.mnd i eneral of the air fota in which combat.crew trainig Is
scorn.Led. The aurcucn and the ofnce reponsble for training programs at the hoed.
quartcn of the air force will uw thi LWformatioln to evaluaLc the potential ld-crew stlec.
tin protun,

Theise procedures were put into operation in the summer of 1945. 7U
cv-mtion of hostilities prevented an adequate evaluation of their effectlve-

PS YCHOWGICAL RESEARCH! ON PROBLEMS OF
AVIATION EQUJIP31EN

From the earliest days of the Aviation Psyc:bology Program in the .zzny
Air Forces, it was clear that one area in which psy-chologits ndgbt make
ustful contributions was in connection with the psych:llodica) research to
deterrnine the effect of humnan capacities on the design of aviation equip.
menL A sustantal number of projects had been completed prior to the
spring of 1945 by various units in the Aviation Psycholoy Program,espe-
cLly the Deputment of Psychology, School of Aviation Medicine. How-
eer, it was difficult to select the research problems of the greatest imme-
diate benefit to those developing new planes and equipment without the
intimate knowledge of plans and new designs which can be gained only by
working closely with the sdentists and engineers doing the developmental
w-ork- It %xs therefore believed that to be mwst effective a large put of
this work wou!d have to be done in close association 'ith the en.-ineering
Li%!, : 4-s t. other research and development groups.

0.i "? May 194S, a directive (85) was approved by the Air Staff ard
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,-t to the Commainft Gen, Ak Techndic Service Coim-ad Wet
Fidd, Dayton, Ohio, This directive stated, "It Is desired that facilitles be
esLablished for corducting scientific psychologickAl research oan problemI
of avLtion equipment. llec use of the intimate relatimship between Pa
cbolical, medical, physiolo ,cAl, ,-ad biophysical research problems, It I
bdievt! that this psychological rese~ach project should be establise a
a branch of the Aero Medical Laboratory"

IA. CoL Paul M. Pitts was transferred from Headquarters Army Alr
Forces to Wright icd to be Chief of this Psychological BranAL

Immediately after his asslgramwt to Wright Field, the Chief of the Pay.
tiotgca Urarwh o the At-r, Mtdkal laboratowy was sent on moathS
temporary duty as described in the next section to study new developments
and procedures of aviation psychologists in England and esped.ly Genmany.
He returned to this country on 30 August 194S and early in Septembe]
additional personnel were added to tht staff and detalled plus were dev&.
oped for the Psychological Research Program on problems of equipmentdesign.

PROJECTS LNVOLIG ALLIED AND ENEMY Ai FORCES

A fairly close liason was maintained by the psychologists in the United
States Army Air Forces with aviation psychologists in other Allied air forces.
This led to certain formal exchanges of trwerials as well as much profitable
informal exchange of expeTience.

The first major relva of materials developed in the United States Army
Air Iorces for use by an Allied nation was the making available of all of
the test. of the Air-Crew Classification Test Battery to the Royal Air Force
in the spring of 1944. The members of the Training Research Group in the
Air ",inItry, particularly Dr. Bott and Dr. Myers, had visited this country
and studied the procedures which had been developed for the selection and
classincation of air crew. The plans for initiating an air-crew clas.ification
program were developed in the winter of 1943-1944 and Colonel Flanagan,
who was in England at the time, consulted with the group regarding these
plans. As a result, an official request (86) was received from the Royal Ar
Force on 3 January 1944 for the privilege of reproducing and using the
United States Army Air Forces Air-Crew Clasiflcat'n Test Battery in
classifying their candidates for air-crew personnel training. This request
was granted (87) on 26 January 1944. Later, on 29 August 1944, a request
(88) was received to have this privilege extended to all of the Dominion
Air Forces of the British Empire. This was approved (89) on 16 September
1944. The classification procedures were placed in operation on 1 April
1944 and several reports on the English experience with these tests habvt
been receivedL

In March 1944 at the request of one of the American members of the
Joint Air Commiision, the United States Army Air Forces Air-Crew Cla5.d-
fication Tests and procedures were described to the members of that r;ev_'11
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by Colonel Flanagan who' was In the. Mediterranean Theater. As a result
of this conference a cable (90) was received on 7 March 1944 stating that
the Joint Air Commission recommended that the procedures be translated
ind adapted for use by the French Air Force in selecting the pilots and
other air-crew members in North Africa before seidling them to the United
States for training. This request was approved (91) on 10 March 1944
and Lt. Col. Philip H. DuBois with two ealisted men reported to the Com-

, manding Gcrneral, North African Theater, on 26 April 1944 and supervised
the final adaptation of the printed tests, the installation of the apparatus
tests provided, the development of appropriate routines and proedurc!, ad
the training of French personnel to operate the selection and classification
program.

With the reoccupation of the Philippine Islands, a request (92) was
received on 27 July 1945 from the Theater Commander for assistance in A

* adapting and installing the Air-Crew Classification Tests for use in screen- 2
* ing the candidates for pilot and other air-crew training in the Philippines

before sending them to this country for training. This request was approved
(93) and on 17 Sertember 1945 Col. Frank A. Geldard %ith 2 officers and
11 enlisted psychological assistants, proceeded to Manila by air to estabUsh
an air-crew selection and classification program for the Philippine Air Force.

Whlile this group was in the Philippines, information was received from
selection test research personnel in the Navy's Bureau of Personnel indi-
cating that both the Japanese Army and Navy Air Forces had made exten-

"I.sive use of psynhological tests for the selection of pilots. Accordingly, a
cable (94) was sent to the Commander of Allied Forces in Japan suggesting
tha' Col, F. A. Geldard and Maj. C. W. Harris proceed from the Philippines
to Japan for the purpose of investigating the Japanese aviation psychology
program, This suggestion was approved (9S) and these officers visited
Tokyo and several of the principal research and testing centers in Japan

and colected valuable information regarding Japanet aviation psychology.
They returned to the Philippines and the entire detachment retued by

air to Hamilton FiC'd, Calif., arriving in mid-Decinumber 1945.
For the purpose of studying developments in German aviation psy-

chology, Lt. Col. Paul M. Fitts was o-dered (96) to the European Theater
on S May 1945. This officer visited a number of research laboratories and
interviewed psychologists who had been associated with the Luftwaffe Avia-
tion Psychology Pro--am before the program was abolished early in 1942.
Valuable informaton was obtained regarding aviation psycbolocr as it
developed in the German Air Force.

A COMPREIIENSIE AVIATION PSYCHOLOGY PROGRAM

By the summer of 1945 a need had developed for a formal official state.
aient -ett ; fcrth the functions and organization of the Aviation Psy-
cri~h',, Prod:ram in the Army Air Forces. Varicus field organizations and
air i ; px-ors p,.ted out that the numerous isola'ed directives did not
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sent to the Commanding General, Air Technical Service Command, Wright
Field, Dayton, Ohio. This directive stated, "It is desired that facilities be
established for conducting scientific psychological research on problemsof aviation equipment. Because of the intimate relationship between psy- -

chological, medical, physiological, .nd biophysical research problems, .it is
believed that this psychological research project should be established as
a branch of th". Aero Medical Laboratory.'

Lt. Col. Paul M. Fitts was tranferred from Headquarters Army- Air:. i t.
Forces to Wright Field to be Chief of this PsycholosW icB . ..

Immediately after hib assignment to Wright Field, the Chief of, the Pay- 4
chological Branch of the Aero Medical Laboratory was sent on 3 months
temporary duty as described in the next section to study new devalopments
and procedures of aviation psychologists in England and especially Germany.
He returned to this country on 30 August 1945 and early in September
additional personnel were added to the staff and detailed plans were devel-
oped for the Psychological Research Program on problems of equipment
design.

PROJECTS INVOLVING ALLIED AND ENEMY AIR FORCES

A fairly close liaison was maintained by the psychologists in the United
States Army Air Forces with aviation psychologists in other Allied air forces.s '
This led to certain formal exchanges of materials as well as much profitable
informal exchange of experiences.

The first major release of materials developed in the.United States Army L
Air Forces for use by an Allied nation -was the making available of all of I
the tests of the Air-Crew Classification Test Battery to the Royal Air Force
in the spring of 1944. The members of the Training Research Group in the
Air Ministry, particularly Dr. Bott and Dr. Myers, had visited this country
and studied the procedures which had been developed for the selection and
classification of air crew. The plans for initiating an air-crew classification
program were developed in the winter of 1943-1944 and Colonel Flanagan,
who was in England at the time, consulted with the group regarding these
plans. As a result, an official request (86) was received from the Royal Air
Force on 3 January 1944 for the privilege of reproducing and using the
United States Army Air Forces Air-Crew Classification Test Battery In
classifying their candidates for air-crew personnel training. This request
was granted (87) on 26 January 1944. Later, on 29 August 1944, a request
,(88) was received to have this privilege extended to all of the Dominion
Air Forces of the British Empire. This was approved (89) on 16 September
1944. The classification procedures were placed in operation on 1 April
1944 and several reports on the English experience with these tests have
been receved.

Jn March 1944 at the request of one of the American member; of the
Joint Air Commulson, the Unied $bin Army Air Force Air.Crew Cl-ud
ficadon Tests and procedures were desbed to the members of tat group
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for the month of June will include a summary report of research actlvities

for the fiscal year ending that month"
In the early spring of 1946 there were conflicdng Ideas in various divisions

of the Air Staff regarding the organization of psychological research In the
peacetime Army Air Forces. At the request of Maj. Gen. Curtis E. Le ay,
a confetnce on psychological research in the AAF was callid- on 14 and
15 March 1946 in Headquarters Army Air Forces in Washington. The
Office of the Secretary of War Invited representatives of the vado groups
who had been active in psychological research In the AAF during the war
to meet together at this conference f 3r the purpose of preparing recom-
mendations on the general scope of the work to be done and the organization
for carrying it out during the peacetime period.

This group made recommendations (101) to Gene.-al LeMay concerning
the scope of future work, the operation of a research program, staff, ard
supervision, conditions of work for talented personnel, and organizatl-,n.
With- respect to organization, the following recommendations are quoted:

a. It is highly recommended that scientific research in the AAF Including psychological
research, be carried on by means of an Air Science Corps which is directed by a Lup of
military and civilian scientists under the Deputy Chief of Air Staff for Research and Devel-
opment. This calls for an organization somewhat similar to the present Air Medical Corps In
which the responsibility and authority-for the control of research matters lies with members

* of the Scientific Corps and not with the local commanders. This also means that it Is rec-
*ommended that the Deputy Chief of Air Staff for Research and Development act as the

director of a separate operating research agency with the assistance of an Air Scientist and
other scienct specialists. As the first step b. activating a coordinated Psychological Research
Program under such an Air Science Corps it is recommended that an outstanding military
or civilian psychologist, with the rank of colonel or the grade of P4, be assigned to the
Office of the Deputy Chief of Air Staf! for Research and Development, that be be provided
with the necessary staff, and be charged with the preparation of a detailed study on organi-
nation and work, based on the conclusions stated in this memo.

b. If there is to be no organization in the AAF, such as an Air Sci ce orps, for cay-
Ing on general scientific research, then It is recommended that PsychologiMl Research be
carried on by an organization under the general supervision of the Air Surgeon. It is impor-

* tant to note that such an organization will be responsible for Psychological Research which
Is of interet not only to the Air Surgeon but to all other parts of the AA as well, and
particularly in those commands concerned with classification and training. Ti will ro-

* quire that the-scope of the psychological research now contemplated by the Air Surgeon
must be enlarged to Indude the general scope recommended in this memo. It wil also
probably require that the contemplated staff be enlarged. Free inter-hange of Information
between this organization and other parts of the AAF and dose coordination with them is
essentiaL It is therefore recommended that the Director of Ps'chological ltesearch report
directly to the Air Surgeon and have a direct channel of communication -to the Deputy
Chief of Air Staff for Research and Development on all technical matters pertaining to
psychological resarch and on matten pertaining to the preparation and defense of the
budget for Psychological Research. As the first step In activating a coordinated Psycho-
logical Research Program in the AAF under the Air Surgeon, it is recommended that an
ouLttanding military or civiL n psychologist, with the rank of colonel or grade of P4, be

'uns .ed to the Oiice of the Air Surgeon, that he be provided with the necessaty staff, and
be chargrd with -he preparation of a detailed study on organization and work, based on
The conclusions stated in this memo.
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C. The least desirable situation, and oue which existed during the wa, is to have sev-
eral groups in the A.A carrying on psychological research of special interest to the section
of the AAF concerned. If this is the only organization possible, then it is recommended that
everything possible be done to coordinate the work of the separate groups and to ensure
that the recommended general scope of work Is covered. - ..

In commenting En these recommendations the Deputy Cider of Air Staff
for ResearciA and Development stated that such an organization as recom-
mended under paragraph "a" was not feasible at that time and he therefore
directed the Air Surgeon to- prepare suitable directives to put the recom-
mended program in effect.' This resulted in the preparation of a revision
(102) of AAF Regulation No. 20-59, the text of which is quoted In full
below : • . -, , . . ... ... .... ,,

1. General. A comprehensive psychological research program has been established 1,
the AAF to conduct research in order to provide basic scientific information which can be
used to improve:

a. The selection and classification of all AAF personnel. "

b. The effectiveness of training in the various specalties. . -

c. The utilization of personnel in various types of assignmets.
d. The design and operation of equipment with regazd to the hum.n ,apadtift of

operatL-g personneL
2. Functions. Psychological research is conducted to provide scientific information to

staff officers responsible for the fomrmu'ation of policy. This basic scientific information b
obtained by profesional research pervnnel working in cooperation with operating per-
sonncl and is for the use of all staff agencies. The research personnel of this grout. should
avoid participation in service activities not essential to research. Specifically, this program
will be responsible for initiating, too:riaating, and conducting research In the following
major fields:

a. Development and refinement of procedures for the initial selection and cla.sfication
for individual specialties on the basis of aptitude, inte sts and personality, and
experience.

b. Research on advanced selection and classifimtion for individual, crew, and unit
assignments on the basis of aptitude, interests and personality, measured proficiency,
and experience.

c. Research on the design of equipment, including cockpits, control% instruments, and
display systems with reference to the human captities of the personnel who will
operate this equipment.

d, Research on training problems, including job analyses; eva!uation of training stand-
ards; objective study of teaching methods; improvement of curricula and instrue-
tional materials; effer iveness of training aids and devices; selection, training, and
evaluation- of instructors; and optimal methods of retaining proficiency after
training.

e. Development and refinement of methods of measuring proiciency at various levels
of training in the different types of officer and enlisted personnel duties.

f. Investigation of the psychological problems involved in the operation of new types
of aircraft and weapons.

g. investigation of the opinions, attitudes, and motivation of'idividuah and group%
and of the effects of p;-opaganda on these.

h. Research on problems of pesonnel management. including such aspects as leader-
Ship. morale, personal adjustment, and methods of influencng individuals and
groups toward more effctive activity.

L. Follow-up of p-monnel through trnaag and ;ubsequent AAF careers to determine
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what pscookal measures or other records are effective in predicting later per-

3. Administration. The Aviation Psychological Program Is administered as a coordi-
* .- ntd ioi -,-rdj. program as a nem'ato h eo

ment program of the AAF. The Director of the- Aviation Psychological Program, Office of
teArSurgeon, Headquarters, AAF Is responsible for teecnalsprionof all psy-

chological researcb in the AAP, and has staff responsib~lty for the establishment of researchs4 ~Policies, coordination of psychological procedures, assignment of !,doritles for research,
* ~supervision of contractual relations with tivitasmn search laboratorles, reportng of imabt
* 1 4 to proper &geodes for use, and liaison %111 otber organizations (military and dvl~M=) 12I . jthe Unted States andforegncourescry ut researchn the s un eV&.SPedlc

h research activities will be supervisedi through periodic researchi reports and the. assignmentI' of priorities and deadlines. In order to make psychological research results available to
t interested staff agencies, reports of this research will be published.

4. OrlafJhation. Psychological personnel will be assiged to the various commands as
the Commanding General, AAV may direct to carry out the functions Indicated above.

* Psychological personnel assigned to specific headquarters% laboratories, or stations will work
- closely ith the personnel of interested operating agencies, but will be assigned normally

to the surgeon for administrative purposes. Contracts for cooperative research may be
made with university laboratories and other civilian, reeac osganizations in order to
obtain the servires of the most expert professional talent aivailable.

S. Activities. The ectivities, of psychological personnel in specific stations and the pro-
ecs of cvilinandother Government labortorieswillbe planunedsois to makethe max-I mum contrioution to the sole'lon of the general problems of research and deveopmentI assigned to the Aviation Psychological Program. Time and facilities will be scheduled for

the administration o~f tests, flight checks and other proficiency measures, and examinations
(or the purpose of selecting, classifying, and evaluating personnel as a research activity.

Time and facilities will be made available for research testing and other reserch studiesV which ame essential to the research and development needs, of the AAF as outlined above.
Ihe scope and functions of the Aviation Psychology Program as out-

lined in this revrision of the regulation were agreed to by the Air Staff and
on 24 May 1946 the Deputy Chief of Air Staff for Research and Develop-
moent sent a directive (103) to AC/AS-i directing that the broadened pro-

*gram be activated and personnel procured to carry it out.
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CHAPII fOURI__ __ __ _

The Selection and Cissififcation of
Air-Crew Personnel

TRODUCnON

This part of the report discusses spe~dic solutions obtained for problen
assigned or selected for study by personnel of the Aviation Psychology
Program. It strees accomplishments which were of immediate value,
describing the policies and procedures developed and giving evidente as to
their usefulness to the Army Air Forces. In a later part of the report
there is a discussion of techniques and psychological frdings with emphasis
on their broader Implications for p3ychological researd.

As has been previously indicated, the lniti,4 problem assigned to the
personel of the Aviatiun P.%,)huog'y Program was the developramet of
procedures for the selection and cla&ification of men for pilot training.
This was later expanded to include all members of the air crew. Because
of the belief in the fundanrr:.,ul importance of the selection and dassifi.
cation problem, this problcmn nut only comprised a large portion of the
research effort of the personnel of the program during thc first stages of
the war, but also supplied the frameork within mhich other problems were
developed and attacked. For example, the problem of the evaluation of
proficiency of air-crew members grew directly out of an attempt to evaluate
the effectiveness of (be selection and clasesification procedures developd.
By the spliag of 194.3 the progrms in selection and dassification research

made it possible to assign a substantial number of aviation psychologists
to the study of training problems such as methods of instruction, curricula,
training devices and equipment, and the selection and training of instructors.
Even the problems regarding the effects of combat and attitnde toward a
second tour of duty were closely interrelated to the original problems of
selection and classification, since 2, principal issue iuvolved was the questIon
of predispos ition of individuals to anxiety reaction as a result of combat

INTIAL SELECTION OF AlI CREW WmI TIlE AAF
QUALIFLTNG ELCALUATION

The Problem and Propow-d Solution

Flyig through the air setnis to be so different from the tasks ordinarily

undcrtz2 :,. by Lurna -g.n that the need for special selectiun procedures
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to decide which individuals are most capable of adapting to the new con-
ditions and demands of aerial flight has !ong been recognized. The pub-
!ication, NoIcs on Psychology and Pcrsonality Studies in Aviation Medicine"
prepared at the School of Aviation .Mfedicine, Randolph Field, anct published

- in January 1941, reports some of the histoty of selecting men for military
aviation during the First World War and in the interim preceding this
past one. Paragraphs 142 and 143 state in part:

During the early part of the World War the Allies selected their pilots In a haphazard
manner. Frequently they were assigned to the Air Corps becausa ol thei 'ablity to COn-
tinue performance of ground duties. After many ternile a, ecnts with their tremendous
toll of manpower and materiel, the Allies began to consider , ; problems connected with
flying and to wonder If all individuals were adequately endowed to meet these problms.
In the beginning, courage was considered the only trait essential to piloting an irplane.
If an individual possessed that to a high degree, there was nothing to prevent him from .l-
ng. Bitter experience taught the folly of any such assumption. No more do all indivIdh46
possess the aptitude for military flying than do all individuals possess the aptitude for
painting, sculpturing, music, par golf, or any of the other accomplishments to. which a
favored few may attain.

The first Research Board of the Air Service was established October 18, 1917, at M)aeols,
New York. * * * In the fall of 1917, 67 trained examining units were established In
the larger cities. These units examined thousands and thousands of young 'nen for the Alr
Corps. Many medica. problems connected with aviation were solved through the efforts of
these pioneer investigators. This early work has been continued In turn by the Medical
Research Laboratory, the School for Flight Surgeons, and at the present time by the
Szhool of Aviation Medicine, Randolph Field, Texas, and the Physiological Laboratory at
Wri.ht Field, Dayton, Ohio. An immense amount of research bhs IXen accomplished by
the pcr.onnel of these institutions and as a result of their work, plus experience gained
bty medical officers' flying, there is ability to state whkIa man should fly and which man
should not, and also to predict with some degree of accuracy which student has the ability
to learn to fly, and which one has not.

Throughout. the United States there are some several thousand young men between the
ages of 20 and 26 examined annually for fl1ing-cadet training. These young men are from
the various colleges and univer.ities. Of those examined, about 80 percent fail to paw the

* physical examination. This is an extremely high percentage of rejection when considering
that the educational requirewtnt (2 years of college) has already served to prevent a law
percetage of young men !rom even appeariag for the eximInatlon. The 20 percent who
paLss the physical examlttion represent an extremely highly selected group. They are the
cream of the country when measured by these standards.

There are several factors which made the problem of selection of pilots
as discussed above much more difficult in wartime. In peacetime, selection
could be based on an intensive analysis of each applicant by a specially
trained Flight Surgeon. The tremendous demand for pilots and other m-
bers of the air crew following the declaration of war in December 1941
made such procedures impracticable. In peacetime there was also a large
amount of self-selection. Only a relatively small group of the young men
applied for training in military aviation and these were in general those
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wbo believed that their special aptitudes fitted them espectaly for this
work.

With the advent of compulsory military training, r'her factors played
a larger part in inducing men to apply for aviation training. Some indt-
vidu.ls with little aptitude for this type of trailnih, were attracted by the
social prestige, salary, or similar expected gain or merely as a way to avoid
something conmsidered less desis..ble, such as marching, mud, and mortars.
When the number of men being trained was small it was possible to rastic

pllcazts to those who had had a broad educatiuAl backround by Im-
posing such formal requirements as 2 yean of college. It was also possie
to restrict applicants in various other ways, such as requiring that they be
single and of certain ages. Howiver, such requirtments were only very in-
directly related to the actual needs for success in military aviation.

The problem confronting the Army Air Forces in 1941 was how to develop
a simple efficient proced.re .or initially screening men in all parts of the
country in quantities very much larger than had ever been previously handled
for this type of work.

The magnitude and importance of the task Is illustrated by figure 4.1
which shows the number of men trained in successive years from 1923
through 1945.

The proposal in November by the psychological group that a general
examination be prepared suitable for the selection of qualified cadets for
all types of training, was tentatively approved by the Air Stag in Decem-
ber 1941 and was put into general use on 15 january 1942 in several
hundred Aviation Cadet Examining Boards established throughout the

country.
The use of the AAF Qualifying Examination eliminated the need for pre-

vious formal educational requirements and the academic type educational
tests designed to demonstrate an "equivalent" amount of educational train-
ing. The purpose of the examination was to make it possible for every
young man who possessed the required aptitude, knowledge, and skills to
have an opportunity to become a bombardier, pilot, or navigator. The
examination was designed to qualify all men who had good prospects of
succeeding and to eliminate only those who were definitely unqualified for

these tplves of training.
This was not a test of the speed with which a series of abstract and

artificial questions could be answered; instead, it was a test dv.iign.d to
provide a carefully standardized sample of the man's ability to do some
of the kinds of things which an aviation cadet had to be able to do in the
training schools. Although most men completed the examiutit1 in less
than 2 hours, the applicant could spend as much as 3 hours on the exam-
ination if he wished. The large number of items and the inclusion of several
sections measuring different abilities and characteristics providcd a sound
and reasonable basis for the selection of prospective oU'ice:s in the Air
Forces. The kinds of uivtcrials included are described briefly below.

?0il?3-47-S
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An analysis of the duties of aviation cadets and officers in the Army
Air Forces showed that one of the important qualificaons for these In.
dividuals is the ability to comprehend instructions and other materials ar i
to follow directions. This ability is chiefly dependent on undentanding
the precise mca. g of -words and a proficiency In orianiziug, relating, Inter.
preting, and drawlng cuclusiins concerning materials read.

In addition to ability to comprehend the material he reads, the aviation
cadet needed as general background for his traiting as an officer, skl and
accuracy in fundamental mathematics and an aptitude for the interpreta-
tIou of mechanical devices and diagranms. Air Force flying officers should
be able to interpret maps, charts, and weather reports. They must know
bow to plot a course and check the accuracy with which they are following
it. These operations have to be performed rapidly and accurately. The
aviation cadet should be able to solve problems involving proportions, hrc.
tions, ratio, decimals, formulas, and elementary algebra and also to read
and interpret graphs, tables, and charts. In order to obtain a working
knowledge of the bamsc principles of operation of the airplane and the in.
dental mechanical equipment, aptitude for the comprehension of mechanical
diagrams and devices was essential. The questions concerning mathematics
and mechanical comprehension were intended to reveal the applcants' apti-
tudes and potentialities rather than the results of extensive and detailed
formal training in these fields.

Finally, as a prospective officer in the Army Air Forces, the aviation
cadet should possess qualities of leadership. The potential leader should
be alert to recent changes and developments in aviation and related fields.
For effective leadership, demonstrated initiative and inquisitivenes, as
revealed by an awareness of recent happenings and an understandLig of
the significance of new developments, were believed to be of more value
than an accumulation of academic credits. Another attribute of the potential
leader which was regarded as important for aviation cadets is sound judg-
uMent in practical situations. Poor judgment makes the cadet a source of
danger, not only to himself but to others. To test these characteristics,
questions were prepared requiring a knowledge of recent Important events
and developments, and also questions presenting practical problems which

* might be met, not only in flying, but in everyday activities of the type with
which applicants could be expected to have had experience.

Development and Uss
Over a period of 4 years, 17 forms of the AAF Qualifying Examination

were constructed and published. Numerous studies were made of the
results of preceding forms in an effort to improve the quality of the men
selected for air-crew training with respect to those characteristics founm
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to be of most importance for their later work as cadets and u offilc. Th
form of the AAF Qualifying Examination in use at the end of the war in
1945 includv.d IS reading-cumpi (h, nsion items, SO general.infornmation items
sampling Ln t,:t ts in aviation and relatt.d fidds, 60 meChan.;c.11-compre.
hcnSi o kMS, and 25 hidden. cures ite m s. For ad.ministrative convlernce
a time limit of 3 hous was used, but practicly all applicants completed
the test before the end of the time limit.

A Lampling of answu sheets reoeved from the various Aviation Cadet
ExamintnS Boards was res.ored from time to time in the Psychological
aranch of the Offic of the Air Surgeon and variou statistical tabulatloa
of scores and proportions passing and failing in various Boards were t ide
to check on the conditions of test admin-traon. In gewr the results
were found to be very satisfactory.

Although accurate records regarding the number of men who were ested
with the AAF Qualifying Examination are not available, figures indicate
that approimately 550,000 men took the AAF Qualifying Examination In
1942 and approximately S0 percent of them were qualified and 50 percmt
rejected on the basis of this examination. During 1943 approximately
3S0,000 men were examined and during 1944 the number was about 250,000.
During these 2 years about two-thirds of the men were qualiHed on the
basis of scores made on this examination and about one-third were rejected.
The increase in the proportion passing in the List 2 years appears to have
been due in part to self-selection on the part of the applicants and in part
to a reduction in the passing score on the AAF Qualifying Examination
which accompanied the raising of the standards for pilot, bombardier and
navigator in terms of the Air-Crew Classification Test stanines in July of
1943. These estimates of numbers appear to be a little low, since a sub-
stantW number of men qualified on the AAF Qualifying Examination were
disqualified on the physical examination, and more than 600,000 men were
qualified at A.F Examining Boards and sent to take the Air-Crew Classi-
fication Tests during this period.

Evaluation Studies

Several studies were made to determine the proportion of various types
of population who could be expected to qualify on the basis of this examina.
tion. It was found that in the graduating class at the United States 'Military
Academy at West Point, the lowest score was 105 on the first form of the
AAF Qualifying Examination, Test ACIOA. This form contained IS0 items
and the minimum qualifying score on it was 90. Thus the West Point
cadets all easily qualified on this examination. In 1942 the freshnwn at
five colleges were examined with various forms of the AAF Qu.liying
Examination. The proportion passing varied from 90 percent in one of
the better colleges where entrance requirements ae very high to approxi-
mately 40 percent in a university having rather low requirements for
admission. In the other three colleges which were fairly typical state
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universidles, between S and 7S percent of the freshmen passed the ein-
ination. It seems probable that about two-thlrds of the freshmen In a typical
cullege could be expected to pas the AAF Qualifying Examination.

During the war, high schovl seniors in cities and towns in four different[ -. sections of the country took various furnis of the Qualifying ExaminaJr.
There was much more variation in the average scores for the seniors in
different high .huoLIs U, Lhe same cities than there was between the average
scores for those in diffrent ctie In some high rchols as few as 10 percwt
of the seniors 6btaLxd a quilifyn score. la othei schools as many as 60
pertcnt of the high school seniors achieved a pasn mark. Using the
pasing scure, 90, on the first t"t, ACIOA, and Its equivalent value, 75,
on test ACI4L whi -a wai in use at the end of the war, it was found that
approximately one.fourth of high school seniors were able to qualify under
these standards on this examination at the time of graduation from high
school, As previously indicated, somewhat lower standards were in effect
for InItal screening for a time during the war after clasfication standards
were raised.

In a study made of applic1 nts at the Philadelphia Aviation Cadet Exam-
inng Board during the first 3 months of 1942, it was found that of the
1,640 mei, applying, approximately two-thirds were high school graduates-
The others were distributed fairly evenly among those with 2 or more years
of college, I year of college, and less than 4 years of high school. Of the
applicants with either 2 or more yeas of college, the former educational
rcquirement, and also for those with 1 year of college, approximately 80
percent passed the Aviatiun Cadet Qualifying Examination. For the high
schoul graduates the proportion was a little less than 60 percent and for
those with less than 4 years of high school the number qualifying Was
approximately 20 percent. Comparing these figures uith those in the pre-
vious paragraph, it is been that in all categories there is evidence of self-
selection on the part of the applicants. On the basis of an early study
comparing the AAF Qualifying Examination with the Army General Classi.
fication Test, it was estimated that approximately one-fourth of the men
who were inducted into the Army would be able to pass the AAF Quali-
fying Examinatio.

A number of studies weie done to define more adequately the functions
measured by the AAF Qualifying Examination. The correlation between
the Army General Classification Test and Test ACIOA was found to be
0.64 in a sample of 282 aviation cadets.8 For a later form of the examina-
tion, Test ACI21, which did not include vocabulary and mathematic,
the correlation in a sample of 660 candidates for air-crew training was
found to be 0.47.1 The correlation between score on the AAF Qualifying
Examination, ACIOA, and the average of acadenic grades for the 4-year
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course at West Point was found to be 0.50 for the dans of 1942 St th
United States Military Academy.

In January 1942 over 2,0)0 aviation students and aviation cadet who
had been sclected under the previous requirements were given the first form
of the AAF Qualifying Examination at Maxw'll and Kelly Fields. Of the
group, containing approximately three-quarters of these men, who obtained
scores which would have qualified them for aviationcadet training, 40
percent were eliminated an pilot training. Of the remaining quarter who
did not obtain scores which would have qualified them for pilot training
S9 percent were iint

A group of 780 men were tested with Test ACIOA at Maxwell and Kelly

Fields in January, February, March. and April 1942 and sent Into Mvi
gatlon training. Approximately three-quarters of this group passed Mvi-
gaLion training and the remaining one-quarter failed. The biserlal cor-
relation coefficient obtained between test score and pass-fal was 0.40. For
the 30 items in the mathematics section of the test taken separately, the
biserial correlation coefficient was 0.59. It should be noted that the st
of these coefflints is somewhat reduced by restriction of range because
this group was partly made up of persons who had been selected tider the
old 2-year college requirement and partly made up of people who had
qualified on a previous administration of Test AC1OA. Furthermore, the
mean score of the men sent into navigation training was about 9 pointls
higher than for the men being sent into pilot training at that time, and the
standard deviation was approximately 13Ys instead of 16, the value that
had been found in testing cadets qualified under the old procedures.

For a group of 1,650 men tested with Test AC121 of the AAF Qualifying
Examination while in pilot preflight school at San Antonio Aviation Cadet
Center, the biserial correlation between the score on the total test and
pass-fail in pilot training was 0.26. It should be remembered that this
group had been previously selected on the basis of an earlier form of the
AAF Qualifying Examination, had been found qualified on the Air-Crew
Cla-sification Test Battery, and had been classified for pilot training. There-
fore, the coefficient obtained was definitely lower than the value which
could be expected in an unrestricted sample.

Because of the difficulty of interpreting the coefficients obtained from
selected groups and the need for a clear-cut evaluation of the effectiveness
of the AAF Qualifying Examination and the Air-Crew Cla."ification Tests,
an experimental group of slightly more than a thousand men were accepted
for pilot training regardless of their scores on the AAF Qualifying Exam.
Liation and regardless of their pilot stanine as determined by the .4-Crew
Classification Tests. Of the $98 men who obtained at least A passing mark
on the AAF Qualifying Examination, ACI2I, 3S percent graduated from
advanced pilot training while only 11 percent of the 405 men who failed
to make a qualifying score and would ordinarily have been 1ejected were
graduated from advanced pilot training. It should be noted that the stand-
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ards on this form of the Qualifying Examnation had been reduced some-
what to make possible an increA in stadards for pilot tramnng on the
Air-Crew ClassIscatiou TeUts in terms of the plot stanine, The biserial
oIrr.ta coefficient between gaduatun and elimination Including all
phases oi pilot trining was found to be 0.40.

The bserla correlation between graduation and elimination md &mount
of educatioz which the applicant bad received as tzpr.+ed is terms of tw
highest grade reached was 0.21. The simflar coeWtict cakulttad between
graduation and elinaion and the Any General ClsMct1i Tat sor
was 0.31. The superiority of the AAF Qualifying Examinadon over thee
other bases for this partlculr purpose Is obvious.

r This initial screening and selection for air-crew duty was of tremendousF prctcal importance to the Ak Forces. Approximately 600,000 men were
, selected by the AAF Qualifying Examination from nearly twice that num-

,ber of applic.antL. Probably the most important advance in recruiting pro-

cedures during the war was the discovery of (L.- great Improvement
quality which could be gained by removing requirements in terms of formal
educational credit and experience and substituting in their place demon-
strated proficenc, interest and capacity as established by suitable exam-

, ination procedures.

THE AIR-CREW CLASSIFICAI1ON PROGRAM

7%e (Musiaficoi,, Problem

The second problem assigned to the psychological rcuarch groul in the
Office of the Air Surgeon, Headquarters Army Air Forces, was the problem

, of classification. The problem of classification or placement as it is some-times called in the textbooks is a much more complicted one than selection.

To get maximum efficiency in selection one merely places the individuals
In rank order according to desirability for the particular position and then
proceeds to take people from the top until a sufficient number have been
obtained to fill the quota. If the psition is a very complex one the problem
consists of frst obtaining measure of all of the various ta Its of importance.
The next step is to use these scores in such a way that the individuals are
placed in order of desirability with each individual In the rank order clearly
more desirable than anyone below hirm on the list for the partlcular job on
the basis of the obtainable evidec

k For the classification problem it is necessary to consider simultaneously
the relative desirability of all the available people for the available pod.
tions. The problem is to maximize the effectiveness of the personnel assiped
to all types of duty. Consider first the situation in which all jobs are equ l
in importance and relative difculty. Let us further assume that the jobs
require entirely different skills so that the rank order of desirability for one
position is not correlated with the rank order of desirability for another
pintion. Under these cxnditions the problt.m is fairly simple.
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If there are just two such plttInns, a qusarter of the pt-p'e will be above
erage in their ability for both of the positons, an additional qttarter wil

be above average for the first position but nrt for the second. The reverse
w'U be true for a tfird quarter and only one-fourth of the original group
will be below average for both posItku.

If a third positio n requirLg abilities nt rlated to either of thouw nXsA
sary for the first two positioas is now added, we find only one-*lghth who
ae the top hall for all three positions and smila~iy only ono-tloth
who arc in th bottom half for all three positions Thus we now bavt
Sevvcw.-,tib t ! ef the .ru.o"inel who c.n be assigned to one of the three
pcsitlns with the enpmiun the4 they will be found to be abovet ave'ge
iu suitability for this particular type of work. The reasoning can be easily
extended to additional positions and each time a position 6i added the
number of people who cannot be assigned to a group for which they have
aibove average aptitude will 'te cut in half. ThIs can be sen in figure 41
for the cases of two and three position.

To take another extreme possibility, if the various types of duty can be
placed fi hierarchical order so that all a34grments for the first type of duty
are more important than any assignment in the second type of duty and
similarly on down for all positions, the problem simplifies to one of suc.
cesaive selectlon. In this case peruins are placed in rank order for the most
imrtant position and enough selected to fill the vacancies, then they are
placed In rank order for the next most important position, and so on until
all positions have been filled

For the other simplv case of a number of equally important positions
requiring unrelated skills it is merely neces sary to assign each individual
to the position for which his altitude is highest. Thus, it one assigned
personnel to two positions at random, the average aptitude score in terms
of stanines for each position would be S.00. On the other hand. if one as-
signed a group of individuals to these two positions, each individual being
assigned to the one for which his aptitude score is highest, the personnel
in each position will have average stanines tor that position of 6.13. This
is illustrated by the front face of'the cube in the upper drawing of figure
4.2 by the points MA and MB which indicate the mean scores of the two
group,. which % ould be classified for position A and position B respec-
tively.5

Similarly, for three positions having unrelated requirements and requiring
equal numbers of men assigned, the assignment of each man to the position
for which his aptitude score was highest would ramSe the mean stanie for
each position from 5.00 to 6.69. The drawing at the lower right in £gure
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4.2 &bows the three sections Into whicb the cube represwitlna the idepaede
aptitude scores for the three positions would be divided to maiumise the
average xvome for all three somosi

The practical situation I much more complicated than this. The poll
tiona are not of equal importance and in many situation their relatiye
Importnce is not even stable. There is also a positive correlatms, beltw
the requirements for most position.. U.ually somewbAt dl feent numbem
of per nmel v required for the differmt gnnmts alo. Prama m
interests, and attitudes are televat compliating factors for snaking assip "

ments in most SituMtIons. FortWUtely, large diffetrce Ln the latiVe
importm of variou postio Ad also lurge differences in the aun&n
of persorwel required for the various positions usuzlly tend to SUM*
the practlta pt= erte With cluA "at.

The correlation between the aptitudes required for various positions tend
to reduce the extent ot ute .upluvenwat that caU 1" C1Ctd T"4 IS
iUustrated by the dLigr:u at te bottom of 6gure 4.2. It is sem that t
mean aptitude %core& for positions A and B are closer to the mUas for
the total group as indicated by point IA and MB when & SultaMalW

corretation between the aptitudes nceuary for the two positiomu CzW
In many situations the problem of classifiction does not arise becauM
independent rrecritment procedures are developed for each of the %arious
sptcaltics and the source of pe.rsonnel is suhftdently unlimittd so that the
inefficiency of such procedures is not seriously noticed.

The Origin of the Air.Crtw d'wtification Problem

,hen bonibirdler- and navigator.train ing pograms w-re started in tbt
summer uf 1940 the first clasws of mun sent into training were composed of
personnel uho bad been elimhated from pilit training "ccuse of failure
to make %atjsfactory pro-re in the flying.training schools. In the firs
classes no selection procedures were ued and many of the students in the

F resulting classes were found to be unmruisftactury. Col. W. M. Garland and
Ma . Gen, Fred L. Anderson rn.de infornul studies and olser'ations of the

- students in the bombardier school and largely &x. a result of their rev-m-
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'amdatons a research project was undertaLea by the Training and Opera.
Gons DiviiWo of the Ofice, Chief of Air Corps, in the spring of 1941 for
W purpose of developing procedures for the selection of bombardlers and

q naviators, Such procedures were dcveloped and put into use in the late
fad of 1941.3 The procedure was essentIally to replace the 2-year college reqt renet
by the requirement of bigh~school graduation and aLso idd thc.rtcquirement

A of obu&Wg a qualifylog so on a battery of three tets consisting of the
Army General CLasifcation Test, the Army Mechanical Comprehenslm
Test, and a physksc test, The 4A ciltciency of this Independent recruit-
lag program A4s rccugnized by the Army Air Forcts and in Jatuary 1942
the new selection and clasification program was initiated.

An esse tial element of the plan deltluped fur air-crew recruiting and
classification wa the emphasis on the other members of the air crew. Al-
though about one bombardier and one navigator were needed for every five
pilots, almost all of the appllcants for air-crew training wanted to be
pilots. Early in 1942 a campaign was started to build up the prestige of
the bumbardier anid naiigator by emphasizing the importance of the combat
team Later, as the classification was expanded to include gunners the
publicity emphasized the importance of all members of the air crew.

These publicity campaigns and other influences caused between 10 and
20 percent of the applicants to list either bomb.rdi e or navigator training
as first choice in relation to pilot training, Of even more importance was
the Increase in the prestige of the bombardier and the navigator so that a
larger and larger percentage of the applicants indivated that they had a
very strong interest in these types of training and regarded them as only

Sslightly less desirable than pilot training.

The Development of the Alr-Crew Casifleialon Tests

In addition to using prelerences, a comprehensive battery of tests, nea-
suring various aptitudes, interests, and abilities which it was believed would
have predictive value for one or more of the training specialties, was devel-

The first step in the development of this battery of tests consisted of a
systematic survey and analysis of the requirements for success in various
activities. In making this study, emphasis was placed upon the critical
requirements (critical requirements are defined as those which are critcal!
or crucial in the sense that they are known to have been the factors det-
mining success or failure in the particular task for a substantial number of
instances). The first extensive study of the requirements for success as a
membrr of the air crew was the analysis of the reasons for failure reported
in the board proceedings of 1,000 pilots elminated in the last six months
of 1941. This study was followed by a number of other studies of require-
mentq which were published in a series of "Analysis of Duties Bulletins."
In identifyirng the traits to be measured, a number of other sources was
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elplorc, nth.51! included the rt -ic of the fitidings of previms oludiem
actual participation In the acti.ities, and itwirad obscrvin; pesons
actually e ngsging in the activity either successfully or unsucces fully.

In addition to selecting and defining traits believed to have predictlve
value in determining success or failure in a particular air-crew assignment,

4an attempt %as nimade to swlmt traits which we r = (I) indvwadc.t of eachS other as possible; (2) simple in composition so that they were not likelY
to include two elements, one of which was importat for bombardier An
anaber for pilots; and (3) stable or notg reatly affected by sm amounts

I of pratice or dMcreces in experience and training,

To sarve as a guide to some of the personnel in the progam with limitedS experience in test development, the first of a series of technical bulletins
was prepared by the re= cr personnel in the Psychological Division, Rea&d

quarters Army Air Forces, and circulated to all of the field units. This
bulletin suggt.sted that, in developing a test to measure a trait believed to
be imporLant for success in a particular air-crew assignment, the points
which should be specifically considered should include (1) validity, (2)
independence, (3) simplicity, (4) stability, (S) objectivity, (6) accepta-
bility, (7) practicality, (8) atypical perfoimance, and (9) discritnination.
From the outset it was decided that all t)T es of testing, observational

questionnaire, and interview procedures would be tried out. Because of
the large numbers of persons to be tested it was agreed that objective,
printed, multiple-choice tczu which could be scored by machines wtM to
be preferred if the trait were susceptible to measurement by this method.
It was believed e.sential to include certain apparatus t'sts of coordination
and speed of decision, at least until such time as it could be demonstrated
that the traits measured by these tests could be adequately measured by
more efficient devices. It was planned to include an interview as part of
the classification processing. Observational procedures, projective tech-
niques, and motion-picture tests were alsti explored. Unfortunately, none
of these procedures was found to produce any improvement in the predic-
tions which could be made with simpler de-ic.

To develop effective procedures for testing a trait judged to be of im-
portance, primary responsibility for work on tests in each of four diff.rent
categories was delegated to specific units in the Aviation I'sychol,,gy Pro-
gram. To coordinate the test development, a system of circulating test
ideas for criticism was established.

In January 1942 a conference was held to plan the initiation of classifi-
cation testing and the development of necessary tests for use in this pro-
gram. Classification testing was initiated approximately a week later,
using available tests, and work was begun immediately on the procurement
of additional copies of apparatus tests measuring those functions which
previous research workers had found to be of importance. Because of the
heavy load involved in initiating the dassification testing work in the field
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j units, the Psychological Division in Washington undertook the development
of a tumber of printed tets during the spring of 1942.

By July 1942 it was po.xible to initiate ue of a battery of 12 printed
te,-Ls and S 3pparatus tests which had been especially developtd to measure
thote traits believed to be essential to success in the various air-crew spe-
c. iltLes. ll s battery includtd four different types of mathematics tests
belicved to be ospecLlly important for the navigatot; ttsJ of dia and
table reading also believed to be of primary Importance In selecting navi-

_ tgators; three testis involving speed of perception and recognition of formi
which were considered to be especially important to pilots and the born-

, j hardier; a test of mechanical comprehension considered to be essential for
the pilot; a test of reading and judgment considered to bt important for
all three positions, but especially important for the navigator; and a tech-
nlcal-vocabulary test containing separate parts for pilot, bombardier, and
navigator scores. The apparatus tests of complex coordination and two-hand
coordination were regarded as primarily requirements of the pilot and the
three other apparatus tests measut ing finger dexterity, steadiness, and speed
of reaction were believed to bo important for the specialized duties of the
bombardier,

By December 1942, when the first major change was made In this battery,
* confirmation had been obtained regarding the validity of a large number

of the tests. Revised forms were substituted for several of the printed tests.
The Rotary Pursuit Test, believed to measure a type of coordination ira.
portant for pilot training, was added to the apparatus tests of the battery.

! A new form of the steadiness test, also including a "stress" element, called
the Aiming Stress Test was substituted.

In July 1943 the principal changes introduced into the battery were the
expansion of the scope of the Technical Vocabulary Test to include other
types of general information and the addition to the battery of a biographical
data blank similar to that which had been developed by the National
Rescarch Council for the CAA and Navy programs. The Rotary Pursuit

* Test was revised to include a "divided attention" feaLure.
In the November 1943 battery the Rudder Control Test, which had been

found to measure aspects of pilot aptitude not adequately covered by the
* test battery in use at that time, was substituted for the Aiming Stress Test.
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Previous forms of steadiness tests given under "stress" conditions had b
found to have very neArly zeo validty. A aw test *as added rtquiring
the visualization of the attitude and orientation of a plane in fiight on the
basis of data shown on dirgraturnatIc sketches of a compass and flight in-
dicator and the identification of the one of five photographs of planes givinS
the correct represeutation. This test was found to have important predic-
tive value for pilot trahlig nt sdeqwttely represented in the battery then

revised for use beginning September 1044. New forms of certain teats were

substituted. However, in December 1944 it was directed that a Gunwy
Sighting Test be added to the battery, specifially to ast In the sege-
tion of B-29 gunners. The only other change made in the scope of the
Air-Crew Classification Battery during the wartime period was tke substi.
tution on 1 June 1945 of the Two-Hand Pursuit Test for the Two-Hand
Coordination Test to improve the validity of the battery for selecting gun.
ners and the addition to the battery on the same date of the Coordinate
Reading Test which had been found to be imp-tant for the radar observer,

During most of the period there were approximately 14 objective type
printed tests of various special aptitudes and abilities and 6 apparatus tests
in the Air-Crew Classification Test Battery. All of the pencil-and-paper
tests were of the multiple-choice type and the men recorded their answers

separate answer sheets which were scored with the electrical test-scorins
x Jhines. The apparatus tests were automatically timed and paced by
special control units and the man's score depended solely upon his own
performance as recorded on electric time clocks and counters. The printed
tests were given to groups of about 200 men. The men were usually seated
at specially constructed tables having separate partitions for each man so
that the men could be scated fairly clme to ;cthvr withut any p-oblem
of distraction frum being able to see anybody else's work. These printed
tests vvere given in two sessions in one day. The scsions wcre each about
3 hours in length. All of the tests were very accurately timed, although
in many of them most of the individuals were able to complete their work
well within the time limit.

The program of administering a battery of six apparatus tests to such
a large number of individuals involved the solution of a number of new
problems. The directions to these tests as well as the printed tests were
carefully tried out and standardized and were either read or recited by the
e-aminer. The examiners were carefully trained to pace their instructions
in a specified manner. Since each of the apparatus tests was scheduled for
15 minutes and since the men rota(ed from one to the other of the testing
rooms containing these tests, any delay in one test would throw the whole
procedure into confusion.

To assist the examiner further and to improve the stadardization of
the tests the timing of trials on the apparatus tests was done automatically
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by control uits. To permit the bandling of such large numbers of I ndvtd-
us Mch exeminstion room contained four units of a particular apparatus.
Al of the unts were controled by the same control unit and the four clocks
or counters were arfanrged in order on the eziuminer's control desk. Thus
one examiner was easily able to test four individuals at one time.

The Cissificatlon Prowdurm

Oe b mjrobem wat~to the eof Uscand ote
infwmwation in evaluating individuals with regard to their aptitude for spe.
elk positiona Is the question of the mannr In which the various tedt scores
wll be used. The procedures which have been most frequently used in
the military services are multiple cut-offs and clinical evaluations. The

* multiple cut-off procedure considers each test singly and establishes for it
* a qualifying or cutting score. In determining whether a man is qualified

or not under this system one merely considers his scores on each of the
tests in turn and continues until one is found on which he is disqualified
or if he does not fall below the cutting score on any of the tests he is con-
sidered as qualified.

Where the method of clinical evaluations is used there are generally no
fixed qualifying scores or cut-offs for any of the tests or other types of in-
formation. The classification officer examines all of the test scores and pre-
sumably carries out in his head the application of various procedures such
as multiple cut-offs, the use of information regarding the pattern of abilities,
and compensations of scores on one trait for those found on another. He
then makes an over-all judgment regarding the man's qualifications and
presumably records this judgment in some way.

The procedure selected for use in the Aviation Psychology Program was
the assignment of weights to the various test scores and the computation of
a weighted average score for each individual. Since the importance of the
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various tests was lSerally ditferwit for eac of the various alsrcrew pool

dlow there were as mny wtigttd a'erages obtained as there we differeo'
air-crew positions for which the roan might be claulfed.

To simplify the InterpretaLion and use of these weighted average aptitude
scores they were converted to a simple and convenient nine-point scale. This
was done by assigning various percentages of the total distributina to the
various score intervals beginning with the lowest 4 percent receiving scores
of I and going on utW the WAW 4 percent received ,cores of 9. Th It
illustrated in figure 4.3.

These values represented nornUlzed standard scores with a mean of tire

and a standard deviation of approximately two, on a nine-point cale. The
term stanine was coined to facilitate reference to these woe

The weighting procedure allowed oe test 6core which was unusually high
on a trait which bad been found to be impotnt to compensate for a weak
score on another important test or on each of several less important ones. On
the basis of experience it was possible to modify the weights to approximate
more closely the optimal ranking of the individual with respect to aptitude
for the particular position.

The recommendations made by the Psychological Research Unit for the
classification of men as pilots, bombardiers, and navigators were based on
two principal sets of information, first the man's aptitude scores as expressed
in terms of stanines for the particular aircrew position, and, secnnd, his
preferences which were stated in terms of a first preference and a strength
of interest rating on a nine-point scale on which nice represented extremely
strong interest in that particular type of training and one represented little
or no interst.

The preference form also contained four statements regarding the manner
in which he wished to have his aptitude scores used in relation to his prefer-
ences in assigning him to one of the typ-s of training. If he checked either
of the first two statements he indicated that he wished to be sent to the type.
of training for which he was found to have most aptitude or preferred to be
sent there if the difference in aptitude between that and his first preference
were great. The third statement indicated that he wished to be assigned to
the type of training for which be had indicated first preference unless it
appeared that he was likely to fail in that type of training. The fourth and

f last statement indicated that he wished to be assigned to the type of training
indicated by his first preference regardless of his aptitudes as found on the
basis of the tests.

For a sample of approximately 200,000 aviation cadets and aviation stu-
dents who checked these statements from 1942 to 194S, approximately 40
percent checked one of the first two statements, S2 percent the third state-
ment, and only 8 percent the last statement.

The general principles followed in Oaking recommendations were: (1)
to give those having high aptitude for everything teir first choice; (2) to
interview and encourage those individuals with much higher aptitude scores
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for some type of training other than their first preference to modify thir
first preference; and finally (3) to recommend those whose aptitudes for all
types of training were marginal for that type of training in which their apti-
tude was iighest. It was intended that no one would be assigned to a type
of training other than his first preference without an interview in which he
was told in general terms of the nature of his aptitudes as shown by the test
results.

, ;When the classification procedures were first initiated, all persons who had
*passed the AAF Qualifying Examination and were sent to classification cen-

ters were assigned to either pilot, bombardier, or navigator training if they
were found physically qualified for flying. Shortly after the procedures were

• ,. initiated, however, it was found that men with low navigator stanines were
unable to do satisfactory work in most instances in navigation training
schools. Sirce the quotas for this type of training were relatively small, an
effort was made almost from the outset to classify men for this type of train-

* ing who had at least average aptitude for navigator.
In July 1942 the average stanine of five was established as the minimum I

qualifying stanine for navigation training. As was seen in the previous chap-
ter, as further experience accumulated regarding pilot training, qualifying
standards wer.- set for this and also bombardier training. After October 1944
a stanine of 7 or better was required in any type of training leading to a com-.
missioned rank. With the establishment of such high standards the Air-Crew
Classification Tests became essentially a second screening. The classifica.
tior procedure was simplified. Those who were qualified for all types of
training were given their first preference. Those remaining were assigned to
the most preferred type of training among those for which they were quail-
fed. These procedures had to be modified occasionally to meet quot:1
requirements.

The general reaction of the aviation cadets to the classification procedures
used was excellent. As would be expected there were occasional indiv:-iuals -

* who appeared to be upset at not having been assigned to the type of trainini
they had listed as first preference. However, the general experience was tha't
they adjusted very quickly after being assigned to a specific type of training.
In the main, the attitude toward assignment in accordance with the aptitude.
test results was excellent as indicated by the percentages checking the varl.
ous statements as reported above. A fairly typical reaction is indicated by an
excerpt from a personal letter written by an aviation cadet to a friend an ,
quoted below:

... I enlisted In the Air Corps In February at Camp Forest, Tennessee, and Is
ordered to Maxwell Field on May 6, 1942. Have therefore been here about a week ast
aviation cadet and like it very much. Just finished today the psychological tests feir
classification purposes.... I'd like to say that they're the most thorough and accurati

* I could have imagined. Natur.dly it's my desire to be classified as a pilot. I enlisted withi
that in view and I haven't changed my mind, nor do I intend to unless and until It
learn I am not qualified to fly. However, that will take care of Itself.
i like the place very much-the fine uniform, excellent food, and a finely planned trin..
ing program. inpatince is my only worry so far. "
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During the wu wore thn 6O0,00 am tok de co a AlhCmw
Classificatiou Test Battey. Of tis group about 2s0,000 were aWged to
pilot training, approximately 50,000 ""e assed to savigtion traiwi .iam
about the me number were assigned to bombardier trainiAn A few thoo.
sand were sent directly into training as radu obervers and a Bhlot cyj.
neers. When given the more complete physical examination for flying trla.

ing at the cUSssication €eters or basic taining centura more than SO00
were found physically disquaWied with respect to the types of trainig po.
viously n:=Loned. Of thme found fully qualUfI on the physw eswaLsa

tion for flying duty, nwaly 100,000 were disqualifid On the basis d 1o apti.
tude scores (a ). Many of the men who pasd the ME Qua1Iyfng
Examination but lacked certain of the special aptitudes necesary for them
types of training for offie as&ignments were trained as mchafnic radio

operators, and gunners and became enlisted members of the air cn.

ROUTINE STUDIES OF THE CLASSIFICATION TES
Early Validation Studies

As indicated previously, It took several months to get a satiJactory bat-
tery of classification tests into use in the classification centers. However, by /

October 1942 data were available for a number of tests based on the train-
Ing records of several hundred individuals In primary fdying schools. IU=
data gave partial confirmation and guidance in selecting the battery of tests
to be used beginning the first of December 1942.

By February 1943 adequate data were available to confirm the validity
of the pilot stanine. A booklet entitled "Psychological Traits of Successful
Pilots (Research Findinv of 1942)" was prepared by the Office of the Air
Surgeon, Headquarters Army Air Forces and published in February 1943.
This booklet included a chart based on a follow-up of the results on classes
43-D and 43-E for the Gulf Coast and West Coast training centers. The
aiation cadets in these classes were tested during the latter part of the sum-
met of 1942 at the Psychological Research Units in the respective tnining
centers. This chart, which is reproduced as figure 4.4, was based on near y
10,000 cases.

In these clases approximately a thousand men received pilot stanincs of 9.
Out of this group only 37 men or 3.7 percent failed to complete primary train-

ing because of flying deficiency. Only a small number (314 in all) of the

men with a score of I were sent into training, but out of these men who were

sent into pilot training in spite of low stanines, 69 percent were eliminated

for flying deficiency before they completed primary training, It is probable

that many of the 30 percent who did finish this stage were later eliminated
during basic and advanced trainng.

This booklet also included charts indicating the importance of tests of
Judgment, mechanical comprehension, and %isual-motor coordination, ech
of which was baed on a sample of more than a thousand cadets. Data were

presented for smaller samples, including s e'rl hundred cases indicating the
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probable validity of tests of foresight, the ability to visualize, fleibllity of

attention, and interest in aviati..
On the bashs of samples of mSore thin a thousand cae$ cadh, it was als

reported that tests of vocabulary and mathemtatc had been found to be of
no value in selecting men for pilot training. The importanuce of this finding
for classification was emphasized in the discussion In the booklet inc= both
of these latter types of tests had been found to have subsutnia predictve
value for navigation training.

By the spring at 1943 sufficient data had accumulated regarding the valid
ity of variou; &lssification tests for pilots so that relative weights for cotn -

I ~piting pilot stantime could be prepared with knowledge of the Intecorrelalm
* j ~of the tests based on severa thousand cases aid validity coefficiets bee

the various teats and graduation-elimination from primary flying trainin
obtained from 4,000 to 8,000 cases for most tests and on more than 10,000

*cases for four ofthe test.
Dccusc of the smaller number of men sent into navigator training, data

regarding the predictive value of tests for tbis purpose were somewhat slower
70l4-
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In ccumulating, However, by FebrTiry 1943 data on 500 to 1,000 m
were avaIaLle for quite a luge numbr of cLusi€cation tests. Prtically all
types of mnaLhemiLcs tests were found to have stbtLantial predktive value
for the sekctlon of navi;ators. Othe tests of Importance were dlaJ.and-table-
reading tets tests of readng comiprehenson and judgment, and certain per.
ceptual tests involving speed of idtnmtcatdon of forms and the use of uaps

4 ad phatoapaL
The very small number of indiual s etUmlted frow bomb 3er tWte.

-h"-tola together wUt te lac of any apgreat Ilwam t6e &Wa grad.
reeeved In tme schoa and th reods of the circular errors of bomb
dropped by the atde t mde the evaluatim of t"t for ombudler ttrak

appeared to be a naturally relevant ad desirble aIteoA of sucea but it
was found that so many sitraneous factors Iuenaed the bombarde's actual
results that there was little consistency In the accuracy of his bombing from
one tu'sinn mission to the nest Under them eircuwutances exceplodl

S large numbers of cases were re.quired to determine the reatve pokv
vdau of the various tests with a satisfactory degrcee of cofidae.

Mlutrative (Cslattton Data

The functioning of €lasafication procedures can be better unkntood f
some actual esaumples are given. Table 4.1 shows the indicated strengths of
interest, stanines, preference wal'ers, original assignments, and a brief state.
ment conemwng the ultimate disposition of a group of 45 avmtion cadets
from a prominent New England college. These men were tes~ed together at
the AAF Cassiication Center at Nahville i the spring of 1943 and follcowad

* up to illustrate the disposition of a fairly bomogeneous group %.ith a better
than average background. The records of the entire group of 4S tm are
reproduced her
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Isfactorly overs'ss as s memb*-: of a colubat crew. This nan hould have
been sent into bombardier or navigator traui ng origInally. The final deciske
could probably b t have been rmde on the bas of an inter-iew with him
regarding his aptitudes and preftrences and with rtgard to quota require-

The next Wee men on the list all had fairly high stunines for all three
type of utining. TM y adl W a W, intere- in pilot n and not muth
Interewt in othcr types of training. As indicAted by the 3'% In the Prfercm
Waiver colunw they all whed to be sent Into the type of training o their
first preference unless their aptitude woe were so low as to dicate ther
probable falure in that type of trainin. They all graduated from pilot tran-
, g and served in useful assigumtots during the war period.

The fifth man, Dorsett, C., has a stanine pattern much like the first man
and a very similar history of elimination from pol training and later gnrA-

uation from navigation training, Frederick, X, bad a fairly low navgatoc
stanine, 4, but an adequate pilot stanine and completed pilot training. David,
K. was found not qualified for military service of any type on the physical
examination and given a medical discharge. Tracy, S. had a high pilot stanine
and made an excellent record In combat after completing pilot training.

The case of Philip, P. is interesting in that be was found to have very high
aptitude for navigation training, a navigator stanine of 8, and a very low
pilot stanine of 3. As is quite frequently the case, his interests paralleled
his aptitudes to some extent, his highest Interest also being for navigation
training. He was sent directly into navigator training and graduated from
that course. For some reason James, G. was also sent Into navigator train-
ing in spite of a very high pilot stanine. Unfortunately, no record was found
of his preferences in the files at hand. He appears to have done an adequate
job in his navigation work.

The next two cases follow a familiar pattern. The first of these had a pilot
stanine of 7 with three points extra credit for having held a private pilot's

license prior to entering the service. They were both successful in pilot train-
ing. George, A. with a very low pilot stanine was eliminated as a pilot but
later gradu7,ted from navigation training. Alfred, J. graduated from pilot

training in spite of a fairly low pilot stanine.
i The other cases tend to follow the same pattern. Occasionally a c3det with

a moderately high stanine is eliminated and once in a while a low-Stanine

cadet graduates. However, the general results illustrate the agrtement of

training success with the predictions from the aptitude scores as shown by

the stanines. Statistical studies based on more extensive data are reported In
the.next sectio. .

Cumulative Follow.Up Studies

The results shown in table 4.1 are intended merely to iflustrate the actual

procedures for a small group of specific individuals. With the aid of in dcc-

trical collating and tabulating machine installation at Hladquirters AAF
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Trainin Command, the records, of all men tested were reorded an pumch
cards and their subsequent records in the training schools were also punched
from rasters received from the ichtools and collated with the odlnal tast
swores and staninmm Figure C.S shows the relative success Iii primaxy flying
schools ofmore than 185,000 men who were p t ataninsPrk-Wto
brbL- tnt into trainings on the basis of the Mr-cre Clasifcation Tast scores
'This chart shows elhninditioss for *1l reasons and Iindcta the subsetfau

prdcievalue of t * p"lo "maine a& it was maintained throughou the war.

4 Vass 4st

3 *M 09.

TOA 184515 209%

Fwcvaz 4..-The percent of cadets ellnilnted from prinwa pilot traing at inch atnala
level. 7hes rauib ame based on Classes 43-F through 43-H at all trining commana.
Eliinat~&ion was for kling defideacy, fea and own requeft. Fbing experience aiditis

Locluded in the stanlas wra
It will be noted that the number of men with low aptitude scores snt Into

training is relatively small. As previously indicated, the qt Jifying standards,
In terms of stannes were established after several months of experienace had
proved their value and these qualifying standards were raised successively
during the war period. 7'his improvement in the quality of the persoad
entering into pilot and other types of air-crew training enabled the training.
school authorities to raise the standards with respect to instruction and also
the requirements for graduation.

A s mir chart is shown in figure 4.6 giving the reults of follow-up M-
les on more than 15S,000 men sent into navigation training schools. Tt will be
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toW that the numbs of tm with eryM low stanina n t nto mnt v
were negligibly small after the surntntr of 1942. The chart sbows that very
few of the mm who Mat the hgh standards in efect in the latte pg ofh
war were eliminated from navigation training.

STAUNCM MCA PERClT ILIMINATED IN AOVANIEO UAVICATOM TRtAIIM

9 1741 St6

a 6 416%

TOTAL 15.533 14% 40

Fwuam 4.6,-The percent of cadets eliminated from advanced naviator taining at each
stanine level, These results are based on c..iM, 43.1, 43-13, 43-14. 4J-1K, and 44-1
throtgb 45-13. Elimination wa. for flying deficiency, fear, and own aequeA. On*y ew

aviation cadets am included.
* It has already been pointed out that bombardier evaluation problems pre-

sented special difficulties. In figure 4.7 are shown the results from following
up several thousand men sent into bombardier training schools. It will be
noted that the proportion of men both entering and graduating from born.
bardier training who had low stanines is significantly greater than for the
other two types of training.

The rejection of men with low stanines prior to the time they were seat
into training, changes in training conditions and standards, and the us-
known effect of the initial screening accomplished by the various forms
of the AAF Qualifying Examination, emphasized the desirability of a
simple and unambiguous evaluation of selection and dassification procedures.
This led to the initiation of certain special projects which will be described
in the next scion.
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4 4s no00 *%.

! is M
it 4 ,.6o 109.

TOTAL 5.710 1IL *0 40 "0 ..
Fsouu 4.1.-Th permt of cadets eliminated from advanced bombardler trahni at esch
stanine level. Theme esutts are wawd an Casxs 43-8 throusb 16. Elimination ws for

unatWactory progres6, fear, and own request. Only new avinidon cae aum induded.

I THE E)PERi IENTAL STUDY OF A THOUSAND
I TAPPUCA T SENT lN-TO PILOT TRAINING

hAae Planning of the Experiment
A common problem for research workers concerned with the development

and improvement of procedures for the selection and training of personnel is
the adequate evaluation of procedures after they have been established. Edu-
catlonal institutions; business -and industrial concerns, and govenment or-
Sanizations, having once accepted certain procedures are generally opposed

* d to suspending the use of these procedures for a Lg' enough group to obtain
S n adequate evaluation of the new procedures. This makes it very difficult
to refine and make further improvements on the procedures.
* Because of the very large numbers of men involved'and the great import.
a e of the procedures for the selection of air crew, such an evaluation
appeared espedally desirable in this situation. It was believed that a check m

the value and iuntelation of both the initial screening procedures and the
procedures for qualifying men for pilot training on the more comprehensive
Air-crew Classifcation Tests should be made. This colld be acomplished
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by ex-mlning a large sample of applicants with these tests and sundig al oi
the ncn ttcted into training regards of the teft re-ults. AcrdiW , a
memor.dum was prepared entitled "Experimental Study of Eligibilty Re.
qutrements for Aviation Cadets" by the Chief of the Psychological Bran&
in Uay 1943.

Varied responrts were obtained to this proposal from reprentathu of
other divisions of the Air Staff. Certain of the Regular Army offcers felt
that since procedures had been accepted and appeared to be workng weD,
it was unwise to conduct a study which might reveal serious defects and
weiknesses. Others stated that research of th type should be carried an inpeacetime and should not be allowed to interfere with established ,outin

for the sttlou and trainng of men durl the war period, One oAfw #-
gested that the proposal to bring in a thousand applicants regardless of test
results was inconsistent with proposals by aviation psychologists that quad-
i(ying standzrds in terms of pilot stanines be raised. Other off cers ques- V
tioned the study on the grounds that the value of these new procedures had
already been establihed and that further studies were therefore unnecer.

However, the argument that the procedures were not perfect and that fur-
ther improvement.depended upon such an-evaluation won out and an 21
June 1943 the study was approved and a letter was sent from the Command-
ing General, Army Air Forces, to the Commanding General, Army Service
Forces, requesting the coopcration of the Aviation Cadet Examining Boards
in the nine Service Commands in recruiting this group.

During the preliminary discussions in the Office of the Air Surgeon it was
decided to require full qualification of this group on the regular physical
examination. However, the surgeons of the A'iation Cadet Examining
Boards were told that if the applicant was otherwise physically qualified

he should not be disqualified by reason of a low Adaptability Ratine for Mil-
tary Aeronautics. At the clssification centers, instructions were also giveu
that no one was to be rejected from the group except for purely physical

rleasons.
Approximately 40 boards, representing all of the 9 Service Commands and

including all sections of the country, were authorized to recruit members of
the experimental group. Each board was given a dc5nitt quota. The quotas

vaned with the size of the population of the area serviced by the board. The
smallest quotas were for 20 aviation cadeuk and the largest for 75. In estab-

lishing the quotas for the various Service Commands the numbers recruited

forn that Service Command in previous months were also considered. This

was especially important since some of the Sernice Commands contained a
number of boards based at Army posts or stations at which men already In

the service could apply. The quotas for all Serice Commands totaled 1,450

men. It was believed that this would allow for a certain number of IAter
physical disqualifications and othey losses and still provide a group of more

than a thousand enter ig piot. ,ri.in&. . .



Recmltlpg do. Groups
To nur that tM pmonnel of the Boards understood the general plan and

th specfic procedures to be followed, an ofer from the Psychological
Branch, Research Division, Oai.e of the Air Surgeo, was sent at some tme

In Juy to eabh of the Boards which had been given a quotL At the time
these men wer being recruited the normal procedure was, first, to be sent

toba falin a asfo 6w'ks ansk g&V te to cdkigt lor ap.
ps'ozipmdt&Wy $-mtWfu preaviatln-cadet c.ollege traliin, and after tha tto

preMSht cho for about I months, Following this the Individual was sent
- to prlzy dying or one of the other air-crew specialty schools.

Since it was dalred that the results of this esperimeut be, avalbble as
quickly as possible, It was decided that the preaviatlon-cadet college course
would he omitted for these men. Accordingly, beginning about I August 1943
al appliLans at the authorized boards e given a statemet to sign, TAU
statement sald, "I wish to enter pilot training. If I am found qulUed by
the Ezamlnln Board I agree (1) to entir pilot tranng after a shortened
perod of basic military training without first taking the preavlatlon.cadet
college-training course, and (2) to volunteer for inducti.on within ten (10)
days folowWg the day on which I am f6ound qualifie by the Ezan li
Board. For enlisted men a similar blank form *as provided except that It
had no reference to basic military training ur to voIlnteerng. The examiner
also read a statement to the men, pofnting out the advantages of becoming
an aviation cadet S months earlier and 41so hbaig the opportunity to eara
a pilot rating and become an officer that much ooW.

All applicants who signed the waiver were given the AAF Qualifying Ft-
arination and regardless of their score on this test given a physical examina-

* Ion and an interview by the board. 'If they were found pb)scally qualified
and had no criminal record they were qualified by the board for air-crew
training. Records on these specially recruited men were seat directly to the
War Department. In Washington special orders were written.sending a larg
group of them at one time to a basic training center with special Instructions
for their dispei~m.

From the basic training center they were sent to a classification cemter
where the Air-crew Classficatlon Tests were given them. If found physically

* qualified they were sent into pilot preflight bchoof reprdless of the scores
* made on the Air-crew CUificatlon Tests. The orders assigning these men

to classification centers indicted that they were members of the experimen-
ta group. Upon completing ther classification processing they were seut
along with other aviation cadets to preflight schools with no dnignatin as
to which ones were members of the experimental group.

Thus, in preflight schools and in the training schools the members of the
experimental group were not identfe by the orders assigning them and re-
ceived no special treatment. Since the service records of these men di'd not

I~stet W. H wu for ghzafre tU, dtu.s of V% tlaa t~igro~mj a e.t
&W %-],rt t : r : 13td ... R .. Lt w:a', w-. =. 1=
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CWWaQ their stanin e for either poot or othe *r-cw eCltahes the ofters
in cbuage of tbcm xhools were instructed to wire the AAF Training Coa.

mand Headquarters for the disposition of any me wIosw iuatnes did not
apptar in their service recds.

Orders were isued from WAasiogton on ,311 meal recruited by &be vd..
ous AAF Examiiasg Boads In a orda with the plan of this study. Of
these 1,275 reAched the AAF Chication Centers atd were lv= the Ak-

crew OClssiflc.Aton Tests. The tet results of thbe m wre procesed in
the usual fa0 and set to Hedqa t MY Trainin Command after
a'ntaeh had been computed. Wheii the more thorough physial examinat

il gv=z at the da-ia~illoy, cmntt, a numbtr a! mm wmc found d4hq=aM.
fled ior aviation-cadet trxinin

Of this group 671 IMtn Wee tested at.Psychological Reesarch Unit No. 1,
36S at Psychological Reearch Unit No 2, and the Hemaing 239 were treot
tered among tht sven .Medlcal and PsychologIcal amialng Units. A small
nultnaler were disqualhed on the Adaptability Rating fr Military Arooa
tics during the physical examination in :pite of direction to the ecutnay.
A number of others were eliminated at the .lassifcation centers and nom

ers srnt to Headquarters as to the reason for elimination. I%* reaining
1,143 men were Au.igned to pilot preflight schools and this consttutes the
primary sample ou ,Which this study is bsed.

De"siptlon of the Sample

It is believed that the sample comprising the basic group for this expert
ment was thorougUy' typic. of applktaws for aviatUon-adet training. The
average age was a ittle more than 21 with approximately 30 percent of the

--group 1& and 19. By far the largest age group was 19, and 10 percent were
more than 26. From the standpoint of education, 2 percent were college

F " : gradtates, aL additional 16 percent had had some college training, $8 pereen
were high.school graduates, and the remaining 25 percent had not finished
high school, including 1 percent who had never attended high school

Approximately half of them were recuited from the Army and half from

A civilian status. With regard to previous flying experience, nearly S percent
, had flown solo and an additional 4 percent had had previous Intructiom.

About SS percent bad been a p ger In a plane but bid rteved so in-

struction, and 33 percent had never been a passeager in a plane. In this
group 25 .percent were married, 74 percent single, and 1 percent widowed,
divorced, or separated.

Their average score on the Army General CIssLfication Teat was 113.0
with a standard deviation for the group of 13.8. Approximately 10 perent
of the group achieved Army General Cla.ification Test scores above 130
which placed them in category I and approximately 10 percent obtained
scores below 95.

In this original group 58 percent obtained scores which would have nor.
mally passed them on the AAF Qualifying Examination and 42 percent
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would hive been rejected on the bas of thei mm T e msp wasn
a few poitu h4her tLan the passIg mark mad the standad deviaim wu
approsimztely that Wch had prevmouly been found for unselected ap

It Is dcez from their edu ouona bax. road, their Army G-memW luamd-
bacdon Test scores, &ad thek scores on the MY Quag EumohmAatl
that this group does not represent a random sLq* ot mm of Army 4.
ater, Li repona apprsimtely the uMsl momt of self-aectlm whi

cn be expeti In a group of appUMUnt who have chowe to cowpee SWr 0
highly deshra Job for which t reoquireamts are relatvely b oth 1.I
terms of the amnations at the time of etnc md standards for trm-
ton In and graduation from the trinng xl a

To cbe* whether the physical disqwdificatlons and other o at th
daciiiton eatrens hAd any important inflence an the nature of the grx%
the ave rge test scores of t" group of 1,143 were compared with trn of
the W group tested. For practically all of these tests the differnces be-
tween the mea of the two samples wer lass than one- or two-hundredths
of a standar deviation and In only one Istance did It exceed fve-hund-edths
of Ia standard deviation. It was th ore oncluded tha the kom In t
classihotion ctem had not intdid my sigiftcat bas tn the mom

Of the 1,143 m who were assigned to pilot preflight schools2 we*
elIminated to primay lying Uaining schools, 3 were elitmiated In bic
trmining schoob and 24 ellminated In advanced f tyn s.hools, The remai-
.. g26S graduated from advanced Ayig trning and recetived ratlain aI qua~liUe plbots Of the 878 men elimtedl 99 were eliminated for academic
deficiences in preffight school, S91 were eliminated for dlying dedde at
oe of the three phases of flying trainig. and 85 were ellminted at their
oa rquest or because of fear of dying. The rmainIng 122 men were elml-
u for ministrtvemreasos, m l d d i

,pr xlmey hal of these were eltnna dtu&l prefight mhoot
. "Ibus in th" group of applicants who were allowed to enter p1Wo utn i

without any screenng for aptitudes, bterest or ablty, only 23 p1rPat
were successful in compleing the course of pilot tralning and becomingl red
pilots. The question which the experiment wa designed to answer was,
"How well did the iWiil screening-test results, the variom

, mores, ad the pikA sMn pict€ which ors of this grou would vjm~w

was found to be provkding a rther satistactory IL screning. Figure 4.S
hws the suces of the plnot staine In pmdicting which of these maplants

would be successful. Very few of the B's md 9's were eliminated In the Ual-
u Ing sools aM of those that were, many were eliminated for physical or

adminrtive muons which the tests wei'not designed to predtL No*
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half of the 7, wee oxucsful In completing tran in but only a quarter of
the 4'! and S's and only a very smal percentage of the Zs and 3'. None
of the l's was successful in capleting pilot training -

The chart in the lower half of 5igur 4.3 represents a smilt study includ-
ig oly those cases with no previot, lying eperience (no pilot credit) who
graduated from preflight and entered elementary flying schools and also ex-
cluding from consideration men who wee ellminated for any tmm other
than flying deficiency or fear of lyin. This chart also indicates the marked
oxcea of the pilo stanine in predki g which men would graduate from
flying training.

in figure 4.1) ame prsente some ehart sowing the prodkifre valn. of the
printed tests which have substantial weights in determining the pilot stanine
The two best tests by quite a large margin were found to be the Gene-al
Information Test and Instrument Comprehension Test 1. These two printed
tests were also found to be superior to any of the apparatus tests in predic-
tive value. Both tests represent novel ideas developed within the Aviation
Psychology Program.

The Mechanical Principles Test and Spatial Orientation Test II were also
found to have substantial predictive value. The Biographical Data Blank
(Pilot), and Spatial Orientation Test I were found to be of more limited
value. The findings regarding the Mechanical Principles Test and the Bio-
graphical Data Blank (Pilot) are of special interest because these tests are
quite similar to tests which the United States Navy and the pilot committee
of the National Research Council had found to be of value early in the war.
These tests constituted the principal tests of the United States Navy in its
pilot-selection program throughout the war.

t The Spatial Orientation Tests were developed by the Psychological Dlvi-
sion in the Office of the Air Surgeon very early in the war and have continued
in use ever since with very little modification. These tests involve the use
of aerial photographs and sectional maps and were developed to measure
perceptual aptitudes in the general area of alertness and observation which
preliminary analysis indicated were important for success in pilot training.
The second part of the test which involves the finding of areas shown by
aerial photographs on a larger area portrayed by a sectional map, was found
to have more validity than the similar problem in which areas tbown by
aerial photographs were to be located in larger areas also shown as aeial
photographs.

In figure 4.10 are shown the pilot validities of a number of tests which
were developed primarily for the prediction of navigator and bombardier-
training success. All of these tests have been found to have substantial validity
for predicting success in navigator training. The Dial and Table Reading
Test gives a better prediction of success in pzreli;ht school than any of the
other tests in the Air-crew Classiflcation Test Battery.

Instrument Comprehension Test I, which is simllar in sorne %ys to the
Dial and Table Reading Test, was fuu: on tl'' basis of app-, irnatdy 1,5.O

I 1£3



CL 0 have a substantially lower predictive value for success In primary
flyln& nlng schools than Instrument Comprehension Test 11. Because of
Its igh rrotladon with this latter test, statistical analyses indicated that It
could be profitably used to suppress certain extraneous factors present in
In.trumint Compr!ebasion Test Ul and thus improve the predictive value of
the pflot stanine. Unfortunatcly, In subiequent samples the correlation be.
tween the two tests was found to be smaller than had been originally oh-
taiaed. Also, the validity of test I was found to be somewhat lurM for
primay trainbig than previously found, and even close to the validity of
test! U for k-- and advanced trinMg. For peflight traiing test was
superior to test 11 in its predictive value. Thus its early pronse as a sup-
pre s on test was not fulfilled and it was later droppL d from tle battery, since
other tests, primarily Instrument Comprehension Test It and the Dial and
Table Reading Test, appeared to provide adequate coverage of the functions
measured by this test. .

The mathematics tests, the test of reading comprehension, and the navi-
gator key for the Biographical Data Blank were especially useful as classi-
fication tests because of their only moderate validity for predicting sucuss
in pilot training and their substantial predictive value for navigation-train-
Ing success.

The predictive value of the apparatus tests used in the Air-crew Classifi-
cation Test Battery at the time the. experimenta group was tested are shown

In figure 4.11. It Is seen that the Discrimination Reaction Time Test, the
Rudder Control Test, and the Complex Coordination Test all have sub-
stantial predictive value for pilot training. The Two-Hand Coordination
Test had somewhat less predictive value and the Rotary Pursuit 'Test was
of limited value for this sample. The Finger Dexterity Test was not weighted
for predicting success tn pilot training.

The Rudder Control Test had the greatest predictive value for success in
primary training schools and for predicting flying elimination when cases -

with previous flying experience were included. The Discrimination Reaction
Time Test and the Complex Coordination Test were superior In predictive
value to the Rudder Control Test for predicting basic training and preflight
training. The Discrimination Reaction Time Test was especially good for
predicting success in preflight schooL

For comparison, the predictive value of certain other variables I- show.
In figure 4.12. It is seen that there is a very marked relationship between
previous flying experience and suas in pilot training. Education shows £
very much smaller relationship. The General Classification Test has some
predictive value in this unselected group but would not add to the over-all
accuracy of predictions of the air-crew classification tests. In this sample,
age and marital status have practically no relationship to success in flying

The Adaptability Rating for filitary Aeronautics appears to have some
pred.ictive value for pilot training. An intensive analysis of the interview
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sheets used by 10 examiners at the San Antonio Aviation CadM Center tSWg
geuted that the prindcpa cmit-ibuo wem education, vocatoa !a -
meat, interest In fling, national origin, and family Income. There is a auk
indication that the men who were rated as relaxed and listless during the
interview were more success ul in flying training than those who were rated
as eager or tease. Neither the extent of hand tremor nor flushing were found
to have predictive value for succe in pilot traig.

A number o statistical studies were carrid out to evaluate te dective
ness of the Air.crew Test Battery and the pilot stanWe In prectdkti su a
in pflot traning. A table cona ing the p uct-momet inendltlmt
of all of the variables in the Air-crew Classification Test Battery v=s pr.-
pared in order tt certain anlytical studies of comhbiatns of testsan
weights for spc tests could be studied in a precise falon. Th table of
ntercorrelations is reproduced in appendix B as table B.I. A number of

analyses were made using the intercorrelations in this table, and the biseual
correlation coefficients obtained between the test scores and the stanine ad
success in pilot training.

In calculating these coefclents, men eliminated for physical and admis
trative reasons were excluded from consideration. The two categories cn-
sisted of 262 men who graduated from advanced training and 7SS who were
eliminated in preflight, primary, basic, or avanced schools because of aca-
demic failure, flying defciency, or fear of flying. The results of these analyses
are reproduced beow in table 4.2.

TAsL1 4.2--The fEddclie vkN due Of Vaouis €otabi""tiomf Of tests Je Sice"e 'a #4
traisw as deurmind from an exztmeri al trop 1 OfAJ me..
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CVuHbsa a g p tma bw reissisee (6Cac k OW aAyiq d~ckam M' 1W
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weights" give a prediction of success in pilot training which is characterized
by a correlation coefficient 0.03 higher than that obtained from the particular
set of weights used in computing tihe pilot stanine at the time theft Mau
entered training. It is known that correlation coefficients obtained in this
way tend to show some shrinkage In a new sample, e4en though the sample is

relatively large as in this case. Hence, we can conclude that the weights In
use at that time were fairly close to the optimal ones.

As indicated in the table, it is also posble to predict success In pilot
training with printed tests alone with an accuracy only moderately dimin-
ished, a correlation coeicent 0.OS smaller, than with the complete bitery.

MW323-42-4 
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Usin the apparatus tests alowe, th corresponding reduction in the oeM.
p Ckat is 0.11,

A type of problem frequently encountered in selection research is the ques-
ttion of the effect of selection on the basis of one variable on the predictive

value fouad tot a secn I wt of scores. To uaLe an empirical check on thhs
hbisi correation coefficlents were computed for various tests exdudin; all

* of those Ldhviduals who would lave normaly been rejected on the besS of
the AAF Qualifying Examinaltion score. The correlation coefficients obtained

_ for this group of 540 men were compared with thou obtained for the unctwm
tailed group of 1,036 in predicting success in preflight and przny trainn
schools. It was found that the average of the coefficents for these tests was

I approximately 0.0S lower in the restricted group. The validity of the pilot
stanine was also 0.OS lower in this curtailed group.

A special study was made of the aircraft accident records of this group.
Of the total group of about a thousand men, 20 had aircraft accident in train.
lug planes in the AAF Training Command. There were five accidents that
involved pilots uith pilot stanines of 7, 8, or 9. These higher stanine groups
produced approximately a hundred of the graduates from pilot training.
The lower stanine groups, which produced IS0 graduates, had a total of IS

* accidents.
Four of the accidents were fatal and these all involved individuals In the

lower stanine groups. For the four men involved In fatal accidents, the stan.
4ines for bombardier, navigator, and pilot training were, in that order, 324,

636, 44S, and 996. The first three were all violating flying regulations at the
time of the accidents. The fourth individual overshot his turn from baseleg
to final approach in lining up with the runway. In trying to bring the plane
back, be stalled out and went into a half-inap. The instructor then took over
but the plane hit on the left wing and cartwheeled.

Detailed Individual Follow.Upel'
In a selection and classification program involving the testing and follow.

up of hundreds of thousands of men, it is easy to lose sight of the individual
2 man. Because of the special nature of the experimental group and the exten-

sive amount of individual data already collected conceming these men, it
was believed desirable to make an intensive study of certain individuals. It
was believed that most could be learned by studying the cases for which the
predictions were not fulfilled. Accordingly, a group of 31 men including IS
men with pilot stanines of 8 or 9 who were eliminated from training and 16
men with pilot stanines of 2 or 3 who graduated from training were made the
subjects of a special individual follow-up conducted by an aviation psycholo.
gist from the AAF Training Command. Complete case studies were prepared
for each of the 31 individuals. The sources of information included (a) psy-
chological records of test scores, interests, and ARMA ratings, (b) preflight-
school records including grades, demerits received, and highest rank held,

*W.U LtaM (, Ov-U. "W.dY nVoa"W [a tCuUn a aw odotcd by WLt UM L AWIn.
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(4) 6"c Call &ad nuspeis ZWnd (up attalg reodsi ncludga w,*
tion or transition cuures, (e) tranet' 201 Me, (f) a pes",- iaUtew with
the utrinee, and (g) a Penal interview with certain of tLe student's saps.
visor. This study was begun an 15 June and concluded on 22 Septeabe
1945. The following statement is quoted from the summary submItted by the
invetgator alng with the detLed c sewi:

r hl m~buaanku mea slkd baum they wa e y O motaud, k"ink a &I use.
ti c remved PO latrutA u, ad pMh4tY with thfi Wtrudn had lb" nS
pevio us y ba whih lasi uu d wi" kkh kmn", o Ud pmund -a 14"
p reoccup ther ald * * *.

The Iow.atmnl men learned to fl bemav of S sovtlm atas ati ,
good Inatadon, edt dlsdpta and favoabie mnoallus S* 0

It Lb aciitted t the conduakn anm nubdectin La stum. It Is b .d t t thy -n
login, howemr, and baud upon adequate dAta The evaluatkon of ful offld u ns
G t aml Lutemenu ad board prooedlap and the comOtion of reports a tlM
*ame ma from a number Of ids or from a umbet of LIntruutor, lb the wds to
o"dte that ess releane ca be placed upon thom than upon st aaments of the

A tr thenu shes It Ls believed t r"o cabh mUon wu extuet In their iMMPW

Facton which seemed to have UtiLe or bearing upon the w or fu W the
tranecs wort healh, lutden tip, temporary ratp (culet ranks) geound-ubool grads,
and data obtained from the persna hitorl.

it wa hoped that this type of case-study material might bring out some
rather specific Ideas concerning tests or procedures which could be added to
the Air-crew Classifcation Test Battery to improve the accuracy of predk-
tion. Thus far, the analysis of these case materials has not been productive
of such results. No clear-cut hypotheses for predicting these particula cases
seemed to emerge. In many cases it appears that the instructors and check
pilots were at fault and in other instances personal matters interfered with
the normal progress of the instructional process.

Since individuals failing examinations frequently claimed that the cause
of their poor test scores was illness at the time of taking the test, a special
investigation was made of this matter for those individuals whose later sue-

A. cess indicated that their test scores may have been too low. However, only
one individual indicated that he had been Ill at the time of examinng. Since

i.f he is now rated as a rather poor-quality pilot it is probable that even in this
Pinstance his abbcessed tooth may have had only a negligible effect on his

All of the objective data concerning these two groups of individuals wer
carefully examined. No specific patterns for test scores were discernible
which might aid in prediction. The amount of education and height and
%eight were quite similar for the two groups. However, in these groups
rather striking differences were observed in age and marital status. Among
the IS men with pilot stanines of 8 and 9 who were eliminated, 12 were 23
years of age or over, while in the group of sieen graduates who bad low
pilot stanines, only 2 were more than 22 years of age. Similarly, eight of the
eliminated group were or had been maried whereas only two of h gradu-
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ats bad e be manl. Although that AndLap were sunestive, a check
of to stAni 4s who graduated and the man' * who failed did ot am.
Arm ow ge p or .othese factorm O the group graduaing n qi*

' .of low stailes all indicated extremely strong interest in pilot training. 0n
the oter hand, in the hightanine elimsinm two indctet pater interst
In nAVigaio trahn"g

- tAthon the bln tiptor In his ana ys of the reaons why the high group
fid .and the low group mceeded tressed emotaW maturity and motiva.

Uoanthe bck of th as tht pricpal msoms I the succes at failue
of these groups, the spew.a 30.minute interview oan which the Adaptability
Radng for Military Aeronutics was baused and which wa designed to m.
veal these matters failed entirely 'to differentlate between the two groui.
Only one of the high-s anine group was given an unsatisfactory rating on the
basis of the interview whereas four of the low-stanine group who graduated
were given unsatisfactory ratins.

ImpUcatlowa

This study of 1,000 applicants and their success in pilot training in rela-
tion to their scores on the selection and classification tests has clearly deam.
castrated the effectivenes of these procedures when applied to groups of
men recruited from civilian life or from the Army. Of 405 men who faled
on the AAF Qualifying Examination and were subsequently sent into pilot
training only 12 achieved pilot stanines of 7, 8, or 9 and only 4 of these and
42 others of this group of men who failed the Qualifying Examination were
graduated from pilot training.

The value of the second screening by the Air-crew Classihcation Tests was
dramatically demonstrated by the graduation of only 16 men out of 442
with pilot stanines of 1, 2, and 3 sent into preflight training, At the same
time 113 men graduated of the 199 with pilot stanines of 7, 8, and 9 sent Into
preflight tralning

The correlaion cofcient of 0.66 obtained betwen pilot stanine and su-
Cs in pilot training compares favorably with the best predictions which
have been obtained in educational and industrial work. It now appears that
improvement of instructional techniques and procedures for passing and fail.
Ing students need to be made before a substantial amount of further reine.
met in the selection and classiication procedures can be expected.

THE STUDY OF THE UMFrED STATES MILITARY
ACADEMY CADETS IN PILOT TRAN4ING

Prlimiaary Studies and Nlan

One of the large peacetime source of men for pilot training is the United
States M1tary Academy at West Point. During the war period a speial
aviation training program was introduced fur cadets at the Academy. As part
of the accelerated program for training at the .Military A'ademy, those
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cadets who had elected to take fying tralaing and who hd been found phyd-
ally qualified were seat to civilian contract schoois In the AAF Training

Command where they received primary pilot traininc from April to June of
the year preceding the year of their graduation from the Academy. Basic
uaining was received during July and August at Stewart Field at West Point.
Thi4 was followtd by a period from September to 'March during w"ich they
flew just enough to maintan Proficiency. Advanced trining was reminved
from March to May of thOer fWnl year so that they sraduated as rated pilots.
The increase in the number of cadets eliminated for fying deficiency In the
spring of 1944 as compared with the preceding zars was of some conm to
authorities of tbe Militsuy Academy. Not only did such eliminationm resul
in a wastage of cadet time, which was especially important during the acl.
crated program, but they also produced the problem of fitting eliminated
cadets back into the work of their c l

A study was made of the comparative succes In primary flying training
schools of the United States 'Military Academy adets and aviation cadets
for the classes trained In the spring of 1942, 1943, and 1944. The findins of
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thi aty arpeuented In Agure 4.13 oo whic similar roults for to cas
.rab- dIn the iprg of 194l hae been added. Sim Wes Point cadets,
slt s ed i themsevle, re a to pctt vaiing without
having taken the Air-crtw C i Te they provid a f ary stale
base line with which to compare chmg in the procedures used in slcting
and dlafy*n cadet

The 1942 aviation cadets shwn on the chart wr selected on t*o M
2-yeaur college requmentg in effedt prior to January 1942 ad v y few of
them had taken any steecon or clssification tests, It is se that Dearly
twice is many of thm were elimited for flying deficiency a were West
Point Cadets

The 1943 aviation cadets had been selected on the bas of the AAF Qual-
hfying Eamination and there was a small amount of additional selection

* made an the basis of the classification tests. In this group, more than twW
as many aviation cadets were eliminated as for the West Point Cadets,

. The 1944 aviation adets were selected not only on the basis of the AAF
Qualifying Examination but also all of the low-stnne individuals were dis-
qualified. It is seen that in this group a somewhat smaller proportion of the
aviation cadets were etiminated than of the West Point Cadets

The 194S aviation cadets were also selected on the basis of the AAP Qua!
Ifying Eumination and the requirements for qualification In teams of pilot
stanines had been raised so that an even greater proportion of the aviatio
cadets with low pilot stanines had been rejected. In this class the dieuenca
is also In favor of the aviation cadets.

The AAF officers in charge of pilot training at Stewart Field were famsill
with the demonstrated effectiveness of the Air-crew Classification Tests used
In qualifying aviation cadets for training. These officers suggested to the
United States Military Academy authorities and to the aviation psycholo-
gists in the Office of the Surgeon, Headquarters AAF Trainin Command
that these tests be tried out on a class at the Utited States Military Academy
to determine their effectiveness for prediction within a group of this type,

Accordingly, arrangements were made during the summer of 1944 to ad-
minister the AAF Air-crew Classification Tests to the class of 1946 at the
United States Military Academy. The testing was carried out during the
fal of 1944u .

The printed tests were administered during the 4 days at the end of.
August between the time that cadets returned from summer camps and the
time that academic work started. These were administered to groups of
approximately 22S cadets at a time. The apparatus tests were administered
to the cadets in groups of four individuals according to the standard pro-
cedura used In testing aviation cadets. These tests were taken by the cadets
in November 1944 at the same time that they were taking the physical ex-

mTbt..Ual s ung mn 0 the ceJIctim ad 01 the dat a mOw m pr. om a's
as WS Pr.-e we"uder th m~dl W-ic fkr L. Tbir kof 11tdbu~rtnm

LDin...- 54. St Lftr~rJ berww. and Arms Akiia.
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amination for flying, All tests were adadoluefe by trained examlam fromthe AA Tritinig Cc-mmad Practically the only changes made in the tosUand testing proedurs uscd in the AAF Alrfcaew Classifcation Pro'ram
were a few nccesiay adaptations or ettattims of Items on the BLaW phkca

Data B"ak ,hich were not appropriate for the ,'tlitary Academy grop.

Study of Air.Crew ElnIleatiom Ti Seum
In We 4.14 an shown graphically the compa i= beta the scote

of the United States Military Academy Cadets on the tests of the AirwCrew

aauification. Tcat PaUery and thow of &vkt A &W -b e m- w
of aviation c4dets tested at AAF Cl-tifacon Cent=n Is repreented as thM
middle. Une libelled "S." The other 1ines Indicate the mld.ponta of the re-
spective staulne values. The distribution of West Point cadts Is show. by
the solid bars which Include the mide two-thirds of the scores eiaftfini
from one standard deviation below to one standard devatlon above the me.
The hotzontal ban indicate the mea.

'-g'n

.... ... o ,il,, ,, , ,I .. I , .I4--, V 1,,

*SJ4I

____,_. iiij
tj L t

Favuu 4.24,--The cares of Vnited State$ Military Academy cadel on tau of the MV
Air.Crew Cta i ,cation 8 ttery In r tiab to 1ho11" ol i oi60 (sddl

No--he ban extend one sadudL deviALIon abao d bow de mena

it is apparent that the .Military Academy cadets are markedly superior
to the men tested at the A F Clamification Centers In such things &I Arith-
metic Reaaoniag Numerical Operations, Reading Compirbeson and Dial
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nmd Table ktad4g Tbay an uao quite a bit better tfha the air-crw O-
iddautes on aau O rie~t I Ad , judAmatt Iist t iameu
'.Co rehnsaMon, MechanWal Principles, and D:crlmln= oo Ruectla Time.
On the remaining apparatus tests including Rotary Pursuit, CobICX Cood-

Snation, Rudder Control, Fihger Dexterity, and Two-Hand Cedina mr
tha tet Am are &ot aready different from dwh of the men tested in t1e
AAF Ceg. 7is lso tnn ai to" of Speeei Identicma on, MwAu-
eaR laatwiatlon UIlaphical Data BLuk (Pilot), wad G Nalf

* Fligre 4.15 saows a o chut for the fow atanim for fighter PD64
bomber pilot, bombardier, and navigator training. As could be expected from
the prttedinlg chart chowing the mult of the various tests, the superiority of
the United States Mflitary Academy cadets Is most outitanding on the naviga-
tor stanen. They ar least different from the men tested at the AAF Oaxaca-
ton C.Arters in terms of Itghter-pnot stanines, At the time that this testi was
carred out, a atanine of I or better was required for an aviation cadet to
qualify for any of tese types of air.crew training. It 6i apparent that ap-
proxknately 90 percent of the MNilitary Academy cadets would qualify for
PA%*tor training, 76 percent for bombardier, 66 percent for bomber pilots,
and only 46 percent for fighter-pilot training, The Military Academy cadets
were caly superior on most tests to the group selected on the AWF QuaU-
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figEsamintlm and sent to A" Clakl~attim Canta s ucuaa4 (at
air-amw taining. However, their mean utanioe was lower than tha of the
group being qualified and assigned to secializd UUi Kcol of tbm

teeWt In the cane of navigation training.
to evaluating the nature of the Mr-Crew Classification Tesma ft b am~n

hi to aWyze thi relation to such aUM&W adt-4 a ba Mility AcadeWm
gade. A comprlets table of all of the Inter zerrlicas of the vularlm
tdud In the West Point study I !nd ude4 as table 2J ana s iL :The ritust Rea, sos Test Reading ou Tesd, and D I
and Table Reading Test all have rather substantial predictive value for
4et.,mining average West Point gr&des to the preceding year. Ta =rm
laiion of the "best-weighted" combination of these three ores with tho
average grades during the preceding year In terms of total pmpottlosal
parts was 0.64. This is a fairly satisfactory degree of predictive value for
a battery of three short tests requiring a total administration time of only
90 mdnuta.

The subject most accurately predicted by the tests was Military Topog-i
raphy and Graphics. A number of the tests were related to grades in this
course and a combination of Arithmetic Reasoning, Dial and Table Read.
ing, Spatial Orientation 11, Reading Comprehension, Instrument Compre-
hension, and ,Mechanical Principles gave multiple correlations of 0.72 and
0.79 for the grades earncd in the fourth and third year class respectively.
Grades In physics, chemistry, mathematics, and tactics were also predicted
quite well by the Air-Crew ClaMsification Tests. The only tests In the
battery showing much relation to the English and history grades were the
tests of reading comprehension and arithmetic reasoning. None of the
air-crew classification tests showed a substantial correlation with language
grades. This is not surprising in view of the nature of the technical spe-
cialies which the air-crew classification tests were designed to' predict.

To try to shed some light on the nature of the motor abilities tested by
the apparatus tests, scores on these and the other air-crew classmifcao
tests were correlated with the measures of physical proficiency obtained at
the time of entrance to the Military Academy. These included a 300-yard
run, dodge run, standing broad jump, vertical jump, bar vault, rope climb,
sit ups, chins, dips, and soft-ball throw. The correlation coefficients indi.
cated that there was practically no relation between these physical measures
and either the apparatus tests or the printed tests in the Air-Crew Classi-
ficatIon Tes Battery.

Analysis of Leadership Ratingp
Another analysis was carried out to see whether the air-crew classifics-

Lion tests might predict United States Military A ademy Aptitude Rating.
latidu were available for anal)-is which had been made by other cadets,
tactical officers, and academic officers. Each average rating represented
the composite of a number of separate rutigs taAe by individual offers
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or c4adets tt diherent times during he year. During a. full year about IS
ratings were submitted on tach cadeL Ratings were made on the thins
qualities of leadership, attitude, and melitary bearing. These wee weighted
la the proportion of SO, 3S, and IS.

It Is interesting to observe that the tests predicted the academic offiW
ratng with a mode-ate degree of accuracy. The academic officers' ratings

] amhowever, substantially correlated with the academic: grades given by! these officers to the men- The tactical officen' ratings beasr only a very
unl m]relaio to any of th Air-Crew Clsifctio Test wo . It svlLbe notd, however, that all of these correlation coefficients are positive. The

correlation between these test scores and the cadet ratings se even lower

and a number of very small negative coefficients were obtained.
4 The cadet ratings show a very small positive correlation with academic

grades and a moderately substantial correlation with military physical-
efficien-y grades which are essentially physical-education grades. These
physical-education grades are substantio.ly related to the phy-cal mea-
sures such as the 300-yard run previousy mentioned and these latter also
show a small correlation with the cadets' ratings of military aptitude.

Thus, it appers that the only known component of cadet ratings of
. military leadership and aptitude is athletic prowess. The academic officr'

ratings contained a substantial component of academic achievement and
the tactical officers' ratings appeared to involve a small amount of each
of these two components. It is clear that the problem of military leader-
ship Is in need of further investigation.

Prediction of Success ia Pilot Training
In table 4.3 on the following page are presented the bserial correlation

coefficients for the stanines and the tests in the Air-Cre. Classifcation
Battery with success in primary flying training. It is apparent that the
fighter-pilot stanine and bomber-pilot stanine both predict ihe success of
these United States Military Academy c-!dets in primary flying trainng
with approximately the same accuracy th , these stanines show with other
candidates for pilo. ratings. This is sho, 'i graphically in figure 4.16.

A The validities for the various Air-Crew Classification Tests obtained
from the West Point -roup are very similar to the values ordinarily found
among groups of a%iation cadets. The tests with highest validity are in
order: Rudder Control, Instrument Comprehension, Rotary Pursuit, Me-
chanical Principles, Complex Coordination, and Two-Hand Coordinatio.
Although this group of a little more than 3S0 cases is not sufficiently lar
to establish genuine differences, it is of interest to note that the Rotary
Pursuit Test has a somewhat higher validity coefficient than would bave
been expected on the basis of previous data. Similarly, the Spatial Orien-
tation I and General Information Tests have somewhat lower validity
coefficients than might have been expected from previous data. The M
tary Academy CLa of 1947 has also been tested row and it 4 hoped
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that analytla of this dais wMl prove further evidence as to whether &Mg
difference in preditive value are due to the nature of the West Point prou
or are Merely sampling fluctuations.

FIGHTER PILOT STAKINES
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f poodinq values for the clam as a whole These small diffesu. we doe
almost enlirdy to the average scores for those ening lying training
bein approzlmat4 01 st~durd dem1atim higher on the Genera! Informs-
tion Test and 0.3 standud devIation higher on the Biographfcal Data

WI B k (Pilot) than for the cls as a whole. There are small differences
* favorins those soing into dying training for all of the appam us tes

but none of these Is as large as 0.1 standard deviation. One further point
of Intees Ias the fact t"a the group entering pilot trainimg is apprd.
mately 0.1 standard deviation lower than the total class on the tests of
arithmetic reasoning and numerical operations. These differences In the
scores of the men who have chosen dying training tend to confirm previous
findins regarding the nature of Interest in fldyin

T"L .ft 3 f,strte IM of............. andOI "Vidu essI k1 e $,10 &M ldi a

f1del, Ckw .110", iled In Wk log .11IM and ieis Primary 4$" g schoos

Tods. N ain NJ ess~3~ me~'~ me M fa

AdtacItfmeteus~ C1 206C 1<45 0.109 4.91 4.78 1.97 005
DW meaITabtRsa . *6 1143. 345 1109 5.to 45

1%kk3 * Is~1 ........... .11 1 Cis5 4 U I 1 1

Sio46PAC Data ............. CE60ZD li1 .111 5.41 5.03 1iM .19
Numri&tal Optemdmas .M" .. CI?01 461 7111 4.91 4.r I 95 .01

U-4111Colprtown * ..... F14114 31 .711 5S.10 44 1195 .51
.................... 54301C 361 .111 5.18 1.02 1.91 .11

= lot lr- C1SI 11 .25 M,I 4. 1 ,. .3,n~~m ...... C1626C 5 .$ 11 4,14 5.1 , .3
%i th an k a l P r ito . .. . . . . . . M 90 1 1 6 7 .7 1 $ .4 1 4 .3 0 2.9 2 3 51

CI1S9 161 .7M 5.4 4.69 1.91 .18.M r Ihs~.JlfonaUoes ........ cgs 109 S 4.41 1,9 , 23

CPID 17 .712 5.5 4.86 1.9 .06
Fa"M Nhl ................... .41- 713 1, 4 4,. 34 1 ..9
Twi Hand Cw mLauka ............. CM .7A 61 .71 ,.4 4.34 18 1
ais.11e a *M CM701A $61 .713 5,40 4.3I. 11Dt C 6ID J6 ,11 11,S1 4,19 1.01

11Ibm'1 ........... M I13 1 1 1.3 401415Il

3o bt .Pii .......... 15 ..... 3 1 .70 4. 4 1. 59 .4 I: 5 713 1.34 5.14 130 .19
05w Q e' . . . . . . 154 .711 1.9 4.41 . 4.

In table 4.4 are presented the validity coefilients for primary flying
training of the various types of data available from the West Point re=
Although these coe ents are uniformly quite low and would be entirely
inadequate as a substitute for the air-crew cassification tests In predctig
success In flying training, there are a few points deserving speal mention.
For example, it is seen that the military pbysical-efficiency grade and the
military topography-and-graphics grade provide the best predictios avail.
able from the West Point records. Grades in history, foreign language, and
English have very dose to zero relationship with sue=& in flying training.
Probably for the same reason as the validity of the military physical-ef
c.ency grade, scores on the dodge run, broad jump, and bar vault are all
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foun to have smal but appreldae correlkjow with =uccaI i ylng

mpUeations

This confrmatlon of the predictive value of the air.crw clanilicam
ests is of spec al importnce becmuse it indiates tht these tts dlwslm.

mate within a gtoup which has be carefully seleded for officr raWg
and from whom the Inferior Individuals have been dlmad duriu the
fist 2 yems of Lh Unted States Military Academy cmrse Dlkln .

tln within this type of % group is much more Important durjS peacetimetho, duringl the WU perto Whik the WU wa ln Cot Oe deaud"
was for large numbers of Pilots, Immediately, who had " much skil and

ability as possible in flying plawm and carying out the othe duies of
a military pilot.

In selecting offic rs for permanent appointments in the Army Air For
many other matters need to be considered besides Ai in flyi en air-
plane. Men must be selected who can ly well during the 5- or 1-year
period immedistely following their tralning. It Is even more Importaut
that they be good group commanders and staff officers 15 or 20 years liater.
It a of most importance that thb.y contain a large number of men qualiled
to assume the responsibilities of general officers 20 ot 25 years after their

TAMLZ 4..-The v~alue Of USIJA adeuk grades. pbyikal perforsme tests, and usiU*Y
aptitude ratings for predicting success priumary ptle Irsiung for Umited States MWIUVY
Academy ca di, Class *I IM. trained in jowimary jina schools im the :~isg o141 "
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drgna ying triing was completed. Fortunately, some of the skills
required by the two types of duties are imiar, However, many of the
aptitudes and abilities necessary for a good commander or a good stag
officer are quite different from those required of the beginning pilot.

In selecting offcas for the peatime air forcm it Is very important
that the critical requirements for duties during all parts of the efai '
atiapawd carer be defined and weighted in acoaw * with ther weative

inpwtth to the dective functioning of the Alr Force& Only m uc
a basis as this can the Alt Forcea be assured that It will hve ial
personnd In the Future.

STUDY OF WASP TR=AU U

in ealuating the Air-Crew Classification Tests, it Is of Interest to
present the perfomance of women on these tests. Early in 1944, arrsage.
ieuts were made with the Director of Women Pilots Office,
Army Air Forces, to administer various tests of aptitude and personslity

*to women taking pilot training In connection with the Women's Airforce
Service Pilots training program.- During the last week in March the
complete Air-Crew Classification Test Battery was administered to all of

- the WASP's taking training at Avenger Field. Ths included classes
44W-3 through 44W-8. The classes were at different stages In their
training, 44-W,,3 being almost through advanced training and 44-W4

*having just started primary trakiing 14 March. Each of the entering
clases vras composed of about 100 students, only about 50 of whom gradu-
tsed from advanced pilot training. All students were required to have at
least 3S hours of previous flying training as a prerequisite for admission
to "rainin.

Baud on studies of the 480 women tested in thee classes, the following
findings are of importance. The women receiving pilot training had more
formal education than aviation cadets entering pilot training at approxi.
mately the same time. Sixty-five percent had received some college train.
ing. The group was superior to corresponding groups of aviato cadets
In tests of reolWn. comprehension, mathematics, and other academic abill-.
ties. The average academic intelligence in N group of women was highW
than that In a typical group of men undergoing pilot training in the ME
at the same time. The average scores of tim women were lower than those
of the aviation cadeU on certain tests which were specifically developed
for predicting pilot aptitude. Their averages were definitely iower than
thobe for the men on tests of understanding mechanical principles, and
of two-hmd coordination.

The predictive value of the pilot staine as obtained from the Classifi.
cation Test Battery put into effect I November 1943 was approxmately
the same for these classes of women as for typical aviation-cadet dasses.

4 mr M eCA the o r I ti St dy Son card out by Irri -. RA. The SA"
110Vnpelmib the ""a 40 tke MI hoo&'cai SM1a eak&*dukann AAF Thmiax CemaLMd.



This Ernding was b=We upon fo1ow-up and atAys ni tht ue cI"f
cl-asses 44-W-6, 7, mid S. In the fkrst two of these classes there were about
20 percunt of the womn elirilnated after chtssikcation tests were given&
and in the last class about 40 percent were eluiiiinted alter tectirig, Students
eiriinwtd before the exaia don dates were nlot a&laible for t~~ing.

Although the small size of the saniple and the large propucdwo of students
who iad receved a subrbtantial amount of ByIRg ttaiaiag doft not pe~m*t
an acetrau statement regarding the relative prcdktlvc value of the clami.

in LUC perimezital group study. The validity coe-id-t--t ffor the p-
stanine are approximately 0.55. The Gezeral Wnor-atina Test h an
ct.en higher validity for this group than .- found in the eiperla=Wtn group,
the value bcin 0.56 for 195 cases. Ile v~aidity cocffilceats for the Com-
plez Courdination, Test, ,Jechauical1 Principlts Test., and the Rotary ZPw-
suit Test seem to be som~ewhat lower fox t"i sample than are usually
obtained.

In conclusion, although it appears that some revisio of the Biographical
Data Bl1ak, 'Mechanical Principles Test, and General Iufonation Test
would be desirable if the Air-Crew Classification Test Battery were to be
UcA-4 wijth W0131n, it Was found that the battery without mx~4ication pro-
vided a saisfactury basis for selecting women for pilot training. Beginning
with the class which entered flying training in April of 1944, womn
Wnering WASP training were required to meet the same stanidards on.

the A"F Qualifying Examination as men who were applicants fur aviation
cadet trainiing, In June 1944, plans were made to administer the air-crew
classification tests to all women entering pilot traliig in this program.
On the basis of the results w~hich had pxreviously been obtained it was
believed that there should be no difficulty in obtaining a sufficient number
of women who could meet the standards for men. This programn was never
carried out because of the &ccision in June 1944 to discontinue twreuiing
and training women for the WASP program

STUDIES LN OPERAT1ONAL TRAINiNG AND IN
COMBAT THEATERS"

Fighter Pilots
Although the early stud'es of the effectiveness of selection and classifi-

cation procedures were carried on in conection with individual training
%Ant juudid ftvod1, La W ssi- um wewrd do is t. AF TvrJeais CwuMaai by: M. Z. )4A.

S.,it. ko", %. 1, 1. Ag.f J . GI~. C, 1. Crnnz' ta the C*4awa Air tc by: U. P.
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In the AAF Tralling Commnand schools the orientation of the Aviation
P~sychology Program wu. toward the improviament of the efftttiveziesa of
the alrtrew personnl supplied to combat uWait It was desired that this

Teni Setire
Onu of the frt studies m~ade of tU uces of aipmcifl type of sit-

crew pexual in perforniing a cornbat-type jub was the a~udy of adI
guinery p'.rfornnancc in transition stations of the Mk' Training Command,
Ihe tarly studies-s of tbis type were dune by 4viaion Ps~oujssfrom
P*.,ychological Reswacb Urift No. 1. This work was cantiauixl by Psy-
chologica RLsearch Project (I'lot). In tabl.5e givethe avra

Mechanical Principles Test, and the Complex Coordination Tests at the
top of the list. It is unfortumite th~at the sample is small for the Instru-
mnent Conmptehenzsion Test due to its relatively late developnicnt and addi-
T*s4J..-Rekliv s"oue of ik Air-Crew C~aurificatiot Tests lop pftedii percent Ails

is ar-to4krai a4g-ground fiesig it flzud-gunouy traJiix omog s4ispkej of pilott
is AAF graining coommd sk4Ji0

Nutzbo 0. Camblaaw
T011Tom No. indivduals WuJlh

~~~ ~ II ............... U ......CPO ............... 192.151
ut~a) wd "f -*-~ i~nn.......... 0170WlZ.. ................ 2.I43 30

D~wrt.........ClMII6A... I.................1,38808
C1 1MI01A...... , ........ 12,000

)Rav L~natJt A .................. C7IOA (C?102F)......... 1.842 .106
L1 kra C IDMIL ............. ... CE 1111 ... 51.... .... .... . .112 06

D &a aiek q ...... _ CP'62-2A ......... 1.942 .060

.... ...... CVM16 14A ',63, LOW4 .070~MatezJpmai A .......... CO2................111
kradlfi a~ddL car#'f~kt...~o u iF 3.41, ~d4. ....... C1614C JLultr 061~ rla

6 Dr d .e a4a ....... 60 .

.St adjo ag 'V a eftaU bna... ..... C 1068. a ..... 11. D40r~o a

tion to the Air-Crew Clasificatian Tests. Most of the other values are
relatively stable due to te sub stantial dm~e of the samples involved It
is of intemet that the correlations for all of the tests are positive, 'The
test of sim~ple arithmetic computations, the Numierical Operations Test,
is at the bottom of the list with a correlation which is Insignificattly diff~er-
ent from =eo.

Supplementing these data regarding the relative value of the air-crew
classification tests for predicting success in fixed gunnery are studies made
by Aviation Psychologists assigned to the Second and especially the Fourth2



Air Force. These studies also include correlations wilth urccdents. witb
filig grades, and iith graduation or ellmiriatig from £shbte pilot trilt.
Ing. The data from anl studies have been combined and ame petesentedI
in table 4.6?'4 These samples Include approxin~.tey i,SOO P.38 pilots
and 300 P-61 plots from the Fourth Air Forces and 350 P47 pillot from
the Secood Air Force. When more than one type of dtta is av&Ufla or

a gvengropthew V-p are averaged, but the numbtr of indivifitAla

reported is the number of different itdividual involved in obtaining tbhe

scores averaged for alindividualL
For all criteriA of suutus cowbiutd It is wae that the Rotary Pursuf

ad AlechanicAl Principles Tests, provide thre bighest correhtlous. It is
found thatth Numeirical Operations Test is agaiin at the bottom of the

roalosobtained with the criterion of peret hits in fled gunnery and

inbombing aefor the 'Mechanical Principles, Complex Coordina-ti
Two-andCoordination, Rotary Pursuit., and Discrimination Reactim~

Time Tests in that order. This is precisely the same order in which these
tests are found in the AAF Training Command studies reporte in table
4.5, The Instrumnent Comprehension Test was added too lite to have
befn Uta by these Continental Air Force groups The relatively high
coefficients found for the two Spatia Orientation Tests and the BiogmaphI-
cal Data Blank (Pilot) were not confirmed by the ContinentAl Air Force
Data. Additonal samples of fighter pilots are needed to resolve these con-
flicting findings.

In addition to the tests already montioned, the tests of 'Mechanical
Information, Reading Cornprebension, Speed of Identification, and Mathe-
rnatics A and B give correlations relatively further from zero for the com-
bined operaitiunal tra~inrg criteria than do the other tests on the IisL The
first of these, 'Mecanical Informa~tion, %as not taken by the pilots studied
in the AAF Training Commrrand groups. In general, in thesc samples, the
other tests rrirntionzed give relatively high correlations with the coitericin
uf elimianation from fighter-pilot training and relatively lower correlation
with the criteriun of percent hits both in the AAF Training Commuad and
in the Continental Air Forces studies.

A number of studies were made of data collixted In cambat theaters
regarding fighter pilots. Vnfortunately none of the types of records avai-
able appeared to be ver satisfactory as a criterion of success as a fighter
r lot in combat operations. Xcvertheles. , the correlations of air-crew

1As~ j d= Wjn t jpt,4 tb* c~d Wr,Iatca ptw.tW i toe 0 4 4 11 4 13
&441,ttdauat.* 4malbe y rVWW in g t"A C. c4ila c~ira bA La tok efo t t

:%111w141t Uvs tif studfld dt\1~ 01 the i tW xmu '*'a RIt a.1:b the stIL.NJ &d&&o 'a of L
coarWJ coup ma u Iaj u.wrd as t baet &%&aIa..c g.t.m1 jg tot it, LIn 411 tudw I % "L WU abL.
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classifcation tests with theme crittrion were computed awd the cbnao
correlations aye reported in table 4J7. It wail ptvl.A&y w~e tam the cot-
relations wltb operational-t3Iniig criteria we"e gtnerafy low"r than wUt
fixed.gunnery scores in the AAF Training Commaan4 This may be pr
tially explaine~d on the: bh" of greater haraocetilty of eprincg in the

lattcr group. Thec curnbinvil cijrretaioila for tbms criteris al contht drop
s till further -in fact, alm~ost to ih* va.nijbing poiat. Hoywever. mns th&

five, tests At the top Of the list are fouir which previous stu&ic &Ws found
haigrelatively high validities These are Disl mixiation Reacion Time,

Rotary Pu*rsit, Mechanka rtaclp* and Complex Coardiatina. The
rernaning test of the first fivt i Aiaing SLUeall

piJQ*I tot predkJ'Iivs cotwbal r~liaiz of effiaivesuz *wos~ik, *&d~eti*, or"a e~mb
i'lrlcs, decoratiox., reaji~wow o4kR, d 1,dwfiri go ath"* lypti 0) dwyJ

AIlo*A S~r~m I... ~41A 27, 11 *Io a aW
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rffecUl'ene.z of thc particular cd mbatsa oi JUded la hpilot
aL,4nincswhkh these uiwn ubtAined Mit the Urne of their origina dmnlhicatloc

estinz. The r'uiLS (if tLkw studios are sutnnwlze in table 4±L
TaL 4~-1ket~Aaof eje $h) judn o rtdkflaj iages $S

AUWAUGwi4say (vnnim Al;t

ab4 (;-wps 4vwtira 1)uIIM4 ..... . a..... 340 101

b~list'60pz'd o, eunv oJ iiu calrtaJLndutcdld I~ckttwgkt-ta]

Thnse resutlts indicate a powilve relation between pilot stanine and

musurt offixed gunnery in the MAF Training Commavnd; air-to-air

PCRtNT cOF FIGHTER A LM? IN TIC FlIT
fICWIER COV".) SSTEEN JtNIE 1944 AND UARC'4 104S
SZCMkS C"'. IN ME'EAN OF TIC TOT4l GROUP 04 A 0-
tiO ZC 91PSEN1J.4 AERAJ AAO Wh~uw GUMNEAW.

&Aas nasV

4.2.&S

KA 111a8 4 44 1&

Ia S

E RCMT NIO P-38 PILOS IN 7TAaIs IN THE FO0UNTN AIR FORCE SLTWECN MAy 1944
AND MARCH 1943 THAT WERE:

tNtOLV[D IN PILOT ERROR ACCIENTS RtLVaALUATaO BY LYWNO E'4I4AT" QUM ~f
tKw 6"00 ad amm*- m w aI&Ia, I5 be' I" C0o.M I a- 40-w ard a" 6-4.f &' k*4. I

Fscuxz: 4.17.-Value Ud pilot sLardine 5 oz predkicLLA g hte: pioapuatoj
Itamizg criteia.
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Sunzery, air-to-gtound gunnery, akip bombing, dive bornbWn, Sadezits,
Dlying &-rados, and graduation o cA ernixiatio n it fghter-pilot opentional
training; and the compos.1te o4 ratings of effectiveness, wauiltdes, dcocw. '
tions4 redclaons, and trzufers to other type of dutits in combt
11tefficcients, eSpcCaLdly thase tot the litter types of Criteria, ate c-
siderably atteausted by tbo action of virlous extraneous factors. ix-i.

ofri apeaery tagts Alenthoughet inl-lacoeffilanes bc i.lg y&
gfcivgen durng t onfimaion irail to aldiy oftpprcles om la

fu r o,det grsaphpctubobrde o eraofin. ea tkasil, ah afte
piancu l magnne 4.7 Th crw opiar of he ighviu~s pahtraind Stop
ao speil uplt oainael tarigi eatl niae ntee

hInh the individaal fopeilssi the crwso cfado hir powr! art of
tren bof enem tirsio. lthough discoveredealyat nne "ni iucroulgd
effetvle drind edtyo the wahr inembiiteo r r fte cbl. Then lads

formoderwase dipendent bot onlyri on ea nia n'scl dinvov Ai patcLuarjo
wll, butal nedb ta ce coordintiof ofvra theivrus cobin tiedfor

A nmbderofudcswrcareoutoeautth ecixfsWtI
withe nival eiralting the cws crioft hirrt ofa

ti sthe dinrmition washsoenc heal btmas noaol indirelat toulhe

bealuaed inetTendual tbe ober mtisof the crew. avr dirc
corews ovncrtbi as trn badicer.S inaccompsing numeru spiesr

werl, mutaso on tesetiv scorain oteir omctboutd effor

Bobardiers obn eut.Tebmin eut eeuuyrpre
iTershe n traihteionefo istance fro the cents of bobaen aige ~rgt

tiors the etemto of impat o the bo Ths a orinrl reationd to ase
L'ienc cirar Terror.a mme o h arcewhvngdrc

Aonro disvsedi thwse onhptritwsfudttabbardier, codnl.nm'osse

wkirl many comparinactos scre asd te pkrtwcua abouit and plame
barer th piomban ruts. eThe coni rsuls were oimuraty rsetoted

Honeters of ah ctritine oftistpe iso oth ceterafticel basged buche
tranheoint fmacts, the ombions bewas thrdictive reanr~M t asd

the criterion he follwin atenapter, ytea. fn thstati at bobiserls

ecryto obe ath seotsmpletl indvua difere in otaing ability-

ive correlatir.,rs betwfen the test scores or other measures and the criteria.
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Vho had received the basic training course, This fundamental study, aa-
thouy:h . as.d tn a very small number of cases tends to ca-st doubt on the
value of the giwnid trainers which were extensively used in gunnery training.

Studies of the, interrelations among the variuis scores on thaes. trainers
also sugge~tcd th:.t the trainers were very specific. It must be concluded
that the learning of a skill having a tupcrfiial re ac nilance to that for which
the individual is to be trained may contribute nolhing or even produce babits
o lurLerferencc wiihj resp ct to proficiency in iandling combat-type equip-

ment in combat situations.

Li
Studict of Ty-pes of Planes for Basic and

Advauced Pilot Traizi-g

In connection vrith the 5-week "frecze" ox pilot training the Psychological
es-earch Project (Pilot) was able to compare the performance in advanced

two-engine training, using the TB-25, of two groups of students who had re-
ccivcd their basic flying training in different typ)es of planes. A group of 84
students received all 15 weeks of their basic training in a single-engine plane,
the AT-6. The other group of 16S students received 5 weeks of single-en-
gina training on the BT-03, S weeks of two-engine training on the AT-10
and S weeks of single-engine training on the AT--6 in basic flying schools.

All of these students received their advanced two-engine training at the
same school (Moody Field). These two groups of students received their
basic flying training at differen! schools and were, as far as is "knovm, ran-
dor groups of students. Unfortunately, this part of the experiment was not
designed. The two groups simply happened to be formed during the course
of changing planes in the training program and were not deliberately set up
as exprimental group'

After the two groups arrived at the advanced two-engine school every
effort was made to study them under comparable conditions. Each instruc-
tor was assignee insofar as possible the same proportion of students fron
each group. At the end of each week of advanced training each instructor
was required to rank-order his students on 12 aspects of proficiency. These
categories taken from the grade slips included taxiing, take-off -nd climb,
stalls, slow flying, single-engine work, landings, formation, night landings,
attitude toward work, technique, progress, and judgment. Although the rank-
ordering by the instructors was subjective the assignment of equal propor-
tions of each group to each instructor provided a control for one of the chief
sources of difficulty in using subjective grades; i. e., the different standads
of various instructors.

The comparisons of the two groups were done by means of the diferences
in the numbers of students in each group whom the instructors rated as
being in the top half of their group of students on each of the 12 aspects of
proficiency rated. Differences larger than could reasonably be expected as a
result of chance were obtained in favor of the group receiving their basic
training in the three different types of planes for five of the proficiencies

I1:



tattd. Tht:se ap ; af vnu4 ikncy we* t&ioig, tkt-of and climb, 514Lg-
engine wutk, progrm1 , ard technique. By the end of th.: ninth week all of
lantediffernce Alhoad decreased snd Only taiing showed a sufficiently bare

dif =rr,- toreioutl nctd the 4&Wi isa Cxpm~t flctaio n samplg Tv

cotoldt regard the results as concu-jve, they -Lozgly sugit t"'t u.;;,
of vaiet oftraining planes at the basic stage is desirable and partku-

larly that a two-engine plane at thts stagve is nf drfftt a--tzuncz it adv~nce
two-enlgine trainjnj

A similar study in which all of Lhe conditions were not coatrolled was M~ade
in tcaz-faivn vit'h theU. =c of variousz types of plaues in advanced two-nen~n
training, It was found that students with a total of 10 weeks of two-engiue
training, 011 of which was in the higber-powcred TB-2S, performed better
on that airplane in terms of the objective measures used in the training-freeze
exprint than students with a total of 15 weeks of two-tzsine training&
10 of which were in the luwer powered AT-10 or UC-78.

Imiplications

These studies clearly indicate the need for a large amount of additional
research of this type. Carefully designed experiments should precede anl
mjor changes, in the training course involig training devices or training
equipment. If goo-d control of the situation is possible these need not involve

huige numbers of uases nor great additional expense in order to insure ,xi
live results. The key to successful training experiments is scientic delgn
of the experiment to control aUl of the extraneous factors

STUDIES OF METHODS OF TRAINN~G

Studies on Aircraft ]Recognition Traiin.g'

'rhe most systematic pbychological research pj, on methods of twan-
ing was carried out by the staff of the P'~yclioloaical Test Film Unit on methb-
ods of teaching the identification of aircraft. This study grew out of diffet-
ences, of opinion regarding the effectiveness Of various methods of training
in aircraft recognition. In August 1943, following a conference between piy-
chologists in Headquarters Army Air Forces and representatives, of the train-
ing division in that Headlquartrs, a formal request was made that Aviation

psychologists conduct a series of re-Search studies to determine the most effec-
tive methods of trainig in identification of aircraft. This problem was r--
fzxred to the Psychological Test Film Unit and as a result a comprehensive

reearch program including ten or more studies was carried ouL
an* n~rimrm rnww-b rcpxted La ILI US w" vAckddj ti ww 1 iL M. CAVW " M*
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2h F'_ alue a/ Rapid Flaus BFC~C
Initially, the Psychological Test Fi ni Unit was req.uested to obLain ex-I pcI~rimniztal evidence regarding several problemns related to the flash system

of instruction, Accordingly, a~n eaipcriinent was decigned to evaluate thec ffi-

tiu Ea c s ffur irorerigtnutfoes trhee on rupo tudet b o g n toin

onal wles t rani txor spette ovon sco thryoverou the cure Tne

othefe the fewrin houd te odiet ln spee anlf ofetunth sch
*~a bhe rem adr ote couraieculor mhethords oup aictecnitionc ut wuth

oneal-idsaton eposure n speed graduallyn tcreghod te coure. 7e
ofeistutrUie a second duopruing thefist2 ees f the -se.Teoaind exofstre

course was continued at exposure speeds of one-fiftieth of a second. Each

of the 3 experimental groups consisted of about 170 students of aircraft rec-
ognition classes in preflight training schools, The results of this experiment
are shown in table 6.7.
T~sLz 6.7.--Pro ne ix aircraf rEreciliun of three experimmial g~roups a~s wau

A by tkt Aim~aji Reecgpiox Profic4-ieny Teit and4 jide exansnaiioaJ
at diftre~i c-f'osure 4peeds

III r~bLLm zi 17

................... .....................~ -6 -1 61 9 122 -6i22 V~

J 16-h r.*& 1110 W.IO - 14 3 3 0 14 3 2 14j 0 'a
F'A~.b ~ ~TMI 1. iSO MC I.i.... 1 0 1 9 IS 6 2 9 14~i 1 3

From this study it was concluded that there were no differences in recog-
nition proficiency when students were trzined with flash slides at exposures
of I seond9 one-tenth second, and one-fiftieth second.

The evidence indicated that slides shown for 1 second are easier to see
than those shown for either one-tenth second or one-fiftieth second in that
fewer errors art made in the slide test of recognition given at I1-second speed
regardless of the type of training of the individuals tested.

Individuals trained at one-fiftieth-second ftash speeds are reliably more
proficient at recognizing slides shown at this speed than individuals trained
at 1-second exposures. However, t"i superiority does not bold for measure
of proficiency at one-tenth-second or 1-second exposures nor for the critioni

*considered most realistic, that of the motion-picture test called the Aircraft
Rncognition Proficiency Test
Corntparison of Total Forinu and Feat urea

A study was carrie out to determine the relative importance of empha-
sizing the total forms or the features of the airpLanes to I... identifLed. Each
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iI
of three instructors taught two clntses by different methods. In both class
slides were presernted at flash s eeds of one-tenth second, In one group i!-
sti uctlou was g;ven on only the total form of c."a plane and no mention was
uiade of features sue as shaps of wings, notse, or tail. In the swcond group
a standard set of dhtiLtive features agreedt upon by the insUctom was
emphasized in the caw of each plane presented.

At the end of the 30-hour training period the -,curr w'i hI d been -
couraged to identify the phcii by me 9f t features ws bhtly ,upez-ioz

both the final slide eamhnuation and the motion-picture Airc-aft Roguitioa j
Proficiency Test. Each group included about 90 students. Although dif.
encs bctween the a vae *;ores made by these groups on the tests are not
large encugh to bc significant in the statitical sease, they suggest the in-

_____.O, - of n- misv tmb~~ow- foaxrm

Tle Yalue of Digit and Countg SUdes
An expcriment was designed to test the value of tupplementary training

in reading digits and cou,:ting spots with flash presentation. The flash *,stem
of aircraft-recognition training used a series of slides containing 4 to 10
digits which had to be reproduced after a lash exposure and also slides show-
ing from 3 to 30 plants which had to be counted during increasingly brief
exposure intervals. This training was chimed by its proponent to ncream
the general efficiency of perception aad to "widen the angle of vision" and
to develop the "perception of numerousness."

The results from an experiment using 100 students trained in the usL of
the counting and digit slidcs with an equivalent untrained group indicated
that training on these slides definitely improved proficiency with respect to
the digit and counting slides. However, proficiency in aircraft recognition
as measured both by a slide exanination and by the Aircraft Recogrtiod
Proficiency Test was found to be no greater in the group given this special
training than in an equivalent untrained group.

Furthermore, no 5ignificant difference in amount uf improvement in score
on a special perceptual test, Flexibility of AVfntion, was found bevwaen the
group given digit and counting slide training and the untrained group. These
findings tended to increase doubts concerning the statements that such train.
ing "improved the general proficiency of perception.

Rtemembered Shape* and Features of Aircraft
Following the completion of these LxTeriments which were designed to

answer certain questions regarding the value of aspects of the flash system
of aircraft recognition, experiments were formulated which could be expected
to lead to positive rather than merely negative recommendations. Te first
of these consisted of a study of the remembered shapes of aircraft as revealed
by drawing and by composites constructed from them. A group of 196 stu-
dents who had just completed the 30-hour course In aircraft recognition in
preflight school made free-hand drawings from memory of 8 airplanes
selected from those they had learned, This group had received no practice ia

mm~m,7-
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drawing dutiig Lbis course. 1Lach student drew the three conventiornal views
for' cacb airplane. Tu standatdize descriptive terniulugy regarding chara.

teristics or features ui the plane to be piited out as Nssible cuesi or Lips foruse y te 5tidnts n rcogitin, rom ix o c&Ltphrses ereagri-dupI
for each plane. These. w~~ere selectted its btinZ significarnt or important charac-

-citc of that plaeDuing fe treilS hi eaturewe nonti emrawigs

biz ed btmrlointed obt tw iedeni aiaThfre slid le htoraphls were

"Aeulkrswere obtained. For ehiacouho students thy cgvlaing Mihin a grae
fo undachoobet0e61 ar ndt0.37 respectively for the.. adequawy"oschrs d and,

drkngaltsh iw atngs The Aorratin b tee he draftsmanhiiteb
Calo the sa fdeqawy" sorwas od e 5. The caesvr or&readt e

"lob aindequacy thsgoup aod stuens f tha corlturserds betia l 0.75aden

cretdin the usual way for the attenuating effects due to the brevity and
ofconsistency of the samples of behavior on which these measures were

Composites were obtained by averaging the qhapes of the students' draw-
ins ngeneral, the composites as well as most of the original drawings had
th anvisual characteristics of the planes they were intended to represent.
Imabeinferred thAt differential visual images had been acquired by the

stdns An interesting point was that studies of the drawiings indicated
cerythat there were consistent differences between the dra~ki . d witeu

actual shapes they were intended to repre~znt. A number of these differences
were exaggerations of those characterizing features of the plane which had
been pointed out to the -tudents by the instructos.

I This suggest~s that the verbalized characteristics have modified the images
despite the contrary influence of the stimulus pattern and it is therefore ream

* sonable to Wner that these features played an important part in differetiat-
ing the vario us memory-inuges from one another and in giving them signi-

ficance or meaning. The results of this experiment suggest that training Wn
drawing airplanes from memory would be a useful supplementary training
method in coursct on aircraft recoguition.I4 Effetivene.* ol Aaive Res ponse and Reinjorenseza

* By the early prt of 1944 directives from Headquarters Amy Air Forces
had decreised the emphasis on the filsh rmethod of training in AAF schools,
particuLarly progressive speeding up of the exposure intervals. T7here was
increasing enipbasis upon traixting films, photographs, znodeds, and "shadow-

graph" prcsenttion of models, Because it was thought that some of theI 1SO



valuc inaberernt in the previous procedures might be lost, an exaprment was

desgned to demonstrate thwt well establisbed principles of learning ope- I I
ated in this situiation and ±.ould be fAluwed in piannng the uuc of various
training rnatcdals.

klor this experirent approximately 280 students were divided into 2 groupi
and presented 20 unfamiliar slides of foreign planes. During each of the 3
prrentions, ech of the 20 slides was sbo-n for 5 socouds, he name of each
plane wab aunounrcd just before it Ap'ared n the =c-., azd was repted
while on the screen. The other halt of the group was presented slides for the
first tine in exactly the &aren way, On the s.cnd and third preatrgit s
however, the thd.; were "o;p.d for 2y seconds after which the trainea
were required to identify each in writing on a numbered answer sbec. Guess-
ing was encourag4 d - W utificatiU couldbmade , a line had to
be drawn through the appropriate answer space.

Immediately theceafter the same slides were exposed again for 2% sec-
ouds and the narif of the plane announced. Individuals who had made a cor-
rect response placed z -beck mark beside it. Those who had made either an
incorrect respose or none at all were required to write down the correct
name in the appropriate blank. On the fourth presentation for both groups
each slide was exposed for 2,/ seconds and the trainees were instructed to
wriue down the name of each plane on appropriately numbered answer sheets.
The score on the test was simply the number of planes correctly identiied.

For the first group the avcrage! score was 10.5 cU.1e1t idwtificatioas. For
the group in which active responses and cor:ections were required the average
score was 14.6 correct identifications. This difference was much larger than
could reasonably have occurred in samples of this size if no differeatiating
factor was present.

The results of the experiment were interpreted as a demonstration of the
superior effectiveness of any classroom procedure which requires active
identifying of responses a.d permits the confirming or correcting of th_-se re-
spoasez. The application of this well-established principle of learning to the
airciaft.recognition-training situation suggests that mei e dlbitons, di-
plays, or motion pictures in which the learner remains passive and is not
required to make an active response which is reinforced by confirmation or
correction can not be expected to be as effective as a system based on differ-
ential reinforcement of responses.
.4 Study of Order of PrsentaUon

In thte courses in aircraft recognition in the preflight schools it was custom-
ary to introduce two new planes each day. The procedure used was to intro-
duce two dissimlar planes of the same natiUNality each day. The reason
given for this was to prevent the type of concfusion likely to occur If two
very similar planes were presented together. Some instructors believed that
although this avoided initial confusion, it resulted in greater confusion when
planes siwiLrr to those already learned were introduced later. The instruc-
tors believed that the best way to prevent such con uson was to present

l0J2S.4 -L
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3 5irnUl planes in pAirs regardless of natiunality and to pltt out clearly thosec
features of the aircraft by which they could be dl.tlingui'Jitrd from o~ne

j An experiment was designed tW test the relative effectivmms of thecse twu
proccdurcs. Six classe in aircrAft reco~nition contaiing about 30 mm each
wvre dividad Into 2 groups, tnuatchcd for inltial knowlc of aauc aa
the basis of scores on a pretest of the 30 slide$ of American aireJ nIL Three
i"(t-uctors taught these 03ssts, each instructor ha&ving one Class in cach

[ group. Both groups of classes were taught the same 40 plancs lby the usual
owthods. The only dillereiice between the two Vgrup v=s the order of prm-
enwlaion. in one group two dissin-ilar pLanes of the same nationAiity wereI presented each dzy. In the iecond vr up two similar and coaftidlAe ta
wcre pres~ttd during cach cla.ss period without rugard to tlicir r~AtiLitiy.
The L-ainig period of both of these groups was 26 hoursj ~At the end of th" period, both gitoups of classes were tested by means of a

igthe course and in additon were tested with the Aircraft Recognition

Proficiency Test (Preflight Levcl). The analy"i of results indicated that on
both of these ciaminztions small differences favored the group in which simi-
lar planes had been taught together. The small size of the differeaces, sug.
gce;ted that they my have been due to sampling fluctuation.

T"U! -lJ o tL" LXPeriMCLIt 5u&eSt that both of these procedures have
advantages. As indicated in a previous expriruent learning is dependent

oncorrect responsft which are reinforced. The presentation of disiar
Planes initially aids in the correct identification on the next presentation
wn'hich reinforces the respcnse and contributes to learning. It is suggested,
however, that after the responses have become fairly well cstablished, the
simlar anrd confus~ble planes should be presented together with emphasis
upon their differentiating charden-stics.

It would probably be especilly desirable to avoid confusion duzing the
tuytaresof lerving~by' keeping sinilib' plants in separate categoria&. For

exarnple, the r-51 and Me 190 could be kept in discrete categories of Am~eri-
can planes and German planes until the correct responses to these planes
were fairly well established. Before the studient was required to identify

thr fo amxe lsihMtcoti ibUc oui given raLning

an pacic n iferrtitiagteetw sil rpresntngsk

The lac of realism in this situation as contrated with the combat situation
in which the aircraft ordinarily had t0 be identified at distances greater than
a haf a niiie, created some inteest in the problemn of procedures for prio-
viding;a natura impression of distance in the slides shown.



I
One of the first nethods tried for creating the impression of greater dim- 3

t'Ate C t4 to mote Lk pr(3jotur dC1.r to Lb MStII. Th was Lid exten-
bivdy for sume time but later was generally abandoned in the Ar-my Air
F-'ortes whouls slicc It was found that the picturenwa t gneraly perceved

not as rorc ditant but nicrely s a a nler picture. Anotht mtbod wa to
producx slides Wn %Wch 4e size uf the airplane was dcre:;se in reLtiuu to
the urrou ding c .ar rea represrting sky wo r couds with=m Lth pitt.
Still anoLber bthod used wa to ilircase the distanwce at flch sttdetU

viev.vd the screen or t aurk out o the flour of the classroom seating dis- j
tLces which would cav pond to the th-or;cUy greater apparent ranges
of the aixcrait pictured on the scren.=
Tu %Ludy the c1L rt i4 heseLt ZwoproedUreanesXr Wnt *s d

signed in which students were a.%kod to mtLate the range o, three type of
fidL in Q"C of w iaJ the airplane Occupied Mott of the irme. It Soond type

in which the planes averaged five-eighths of the size in the first slide, and a
thid seriLs in which the pilane averaged half of te size of those in the large

slidcs. These slides wYcre viewed at 3 different dLstanccs from the saect. 10

feet, 20 feet ad 40 feet by approximately 180 students awaiting entry into
preflight schools. Sixty students viewed the slides from each of the di-

ances and made ebtimates in yards rcgarding the distance from them that
the plane appeared to be. The results are showt in table 6.8.

TAnz& 6A.-Aftan elimats of range ix yards a4 a Jfunaon a) uewa~a

dasiland Xm .iU in Ai piasn

MhLdtt S D M SD A, £0

j~n . 06 3 213 4 ;113 S 224 2 41* J~I1 , .................... I 6 , 14 3 J 5 S . 2 l 4 4 4", 3 24.7
20 ten,

Although the impression of distance produced by the pictures as shown by

the estimates made was not a definite and ckar ne, the mean estimates of

range rose in a consistent fashion as the size of the plane was reduced in j
compirison with the picture frame. On the basis of the sizes used, the dis-

Lance would be expected to rise it, 'h' ratio ,f 1:1.6:2 if there were a perfect
invers eL, rtiouiup. From the table it is sen that the ratio actually foud

was 1:1.7:2.2. There is, therefore, an approrinately inverse relatiotsp in

aircraft recognition slides betweon the size of the fgure within a fixed picture

frame and the imprcssion of distance.

On the other hand, it is clear that appirent range did not increase in pro.

portion as the viewing distance increased. If the range were determined by

the visual angle principle and nothing else it would be expected to increase

in the ratio of 1:2:4. The average ratios actually obtained for the three types

of slides were in the ratio of 1:1.1:1.2. Thes-e results indicate a tendency for

the estimated range to remain constant regardless of the distance of the ob-

server from the screea. The constancy is definitely not perfect but it s a-#

least clear that as the, retial size of a pictured airplane diminises With vkCw.

ing distance its apparent range does not increase proportionately.

Isi
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A pru~c~± of von t~ak ;uricc 1imjMrLunce was that of dcte xIMw
the trnAimumn ranige at whictb a givc-m fiihter or bunibc planc can be IxW-

* Lively idcatificd in tkie air. lt va s iriiptaictic.d tu ubta.iiu a carxefully cwntrul~od
'0 xperimenuI dttcrrrtin~tin of rtcognitinn rair.ei for various tylxt of plaet

* ~i-a th2e ait. Thierefore, an t'yp'nimvnt Emrploying model planes~ and distances
W te ,wueSL~t aS Llic inodls was Jusiprwd. It was believed that the idez-

tifl'Wil ofa i.V11 6d i axktgvouad ofNy ata coaziideraible
di~t wc~ as at least a toughapc n~o to the~ idcntifiability of a real

plantm again. the :.ri ,.yat a p.roportioaateIy gleatcr djan~a I
in this cNiment 307 air-LCaW trirics who had just comrplcted a 30-bour

course iuaircraft recognitionn th 1rdligbla Schoul (Pilot), at r
Aimy Air Daw, were askud to Idertify o model aircralt in~ eachb of 4 attitudes
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~Il" ~ayt vi A 4 6 %4~t-Jr-)tA- Irnm I! to V yardi.-
Tc rule uut the factur Uf 1kniowleUg uf Ailplait: shapes, very wcllkknovm
i nam wcre ustld and obsevers W ho made a11y el:I us ,t all at the naxta!

dsaeweicelimiiated fii~n the rzlw~itnnt. The cadet-, were Mded into
four gruups, otie. gtoup for itach of thC fUtlt AttitudCS in Which the modela
wcre dl~played. lndividual4 U~j attemnpting to idenitity tile mcedls at a
distance of 98 yards~ and moved up to ;uccessively cloer distances. At eAch
distaince the aix rnodds wcerc displaycd. 71c wale used- fur the u i as .

Ito 72, so the equivalent ~it~c~ra.gt lrr -4JI miito 4r I "~Th
results are thovni un figurc 6.5. =

These re~ults ffd-,~ that tL irv~uni.;jihiby ouf Nricl al.c a
depeds to a %,Cry ihirge 4=:Zct upon t~c atttude in which it Is seen. For~~z
the-se plarics the must difficult of the four attitudes used was icuexally theI
tcad-on rposioa. 71v quaitei-l~ia-btluw view was the easiest for the fden-
tifiation of most of tht: c planes. The largest airplanes w~ere fouzd to be
~nre froquently correctly idecntirl~d at a given &itance.

Because of such facturs as atmousphieric Laze, glare, differences in relative
brightness, and color contrasts, it seems likely that the recognition range of
real airrraft under ardinzvuy conditions is smaller than the ranges which
would be estinated from the experiment with models. It will be noted thit
with the models only I11 percent of the group correctly identifie the P-40
from the head-on view at the distance propoutiodal to one mile and only '47
percent made a correct identification at the distance corresponding to h~alf
amile.

Ile Motion Picture as a Training Methods

During the war a very large number of motion-picture training filins were
produced. There were no accepted guiding principles regarding the subjeta
in which the motion picture could be expec"-d to give bttter iliruction tham
ordinary methods. Nor was there any body of knowledge regarding the in-
stiuctional tecirniqucs peculiar to motion picturces which give them advantage
ovcr other methods of learning. A need was felt for information in thi; arcl,
and accordingly the AAF 'Motion Picture Ltnit at Culver City and the AAF
Training Division in New York City requested the Psychologiral Test Film
Unit to conduct ! cme experiments in this areL.>

An experiment was designe6 to compate the over-all effectiveness of the
training film with that of an illustrated lecture (oral instruction with visual
Aids) and with the study of an illustrated manual (written instruction with
visual aids). Tbf-re was available for this purpose a training film entitled
'Position Firing" %\ich was produced teatirely by animated photography im
which the subject matter was presented with commentary and animated dia-
grams in a logical order. IT material was, bowever, also organized around
a thread of story providins character~zaticz and humor ("Trigger Joe").

olu wock wL& crrW'aut by j. j, Gm iL Iv. Cip&t. L. H~ V-Dria, &W C H Ort'iS



On this same topic a SO-page pocket-lze loose-leaf illustrated manual -
'-titled 41Get That Fighter," eamploying advanced vi~ual weth(s with a raiti-

mum of text and a maximum of diagram was available, covering the same

subject matter a the film. The diagrams were in color and the execution
was extremely skillful. ThWi nual was publish-d by AAF Training Aids
Division on I November 1943. It was studied by the trainees without dis-

-- u~oaor explnatio.
To parallel these presentations a halUf-hour lecture on the same subject

Lmattcr w" oig a u aiuwd a scrics Ou 1 lantern slides. rude from the
booklet. The talk was written out for delivery in an Informal ilrnkcn style,
the diagrams on the screen being explained with a pointer. It was then re-
vised, rewritten, and finally memorized for actual delivery. The talk included
questioning of the class by the instructor to bring out salient points. As
revised and approved it was judged by two experienced college teachers to
be an example of excellent Lnstructioa.

The subject matter wa; analyzed into 14 basic points and 25 questions
were finally collected for the final examination to test learning of thes points.
The odd-even reliability coefficint for this examination corrected for full
length was 0.63.

The instruct ioni and original testing were given within a 1-hour cla. period
to classes of 40 aviation cadets. Approximately 120 men were included in
each of 4 groups. These groups were thL film group, the manual group, the
lecture group, and the no-training group, This last group was added to pro-
vide a base line for determining the actual amount of learning rtsulting
from the procedures used for the other three groups. A few individuals had
to be eliminated from each of the groups because they already bad some in,
formation regarding the position-firing methods and procedures which were
the content of the instruction.

The film required cnly 15 minutes of running time. It proved impossible
to give an adequate lecture covering this topic in less than 30 minutes. It
also was found that at least 30 minutes were necessary for adequate study of
the manual. Since the experiment was to be a comparison of the 3 methods
with each working at its best level of effectiveness, it was decided to allow
30 minutes for the lecture and 30 minutes for the supervised study of the

rmanual. The film was shown just once and requireu IS minutes. Thirty
minutes were allowed for the examination. The results are shown in table 6.9.

4 TA.~ALz 6.g.-Meax stores and amount karde immedWa.ly afte itZ1.0

MUJSX N me .W SD Asoa lus54

Film (IS J13 1 ... 7...9................ 1 l '791 3 0 12 4,
Mamuirw (30ws ...... 103 15 43 4 2 100iLoiue(............ . 101 is 10 4 6 9.12No ~ ~ ~ ~ , Tmnn .............. I I IS 10 I

WItAN SCORES AND AMOUNT REME.MBERED AFTER I MON"fM

l ......................... .. .... . 5 I 6 00
l.ctu * ....... ........................... | 4 93 6.6
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As indicated in the table, the film produced considerably better learning
of the material taught despite the fact that it occupied only half the time
required by the other methods. On the average, 2.S more items wtre learned

by the filn group. This difference is sufficiently "arge that it is unresonabkl

to assume that it was the result of fluctuation in the quality of the studentA

in the various samples. All of the students vho could be located and tested

were tested with the same examination 2 months later. Here again It Is i"en

that the Eilm group had significantly higher average scores than the groups

taught by the other two turLbods.
Te investigate the reasons why the training film produced greater learnIng

than the cther two methods, a detailed item analy-Is of the r=ponsm for each

group was made. The test quetions were grouped according o the one of
the 14 pin~has to which they were Weiated, It wi-a founed thri htt I? of the

25 itemns the film group was superior to the other group. This superiority

was e',dent for 13 of the 14 povits. On one point which had to do with the
rules for the direcion which the deflection ("lead") should take under ctr-

tain conditions the other groups were superior to the film group. Examina-
tion revealed that thewie conditions were explained in more detail and mor

clearly in the lecture and in the manual than in the film. It should be empha-

sized that the points could have been explained effectively in the film but

happened to have been neglected. The lecture and manual were checked ia

see if their contents were equivalent to that of the film on all points wher

the film showed superiority. They were judged equivalent, or in some cases

better. The treatment was in some instances more detailed since the time

allowed was greater.
The items and points on which the film group showed the greatest advan-

tage were carefully studied for clues as to the reasons for the success of the

film. These concepts seemed to have the common feature of being "dynamic*

in the sense that they dealt with changing events or with the variation of

one thing in relation to another, For example, the concept of increasing

amounts of deflection with continuously changing angle of attack of the

fighter plane and the fact that the amount of deflection must be gradually

changed while following the fighter showed 20- to 40-prcent superiority for

the film group. The film group was also much better in understanding ideas

that get their meaning from human actions.

Diagrams and verbal descriptions sceM to be much less effec ive in teach-

ing about the unit of deflection in sighting than the motion picture. In pre-

paring the animated film it was possible to place th,: viewing position of the

camera in the position of the trainee in a learminz situatin so that the student

could see what he would see in operating the gun and place himself in the

actual activity rather than as an onlooker. After explaining what is to be

done in words and with diagrams in the film, the character "Trigger Joe"

scratches his head, and sets about to do it. At this point the camera fades

back to where only his hands and the results of his manipulations are visible.

This technique with "Trigger Joe" moving along rather slowly enables the
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students a]most to experience the activity to be learned and at the sam tim
get immediate confirmation or correction from "Trigger Joe" as his thoughts
come over the sound track while he is trying to figure out just what it is that
he is supposed to do. The student is active and always ahead of him, since
"Trigger Joe" gives the appearance of having things come to him only with

~di ficuty.
V There is no question but what the incorporating of a thread of a story and
F the building up Lbte character of "Trigger Joel give this film real entertain-

ment value. However, It is important to note that in the case of "Posltion
Yirings" the humor and dramatizflon were zubordinated to the Instructlof

. and were usLd for the sake of instruction rather than for their own sake.
- On the basis of this extneritntnt and othe~r experience of tle rn.ersonnd of

the Psychological Test Film Unit, a careful analysis of the special advan-
tages of the motion picture as a training device was =ade. The motion pic-
ture enables the learner to see inside of operating mechani ms through the
use of aninated photography, to observe completely cut-a-way models, and
to emphastu certain parts or process by colr or mno~ng pointers, or other

devices. It Is also possible by animation or by slow-motion photography
, to modify the velocity of a series of events so as to nuke them more easily

understood.
Motion pictures can show much better than any other means how one thing

varies with another in time. Precise timing, which is of great importance in
many skills, can be very effectively presented.

The motion picture is very well suited to showing situation from a sub-
jective point of view, the camera can actually take the position of the per-
former instead of the usual position of an onlooker in the learning situation
and give the student a fairly aative rather than a purely passive role in the
learning experience. At the same time the student can be faced with choice
after choice and be corrected when be chooses the wrong one and confirmed

* Jwhen he chooses the rigibt one. At the same time he can be shown the con-
sequences of the wrong choices which he might have made.

The realism which comes from seeing an enemy fighter "barreling In" o
"Trigger Joe" with tGe latter firing with his sight right on the target (with-
nut proper lead) and therefore continuously missing contrasted with the re-
sult when he remembers to use the proper lead (the fighter spiraling down
in flames) wa. be very effective. By co.mparison an instructor suggesting

[ that good results vn1l not be obtained unlc-s certain rules for lead are fol-
[ i lowed provides a pale and lifeless learning situation.

TIle motion picture also offers greater opportunities for personalization

of abstract ideas by cartooning and caricatiring and personifying or sym-
b electricity, force, stress, and similar phenomena which are ordi-
narily difficult to illustrate directly. Comic emphasis, if properly used, can
be a valuable teaching aid and is especially well adapted to use in motion
picture. It has frequently been misu.ed in the development of wartimeI training filnus howevm.
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It is clear that il 'ral.n dfutd zltuaator the moton picture hba Imp-
tant advantages. However, it should not be forgotten that it also has ditih

advanages. Thcse are principally with respect to such things as persoasi
relationship and Culidancc zhich a giud teache can bring into the c1ass"oom
situation. Properly used along the lines suggested by experlmentation and

experience, the training film can be a very effective aid to Intructl*L

Studies li Fl.x e.Gutwery Tzalzign'
Survrys made by peonnel of tlh piyaulugical research group at the Ceao

tral Sch-o| for Flc~dhlc Gunnery indicated that gunners arrivins In combat

theaters were much less profiaent than the uuucrs "Sx graduated fron
the schools in the AAF Training Command. It therefore appeared desirable
to initiate an improved program for continuation training of gnnes in the
traaingair forccs and to evJuete the effectivcness of this program as co=-
pared with that of the existing program at a typical training station. Accord-
ingly, an experimental training program was developed and approximately
half of a group of 400 gunners in training at Pueblo Army Air Base wer
instructed under the new program while theraining a P balf used the program
previously In effect at that base.

In planning the experimental program a number of principles based on
psychological and educational experimental findings were used. The five
principles given special emphasis in planning this program were!

1. 1carning the whole job in contlct.-Two general courses were devel-
oped to bring the various parts of the gunner's job into relation with earl

other. One of these was on the care of equipment and the other on the U t

of equipment. In these courses operational exercises which were designed to
require the gunner to perceive his job as a whole and to practice specifi
skills in proper context and sequence were introduced.

2. Motivation.-,Men who achieved perfect performance on specific pha.e
checks were excused from further drill on these phase checks during the

period in question. It was also believed that the new operational exercises

increased moPration because of their greater real.. t

3. Sc aced Pratice.-Instead of haig all gune ry-training practl

centrated in a block of several hours, the practice vs broken up into smaller

units and spread over a longer period of time.
4. Knowledge of r eults.--Gunners were Informed immediately of errors

In the phase checks and phase-check answer sheets were used by review In-

structors to aid the gunner on specific weakneitse. Frogress charts were also

used to maintain the interest of the gunner In his AlL L
S. Learning by doing.-The new program stressed actual performance o

the job by the student.
Suitable criteria of success in the primary task of a gunner were not avail-

able to provide an adequate evaluation of the results of this experiment. It

-rim Itudifl rrvatw 14 th Md u~ Wr k [b* ** of. N'RobA W. S.m, . r. L. A C
JeawA W. S, GCrrtt. LW. 1- 11. J tn, 3 7 ts"4 a. V
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was found, however, that In the experimental group, whic mad fequenit
use of the turret phase check during the course, petfect scares were made by

38 prcet o th iniviual trine uner the old program mad pernuiodw

prepredcatdW "tauardFloxible-Gunnezy I'rogian for R-17 and B-4
Comba-CrewTr&Uj- St thosstiudwrs Guide and lessont Piz=" Alt

trian &Uocscatdietd y dquarters Army Air Forces to revise
ther gnney pogas i icorda-aithprocedures oudimd in this mutuaI1

A~t=z='Zd erririt ad ee tondthat gu~znery profiackscI were
not being maintained adequatelAy in combat groups. In January 194S, off-
ces of the psychological research group at the Central School for Fleible
Guancry were requested to conduct a study in out of the combat groups in
the Eighth Air Force. Following initial proficiency testia& eacb of the four
squadrons was trAined!=('er a different training program. At the end ofone
month's training all the gunners remainig &in each of the four groups were
retese to determine progress made under each system of training.

The four squadrons were trained as indicated below:
Squadron 708.-Each guner Hlew three gun-camera missions and was me

quired to practice until he could pass all phase checks %ith nio errors and
make a certain mialmum qualifying score on the Jam-Hattdy (E-14) Trainer.
He was also required to get a specfiedI number of bits ca the Burst Control
Range. When these levels of proficiency Wa been met the gunners were
excluded from further practice until the firal test.

Squadron 70P.-Tbese gunners Hiew one gun-camera mission and practiced

oen he hase che and fthe onHad Trainer 3hs hrs a e thougot

toSquadronL 72Thereut gunest thcivt the teratof Eth sqArorce
hhgunerserez eCuse. aTerimaconsipeedeot scores onwthe pastie cn the

tueret tiaed o obn thee perfetd Tcrier, as 3 o rs pber moweverf

thihe r ent inp the takg of the tesd ueaed s htb heedo h
Athog vaeirsoes facre madete an thosue evch confed h reult tofn

beterrecrd atth an o th mnthothe ponhas chescks fa the 

ing program of 3. bouis a weetk. 4uringth oILTesrsofadu
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squadrous which had some types of training were very alIur o the Jam.
Hlandy Trainer. The fourth squadron which iefelvtd no trainkig was dth-l
nitely inerior on this trainer at t z cad o the w-omb.

As a result of this experiniet, a traing program for gunaen in the
Eighth Air Force was pr'oposed based upon pre,fickncy stardardi. Ech gun-
ner was to be required t- take the profidency tests every 2 weeks. 1 he were
found to be below the qualifying stndards with rtspect to "ny of these pro.
ficency measures, he was to be required to attend rer U= prtic "s W&
Uti lt e could 99 =* quality at 04l aspect of 1 1 proficlmcy as a JUAW

T1hi experirnet attracted cansiderable attention in the Eighth Air For=.

and is beliecvd to have beua very iafluent a In Improving gt±ntry training
in the groups of that Air Force.

SU1A LY AND CONCLUSIONS

The ftndings reported in t s, chapter indicate the types of traLing prob-
lems typical of military training schools. These studies enspliasiw the tefdous
defciencies both in and out of the nilitary ser-ice. The primary problem
of any program o! edueation or training is to determine and fpedfy the de-
sired outcomos of the training program, It is believed that most of the defect
in cducational or training programs are relatrd not to inefficient learning sit-
uations, but to having individuals learn the wrong tlings. In the military
situation the 1"damental basis for determining what shall be learned is &
thorough analysis of the operating and combat requirements of the Assign.
ments for which the individuals are being trained.

Many studies were carried out by personnel of the Aviation Psycholoa
Program in an effort to gain more accurate information regarding combat re-
quirements. Of special importance are those requirements which are critical
in the sense that a bignificazt number of operational missions Live :ucceeded
or failed because of the presence or absence of this elcinent or quality. There
can be no substitute for human. values and human judgments in determining
the relative importance of the many requirements of the specific a.signmmt
for which an indidual is to be traind. Once the requirements of the assign.
inent have been defined in detail, it is presumably possible to proceed, using
rational and scientific procedures, to an exact solution of instructional
problems.

It is likewise clear that the first technique which is necessary is a procedure
for evaluating the results achieved in terms of the defined job requiremts.
Valid measures of success in fulfilling requirements must be available. Much
time has been spent on this problem by personnel of the Aviation Psychology
Program within the past few years and important progress has been made.

With respect to the problems and procedures of training iLsel including
selection and training of instructors, curriculum content, training devices and
equipment, and training methods, a large number of studies have been con-
ducted. Unfortunately, very few of the results obtained can be regarded as
crucial because they had in most cases to depend oa partial and iWtetnl
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anlyses for the evalustou of the resa~t. Probably the mot hia-sportat con-
t,-ibutns %idc bare bow u ade h, t.Ws area are those related to the d4efA.

tion of the problem, the exploration of procedures for evaluating succe*4
and the ImporUnt experience gained In designing and conducting experiments
Within sw operatins orgal"Llon,

"T'hes'e have also betn a number of importaut negative findlngs such as tbh
-of vau of gen" ratings which are not Used on *ystez oseuti -

if tioa and the &pecficity of niany types of skills. On the positive side .*..re

S,wel) establihed psychboogicWl and educational principles seem to govcrn the
results. In thtse situatiots It would be rossible for almost any ex t. .aniag
tAperience with and knowledge of these principles to point out serous flaws
in the training procedures in use and suggest revisions which would greatly
increase the efficiency of training procedure:.
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CHAPTEII SEV.EN rn. _... .,,. ..

Research on Problems Regarding

Operational Procedures,

CAUSES OF MLSION FAILUMS

Studies of the cItical requirerntnts for success ia combat of the type dl&.
cus.sed it t4e section on the developmnt of tring curricula are important
for evaluating oporitlng procedwes as well as selection and training pro.
cedures. The survey of teatwu for mission failures in the Eighth, Ninth,
Twelfth, and Fifteenth Air Forces in the winter ;f 194.1 and 1044 indicated
not only the iaportance of sclecting aad trhdning supciior persomel for es.
sential assignments, but also the need for a more accurate cvaluation of the
effectivcness af lezd crews in combat operations. The report included rec.
on mcndatiun.s regarding the number of combat ni ,ijns which pilots could
By under various conditic tLs of operations existin at thit timne without ser-
ous impairmenm of operatfig effectivaess. It was also recommended that
reseach on procedures for borwblng-thtough-overcast be conducted by avia-
tion psychologists.

With the development of 4 psychological Eearch program in the redlstri.
butiun stations of the AAF T isonel Distribuion Coaumtand, it was possbla
to continue these studks of re.sons for -ission failures by interrogating per.
wnnel passing through the redistributio" stations who had completed combat
tours in the various theatrs. Ac~ordingly, in early 194S, questionnaires
were. devised to obtain e pl'tnatory information concerning the extent of the

miswon failures, the causes of such failure, and certain control factors such as
overseas air force, type of aircraft involved, formation position, and purpose

of the ninfsion. In the first questionnaire the individuals were asked to de-

scribe the mission whih they believed was least successful
A wncond form was prepared based on the experience with the preliminary

qt:i..stonn 1. This form Included more specific questions which were de-
signed to secure uniformity in the amount of detail included in the descrip.
tions. :Bombardiers and navigators were interrogated on separate forns and
each offlcer was requested to report on personnel errors peculiar to his air.
crew position and encouraged to describe errors of his own that led to an
unsuccessful mission.

3Th* rrotitcv irtd to Ws~ chApka~ I& sWa Owe wwk of C. W. Mi6i XL J. %%ULM*. J. r. LAm.
"~,,&d tht "k W' SQb ZaU4
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After sowt experk= with this questionnaire, A third form was prepared
I" um With "a ai-.ucew itir. Ot this form the individual was asked to
selekct a ="sdoa an whi"~ he was unsucctsf~ul iu accomplis~g his mhWoo

bwAust of efrort that he made. He wuaso asked wlat he or othtrs could
bive done to prevent or correct his error, In in ttempt to broadeu the type
of incdets cpoltd,%uof hed~duali were askut dctu ib

tourm, Azothet ItnaatJon w a o the indhid ha.t -lpI c Uakii

Wore or after ,oing over,-%s would have hciped to prevent or avoid his
W , eror. Thewe 3 questionnaires werte adrailstcrcd wo approxitctrly 2S0, SOO$

-z and lI~ ocncsot rwac u i-Cfvwi lctively.
T"he imporncc of pusaaxiel errors as a cau.x for mis.on faflurea was

indicated by the respouses to the first questionnaire. In this qucstionm&Ire
individuals werc as1ked to select the one mission which they bli cvcd was the
least successful. Their reports indLted that 78 percent of these errors were
due to participating personncl, 14 percent due to briefing and planning errors
of other personnel, azd only 6 percent were due to equipment failures,
weather conditions, and other circunutances beyond the control of the per-
soanel involved. The remaining 2 percent were caused by miscellanous
factor. It was also found from this analysis that nearly all of the errors
of participating personnel reported were errors of lead-crew personaL

The percentages given above axe base-d on subjective reports and cannot
be reg.rded as protiding valid objective evidence of the relative importance
of such factors as equipment and weather as compared with prsonnel. How-
ever, they do ndicate that personnel errors aie very much in the minds of
thee men and are fairly frequeit W occurrence.

Since the air-crew personnel were not given a definition for "least-success-
ful this n" is of interest to analyze the type of mission described In
76 percent of the missions des.cribed as ]cast., successful by these men, there
was failure to bomb the assigned target. Only 2 percent reported on missou
in which the a. gted target was successfully bomlx" Tle criteria of failure

for te remaining 22 percent of the missions could not be ascertained.

ANALYSIS OF BOMBING ERRORS

The results obtained from bomhardicrs using the sEond and third ques.
tlonnalres have beet combined and axe reported in table 7.1 on the following

It will be noted that these bombardiers report that one of their prinipal
errors was failure to identify the tauget soon enough or accurately. These
errors acco uted for approximately 20 percent of the mission failure reported.
A typical example is quoted below as submitted by a lead bombardier of the
F~hth Air Font:
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TA#"n ?.1.-Rt'07 by M:O Bow~kf b? in Lj.e ijhA A4 Fdhua#44U Air jpw# &j
44 by I"e W14 rfrLud ifta- sou JjlWu

I. rors of ttipt Identlheation, AM PtIOUW ....

2. ErrorsI iau fbw~tO t~

etc ...............~
7. 1JIIoFI dLLC W tO ~ ctr Coohi"J~UOa &jLb ptr~oOO4 WS 1U

SAv. u rtai tor uaur tou 6,nvbb-t*aw adpa1 ...... 4
9, Euri d"~ to datndon and attaxto .. ...

Tbhe d~y wax pu~ec for tood (vizujJ) bombIn4 but I lJ"d to icatify tL hl gAl.

up~ the wta o i l t 4aL Ou&L& of that tvtyhizim went off normal I bit the wroag
airfwek %4th a good WatexM

Another very frequent cause of missio figurvi vas incorrect use of tba
bombsight or rdlted equipm=Lt This lso accuzte for approximately
20 percent of the mission faiures reported. A fairly typical esanmpe of this
sort of error is te one reported Meow by a 1Fifvtenh Air Foroa bomnbardier:

Ibcre wai a wixup itt ibe IP (Lllal point of the bomb run) uid our box Wat torced to
ins~ a~round to=!z& in W0" to britfed hiudn. By the ti~o wt wer Uacd uip an Larg4

caai wtrt already o~ltr target *hem isvic bad cro~te4 Did ISO' tum and pidW
up Larget of opportuaity. Ttles.ort taotor was left ruWz w &ingnd I bit optic cluth. It f&1We
to comp1etl c*&AV without my knowing IL. Atuipu~i syuhoaniaiz but bovibg
dzoppc'd t 41a Llxort.

Another cowimon cause of mission failures consisted of error& of dtcwsio
and judgmeat on the Wa of the bumbarditr. Such errors acouated for
apptozisately IS perce.nt, of the mission failures, A typical czampile is quoted
frotu a Fiftcunh.Air-Forcz lead bornhbadiet below.

The -!W.&on in quetulo wax dtown over the BrtCwit PauseMa squxciroa was too clawe
tz Lt squL±4Joct in front I turntd out over the wouLaias, and La doln4 sa. gav Lhe Wu.

get czwugb Lim= to be cnniplettly obuctLrtd by Lmoot from pieviou s quzdoA's butaba,
however'a u)ofl coDfLug Lack or cnt-n our Iit±.I rnO avcr te tiJrtd we lost one &hip And
had sevtral others badly dsznased, so atsift turned off, -1-1- some of the ak. U4d
bGmbcd a anhallws yard Wn the Pass. The MlasoA CUr &AY Put WLS uaw~ccmul in dta
a wgt~t of opportunity wax uut saiftcally e4*ri.t fox 44at pavtkular misWon

Failure of the aew ntembers to woxk togedwe iuOOhLWy as a ttam was also
a frequent mause for 'ison faflurM. F-rrors, of thbis type were found to

a cunt, for 1S percent of the mission failures reported. A typical report byt
a Fifteenth Air Force lead bombardier i3 quoted below:

Bomblug mL snafluzrallng yud& Group broke Ito box formaton befort IP &Wd eacb
box stArted tl own run. IP to Sargt was 90 waods on run. C-1 (autoratic p~lot LA
bneffective. Colonel Called to cente PDI (pilot dw~tctioA indicator). C-1 iled4 aeond dt~m
=nd tben called for I'D! run. Thirty u.conds *Mwaad to UI "rit dia OQUMr knd bozbd

I should have taken dhais of plane as so~ u C-i iLekd Wn marn PDL



Failure to Lspect And maintain equipmezt aucounted for 12 percent of the

I uisulon failure T hi included failures both In preflbghting equipment aad
also Lu prcveadLng bombsight and bomb-bay dwrs from freezig. A typical

example reported by a lead bombardier of the Eighth Air Force is quotedbelow:

First pan of bomb run w'as inda on;r 10/10 4Iouds uiiag FF1F. (nadhA) pteoccdarr Up
to 2 oAuutk b-efore 'tbc t away" there w.u no chauc to rbeck po*ntlng ourwlvcs on the
voiwbd. TW* tacy tnuka de~ i~ar ad dir butabdwc widLe a 20* tcutcftla Qoa the weood-

y hy, Boi di gothetagetito W bight and woud have had at kaA good rtult U
bobs Lad dropped. Tb bowbdzbt nrtease MhAtbaL w,4 out of orda a41 b=dabazCk

r uhnond 12 icoW4;ad 'liter dk Lad pawed.
£lwbaom rdic could have put kus hi0b in aar optrator and picked up U ggc scour. Ht

fa.ekd LU snak a caoplewt preflight ch ck oi bomb&ight ar'd could hIt tAn1 tW U

A spbcific error which accounted for 7 percent of the mission failures was
faiure to check the awitches- eatended vision, and other levers, causing the
bombs to fail to release or to be dropped p, ematurely. An exanple of this
type of wort is provloed by a lead bombardier of one of the quadroas of the
Fif teenth Air Force±,

I hd beet using extended vion on Ws psrt of run. 1aing to check to me i it was &D
rolled out I went ahead and dropped my bombs. The other ships In the box dropped on me.3The en ti hox's bombs hL approxoatdly 3 mites ahort of target on counrt in the mldd
otafleld.

I should have been an cautous to cck the extended vsou after using it. Poor pro-
endur on my WL

I An appreciable numbe. of missions failed because of lack of satisfactory
coordination with other air crews. This was usually between the lead and
deputy-lead crews or in some instances with other groups or squadrons An
txample typical of the $ percent of the missions which were failures for thi
reason is quoted .from a bombardier in the Fifteenth Air Force who was flying
as deputy lead:

rI wa flying deputy lead and followed through the rate on the bombsight. Lrd ship had
dropped their bombs on me. With the kad shp's malunction be was off on coure and the

bombs missed the Wtae Lead ship did not drop his bombs because of malt unction
I Aould o*t yagt dropped my bnbo
Another very specifc type of error which accouAted for 4 percent of the

misson failures was the accidental release of bombs by brushing against the
toggle switch, rolling the telescope index up without releasing the trigger orj some simla, manner. Some of these errors in this category were failures

to release the bombs on the signal because the bombardier was not alert or
did not realize the formation was in the target area. A typical example quotedfrom the report of a bombardier who was not flying in a Lead position on
the Fifteenth Air Force mission reported is given below:

MY s. 4 fel od o bomb run, disramw.tting crypt tube-4 con sam ux:.

da=afly -gLed out boamb-wo other pkaft relAste cm out bomb drop, Could have bbom
ore careful in putting on flak sui. N ator who helped put oan fak s Wt did not hook

&MPG wput&*
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A.ouh =z a~t ad ditraations on the boub run contributed to
mny of the errors previousy nenton,.d, they were lso of promiute j-
portacce in about 2 mrcent of the miou failures reported. The foLtowind

rag ap 4q tt.d from the report of he lead bombardier of one of the
yatcenth Air Force squadrous:

VisbiUty wzs CAI (cmillag md vilblity uznUlt"d). No Ak nor ftbte wett to-
couutCd. Tho pilot (dying Ws fir kld) ad diculty in 44 apadmx cm qhaiy u4 "t
& coUi or, courcm wit.1 t kad box. I ktpt pullingz ny bead out of tthbt ato mLLC sue
We wuuldu't drop, on the other bol and i, ik¢ &. c , tet i ro- ut ou a wA rdwIsUi-
ymrd wmeita i.alar in appearat but jut a m1h-A 6rt of the brileed targwt. kmonAy
I even m~sd tLh y" I Wad mtat to it. Am nor In the lead box's; iiet: frd r W.

rolliion course this Lhup in alitude went unotdr-. thus ctusing the pattera of bomz
to titl ov -r the target, This w a my I-I m i 1 J I coud ha e am- A _.- d I
coafujion of a co1lnon cours with the other boa.

Although It is evident that a number of these errors regect defdencies

in the selectloa and training of personnel, it is also apparent that nny of
the failures could have been remedied by developing improved operating
procedures. Reading over these stories of iion failures does not give oe
a ,uns-e of a smooth well-oiled machine operating with occasional lapses. It
is believed that a systematic research and development program on opent-
ing procedures could contribute substantially to the effectiveness of combat
operation&

ANALYSIS OF NAVIGA1ION ERRORS

A similar analysis has been made for the reports of 243 nvigators who

replied to the second and third forms of the questionnaire. Table 7.2 pre-

sents the results of the analysis of these navigators' reports of their own

errors which resulted in mission failures in the Eighth and Fifteenth Air

Force.

TAs L. 7.2.-Reporlt by 243 n.avigalori of errori made by ikem kicdC rgsUed ixLutiios

failure in 1hz ]i lik 4nd Fijitteik Air Forcts

Enor Caigy P:=4~f1
1. Errors due to unsa -actory coordination within own &ir atw. ................ 19

2, Errors of ded.ions and judgment ....................................... is

3 Errors in "n.ln na.igational equipment and procedum ..... ............ i

4. Errors due to failure to do continuous nsviLt"tl ............................ 12

S Error in target identification aid polotage ..................... ......
6 Errors due to un .4tifactory coordination with personnel of other cret.s 10

7. Errors due to failure to inspet And maintain eCqUpt .................. ....... 9

8, Errors due to inadequate preparation for the spef isiLoL -................

9 Errors due to distration and dividd attemtiou ........................ . 2

TOW ............ .......-- -... ,.10-.-..,.. .

Although differing in certain details because of the different jobs of the

bombardiers and navigators, the general picture from this analysis is similar
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ta that obtalned for the bmburdlera The navigators report their lageg
numbe of errors to have been due to unsatisfactory coordination within their
Qwa Air iuesV. This cause is given for 19 pcrcent of the tnisaon failures re-
Ported& Below axe reproduced two repo"~s one by a navigator in the Edghth
Air Force who wa s rdon lead and the second by a navigator in the sm
air force who wan wing lei4;

: ~Uo Ifth bulcitd 1P (Wntia point for bomb run), Gnw~p Leader "brWr watout

SqLaroa rttoun to wu a nd rn alone on priwarx. Target a cear, Visibility 2S-JOI ~ ~ IIu~ IP was made an acond run. Started bomb run to target-4ur1e duminn a wooded
aa-wode azras ouly dic=k poinia an rum. Wind ursed was good-course chaejd for
about 10 talIe Of 2S-mlle run. At this p>o~ut, about 6 milnutes prior to bombs away, Air
Comanandar c*lle and becatr cdLd when his cLl *as not ar.&kowlcdzed. Lftantlmre I

- had been chetking the run, aza got away frora nose seclton to answcr A/C (Air Corn.
mander). While I did. bombarduo tilltd for a cormctlon. Altrzr correction I lot the post.F tino ad missed targe by 3 to 4 miles. We had a strictly PFF (redsr) secozdary, to we
bombtd a targt i o ppotunity succmsfully. I should bove refused or a.mofed A/C's call

uto aki t tontrgatt

Both the bombanLr azd myxel were unt-fala with the use of PFF (radar). A new
n=kt(rd) maa vsaAgw ith u *a e zaa n i n hs isIook hisword

Meager to moderate L. Bombed imilar target about 11 mil"s from &Wgned targL I

iLy the pilot in rtgards to Wimblng and navipatkoa

Also as in the cis of the bombardier, errors of decision and Judgment

A that 15 percent of their errors causing missions failures were of this type. A

in dead-reckoning and p~otage results, or similarly, not enough confide=c

made aeroinud ntby relying too much on pilotage is reproduced

0 tberprtwmd

Lad been bittng us for about is minutes due to being off courie to the kh-t The =u was
made 90 degrees to wbat it shouldhaebmadteb b uvrysodetogun
hut- Bombs me

Itere were also a substantial number of errors found due to ixieffectiveneis
of navigational equipment and inaccurate work. Some of these errors were
due to LA of adequate training on some of the special navigation aids in



a in tbt Europ =d Meditt anaci Tis.ater. Howt-vr, quite a fw 4d -..
the mLsloi failures (15 percent) were due as in the ca"e of the folowing ex-

ample, to ox technical navigation work. This story was reported by the
4puty-cad navigatar of an Eighth Ai* rkwcA Grup:

The uaviptionA error occured when we wut spprua.1AS the M?. Due to th fault O
the nav4ator's failure to chak the d"t, we went seral miles past the IP. When we
turned for the bomb rmn. the navgator failed to a&ntlpau the wind on the sun; theetoe
we bad to keep rretlti to the right. Wben the mickty pAke4 up the target. be found that
the wind had &LLed, azd that we w ld hvc to turnat ilt anges to L bomb ra. We
were so close to the tafget that when we wee stAW in a banik the bomb 4,bt mk ed tM
bambs and thcreforft Ue the bombs way let of tbg Ua L I shoUld have had the -kik
give =e a fx morm often so thg I could ktep betu Wnord az L4 tlh natur- ot tu Qu-
U" al wi WIM The laders of th ot ha two squaron" s ould have givis th leadr a
check on his potltion more often, sinc we wert dtoppi4g l group formatiom. Ao It shows

i tci of cocxo ea between the bomb" ardg-
To A much greater eztent tha the boutbardier the wtvigator must keep

continuoutsly at work if he is to be able to meet the demainds on knowledgt
of position which arise in an emergency such as being hit by flak anod having
to drop out of formation. However, many missions went by wen the navi-
gator carried through his work and never had any occllon to utse IL. It vws

therefore very easy for navigators who were not in the lead ship to Ut thud
navigation slide. There was also a tendency for lead navijators to fail to
carry out continuous dead-reckonini: navigation because they believed that
they could rely on the radar operator to keep track of their position. These
navigators reported that 12 percent of their errors were due to failure to do
continuous navigation work. Below is given a report of one of the lead nAvi-

gators of a group in the Eighth Air Force:

As It was 10/10 cloud below us, radar was used for n.vigation. Got careless about dAc
poits, snd we were hit by flk which knocked out plines from a group of 36. They had
to return to base. This was in the first 100 mile of our Journey. Our bombs bit primary but
the bombs of the group vcre lcs effective because we were nine planes short when the taz.
get was reached. D. R. navigtor in nose was Lit and had to suter through rest of misson
I should have been more carefl about rchecking, o my check points.

Although target identification was primarily the job of the bombawdWr*t, it
was the responsibility of the navigator to d.ect the fornation to the initial
point of the bomb run, and get the formation started along the proper course
toward the target. It was also usually customary for him to assist the bom-
bardier in identification of the target area and also of the target itself. Errors
in target identification or pilotage accounted for 11 percent of the failures
reported by this group of navigators. The following account by one of the
navigators in a for n'.ion in which the lead navigator missed the initial point
illustrates this type of error:

Navigational error did not occur tnil ar.AXly IS minutes befor* the IP. The error CCas't
too great. had it been done in uzdcfcndtd territory. but it amounted to over-shooting t
visual IF and having to turn into an extremely strong head wind and spend 3 to 10 extm
minuite in intese flak. Above t all th lead plane lost the target and Wad to ut w other
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group to ct out. I should have ktpt my bud In the few minutes when I knew we w tre t
te IP and ciled tM kad &hip. I might metion that this was my ecood mison, The tad
wA depen ing t.-o much o PFF equipment and D-R. with vsual conditioos existin. It
bd be amphA&L"e that the IP must bt made good.

On a short bomb run it Is not possible for the bomhrdier to get a great
dea of asstaace from bombardiers of the other planes in the formation,

Howcver, It should be po&sIble for the navigator to get a large amount of
help from other navigic s trs in his aosmatls. The reports by m navigato n
make it very cla that in many instances, maximum use was not amd of

this available anlp with -wn qudn went t failures. The navigators report
Athat 10 percnt of their mtson failed prmar y becau.a of uwolfntuly

coordination with personne of other crews Te exa mple given below Is re-

alwed hito Morrect liwnt back~ _Ao c oursod theno aa b -cus hi U LgA

positio:
On tlU mtfou the a4 set of the kiad crew wenat out and the "ed navigator had ol

D. R., He did aot have an a=urste wind and went *9 couarse badly. Navigators from other
planes in the formation told him he was oll couric but the Commn Pi.lot would not lod
hi orro't, When th formation got Ulk from a town 20 mie left of cous th CJ..
allowed him to oore He went back to course and then of again bcc~use his fluipte
compass went out. C. P. at this point let him relinquish the lead but the Deputy Lead
could wt get to primary and Identlfed wroag secondary. Primary and Secondary wen
both wlued but an important target of opportunity was smashed. The Command Pilot
should have llatene to the zavigator both when he wanted to correct his cour e and klt
De'puty L tak over as soa as radar set wen~t out.

Particularly when bombing missions were carried on over a complete cloud
cover the navigator had to rely very heavily on various types of navigational
equipment. Most navigators knew so little about this equipment that they
were lost if It failed to function properly. The 9 percent of errors due to fig.

ures to inspect and maintain equipment could probably have been substan.
iially reduced if more adequate checking procedures and more thorough
training in maintenance of the equipment had been given the navigators.
The fol.lowing account which Involved a failure similar to the one in the pre-
ceding report illustrates this and also other errors of navigation. This lead
navigator in the Eighth Air Force reported, as did many of the other naviga-
tors, several different types of errors, all occurring on the same mission.

Coturs was lost because lead plane had 30" error in fluxgate compass which was not dis-
aermed. The compass was OK during fist 2 hours in ait. AUl mickey suts were out within
the fsrst two hours and due to heavy cloud layer, all navigation had to be dead-reckoving.
Formation began to leave course about halfway to target and uissed targat by 25 minutes
although no oe realized this at the time. Following D. II. and Flight Plan, formation went
over three extra-heavy Aak arcas lost bomber stream, and was under fighter attack for 20
minutes without escort protection. We wing ships could not give lead pLam any wodul
navigation help. Why. I don't know. Lead D. R. naviaor should have checked his com.
pass against the pilot's compass and allowed for the error. Also wing na-ciptor D. R.
tollowing the formation should have had more accurate D. L positions with tbelr good
eqJepmentm

The preparation of the bombardier for a particular mission consists largely
of a thorough study of the target area and a check on his equipment. The
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navigator has a somewhat greater responsibility, He must keep infrwmed"
as to boundaries of enemy territories, plot courses to alternate targets, have
a thorough knowledge of emergency landing fields, be famillar with various
forms of radio procedures, bave a thorough knowledge of flak area and ter-
rains in the vkcialty of the route to le covered, and work out cooperatve
procedures with other members of the crew. It was reported that 7 percent
of the mission failures were due to some defect of preparation for the spec c
wission. Below a lead navigator of the Fiftecath Air Force reports a m
iailure due to inadequate preparation of a new navigator who was in charg
of pilotage in the lead plane:

SOu plww Ud tii group to the target which wu on the BDrtoner Pa iNortheam ltay.
Bmtweze dmpc , but tar was missed. lIU-1ta Lbricfl a! i t ,ge aapt , W
my Part. lie SWt~d our turn ditrly ove I? Lued al a 19t early. Tanl =0o110 l nd

eithae s4c of brefr.d axLs of atLd ob cured bombardicrs %ison of Urget UMl It was te
te. We t&d Auotve 1 hm a Loug enough run. I should have ive more tkorougb brl.ez

of new pilotage navifttor and reainder of duty comlog up to IP.

The reader will have recognized in some of the preceding accounts that an
in the case of the bombardiers, distraction, apprehensloa, and excitement
were contributing factors to many of the types of errors listed. As In the
bombardier reports, about 2 perceat of the mission failures were Indicated
as having been predonilnantly influenced by this type of distraction. A lead
navigator of the Eighth Air Force reports the following example of this type
of error:

After tuming at IP, I looked from my ndar set into the bomb bays and found them fVA
of smoke. Called pilot and bombardier and then attempted iually to determin whai was
causizi smoke. Assumg pLae w' na fire, I betciaw more interfted ia doLU wme t.in
about situation than attcnding to my bemb run. Result, we to~led bormbs on kId p m',
relea.e which proved inaccurate. I should have done my Job after notfying plot of situa-
Lion in bomb bays.

Although as in the case of the bombardiers, it appears that a number of
these errors might have been prevented by better selection and training, an
even larger proportion of mission failurm due to rrrs by navig-ators appeaw

to be such that improvement in operating procedures would eliminate many
of thern. It appears that one of the most serious errors made during the past
war was the failure tu carry on a research and development program for pro-

cedures for using new equipment under operational conditions to parallel the
research and development on the production of the equipment ltsel. A
closer integration of the research programs on the development of new equip-

ment and the selection and training of personnel to operate this equipment

according to carefully designed oporating procedures should greatly increase

the effectiveness of combat operations.

ANALYSIS OF ERRORS BY BOMBER PILOTS

The reports obtained from 153 bomber pilots using the third form of the
questionnaire were analyzed in the same %ay as were the reports of bombar-
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hdlen and .avtlga Although there was some ximilarity to the types of
enors prevously rcpott4 the alysb u shown in ttble 7. ndicat tha

the proea -0 the bomber pibot is qulte different from that of the bombar-Sdier an navstor.

~~ . ~ TAX=a ?J.-upevtx by 11i bpo f&Qt oj amwov *aed* by thiw N W~ WgAA axd
Pi4JAidA Ak Poncu eAkk resi4td4 ia adot JaLUw~a

.1* &skews

1.Enrors C4 ftlu 64 AoP ~L ,- ...... .___~ ........... ~. . ...... 27

L. Error% due to tWd9QU~* knemO e teprdi, equipment Ud procedum ........... 14
t 4. Lems due to iliv tZ j€pf and Iarau d# Wn&tt c0................. 1

S. o due to InA.equa .e prov m. on for -. a... w...... ............................ Y
6. rrn de o UsaartycaoO&dIAtioa #dthla Own air Crew........... S

i-
F= Tola t W Cr.......... JT....... 0

* By far the most frequent type ot error made by the bomber pilots were
errors of technique in operation of the plane. Many of the report- related to
the difficulty I operating controls so as to fly good forriatio. Tls was
especially true of the B-24 pilots. There were also maay errors, reported re-
gardlng faulty operation of the engines. These errors accounted for approwt.
Mately 34 percent of the mission failures reported by these bomber pilotL.
An example of this type of error is contained in the report given below made

by a I-24 pilot from the Eighth Air Font:

Loue to lack of fora tdon practIce, I was not in formaton at time of bombing. Thene was
no oppoltlaa other than &ak. T wu at kut 200 yards out of formation. I re.ali that one
ship would not make too msuth diffcrenc but thee were several othexr ships &lso out of
Iorslo, U Lthe lead ship hit the target, which it did, the ships that were out of forma.
tIon would break up the pattern taough to cause a highly u fautuful mLisn. I failed to
wt a costant air speed that would keep me in formalon and when I would get La forms-
tion Iwould cona up too fast, I could not Judge the d ier ce in speed of the other thipa.
I should have had toore training in formation before ever attempting to Sy in combat I
had the Absolute wialmum requixemnnt-4O hours.IThe other principal type of error recorded by these bomber pilots was
errors of decision and judgment. This type of error accounted for 2 7 percent
of the mission failures. The types of decisions concerning which errors were
mde included errors as to whether to fly through clouds and weather or
around it, whether to leave the formation when a malfunction occurred or
when the plane was hit, or which alternate target to bomb when the primary

i target could not be reached. These errors accounted for 27 percent of the
failures reported by these bomber pilots. A decision regarding weather which
proved costly is reported by a leId pilot from the Eighth Air Force below:

Deefal to take a 63-shp formation thru high ovesrvast Resulte in braktg formatlos
ip and caused us to get bou4ned by enemy ajciat and the toss of several ahipe. I ihould
have gone around front with formation Instead of through Ik.

A rather substantial number, approximately 14 percent, of the errors were
repmud by these bomber pilots to be caused by inadequate knowlede re-

j: " l j l 
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garding equipmenut zad procedureL The p"lots seeed tse ally to luk
informatlon regarding ernergency procedures in handling malfunctinin
equipment, rate of fuel coasumption, and standard operating procedures in
the goups and Air For= in w"thfy wgre frying, A rtiot by a B-24
pilot on his fimt combat mission is fairly typical of these errors which account
for 14 percent of the mission failureL The pilot whose story follows is from
the Fifteenth Air Force:

We were about oae.third of the way to On tah t. My esigineer cam up ad d the
fue w=W gaf o=, s~zd lit tbzu& we Wa a k& Iwtt L"c a"d thulied the &Lu^~ &ad

Uba eatgie was co-et OU the nraeaing, Dutviq th"t we would not hav tauousis It
tw r.W tha rget &ad bak. I turned back to the ba.. Waen wlt aided we s had half
the ftel W obviously the Pum Were taiMcteL I ihould hive km that even with W~y
alf our fuel at the i,*Wt we turned back to the e, wte could have made It to tU ttgand humt. Wt had rait our altitude so the pul w"t tmo ovt. I iowWa Wu *a t.e ad

hat. we U V'U ULL14 gd twm wirom a target

As in the case of the air-crew members previously discussed, a fairly large
number of errors due to failure to inspect and maintain equipment were re
ported. The most conmm error was the failure to make an adequate pme
flight check of the equipmenL These, together with various failurcs to do
adequate inspection and maintenance work during flight, accounted for 10
percent of the mission failures. A fairly typical report by a B-i 7 pilot from
the Eighth Air Force is quoted below:

Interphome out. Made run on target and dropped short. Should have checked an pound
and had a radio man rp.i inttrphone, Co.pilot's first mison also boazbardle's firs lead,
With interphome working, I could have givem bombardier and svigator more connlnuia.

It was reported that a small number of errors were due to inadequate
preparation for the specific mission. This group of errors, accounting for
about 7 percent of the total, consisted principally in failure to give the crew
adequate instruction and training prior to the miion. This is iliustrated by
the report of a B-24 pilot from the Fifteenth Air Force as quoted below:

Our ship went over the taret. Itense dak was eountered As pilot of ship I tiled to
=ake certain that nase turret gurnn and bombardier knew th& toggling procedr. Aa a
tesult, now gunner caled bombs away lit and our bombs dropped sevenl thoulsnd f&et
over the target. I should have checked to make sure all ec members knew their duUi.
AD crew -eber could assume far more responwibility. Too mny crew metra s go for
the ride and "glory" with the attitude that the piUo will catch hell for a&&Yt L-a-nd
be atwqrs doer

It is of considerable interest to note that this group of bomber pilots who
are responsible for coordinating the work of the various air crew members in
their own planes and also coordinating with personnel in other crews report
a very much smaller proportion of their mission failures to be due to un-
satisfactory coordination. 'They indicate only S percent and 3 percent of the
mission failures to have been due to unsatisfactory coordination within their
own air crew and with personnel of other crews respectively. The most fre-
quent type of failure these bomber pilots reported was the failure to coordi-
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nate with the navigator ad bozbardle regarding the position of the plan.

wi dhain i other crew&, the principal types of erors mentloned wen
ca to U Y a lad plWe of a error i position or the failure of the

.,, I lead plane to notify wing shps of the proposed course of action. SampliI I of these types of errots art given i the two reports which follow quoted
from an Eighth Air Form B-24 and B-17 p1lot respectively:

Suppowed to hit tail enter In Luumboutg. Lad Wi dropptd carly aud otw paowa lI
& 5 touat dop*ped at the = tL= E'Uure to rdinat t *t , veptme cu~od wwill

with Aav~asins bosh rum at los *my tIl 2vsata
9 #

0%Oil 0 Wet o and lot 0D the *0 Couldnt luther the prop ad o ou t say ia
forma=Uon I (i'led to f(tku the prop W0oon enougb. Faid to lt my wins men know I wag
lflvitti the fonmlzo unin wn- kid- drarupa U" uua %j wayt-.

Although lac of training In four-engine equipment and in formation fly-
ing and lack of specific knowledge which should have been obtained in train-
Ing are more evident here than for the bombardier and navigator, the lac,.of mmau-d operatng procedure is very evident in them reports of er'ron

' tAlso. As MMU ntl the preceding mcton, a dlose integation of new devel
1 optnns and equipawat with trining and standard operating procedures
j would have antdpU many of these errors n d resulted in a substanti

uWeae n the effectivewss of operation.
As indicated earlier, a specil analysis was made of errors occurr-ng dur-

ing the first 10 misons and errors occurring in missions after the tenth for
these heavy.bombardment opertional groups. These analyses did not re-

i veal any differences which were significant in these groups for bombardiers,
navigator or bomber pilotL.

ANALYSIS OF ERRORS OF FIGHTER PILOTS
In contrast to the analyses of reports from air-crew personnel In heavy.

bombardment operations, the analysis of reports of errors by fighter piloLs
indicated definite differences in the errors reported for early missions as corn-
pared with those for later missim. Errors related to flying techniques and
inadequate knowledge regarding equipment were very much more numerous
in the reports of errors for early missions. The reports for missions beyond
the twentieth included errors of decision and judgment and errors of navig-
TA& ?A.-ltepon by ±J7 $Sgi pist: of me'or made by tikm is the Eig/hi, NMah

4d Filtotsah Au' Fnoccs whc renlujed im WM fj@.Q jagwuI

prdus-y In #Now
isa, aiag21 5Uaua

too. La "... . . . 4 .
2. LtErmL bAl kWt.J0awdgA O, . -- (=

I. £nu's dalu go IaiUnt to gau Ngut,*# c w miktpecj a6- Lon diw sw maaLWaciy ccr Uamk t ...... to d2

r a ......................................... -
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t" to a much treater extent tbha did the earlier msinons. For Loth groupi
a nmber of faillures to wtAe roude checks azd Lupectloc wu reportod
and nelther group reported many errors duo to ueatiaactory cord.ka
with other pilots. Them results are sh*wu in tablz 7.4 whIch provides an
analysis of the rrors repoed for early minons, latemilaow, and for the
total group. 1 ,.

An example or the type of error which was mwe typicAl of the tptrkecd
fighter pilot is given by a P-51 pilot In the Eizbth AkP' Ora Il t4 P&M-
graph quoted below:

LUtUt ck.ad wzs ccountend &M w4 # we wrenma law t . .z a M a In
action owt feldelbttg. I becam too bold taud tagur ;md wasted to -o or rwsa* n &
cme good pan 1 pulled up wad#N dl4"d my wirg to =Ie r Ul Ti pvc a O-rt
a perfect WarEL I had to tttthrt to baa.

An azmnle of the "nt~ of errr.- .111 n t*-#1 ......... , UACtK1J1 yO
pilots on their first few misslons Is given 1A. the fo-lowian aragraph as M
ported by a P-3S piot from the Eighth Air Form:

Leadtr and myself w eld ot at two Jerries S,O feet below who went atw.dl
V-3s's. I became too eager--tked up too much sied an the dlv-wh tw lear kv.

nd out bA.d the .Trry I p d ttm both, 4. o tlt-eram wid bdoble ts. tia.
on my own, Law clnbed sattly b~tk to &Uu&t &a rotuAf W Croup. I shul xWo
ha ve use quitt z mu~ch throttte on tW dift

Pilots on their first few missions have less recpusnth lty for nvgat and
are lrss likely to set off by thentslwes and have to rely oan their own na e
tAal procedures A number of th e fighter pilots des retng nav-gatio
ezrrs reported on reconnais nce missions. A typical strt by an F-6 piot
fiom the Ninth Air Force is quoted :ow:

1pCAIn the le I MWd ten dbcam ual on the plotter wach doubed th tbM
of fl hts on wemy twro naubort, co man culdnl't have s tnl boerus of the
w ,ther anyhow, but u a so ul t o the mbtake, I bd to find myi locatih after the let-
down No harm was done becuse I was wry fan.ier wib the territory. I shouW e
ta kca more dm figuring[ time of f ht. on (t Ito o|f. the ours&

As in hecs an Imepiots were f the se fobr pilots. reported h e
quate knowledge rega*rding equipment and as mentioned previously this was

much more true of pilots during their first few missions. A typial statemnent

is quoted from a P-47 pilot from the Ninth Air Force:

huryder head tr -aturl dun' becam umerctabi. Abort-d and rqturudd to U
belore eitring ety territory. In sbordtia, comman of flr~t wu utea over by b=e.
prkrumrd leader. I should have knowna how to tell €oddlon of wn6rwz with various ta - i,

Routine checks and inspections were frequently neglected by these pilotL
A typical report of a P-47 pilot from the Ninth Air Force who was in such a
hurry that he couldn't bother to check is quoted below:

Took of with engine cold. Tbouht something was wrong wb ol p ress Retuned to
fie. It was manly a huarry-u.p -mon and I was too .ciahd to check my lnstr4uina
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w& vv I muA ofptat fla V%%i t. * oMAIN tkla&

Errorn due to n tfatory ootdnatiou wlt% other pUs we - enralyr rted As faure to understabd instrti or failures of a wing vian and

leader to stay togethir. A fairly tpical euample mptc by s P-StI pilot
from thtlghth Ar Pnfoflon:

- J~~t'r tur -04 tol 41 wmy akww tt UN., a wt

Y, imptcATIOd AND CONCLUSIONS"

It Ul daaa from ys e a s tbAt rittuh improvement in operations could
be gained by systmatic tabulations of reasons for mission faures and the
;dvtlopmeut of operatlal procedures, routines, classification procedures, aM

.* l taiin programs, Effective work of thi type demands thorough
• knowledge of operating proceduies which can only be gained by close assocla.

Lion With opetratng units over an extended PedA.
The psychluockal bmacha of the Centril Medical Est-alshmets in cons.

hat air fomest, which were authrisd in the sunmer of 194S, were givez thUtype of research as ont of thtr principal functions. It it believed that thee

orga loas could have been very effective in providing technical asistant
to operating personnel in conducting systemAti survey% and in performing
actual controlled experimentation in connection with combat opcrations

mThe myth that each separate operation Is so Important that Its succes c8AL-
not be jeopardited for the sake of obtaiLing accurate information on which to
b future operati=n has boe relegated along with the horse cavalry and
4 ,40 b~tt ip to the limbo of lost causes, The effectIveness of future military

Soperatios must be a untter of continualt systematic, and thorough scieztifictobamallon and eft,"Wtit
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CHAPTER EIGHT_______________

Studies of Individual Reactions
to Combat

INTRODUCTION

One of the most fundawntal of all mtllhy problems Is the wak di O.
ptrsorwel involved. Discuiuins of morale iW fliliJy groups frequenty Imp y
"t luiiLe 6 a Vd&Ue quaht)y of a large group whUih ln ome unsp ed way

afects the outcom of battles and wars. In an dfort to provide a more spedUi
and defuilte bIs for understanding the ori&i, nature, and effect on opem-
ttons of morale in the military situation, a series of studies were carried out
on the reactions of individuals to the combat situation. It h believed that
only through Intensive studies of individuals is It posSible to obtain satlsac-
tory inaight into this import factor.

A preliminary survey of idividual reactions to combat which provided
background for later studies in this areA was carried out as part of the survey
of air-crew perso=0l in the Zighth, Ninth, Twelfth,, and Fifteenth Air Forcea
in the winter of 1943-1944, The rcport of this survey emphisid the high
losses which were typical of air-forze operations at that tune.

Bombadment operations in which the attrition rate was approximately
S percent for each bombing mission certainly represent the most hazardous
military operations which have b.cm conducted over a sustained period.
Mathmatical calculations indicate that for an attritiou rate of S percent
applied to the remaining group in the case of each successive mission, only
277 men out of a thousand can be expected to remain after 2 mlssions. Thi
theoretically txpected proportion of men completing 2S missions is slightly

higher than was found in a group cf sornrtbing more than 1,300 air.crew
personnel checked through from iniial assignment to heavy bombardmeat
groups in the Eighth Air Force to terminatioz of duty with these groups.
Fortunately, such severe attrition was not typical of all types of combat
operations in the Air Forces, In many units in attrition rate of 1 percent
for each mission was more typical. Under such conditions 605 of the initial
group of 1,000 men could be expected to complete SO missions.

However, whether we consider operations in which an individua 's chance
are as low as one in four or a little better than one in two of finishing his
tour of operational duty, it was definitely a haarous business

In the face of this it was encouraging to find that morale In these groups
was geaeri'ly high and that there was vey little actua breakdown of per-
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I onnl. A number of f aint es were observed where groups after losing lofthe pue he et anptua iso neverthe~u setout afl
group on the wisan the following day.i On tht bL of "h~ survey of a large oumbecr of groups of various typol
edg in combat operation In the European aud Mo iterrnaen Thealter,

S!it was c=Oluded that the princip4l factors in ketpig tha men flying and
figh tingI addition to the more immediate motlvation of fnishing up and
getting hone, were the leadership of the group and the character azd ten*.

P OMC1 4 he indV$kuai.

InfJormal obse.vatio.s I.dicted that groups with better bormbing accuracy
. records, lower proportlons of abortive plants, and a sualler number of cases

of anxiety reaction to combat stress were those in which the comnanders and
fIlgh surgeons were supeior leades. The superior co=munder appeared to
know his men and know their Jobs to a much greater degree thAn did the
averge commander, He also took an active interest in the welfare of his
wen but did not allow this to extend to pampering or relaxing the require-
vmaeta that combat demands be met promptly and efciently. The superior
flight surgeou appeAred to be strong, steady, masculine, and aggressve per.
Sonaullties who took a real interest in the welfare of the men. However, as in
the c4se of the superior commander, this sincere interest in the individuals
in the combat unit was oriented around the fact that the group had a job to
do and the primary cwnderation was getting this job done.

The good group commander and flight surgeon took a good deal of interest
in the welfare of their persoonel with rcference to such things as food, living
conditions, recreation, medical care, promotions, and awards. However, these
factors did not seem in themselves of primary importance in keeping the men
flying and igbting. The human being Is very adaptable and it nccessary he
can exist and function quite efficiently in conditions far more primitive than

* those to which the people of this country have become accustomed.
The primary motvating force which more than anything else kept these

men flying and fighting was that they were members of a group in which fly-
4inig and fighting was the only accepted way of behaving. The air-crew combat

personnel were closely knit together. First, because they flew, and second,
because they fought. In combat operations they lived together and had little
contact with people outside the group. They were usually too far away, too
busy, and found transportation too diffiult to make any friends outside the
gtoup during the relatively few months or weeks that they were in the group.
Under these circumstances, the individual identified himself very closely
with the group. He took great pride in his membership in the group and

wanted to be told that the Job they were doing was a very important one
and that their operations were effective. He was especially sure that the per-
swonel and specia operational procedures of his group were superior to those
of other grups. The task of creating and maintaining these group attitudes



fell directly on the group leaders. The superior leaders bad the complete
respect of those under theni so that tha individuals had the fullest confi-
deuce in their decilolna.

Adinilstrative procedures which were found to be used effectively by
superior commanders and flight surgeons in ,tainlng the efficiency of
their units included:

1. Proper provisions for rest and recrtation.
2. Development of a belief in the immedite and ultimate objectives of the

group and the cfectivetss f the operadcas.
3. Efective use of the strong leadrs Amo=g the r-crew puowzelI
4. Puvimi WE an uppuorunily to doemphasiz. a vivid emotioa expuri-

ence by taking it out under conditions which tend to make the esperitua
em more commuoplace and natural.
s. Shilting individuals who had developed strong emotional reactions in

specific situations to duties in a different environment involving flying if
pu sW b,.

6. Ma" ing awards on the basis of the effectiveness of the operations of the
unit rather than on an automatic basis.

Character and Temperament

The discussions and observations of this survey indicated that chwractae
and temperament were of great importance in determiing how the individ-
ual would adjust to the combat situation. A peron of good character is one
who identifies himself as a member of the group and accepts the general attl.
tudes and responsibilities of group members. He is a team player. A person
lacking in character does not identify hi".l with the group and refuses
to adopt the group point of view. He is an individualist. In very simple
terms, character is merely a matter of whether the individual puts the - -
fare of the group or his own personal welfare first.

Although the origins of the quality of an individual's character were not
dearly defined, observations in these groups suggested that it was not easily
altered by the time the individual attained military age. It was observed
that the concept of membership in a social group was fundamental and.
applied for a wide variety of t)Tes of groups. Individuals appeared to vary
considerably in the nature of the groups to which the:- had an intimate sense
of belonging. The crew, the squadron, the group, the air force, the Allied
military forces, and the peoples of the Allied nations had various degrees of
identification for various individuals. It appeared to take a good deal of
imagination and perspective to feel any close attachment to the last group
mentioned and oniy a minority of the air-crew members appeared to achieve
a genuine feeling of close affiliation with these larger groups

The ties to the larger groups appeared to be those which led men and
women who did not expect to be drafted to volunteer for service and it was
known that these numbers weie relatively small. Fortunately, loyalty to
the crew or squadron of which the individual was a member appeared to pro-



vide practically as effective a bais for getting the Job done, if the characters
of the rurn were good and their leader had developed appropriate attitudes in
the mea, as the higher loyalties to which were attached the ideals and prin-
ciples for which the war was being foughtL

It appeaed that in addition to character the other fundamnental way in
which people differ, which kept some figting while others stopped or becam

Yegad was the e'ient to which the individual had a fundamenta predisposi-
tion to develop anidety %%hen under stress. Anxiety as used here refers to
ite tendency to become agitated over a situation involving personal dangerL ~ ~or discofort. A chronic reaction of anxiety to a gven situation v;= found[ to be fairly specific to the situation in which it was crigirsilly acquired (or
in which the danger was originally perceived). Anixiety appeared to be ac-

qied in much the same way as are such things as specific reactions of at-
tuinand repugnace by associating the place and circumstance of a vivid

another case a copilot who showed anxiety in the cockpit due to previous
experiences seemed vtry calm and efficient when he rode as a V il gunner.

on the other hand, there is also a tendency for anxiety to generalize or
spread to a lot of other superficialy simlar situations. One of the most
comnmonly observed examples of this is the tendency for anxiety, which is
produced in a situation in which there is a lot of gunfire, to spread so that
all kinds of loud noises invoke anxiety symptoms.

Severe anxiety was observed to be incapacitating in its effect, and persons
who had developed a substantial amount of anxiety were usually not only of
U~ttle assistance to the rest of the group, but actually were definitely detri-
mental on a mission. Although practically all air'-crew members showed sorne
signs of being nervous ad "keyed up" while on operational duty, only about
3 or 4 percent of the aix-crew personnel in these theaters broke down, while
on combat duty in a group, to the e-tent that they were sent before a Cen-
tral Medical Boar&l

The typical situations which tended to produce anxiety in these men were
those involving fear of all types. In addition to fear of injury to themselves,
there was fear of injury to friends and fear of failing to dc their duties effec-
Lively. The tendency of the situation to produce anxiety is directly related
to the individual's estimate of the likelihood that the feared event will actu-
a&By o=cu. It is also a direct function of the evaluation placed by the indi-
vidual on whatever Is being endangered. As soon as the individual's subjec-
tive tstimate of the likelihood of a feared event's happening gets Large it is
necessary for the individual to devalue the relative importance of the thing
threatenied if he is to prevent an excessive amount of anxiety from 'evelop-
Wsg. In combat operadons such as those visited it is essential that each indi-
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vidual be able to devalue the lives of all of the individuals in the group,
including himself, in relation to the importance of the work being done It
losses are to be prevented from causing excessive anxiety. If the results
being obtained are belleve4 to L- poo tie statin becoues very diffadt
to ratiuzie.

All of the factors cowningl the Individual such as hits fatigue, attitude4
estimate of the danger, evaluttion of the mission, and previous anxiety ex-
periences tend to affect the indilvidua to a greater or less deg-rc cording

to the extent of predlitl mlo toward anxiety which L- ce of
temperament

Other Facton, Afeting Moral.
It was observed that one of the principal sotrce of motivation in kteepng

these ar-crew men fying and fighting was the desire to complete their full
thare of the ai !orc combat m and retura to the UaiU4 State Sev-
eral factors tended to be detrimental to their attitudes toward combat. On.
of these was the reports from back home that indicated there were many
people who were not making any real contribution to the war effort. Another
was doubts concerning the interest in their welfare and the competence of
officers in higher headquarters. The third was the persistent report that
officers returning to the United States with combat experience were not
being adequately utilized. They reported that letters from returned air-crew
officers stated that they were meetiang a very cod receptioa in the training
stations in the United States. The attitude seemed to be, "Yes, we know
you're a hero, but please don't bother us. We have all the answers and
we'd like to have you take over a special job that won't interfere with
what we're doing."

Although as stated previously, a very small percentage of air-crew per-
sonnel in these theaters were sent before the Central Medical Boards, the
policies of these boards concerning diagnosis and disposition had a very Im-
portant effect on the attitudes of air-crew personnel. The report of this sur-
vey contained detailed discussions of the procedures used in the theaters on
disposition of breakdown cases and on factors related to length of combat
tours and utilization in the United States after completion of the first tour
of combat duty.

This report was reproduced and distributed to all training and personnel
policy-making groups in Headquarters Army Air Forces and in the major air
forces and commands, along with the following recommendations: (1) "It
is recommended that a simple uniform policy for the diagnosis and disposi-
tion of breakdown cases in air-crew personnel be formulated on the basis of
experience in the various theaters and published for use in all theaters," (2)
"It is recommended that a definite uniform policy on length of combat tour
and the rotation of personnel with combat experience to the Zone of the
Interior be issued to all theaters This policy should be based on the need
for personnel with combat experience in the Zone of the Interior, and experi-
ence in the various theaters conceming the effect on ai-crew Personnel Of
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J - various types of combat operations against enemy opposition of various
amounts and qualities under the types of conditions prevalent in a particula
theater," and (3) "It Is recommended that the psychological research per-
sunel in the AAF Redistributlon Center direct Its efforts primarily toward
the problem of determining the type of duty in which the returning airacrcw
prnnel with combat xpericae can make the most effective contribution
to the g e4ral wav efforoin

Ths preliminary survey was follow e by more detailed vestgao ns aof
ndividual rehactions to combat which were pinned and drd out by e

avation psychology group itr dquartrs iAF rchann. Al oI19i
fCommand and subordinate stations. iese detailed studies arc reported in

" tht smI which.b f -_1 =

A STUDY REGARDING FEAR AND COURA&GE
LN AERIAL COMBAT'

Early in 1944 a questionnaire was developed in the Psychologcal Divl on

o llHedquarters AAF Personnel Distribution Command regarding the fre-
quency, symptoms, cause, and eects of far In aerLa combat and it% con-
trol. 1is qustonnaire utiliztsteof 159 znugted by the work of Dowd
who intrrrogated 400 Amern veterans of the Spanish Civil War on the
fears as ground combat roop=.

The prelimiary form of the interrogation was given to 102 ocrs and
103 enltted men who had served in air-crew positions in combat and were
being processed tgrough redistribution stations in March and Apra of 1944.
Interviews with a number of these indituals and an analysis of the results
from the preliminary administration provided the basi fo the revised ques

. tionnaire which was administered between 15 M:ay 1944, and 22 July 1944,

at all three of the redistribution stations of the AAF Personnel Distribution
Command.,

The final questionnaire consisted of 159 multiple-choice questions o which
the first 23 were background questions of rank, age, duty, and facs about the
combat tour. At this time 1,985 officers and 2,519 enlisted men who had pau-
ticipated in aerial combat completed the questionnaire. Approximately three-

quarters of these groups wee from the Euroean and m uditerranean Thu.
ters and the remaining quarter were from the Pacific and Asitic re atert
Te reports o this group indicated the severity of the combat In which
'they bad been participating. Although nearly 300 of the total group served
in single-place fighter planes, approximately halfreported that individua

i ~flying with them in the sawe plane were killed or wounded. About one-fifth
of the group had been wounded in action and a similar number had beez
Injured in connection with aircraft. M1ore than a third of them reported they
had lost more than 10 pounds in weight during their combat tours

6)0"a,=g W l raw is B&l New Hawes: V&6 Ulye'av ft u 14L •
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Of the officers, 61 percent were pilots and tht renindr were apprazi-
ately equally divided between navigators and bombardiers. About 9S per-

cent of the officers were lleutemmts and captans, with the majority being
first lcu tenants. Clom to 50 pexccat wcrc married. The medi-a age was 24
yeam Of these offiltts 60 percent were In heavy-bomsardwent aircraft, 21
percent in medium. and light-bombardment pLiae&, 16 percent in fighttr
planes, and 3 percent in othr types of aircraft. The median number o1

issions ilown was 35.
All but 2 pWcent of the enli;ted air-cJew members were gunnem Th

2 percent indcudt d rado operators and photographemrs Only II percent wer
gunntrb without ui.latr spf.ciaty and the other 87 percent were also medcla

s, armnreti, or raio oj=etor. Almost all of these men were staf sergeants
or technical sergeants, less than 4 percent being below these grades. The

nmeAn . wise ,a 1.A 2 - ,e I", t .- w p .t r .i.. .

meat aircraft accounted for 83 percent and the remainder flew in medium or
light bombers.

Some of the most significant results of the study are summarized below.
In general, the officers and enlisted men gave simlar answers, slgaificat
differences being exceptional. In one or two instances where the differe ces
appeared negligible the figures for offcers and enlisted men have been com-
bined. The principal generalizations and the data supporting them were as
follows:

1. Almost all oJ these flycr rcported they were afraid on combat Wlsiow.

io II+

W dri..................................................
WeZr-erir a 1..................................................... | IS
Were afrid I t o 3 I lma -.. .......... .... .... ........... 4 4

2. They reported that the fear they cxpcyied in acrio coln bat Uw very
strong.

The officers and men were asked to compare the fears experienced In com-
bat with any other fears they had had in their lives. Their answers were:

h roase tba any Other f I v L .............................. 3I 4
.mi't Iro~r than asoy othec few ............ 1 24

About th " the WOthe S Jgolegw 10 16-t aMM iu". ................. 24 2
We~ket th=n some oitf (CM ....................................... 14 to
Net. experienced a&V It s o.bt ......................................... I I
NO nsw el .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . 0

3, This group indicated that combat experiences frequently had noticeable
effects on them during the missis.

The officers and men reported that they felt these signs of fear "often"
or "sometimes," while in the air, flying combat mis.ions. The typical physlo-
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loical signs of emotion predcrinated, but substantil numbers reported
more cdusively psychological symptoiw such as a feeling of unr,'-Ity, irTJ-
tabilty, or an inabity to cowcentrat.

I I..JglIt ei I

t6 . ................ ... ... .. A
te4444 rW~ InAWa4 Wt~v -i M ..... 4i

_IS IItIW ,'.It~kgl ' aueIv msit ..t - , _ .... ..... ....... ..... . 0 . 7 74
*j6I~i4 c AAI Ob :4 i s 7

n I ... ... .... ............

.......... 49

"C W"l~ W4 Wo t Ow t "~~ .............................. ,...... 1 3 J; 3041

* W tIiog atr I4 l  yaw ......... . ... ' ............. . .

4. Tkey %Vio reporled Ihal combat ez perknce had noliceable effects after
Ike ffiuian tUd e7J.

Some effects of fear do not occur when the danger is present, but may be
felt later. The group reported the following symptoms before or after mis-
sion=. They are almost identkl with those that when persistkng are diag-
nosed and treated as operational fatigue or combat strain.

l77-1nd s ..... ............... S6 42 93 4;Fe. Vig....... a&i d ......... ..... J -" ',4 42 i 9D&

F g € era .~y "W'C1 ,de d"WOM4 .ti ........................... .12 J 11
WWI "Jumpy" at "~d ot tudda sounds .... .... ... .l 21 31 1 &

La" W.a ppetite .............................................. 19 ,24 42 6
W. uni it ,.. t 13 6 6

- 11h ...... 4wm...... 4 11 S 3 45
s rk4t rmaaa Wbw7 14 45 4

Wu tYpl u, t s. u d It ta, be skse ....................... 9 1 4I 3
N A W t t4 b C.tl W&, Lag~ to be I1l 461 .............. 10 14 47 53jWtag alrad of 0hut his nAWA ofJ AdJ i.., 10 14 43 4$
U tq h , a &A . . . . . . ................. :..... 3 1 9 ' .7

S. Fear was reported as trongje when aPproacking and over Ike targl
oo a *pecip# misiox,

With.regard to specific misslons, the offce divided into those who felt
their strongest fear just before taking off (19%) and those who were most
afraid at or near the objective (489). The enlisted men showed a different
pattern, with fear incre in& at each phase of the mission, to a peak near or
at the target (S4%).

A feeling of relief was reported after leaving the objective (33%), on
reaching friendly territory (3S%), and on arriving at one's base (18%).
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6. ApprehemIon regarding She next mission wn y inrease4 W lt

The last ason were reported As more feared (5696) than the M-1 =is-
sion (Illz), or the middle ik=n of the tour (14,11). The others
that it made no difaerelm

more (19%7) bad it before their first mission; but most men had their fist

i a mission was tough, more men were afraid (467) when they knew it
would be to~gh befcre trhey started, than when they were susprLed ry
uaexpected oppositio (21 %). To the others it made no differenc

Flyers repord that they had more fear (437) when they knew well in.
advance that a mission was scheduled, than when they were told suddenly to
Bly a minion (18%).

The majority (O's 647; at 53o) satd thai it was more fearful to go oan
a mission than to sweat it out waiting for friends. Eighteet. percent of each
said that it. made no differenea and 17 perccnt of the offce, and 2 perctA
of the enlisted raen said they had more fea waiting at the base for friends.

7. These flyers rcpaled their strongest fear on the first mission was con-
cerning their ability to carry tArough the job, but on later missions SA* was
surpassed by fea- of being killed or wounded.

n o. .. . ....
Fear ol beJla killed crippled. c 11 211
Fear oL beilgt - nded, cpedo do W .............................. .11 15
Fevaof Waatrted by bt do hz.. ................................ 1
Fear of being cartd by LIMA statY dtWW
Eam of boinf h•-td -.. .. y t.... .i. ......................... 4

8. These mesn reported thid they were not more afraid of wounds ix one

part of the body thn anothe.

Of these groups, 50 percent say that they had no more fear of one wound
than another. Of specified wounds, eyes (22%o), abdomen (9%), brain
(6%), and genitals (5o) rank in that order.

9. They reported that they feared flak tnarc than enemy planes and ihWa
uTalher and malfunctions were of less conce .

in response to a question regarding the relative concern they replied:
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I AI

' Ni~~~~u .. .... ... . , . . . ........ .......,,,,. .. ... ,.,. . . . . .

Of the group S9 percent stated that they (wed enemy actiot m o aga

, 18 percent for weather, aitd 12 percent for inalfunctioLj 10. The-tc ft.>'ei iald sk~kat ini theirPlum 0# Are was aP~IWer

More feared having the plane a fie 71 , than beirg slightly wounded
(2%), having An engine go out (7%), or haigtecontrols dauiaged

These11. groups reported tkat jear sometimes improved thei efciency.
4 Mld fear was stated to Increase the efficiency of many (50%), mnakhg

them more accurate in the work, and to decrease the efficieacy of only
9 percent. Even strong fear incrcascd the efficiency of 37 percent, and had
an adverse effect on 29 percent. Most men reported that they fought Lhader

' and worked better after overcoming a strong fear (O's 5676, EM 6417a).
Relatively ftw were so much affected by fear that they "lost their head"
(Offizers, 80 percent never, 13 percent once, 7 percent a few times; EM, 73
percent never, 17 percent once, 10 percent more than onc).

12. Fear was rcpurltd to have been especial2y increased by i uations
wlcrc no countcraction could be taken and by tack of definite inJorwion
as =cUl as by seeing an actual source of dange.

Factors that were reported to have increased fear to. the greatest extent
are given below. Being in danger when one can't fight back, being idle, orj being insecure of the future, are notable.

I"" Fa kLai dalu law 0 AM~i
' " PuuJ¢ Puc4

Mf~ i rw 0 Isv Iw, m D UW oc n 6 4.......................................... t6 U,1 I.Siawme tnjl-m "L oL - pIa 4 LWa* You& C)' t M ............................. L ji

" I est y tG f ........ ...-... .. . .............. ....... ...... .. .. , 7,6 7ai WMfi l P Wr a W i ii -, )R t .......... U 14

FellOi bN " aW arek.a M IMh & t GyL'o o ................ 1
114i-Lhl to hwi4 of ifttie Wbu. 5)i~x a combat MWiIM .... 60 4

B~~~lwe6 "4 It Ih'aL~z roru aboujt the daaien ad Wm *A.......5 $7 U
,I aot that ou hve A m obe Jtlve "at all c s" ..... 49 1

13. The office-r and men were sympathetic rather than reproachjul toward
$Ae f.w individual who "coudi's t"ak iV.

Abaut one.third of the group "thought ol" a.sking to be grounded bea use
of fear (O's 27%o, FM 42%,), but only a few did ask to be grounded for
fer of flying (0's 3o, E.M4%). I

Combat flyers had lenient attitudes toward the man who quit becami of
I fear. The majority "would not judge him as it might happen to anyome"

Oers were a little less lenient than tisted am.
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PLA aWkWAwo 66.4i.ml~d baftaaa''v ...... ftm.+ so it 1 4 A
g , & lot, &I 1 5 1 Is

tit"14I 6d 4 L. .. , .,*,,4, I W P 1 I ]a

14. Coifidenrg, tnorilz, e1Tieciv achi.1 1 4d art examtc vi copj--
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The following events were reported as not having had a significant ef-ct
on fear; the), neither increased nor decreased it by any appreciable amount:

Having visiting generals fly with your outfit; getting connendatioa or
citations; having losus replaced promptly; singing, shouting, or cussing;
having a clear idea uf what we were fighting for in the war; knowing how
important your objective was; bearing conflicting rumors about enemy
strength and our losses

IS. Reading kiter: from home and otkcr activities which entertained tea
and hclped them, think about mattrs unrelated to rombat were vePofled as
the best types o retaxation.

In seeking relief from tension between missioas "calming their nerves"
airmen reported greatest value for these activities, in the order given: lettem
from home, getting away, sleep, music, and the movies. At the bottom of
the list, as least favored, are athletics, work, bobbies, and radio program.
other than music.

The percents show those who indicated either first second, or third choke
amonag the nineteen Ot&=t1vm
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answered part of the questions of the original questionaimre The first groupiluded 700 ofr-r an 88O ctialted amm who " out tbt blank in ds
tributon Statlions between 13 March and 14 April 194. The second ump
wa collected shortly jter the victory in Europe and included 1,088 o0MCua
and 1,181 enlisted en who responded to the quesilomaire between 14 May
and 16 June 1945. Thew groups of flying personnel differcd little from the
1944 group Ii age, ra", wital stu, O &imiliar data. Their combat e-

-W431 atl LI~e "-- 694 i d~ied LY 1CWerf Wuw~d4Ld, fewer Wid
lost many fricnds a small average s of body weight reported, and fcw
who re-prted tnemy opp"I"04 on Cvery C.IW L

The 194S groups reported a frequenzy of fear ruA to agreate than t&a
1944 group, afthou* othcr evidexnie indilatet that combat was ltcb dnger-
ous in the later period. They also reported that their feas wre stronger in
comparilaon with other kars than did the 1944 gioup. This cnphasiuA the
fact that fear is a relative matter having a rather compltx basis. With res et
to most of the other items, the 1945 group gave very similar respnses to thos
obtained from the 1944 group. The indings of this study on fear aW
courage had practical ImppUcations for the training of air crews and for the
utiliation of personael ia comibat operatios. The results of this study
were =ade available to both policy.naukiag and training and operatlas
groups in the Army Air Vorccs in order that their procedures could be based
on a M Xmum of information regarding this situatom.

This study indicated that the most important factors in reducing le are
confidence in equipment, iW+ fellow crew members, and ia leAde.m Although
good equipment is a material problem, confidence in th"s equlpment Is psy-
chological. It was therefore recommended that deliberate training procC&
ures be set up to create confidence. The devclopment of confidence in both
fellow-crew members and in leaders is the ttsponsibIlity of the leaders. It
was therefore recommended that officers be given a more effective training
in principles of sound leadership. It was also rocomendcd that the prin-
ciples of "activity" and a "composed and confident example" should be
maximally utilized in indoctrinating new crews into combat opcrations. An
effective procedure used by some combat groups was to send a person with
a considerable amount of combat experience who could be depended upon
to provide a good example long with a new crew on their first combat mis-
sion. Other implications of this important study are dixus.s&d in subse-
quent sectio.L

RESEARCH ON ANXIETY REACTION TO COMBAT STRESS s

Introdut lon
As indicated in the previous section, practically al of the men who pati-

cipated for a substantial period of time in aterial combat reported evidence

Wnw mjudif enj~ (1 ah tbL . t went can#r4 ut by L. P. $5.uJr, 0. Frodawa, C. W C1441IL.
P. ~ Mc~,.U. 0 A . Situ, V ~k~, I. £b.~~&& U.S ~, U. V. RA.

L S" r, C . L , W at ra. W S , & t 3.iy, I , Jss " . L L . t.rStin. A. S L..4aq , I " , , D .
Siytntomg S W. M .HL . wft 1.k. P. W. 5IcRljo d. Lii, G. J. M, , . .+ U, ,. . G . ',' . . 'm= &W '. a.;. • •
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of fatigue, rade-_=es, and deprti-lon following these int=nse enxtlonil cz-4ptriences whic wcre typical of the combat Miss=. Siam thi gtoup was
idectd as being fairly normal, these ilgs suggest that exzcz.ve eo-
donal reactions arising from frustration and conflict In any life situation

* can be expected to induce an anxiety in which the individual shows the usual
symptoms of the piychoacurotk-

A primary function of the redistribution stations was to determine the fit-
Snemof retunmees for Immediate duty in the United States. This deCiSIM wa
the rew wity of the aedicl dvson and was baued on a phyrscl and a
psyca trc exaintion. Aproximately S to 10 Pettt Of ff
e~utmintion to exhibit a fairly well-dcfined pattern of psychological dis-

turbazce. This patter was first called "operational fatigue" and later re.
ferred to as "nxiety ruaction." Typical symptoms included tnsion, rpid
heart rate, sweating, irregular sleep, vivid battle drews, loss of appetitc,

* lost of weight, irritability, inability to concentrate, depression, and low
imotivatimo
Those indivduals who were diagnosed by the psychiatrists as showing

symptoms of axiety reactions were sent to AAF convalescent hospitals with
the expectation that a few weeks of treatment would be suffiient to enable
these Individuals to qualify for immediate active duty. Unfortunately, the
heavy load at the typical redistribution station prevented the psychiatric
bhteeview from lasting more than 5 to 10 minutes in most instances,

.Although this short time seriously limited the psychiatrist's investigation,
it was believed that the typical interview which usually included inquiries as
to sleeping L-bits, including insomnia and battle dream., and into eating
habits, motivation for flying, anxiety over home conditions or postwar plans,
and general attitude of the patient were reasonably effective. The diagnoses
were derived as much from the visual observation of symptoms such as flush-
lng, sweating and tension, and interpretation of the patient's manner of re-sponse, as from the contents of the verbal reply. As previously mentioned,

the purpose of this screening was to select those individuals who had acquired
somewhat stronger symptoms than the average returnee, and who it wa
believed would benefit from a few weeks in an AAF convalescent hospital.

Using the diagnoses of the psychiatrists regarding the presence of these
symptorS, a series of research studies were carried on by the aviation psy-
chologists in the redistribution stations of the AAF Personnel DistributionScasman&

Studie of A frCrew a ifleatlon Teet Scores

One group of studies attempted to discover tests which might be used at
the time of original selection. The scores made at the time of original test.
lng in the AkF classfication centers on the air-crew classification tests were
compared for: approximately 600 nocWu bombardiers and 300 bombardier*
diagnosed as having anxiety-reaction symptoms; samples of returned naviga.
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tors including about the same number of Individuals of each type; appred-
matey 300 normal bomber pilots and 200 sent to AAF convalecent hospitala
by psychiatrists; and for a small group of 67 fighter pilots dignn.ed as nor-
mal, and 25 diagnosed as anxtiety-reaction caw&

No clear-cut pattern emerged from these analysts although there is a scat-
terLng of coeffidents igificant at both the .-pexcent and 1-percent levels
of significance, Some of theme coeffidents are opposite In &iga to those which
iight have been expected. Diferences between the means of the groupa

signifcant at the I-percent level are found for the M[athematics and Reason-
ing Test for both bombardiers and navigators. For the bombardlenm differ.
cens iarge nough to reach this level of :ignificance were aho found for the
Mechanica' Information, Mechanical Principles, and Reading Comprehen.
Won Test.
A diftrence for the Numerical Operatioas Test favoring groupt with low

scores on this test, significant at the I-percent level, was also found for bone
bardiers. It is of I nterest to note that this same test showed lower scores
for the nornal group for an additional sample of bombardiers, one of navi-
gators, and one of pilots, each of which was suMciently large to reach the
S-percent level of significance. These results are especally interesting in
view of the results reported on the negative correlations of this test with com.

bat criteria in chapter 4.
The only other difference reaching this level ol sigifcance which wau

based on a subtn-nial number of cases was tound on the Finger Dexterity
Test. For one sample of bomber pilots, the normal group was found to have
significantly lower scores than the group diagnosed aa having tnxiety rac-
dons. However, the results obtained from three other samples of bomber
pilots favored the normal group. It therefore seems probable that this, as
well as somr. of the diferences previously mentioned, were attributable to
sampling fluctuations.

The findings with regard to the Aiming Stress Test and Steadiness Under
Pressure Test were of special interest b:;ausR in devising these tests it had
been hoped that they' might be predictive of ability to remain cool and com-
posed in the combat situation. The differences found for the two groups on
tiese tests were negligible in size, It had been previously established thatthese tests had no predictive value for primary pilot training. On the basis

of this earlier finding regarding these tests lack of validity for primary
pilot training, they had been eliminated from the battery.

Studies of New Tests
Unfortunately, the individuals on which these analyses were based were

tested with the early batteries of the air-crew classification tests so that prac-
tically none of ther had taken either the General Information Test or the
Biographical Data Blank. These tests were regarded as the most promising
in the Air-Crew Classification Test Battery for measuring personality and
temperament factors and it is therefore hoped that later analyses of records
on these tests in relation to combat can be obtained.
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* sa effort to develof forms of these two tests which would be more
diLy applicable to the combat problem, items from various experimental
tests were selected and a number of new items written to comprise special
forms of the Biographical Data Blank and the General Iformation Tests.
These tests were complctcd in July 1945 and were administered to a large
nuinber of returnees in the tumznr ol 194S. Unfurtunately, the percent ofV I returnees being diagaoed as having anxiety reactions became in sigtdcanty
tnall in the redistribution tations at about th"s Lime. it uay 3LM be possible
to carry. 'so analy.cs, using these tests If a substitute criterion such as
the individual'& own report of his symptoms ian be obtained from the

SUsing data from the regular mr-crew cls&cation test form of the Blo-~graphical Data Blank and also including data from the new blank for those
:. items which were common to both forms, a preliminary aalys" was made

for 100 normal and So anxiety reaction cases. Although the item analysis
revealed a few differences of moderate size, especially for certain questions
regarding participation in athletics, the sample was much too small to pro-
vide stable findingL

4 Exploratory studies involving approximately 100 case each were carTied
out for 3 types of tests which are of considerable interest. The studies of a
free-response group-form of the Rorschach Test in which standard Ror-
schach plates were projected on the screen and the returnees wrote what they
saw, 2 minutes being allowed for each slide, failed to discriminate between
the two groups of normal officers and off=c with anxiety reactions. Fur-
thermore, an item analysis of the responses from the normal and anxiety.
reaction cases reveals no consistent trend on which a new interpretation of
the test could be based

A study of the performance of psychiatric groups on the conventional
Rorschach tests was carried out at the AAF Convalescent Hospital at Fort
George Wright. In this study 3 groups of 84, 60, and 36 patients respectively,
the first two of which had diagnoses of severe anxiety reaction and the last,
other types of psychiatric diagnoses, were compared with norms provided
for the test by Kopier and Kelley'. These scores were also compared with
the results from testing approximately 300 unselected aviation students who
were later sent into pilot training. This latter group was tested in the sum-mer of 1943 at Psychological Research Unit No. 1, Nashville.

The test results for the convalescent patients would be interpreted as evi.
den of maladjustment when judged by the Klopfer-and-Kelley data forl normal subjects. However, these samples of patients with psychiatric diag-

noses have scores very similar to those of the aviation students Theseari.
tion students Judged by lopfer-and-Kel~ey norms would also appear to be
severey maladjusted, in spite of the fact that they had passed the physical
and psychiatric examinaton to qualify them for air-crew training. On the
basis of these findings, the most reasonable conclusion appears to be that

'I Lk Ad D. XL Lfla. T7 Ra xxhw Tocbmkg. Vkak m Hudm: Wwd *kA C. 194,L
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the separate Rorschacl. Ltgoriea are not satisactocy Indicatiorsof nialad-
justment and that the Klopfer-and-Kefte vorza are not rcprcutativc of a
properly selected normal group.

The Shipley-Hiartford Retreat Scale for metasuring Intellectual Impair-
ment, consisting of a recognltion-vocabulary test and a Lest of abstract prob-

A similar study was carried out at the AAF Convalescent Hospita at

twea_ ofe rai cr nteSilyHrfr era caes ancd theui

At he AF onvlese tHosita atSana Aa asomewhat sirmlar typo
of ft cale th Eficeny o Mnta ApliatonTest, DE602A, was devel-

ope. 7Listet cn. ste o thee ompexnonlanguage tests includIn a
maz teta satal-etaios tst an anumber-pattern test, and two Vocab-

ulay tsts oe mltilecboce nd heothr feeanswer. Ihe scores izk
ters f nmbr f crrctresponses onnnebltests were modified by

applying an error-rate and a variability-rate correction in art effort to obtain
a combined measure of speed, accuracy, and continuity of Application. The
finald score on the complex test was divided by the vocabulary score and this
ratio multiplied by 100 to yield the EMIA score. A study of a sample of 150
convalescent patients indicated that the EMIA score of a group of patients
with psychiatric diagnoses was lower than the mecan of the group with non-
psychiatric dia nosms The difference was statistically significant at the
1-percent level of confidence. Thus this type of test tended to allow a
consistent, if small, degree of discrimination between psychiatric and normal
groups-

The third area covered i these exploratory studies was the relation 01
anxiety reaction to the Flicker Fusion Test. In this preliminary tryouts a
General R~adio "strobotac" capable of flasbing a light from 600 to 14,S00
cycles per minute and increasing or decreasing the frequency until fusion or
flicker was reported was "sd. A difference between SO normals and SO re-
turnees diagnosed as having severe anxiety reactions which was significant
at the 1-percent level was obtained. The positive findings from this group
led to the development of plans for an experiment using a much larger num-
ber of cases. Unfortunately, this was not carried out because of the rapid
changes in the progrm that occuried following the victory in Japan.

Studies were made to determine whether any of the tests used in the In.-
structor Aptitude Test Battery differentiated between normal and anxiety-
reaction cases. For pilots, bonmbardiers, and navigators these comparisons
were made using 100 normals and between S0 and 100 anxiety-reaction ases
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The only difference for any of the intellectual or achievement-type tests for
these groups which reached the S..-rcent level of significance was for the
Arithmetic Reasoning Test with the navigator groups. The difference in

Sscores favored the normal group.
V ~ For a large sample of approximately 5O0 normal gunners and 450 gunners

diagnosed as having anxiety reactions, &naI difterences were found for all
of the aptitude and achievement tests given to gunners which, because of
the size of the group, couid not reasonably be attributed to n Un[ differences found were of the order of about one-fifth of the standard davia-
tion of the group of normalL For comparative purposes a part of the anal.
ety-reaction group was tested after from 2 to 6 weeks in the AAF convales-
cent hospitals. Scores of this group did not differ significantly from those of
the anxiety-reaction cases tested in the redistribution station.

A new type of projective test which provided considerable more structuring
of the response situation and yielded promising results was the Incomplete
Sentence Test, DE303A. This test was adapted from a test reported by
N. Cameron. It consisted of a sheet containing 40 incomplete sentences, usu-
ally of two or three words such as "My greatest fear ........................ ," "I re-
gret ......................." "I am very ......... ," "The Army.................... ,"

and 'Most girls .......... " The individual was instructed to: "Com-
plhte these sentences to express your real feelings." The test required about
20 minutes and was given as a group test.

Two methods of scoring were used. In one, the psychologists examined all
of the responses and rated the tests on a four-point scale indicating no, mild,

* moderate, and severe disturbance or maladjustment. The other method of
scoring consisted of giving a value from +3 to -3 to each response by
comparing it with scoring examples. Thus the m-nge from healthy to malad-
justed responses for the item, "Other people ....... ," is illustrated by:
"are swell," "are 0. K.," "get along with me," "are different," "have their
worries too," "talk too much," and "laugh at me."

The consistency of rating for the clinical method was 0.68 and the agree-
ment for the item-scoring method betwctn two different scorers was 0.8$ and
0.89 on two samples. These coefficients were based on 148, 200, and S0
cases each. For the first group, the clinical ratings of the test responses as
a whole agreed with the physician's diagnosis of psychiatric or nonpsychlatric
disturbance at the time of admittance to the extent of a biserial correlation
coefficient of 0.40. The item-scoring method yielded a triserial correlation
coefficient of 0.61 with the psychologist's evaluation of severity of disturbance
during the initial interview for the sample of 200 cases.

Personal Adjustment Inventories
large number of studies were carried out in AAF Classification Centers,

t Convalescent Hospitals, and Redistribution Stations to determine the accu-

racy with which questionnaires of various types would predict the diagnoses
of flight surgeons and pyschiatrists. The primary purpose of most of these
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studies was to develop an effective screening technique which would be UN-
ful in determining which case should be give" a thorough psychisatri inte-
view during tLe physical examination. In the caw of hospital patdenta, It
was intended to .sist the physician in providing nfomation regarding his
new patients. It was Wlso hoped that such studies would contribute to an
understanding oi the ntue of a etay reactioa nd other psychiatra non-
ditions. buch an inventory might also bt; useful as a puli check a* the

ptient's radingss to leave the hospital if it were readm i tered A the tims
he was being considertd for final dispositiom

The form most extensively used in the Rcdlstributlou Statoan ad Ca
valesnent Hospitals was the Personal Inventory, DE201. This inventuy
was based on the Personal Invcntorv cort edct_4 by Dr. Wa.t&. C. Sb yj
for the Office of Scientific Rcweearch and Development. The original 145-
item form was edited to fit the returnee situation aud reduced to 120 items
in the fall of 1943 at Headquarters AAF Persound Distribution Command.
An abbreviated form containing 4S items was later prepared. A biseM
correlation coefficient of 0.49 was obtaned between the scores on the abbre-
via ed form of the Personal Inventory and diagnosis of normal or anxiety

reaction. This coefficient was obtained from 2 samples totaling 1,796 caus
tested from January to .March IP45 at the AAF Redistribution Station at
Santa Ana. One hundred and twenty-four of these individuals were diag-

nosed as having anxiety reactions.
It should be noted that the method of estimating the biserial crrelation

coefficients on a sample that includes all cases, both normal and with andety
reactions, tested during a specified interval of time provides a more accept-
able procedure than calculating the coefficients from a sample composed of a
specified number of anxiety-reaction cases and a partial sample of controls
selected from all of the control cases available. The percentages in the two
groups are relevant in this case because the assumption of normality for the
total group is made. This assumption is of course unreasonable if the actual

number of cases used in the 2 categories are approximately equal, but one
represents only a snall fraction such %s 10 percent of the availble cases
for that group. This latter type of coefficient, however, has some meaning
especially in terms of comparisons with similarly obtained coeffcients for
other tests. This limitation should, however, be kept In mind in interpreting

such coefficients when reported.
The Personal Inventory used a forced-choice type of item. The individual

was to select the one of two choices which most correctly described him.,

These items were such as the following: "I am more nervous .......................
"I am more easy-going' ..................

Another type of inventory used was the Cornell Selectee Index, Form N.6
This inventory consisted of a series of 64 qutstions dealing with typical

symptoms of personality disturbances, physical complaints, and social mial-

'A. W'Adr, S. MItteana. P W .W A K .0. W0lI, Thc C".eU MS d . i 1 As
4Am*, IM,44, 12" Lai
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I Jajustmet P.,cb as, "Are you often munitdxtood?" --d "Do yvu ta;
paia or pressure in the head?" The Individual indicated prepuce or Abwmw
of the problem by circling a~ys or~k cc

Three inventories ware especially constructed for use W convalesct ho-
pitak.L These included the Convalescent Personal Inventory which ,oit"d
of a campch nIve liat of awdeity rtActiau symptoms obtained trom tht lit-
er-tUr Lad from Atatmentk taken from patiat interview& Thi Inventory
va wcasttud M the AAF Cn-vdaSccnt tlapi at Miami B

Psycholo Proble were developed at the A.F Convaltsc~t Ho.pitab

ihese were developed after a survey of problem.s reported by patienti during
the Initial evaluation. The items dealt with problemu in the following gtu-
eral areas: nervoumiess, tension, worries and fears, sleping and dreuamin&
physical complaints, memory and co ntration, sociability, emotioal +
pres.ion and control, and feelings of well-being. The items were anwered
as either true or false with regard to the individual

The Inventory of Psycholorical Ptoblews was a revision of this questlon.
4 naire. It o=iqed of 7 items from each of 10 general areas. Tese iwn~uded&

sleep and dreams, nervousess, smokIng and drinklag, socialzatita, wtmory,
concentration, worries and fears, physical health, depression, aad dedcsom
ad plans. The individual answered each item by circling a letter from A to
E on a S-point frequency ale running from "Never" to "Always. The

4 second section of the inventory contained 10 items, each referring to 1 cd
the 10 general ara s into which the specific items fell. The patient denoted
the severity of his problems in each of the 10 areas by circn a number wn
a 1-to-9 rating scale on which 1 indicated "none" and 0 "very severe."

All of these various inventories contained items which required the patient
to state the presence frequency, or severity of a symptom or problem as it
applied to him. It was found that fairly good predictions of the physidAns
diagnosis of psychiatric complaint could be based on these responsis. This
is of course not very surprising since the physicis's dlagnoa, was to a large
extent also based on the patient's report of his symptoms. In gener2l, critical
scores could be establiahed on these inventories which would select between
60 and 70 percent of psychiatric patients and include only about 10 to 20

percent of nonpsychiattic patlets. This level of different ation provkded a
useful preliminary screening.

Some information regarding the nature of anxiety reacJons is provided by
a comparison of the responses of a group of approximately 80 patients sd-
mnitted to Bowman Field with a norpsychlatric diagnosis with the resp oses
of a group of approximately 45 patients who were admitted with psyhatrk
diagnoses. The largest differences in the ratings of the severity of probleams
are found for these groups on ratings on slee, -nd dreams, the ttt largest
differences In order are for memory, depression, worries arnd fears, concen-
tration, decisions and plans, nervousness, and smoking and drinkin. Social-
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Ization has a smaller difference for these groups and physicll health ows :
only a slight dlife,.nce in the ratins for the two px pa
It would be vey valuable from the point of view of a more adeqvat

understanding of the causes of and the factors pradisposn toward anxiety
reactions if a number of items of a blographical or objective nasture cou be
found which would discriminate between the two groups of normab and
anxiety reaction case Although adequate exploration of this area was b
Carried out, the neaive nature of mot ot the Audip COMd along with
the overwhelming prevalence of the symptoms of anuiety reaction la cxabt

rue s would sugcct tLat of th pr * factom might have
b-dight in compaisn with the e ect of tt combat &tre to whic the

uinividual was expawd. The degree of combat stress must be in teqreted in I
terms of the total Situatio in which it occurs as indirated by the rmsponsa
of the returnees regading factors which produced increases and decreases In
the individual's anxiety.

It is believed that the hadings from these studies should be of trerendow
practical value in developing eff dent ma.-screening devices for use in coo-
nection with the physical examination for flight surgeots and psychLatrlsa.
Further valuable information should be provided when the analyses of the
comprehensive interview conducted by four specially trained fJght surgeons
is analyzed in comparison with the coinprebensive inveztory which was ad-
ministered to the same group of several hundred fighter pilots These data
are in the fles of the School of Aviation Medicine. These surveys also pro-
vide much basic information concerning the nature of the individual's reat-
lion to combat which should be of great value in developing plans and pro.
cedures for possible future combat operations. The broader implications for
the understanding of the psychoneurotic indiidual are obvious and shoud
be of great value in this general f

RESEARCH RELATED TO COUNSEIMG AND TERAPY"

General Studies

A number of studies of the attitudes, interests, and bakgounds of patients
in Convalescent Hospitals were carried out. The studies of interests and
attitudes were of considerable value in directing iadividual and group coun-
seling sessions. In general, these surveys revevaed that patients bad favor-
able attitudes toward the Convalescent Hospital program and felt they were
benefitting from hospitalization. Various surveys of patient interet were

made for use by the Convalescent Services Division. These surveys per-
mitted evaluation of the acthity program by determining how well the cur-
riculum corresponded to the dominant interests expressed by the patients.
In this way it provided a basis fo modifying the curriculum as well as the
methods of instruction in the interests of greater effectivene.

ham . L Madam G. 1. H..thkm D. L5Sou,5. wakiaw G. L MawaL IL .4. Bbk uAd A. L I"
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A sociological i ummlim t waa eeo at te AAr' Coavalucent Ru'
p1Wa at SL Petemburg. it was found that for a group of 170 patkents for
wboni the proposis was indksted to be "txcellent" or "good" as .oxnpacd
with approxliately 70 pailets for *howm the progoses were "firs &WdI ~ ~ ctnt alt he 5Tuec=L levtl or better wre obtantd ou 20 of the 1-6 Ittina

Simil*.lye Mlertz= alplcant at the Sspcrcet level west found for 22
It=m between a grou~p of ap~roximately &o dliased as "mild" as cousef ~pared with approzinatey 180 diagnoted as uLawdetatW and "Severe" anzl-
ety-reaction patients. However, Only three of the items were found Aign1-

phs&' ditgnosis of sneertyin d f imte p o ogf pognois tesorease
soe vextent aon ormteirno thu~ce #a ye- band ietyio

6. th asimut ing hsp of bakgound pyhoiIkwdte tand to cret i

Inr tena soltionlscn toptals rt o ropcuneL
The -ajtop- tedfrinlsoni h group conferences inerluled wsdede Psy-

coulgialincotgple Inove in pere n adjsnt toici oftlktsn td
moralen ondcted re &"lteati ent to rent utyrtan iland life unwhotle

consibts or h onferenceatn s garoups varice n hsizefrm 3 andinbe
waet hooseal va paie nt gcept th~lb oet sve are reltiel cnstarb

Fo riiplesnerinofg~e the pwasn pofie th e diserecsire liead
beflow:

I.328 i yad ihteptetofhspolmlad oa bedd



1. Eznphasizt that behavior is the result of comp2osite infuenciea espodally
die "eriecm of an indiual.

2. Lwp"aa tha behvio deveto 1M to satisfy certain needs of the i&
Vidual.

3. Show that we are continually acquiring new babits, in civilian. and in
Mwtay life to meet changing needs Ll changiag Situations

4. AY Ugdut feS1Ars axtl frOM rn$)MlePtions of the waurc of eaw-
tional behavior, and strews the norm tlq of ornotionni ucpn.a der
ing conditions.

S. t)emmJstite the counxutive use of emotions In military liff.

6.Stress the "nsaturalaws" of having pazllular prabkaus in certain siw-

S. Present an udrtnigo h mrcncvlLs otiuint h

9.Pitout that cotifidence in old skills cat be nmaintaixted since they are
not lost through disuse and that new skills art relatively easy to teamn

10. Analyze some of the attitudes and movements tiAt =ay arise AMd
which may be detrimenta to the nation and the war effort, such as unfounded
suspicion of our Allies, unfounded gripes agaitist ckiliats, and prejudice
against racial and religious groups.

Development of Objectiva Rectord* 4,'.r Group Cauiseihag

In establishing this program it was found that the body of established
information regarding group cou~nseinig techniques w~as extremely meager.
Miost of the discusons wh!Lh could be found appeared to be based on Pure
spccuation, or- at best, observations of an informal and uncontrolled nature
by those with experience in group-counseling work. It was therefore believed
of great importance to develop a systemnatic, objective, and quantitative
method of analyzing group-counselng behavior. Accordingly, aproject WAS
initiated at the it-P Convalescent Hospital at Cochran Field to explore the
posrability, of developing a technique for evaluating the procedures ir this
arma

'The procedure tried Out conSisted of obtaining a verbatim account of eacL.
group-counseling meeting. Using the transcripts of these meetings, state-
rmnts nade by group leaders andl patients were studied and categurized. with
respect to their psychbogiral sigvnificance. The categoxies used for describ
inlg the group leaders' statements included: (1) directing, (2) accepting,
(3) relectinv, (4) reLiecting (recognizin, or retaing), (S) lnterprding
(explaining the dynamics in a sptCific Situation), (6) explainig (general
statements, definitions, and broad outlines), (7) continuing (m1d tncour-
agement to proceed), (8) reassuiing (supporting aaid exonerating), (9)
minor rapport' Lailding (conversauonal).

in categorz_ &g tb.' statements of the patienits, 6 positive and 10 negative
categories were usad 'ihe positive c.tegorles incl'ided: (1) insight, (2)
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Ii I adios (experlesatold with sowe emnotion), (3) rapport (cwaern
* .tt.o.u or approviM te lader), (4) acceptance of Itetrpret*lto, (5), Udw.,

* 1 "dng, (6) reoaitletton (indicating new viewpoints)._
SThe 0 n tgative caftories Included: (1) rationaation, () ojt

T (assg4nig ovn thoughts and actions to oLbters), (3) d (sp 2t (s ilotia

uuphas to unimpourant detail to avoid stress or unaweptable motives),
t(4) pzW;- jaJcu*, (S) busile~aggrasive, (6), bc -oplie

(?) dLpressve, (a) gut, (9) mnletty, and (10) tamtc
- fe 4tlrw t~ of f eti Ii, a4 t wa dwzdadtoW4

sattment according to the number of la- tlhey occupied in the trancipt
All stte uats were categorized independcntly by pairs of psychologists and
444 d"iilatins were based on disussions and agreements between the
two judges. Graphs and bar charts were prepared &howing the 4mhav-lor d
the patients, individually and collectively, and the group-leaders' procedures
by s aoa and for all ste s in a given series.
hew techaiques wee applied to a ser s o f asrlo q at the dv C.

, valescent Hospital at Cochran Field. 'The analysis appeared to U very re-

*- veallng, For eomple, the leader talked for about two-th rls ainihg theim
Sduring the first session and for about 80 percnt of the time durin the %-

d sesin, However, in the third session h talked for onlre on weretlrd of
the ame and in the remaining sscasin the rtppor fairly eaiy divided
btween patients wih ee Ls and the lder's state ets. It the first seston{ a large portion of the group leader's time was taken up with ciplaining, the

* next largest with directitig, then carne riefcing patients' feelins, reassurim
~and interpreting. Negative factors were very prominent in the patients'

I4 tespouss during the first senss i edn
During t e second session most of the patients' responss were positive,~the larger proportion of thern indicating that rapport was incrt~asig, During

this sesson there were also some exchanges of batte experitees among the
patients which were of an abreactive nature. T1he hostile-aggressive r&.
spotnses characteristic of the first session decreasied very markedly. During
the last two or three session more of the patients' respnses showed imight,
acceptance o interpretation, understanding, and reorimtation-4 ,.Coaclasos

-This exploratory work appears to have provided a basis for greatly Improv-
lag available procedures for evaluating group-counseling work. These pro:

t cedures were developed too late to use in evaluating the general grouj>coun-
seling program of the AAF convaleent hospitals and it is therefore necemary
to rey enley on subjective reports. Since attendance at these pa a-
adjustment group conferences was voluntary, the fact that they were well
attended at the cavalesceat hospitals suggests that the individuals found
them of value. Surveys of patients' attitudes in certain of the hospitals also
indicated a very favorable opinion regarding th conferences among the
patients. It therefore appears likely that these conference made an import-
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tntti.atibuoa to the idhvidau djitm=t of thM groups of nmA. It h
lso blieved that sant of the procedures and research tchniqut devdoped

will be found of caLsdablc values in simila sitution.

STUDIES OF TUE ATTITUDES AND PREFERENCES
OF COMBAT RETURNEES'

In the quetionnalre regarding fear amd courage in aerial m&bat, et4R
queions were iicluded regrding returneite aWtr toward a !eond tOvf

of comnbt. ?Prliminry analymes of these data indicated that a lage propw-j io of ctbat returaees were not very intefested in volunteering for a me-
udtutu of vcowbAt duLy, 12 the SUMMU of 1944, the Axsi a Ch ai Aik

Staff, Training, in Headquaxters Army Air Forces needed fomutio rega r
in te proportiono cct- rjn: a .. 4, ~ bo jz .... avlble-
tour of combat duty in order to make utrag plans for the following year
or two. Accordingly, permnnel of the Aviation Psychology Program weft
requested through the Air Surgeon to make a study of returned combat per.
oinel. At that time training officers were particularly interested in the

problem of combat gunners, but the study was axtendcd to include other

From the srple of 1,990 airndew of;en = 2,474 enlist aerial gm-
nets previously described iii coninectiori w"t the study of fear and courage,

the first systematic tabulato of reponses was obu.edL
One question in the anonymous interrogation of fear and courage wa,

"\at is your present attitude toward returning to combat duty?" This
w-s followed by six alternatives, which are stated, below togethkr with the
percents of officers and of enlisted men giving each response.

Fa rtclun to tob-t d.y zm l............... ......
%6.ot nbar C.Mt duty withi 6 m h o so n

wost htr th enite 0 i attn ftahjabi fly 04 to sa.id o
to Lhe tamlr4 StAtes . I21 .. I I. 3 3

no4 it return to rombat aftr oJi tr.d st U1 is W Umlid Statt hav bm ut 40 it
tuc to CItuo ue ttat edb but toult "o itLUft LOmai duty.............s it

'A JfaulBd t~~t* A)L t tl ......nI~ 4 33

It is clear thatt very few of the officers and men were eager to return to
comnat duty immediately and only very small proportions, 12 percent and
10 pcent of the officers and enlisted men respIctively, planned to volunteer
for combat duty within 6 months or so. Twenty percent of the officers and
almost half the enlisted menu either didn't want to fly at all or said they could
not return to combat duty.

To study the attitudes of returned personnel who had becan assigned to
duty in the four Continental Air Forces, a detachment df aviation psycholo>-
gists from the AAF Training Conmmad admiinistered & qucitlonnaire to
2,659 returned gunners in August and September 1944. At a later date

rted it Wi~ scti ebt wock ai L r. sha. L Pua. Y. flsl 0. L SiDw.
W. L. Inca. sad IL T. mhi
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sg h"lar lormatlon wa obtalned from 528 returned lyin+ officers In this
study the flying perwonel were Asked to put their names on the qumtoo-

This l W d t In the Unlttd States for a longer tme, 6 mouths on
the average, than tho e questimoned at the Redstribution Stald±is. They were

aisignedN Wodt~ihs country, and pcihapi had had a -r.-ite- -pporb ii
4 to readjust "iUc WcUx from CmbaL 1it age1 rank, u4on", Uier, "nd

MUM bC wwanded they did not difer rii antiy iram the redisridbltion

Thr attitudes toward returning to combat were reported as follows:

! .. Lr ............... . .. . . .......................... . . .. i t I

1 Attitude toward voluamteeriql:

W .. .... . o . . ...

P4• W ,W& 61t = L£_ 1 1
_W .W g L - au f ......... .1 . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..., ! t i

Althougb the time interval was longer, it appears that a larger proportion
Of thLs group planned to volunteer thin pl1aned in the group of returne
questioned immcdiately following their return to the United States.

One additional item revealed an interesting attitude. The gunners were
asked, "if you were givcn a choke between assignment to a wmrd tour of
duty as a gunner or assignment as a basic "oldier, which would yois prefer?"
A second tour as a gunner was chosen by only 42 percent, against S8 percent
fo becoming a basc soldier.

Of the gunners in the continental air forces who were still on flying stat4u
only 60 percent had a desire to continue to fly, while 40 percent were lndliu.
eat or opposed. It 'is Likely that those who did not even want to fly were
antagonistic to a second combat tour.

The readministration of the questionnaire on fear and courage in March
and April 1945 and May and June of 1945 provided an opportunity to oh-
serve the trend in attitudes toward return to combat. The responses of the
group in March and April were very simlar to the group in May and June
1945. However, they both differed substantially from the samples obtalned
in the summer of 1944. The proportion of oicers indicating that they pre-
ferrtd not to fly at al or who felt that they could not return to conba in-
creased irom 20 percent to approximately 40 percent, and the similar re-
spouses for guarmiers increased from approximately half to more than twa-
thirds of the guoup. The percentages of those eager to return or planning to
volunteer decreased to 10 and 6 percent for the officers and enlisted me=
respetively.

:s.



Atulyses were made to determine which factors were most highly AUM,-

we readtisi as oud,9 erentsoefarbl attitudes toward rtr ocma n
ra amon officerse fra44 tdy isndinl t7a theryoungt gevr-,

thle 1945 stud gT19and 1945e stuie ndcate at pts Amwereads-
wiaii hat Byes wiligo ren thande omrdiner- ornaigatos tatd thet t~

meuffeloe aral toar return thanrha a the a o barrie Wones.i ot of

o thelinspct a Sfetound TeBatteeytdewraeo attitudes to-adrtr ocm~ u
ard arigofierts. inThe 194stdnidted SttehTh atk ued yorngeti anays

what of wi00n return ta bombardiers o navigatorsbrpit and htoer

whont fle in fight mer aif ee mberl ore 944. g toe resonstm .ru
cesof omrmseihte retunee.Its esood ta y ncaioe offcr aiou
dnegre o ie faorale toartud e ow thn terms of thenpercentmost of
teatgour group diffrndcsing percitaes or"lingt veryluchee frte assiris-
inael 10desceti ao o niri rus

of te IstrutorSeletio Te~ Batery stdieswemmad f attiude to-~

Mai lBecinNvmr an DtWbie of~b~ 1944........................ Z14 1 I

Oegresof lie or dislie are tablte elow...........erentgeo

oi ~ck* 1~S1~ 9 13

These~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~1 repose iniae45tbmadesan aiaoswudpee
aUsiU&nl ar instructors and4i wouy ..e... $ak tr6n in4e1oma

ples resonbe s n oultd pterat massindenaigator would iefer
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coasiderabl fiy in non= bat aircrat, while the fighter Plaots are moa

Ag& for trall:&i In tnew combat Osane
Lets thun one.fith of the flyers said they would take an Assifgnmet und"

"definittly bad" or "rather bad" condltins in ordetr to be promoted. Mor
rthan three-quarter said they would prefer au &UIPWut where t ha m bn

for promotion were "uor"all or even "below average," provided that assiog-
n=L~ Was lavcte t "suited" t e 11C &trilbuticM of retpon=e to tisj item was as follo-t:,

... t . a .v. .tAm m ait *" a'wha o'i pt-M_ k
%uw oi ULt AI . . ... ........... .. . .. ..... .I 43 44 41 A

MWO W ............ ft ................... I.... I... ti .,, l • I it itWould Piw. all hbt c .1~~ OO"1 thn rW of Lb* W wa

v'~vU Iral !iawl .... I I is Iiijuii1.aU aml AM1amt WA hm 1" 1 1

The return-.. were aked their attitudes toward being assigned where It
would be possible to have their wives or families with them in fairly com-

fortable quarters. As can be seen from the following distribution of responses,
more than two-thirds felt this was an important consideration:

.d-vam au I P tua P
%tWM patau ti it" ................ ........ ... 4 9 5 I I(uwm . .~potaI....... ..... ... t 9 , I 0 I 43 , ! 3,

1%.4t&Ialtn t veueynmotat kv a.. 29 I31 1 2

About two-thirds of the returnees said that assignment in the United States
rather than in the combat zone was a strong influence in their attitudes

toward an instructor assignment. They indicated that this factor was of
more importance to them than any of the other factors listed. The oppor-
tunity to keep up to date on their specialty was also reported to be an impor-
tant consideratlon

The results of these analyses of studies qf attitudes and preferences for

assignment in the United States and over ;as were made available to the
personnel and trainng officers as a basis ' r developing policies and plans.

The findings were of great value in provii,&g a sound basis for developing
plans for training and for the utilization of personnel with combat expericnrea.

Sumanry and Conacluonsa
A number of studies were conducted to provide a more specific and defk-

nite basis for understanding the origin, nature, and effect on operations of

morale in the military situation. The general approach was to make an in-
tensive analysis of the reactions of individuals to the combat situation. In

neral, the morale in operating units was found to be exclent in pite of
the extremely hazardous character of the combat operations in which many
of them were engaged. ......

An anal)sis of the most important factors which kept them men flying and
6ghL ng was made and the impartanc of leadership in die corn' -A bituatm
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was emphasized. A ,min ve proce-ures found to be efecive in ope "-
tug uWlts were reported. It was indicated that the men regarded the most
important factors in reducing fear tu be confidence in equipment, in Welow
crew members, and in leadem

A very small percentage of men engagcd in air-crew combat optr-akios
foutd it impossible to continue and had to be removed from combat ZyWS
assignments. On the other band, almost all personnel who had beea engaged
in combat operations for a substantial period 2howed definite evidenc of
fadgue, rcstdesaas.i, and depression. Sin these air-crew mnere originally
selected as having normal emotional behavior, these findings suggest tht
,,iess;ve eno~ reactions aUr:ng from frut=-don and confict La auy lite
situatiun can be expected to induce an anxiety in which the individual shows
the usual symptoms of the psychoneurotic.

Screening procedures were developed by aviation psychologists in the
AAF Personnel Distribution Cotw.aand which selected between 60 and 70
percent of individuals admitted to hospitals as psychiatric patients and in-
cluded only 10 to 20 percent of those admitted as nonpsychiatric patients.
On the basis of the research data accumulated, it should be possible tG develop
a very valuable screening questioanaire for use in connection with large-scale
medical examining procedures.

An interesting group-counseling program was developed by aviation psy-
chologists in the AAF Convalescent Hospitals. On the basis of subjective
observations and opinions and the relatively high percentage of attendance
in these voluntary groups, it was believed that this program was of substan-
tial value to the patients. To provide a basis for improving the methods of
evaluating the effectiveness of group-counseling procedures, a technique of
objective recording and analysis was developed at the AAF Convalescent
Hospital at Cochran Field. This procedure was not developed soon enough
for use in evaluating the group-counseling program in the AAF Convalescent
Hospitals. It appears to provide a valuable research technique for evaluating
future activities of this type.

The series of studies on attitudes and preferences of combat returnees
provided much valuable information for use in developing plans for the utili-
zation of personnel with combat experience.

It is believed that further analyses of data which have been collected along
with findings reported in this chapter should provide a much sounder under-
standing of individual reactions to combat than has previously been available.
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CHAPTER NINE-
General Contributions to the

Theory and Knowledge of
Individual Differences and
Trait Differences

INmODUCTION
In this and the following chapters an attempt will be made to l and

discuss briefly some of the more general findings growing out of the work
of the Aviation Psychology Program. Although it will not be possible in the
space here to give all of the available data concerning the points disaused,
an attempt will be made to provide enough of the experimental data to lu&-
trate the basis for the conclusions readhed. Certai of the conclusions ar
based on informal evidence and experiences rather than systematic observa-
tion or controlled experimentation. Therefore, some of the statements would
be better described as hyotheses than as conclusions. However, in no cases
are casually developed hypotheses presented.The intent is to provide a clear statement of certain conclusions based on

the experience during the wax in the Aviation Psychology Program in the
hope that they will stimulate research in those areas where definitive hdor-
mation is lacking. The statements made in this part as in previous parts are
generally shared by a number of individuals having had the common exper.
ences in the Aviation Psychology Program in the Army Air Forces. Respon.
sibility for all statements is taken by the editor of this report. This chapter
will discuss the theory and knowledge of individual differences and trait
differences under the headings of aptitudes, motivational factors, and factors
of individual adjustment.

TKE NATURE OF INfDIVIDUAL AND TRAIT

DiEFERENCES IN APTITUDE

Introduetion
The large number of ways in which individuals diver is demonstrated by

the many adjectives and trait names which have grown up in modern an-
guages to describe people. The fact that these words are extensively used in
conversation and in writing strongly sugcests that the ordinary person be-
lieves he is capable of detecting differEnces in these traits in the people with
whom he associates. However, it is only % thin the past 50 to 75 yea= that
systematic attempts have been made to obtain accurate measures of them

individual and trait differences.
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The pioneer work of Binet and Terman demonstrated that it was possible
to describe individuals in terms of their ability to do a variety of selected
short standardized tasks. It appeared to be especiafly useful to relate the
level of the tuost difficult tasks they could do to the age of children Just
able to perform these tasks. This led to the intelligence quotient or "IQ"
which began to be extensively used about 1916.

The First World War accelerated the wide use of a second type of measure
of general intellectual ability. This was typified by the Army Alpha Test.
This test was a printed test which could be administered to large groups by
examiners having only a %sall amount of training in testing procedures. The
extensive use of these tests in the Army popularized them to such an ext~at
that they were Midely used in the years which followed.

This led to an overemphasis of the traits which were the most conspicuous
factors in these tests. These were principally the traits associated with suc-
cess in scholastic work of a general type, A few leaders in the field conducted
research studies during this period in an effort to define and provide measures
for some of the more important aptitudes. The principal contributions in this
area were those of Kelley, Thurstone, Thomdlke, and Spearman.

However, in 1941 the established knowledge regarding the correlations
between the various tests of aptitudes regarded as basic were based on only
a few samples of a few hundred cases each. Of even greater practical impor-
tance, practically nothing was known about the general significance or pre-
dictive value of these tests except for the special situation of predicting grades
in typical academic cours.

The world emergency in 1941 created a need for the rapid training of
many men in various technical specialties. This brought with it the necessity
for some way of classifying candidates for training in these various types of
schools. Work on the solution of these problems provided an opportunity to
make large-scale studies of the practical significance of a wide variety of apti-
tude measures for several types of duty assignments which differed markedly
in their requirements for success.

Thus, whereas the First World War demonstrated that the well-known

differences in the individual's general intellectual ability could be measured
by a test such as the Army Alpha, the Second World War has shown that
the tpeclal aptitudes and characteristics needed for success in particular
assignments can be measured by appropriate objective tests using apparatus
or printed-test booklets. The classification testing program also provided
an opportunity for studying the interrelations of a substantial number of
aptitude tests on unprecedentedly large groups.

The compressed "life cycle" of men selected for special training in the Air
Forces from the time of individual analysis and classification, through train.
ing, and on to performing the job for which he was selected and trained con-
sisted of a period of only 2 or 3 years. During this period the necessities of
war gave military authorities a much greater degree of control of the iudi-
vidual than would have ordinarily been possible. These circurmstances, to.
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gethax with the very Latge Stan, iud"Ig a subsata nuta l of the Com-t
try's best psychologists, made it possible to make important cOctributons
to this general field during the war program,

Truit Theory'
The number of basic uncorrelated aptitude factors underlying the acqui-

tiou of general humam abilities is probably very much larger than nag
experts had supposed. As ,entiuned above, at the time of World War 1,
attention was focussed on the one trait called general intelligence and there

was a tendency among psychologists to ovcrimplify all individual differences

and categorize people almost entirely with regard to th"s one trait in thinking
of their mental aptitudes. Following this; a few psycologists bega= to thik
of possibly three or four trait.

In a study reported by T. L. Kcllc -i2 in 1935- a number of emiwnt
chologists were asked to rate the various occupational groups listed in the
census reports with regtrd to the traits which they regarded as important for
individual success in the specific occupations. Very few of the raters felt
that it was necessary to use more than a or I0 traits to describe the trait
requirements of the various occupation

The ,xperlence in developing tests in the kviation Psychology Program
suggests that rather than the 10, or even 20, traits which many psychologists
regarded as the maximum number of important independent traits only a few
years ago, the number is almost certainly S0 or 100, or even larger.

Examination of the intercorrelations of the tests in the Air-Crew Classifica-
Lion Test Battery which are reported in appendix B indicates that a substan-
tial number of traits are required to explain the individual differences In-
cluded in the 20 tests of this battery. The more extensive tables of inter-
correlations included in the research report on Printed Classification TestO
and on the AAF Qualifying Examination' emphasiz&d to an even greater
extent the large number of independent traits which are necessary to provide
an adequate description and prediction of individual and trait differences.

Trait Measurement
It is possible to develop reliable measures for a large number of traits

which are practically uncorrelated with each other in groups of adults with
relatively homogeneous backgrounds. As mentioned in the preceding section,
the tests of the Air-Crew Classification Battery had relatively low intercorre-
lations. In a typical sample of men tested at the AAF Classification Centers
only about 2 of approximately 200 intercorrelations were as high as 0.50.
Approximately half of th- intercorrelations were below 0.20. These inter-
correlations are presented in table 9.1.

1A, ued i thi rtlPoff 9 trit Reflm &D W Aeitin""h quility o f t cklak 1 m LU 4a.L

ST, L, tIstty. £. ra.J Trai&J *I Mcamaj Life. CaraWidxt. !hnjud Lahgri.itY Prw 1911.

q3. P. Culllotd "d Jj. I. L-Z , d.p~jtd Cji~.~ja Teas, AAF Avlatia dhuoa~ PKC&Aw
Ratck pris 'ao S. Walbtut Gar'tt Pnomiag O

SF. I. Davi. ed. Tke A.4F Q.1i1yi-e .dia4iim. AAF Avaams Nwi6yj&U Pr(4Fam i-a-th
R 'p o. 6. W ,&ALart C. rtam t p 194.
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It U Ilt estlng that the two correlations extediag 0,50 are betwee vadr
aides which are frequently thought of as being quite cLffereet. One of the
correlations is between the Numerial Opeuatrs Tet Ad tWe Da 4
Table Rxadlng Test. The fixt of these tests is a sinmp arithxaetIc tat fa-
duding addition, subtraction, multiplication, tnd division of usual ntumbem.
The answrs prLud oan the auwer sheets axe mwrely chwAed u rot or"
wrong. On the uther hand, the Dl and Table ReadLg Test Lavolvod so
cakulations at alL The only use of nu bers is to 'atcr tables with tbi cc
to use tm as = in- p u* interpolation in reading the Vlu" 1041.
cated by pointers on dW facm

Th other pair 01 tctr having a orelati n of abete 0.50 ircludes Azitb
metic Rcasoning and Rading Comprehension. The Reading Comprehension
Teg involved no quantitative problems. The utk consists sim ly of readlnw
paragraphs and answerling questions about the material ic the paragraphs
which require understanding and interpretation. The Arithmetic Reasoning
Tost involves only very simple vocabulary and the sentences a&r, not long or
involved but are short statements of conditions of the problems. Both o*
these latter tests have correlations of 0.40 with the Da and Table PRead-
lag Test which superficially appears not to require any complex thought
processes at all, but merely the Identification of certain symbols in a
siMple clrIcal fashiWL.

In the group of more than 8,000 men on whom these intercorrelations are
based, FLiger Dexterity scores were not correlated with scores on any of the
other test variables as highly as 0.30 and Rotary Pursuit Test scores ad
correlations with the other variables which were all below 0.40.

An analysis of the functions measured by the various apparatus tests pro-
vides some interesting points. For example, the correlation between tha
ringer Dexterity Test and 'Mechaancal Principles Test is 0,07. However,
both MechnLnica Principles and Finger Dexterity have correlations with Lhe
(Aher apparatus tests w'[eh W.re very nearly as high as those between nus
of the other apparatus tests.

The Intrument Comprehension Test is another of the printed classia-
tion tests w&ich has a relatively substantial correlation vith most of the
apparatus ests. The largest of these correlations are with the Complex
Coordination Test and the Discrimination Reaction Time Test. Thee ate
both 0,36. Thse correlations are w;'h 0.02 of the largest correlations be-
tween Instruraett Comprehension and any of the printed tests

The Dial and Table Reading Test also has substantial correlations with
the tests of Complex Coordination and Discrimination Reaction Time. The
correlation with the Complex Coordination Test is 0.36, asd that for Dis-
crimination Reaction Time Test is 0.45.

It does not appear that the correlations of these apparatus tests with
printed tests had anything to do with the comprehension of the directions,
since the correlations between the Reading Comprehension Test and Rotary
Pursuit, Rudder Control, Finger Dexttrity, and Two-H-lnd Coordination
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were 0.04, 0.02, 0.10, and 0.09 respectivJey. The conelations betwem the
ReAdiag Comprehension Test and Complex Coordination and Discrimination
Reaction Time Tests wecr 0.20 and 0.33 respectively.

There are a number of other liatesrtw g points wlit the tables which
space does not permat discussion of here. As an aid to formulating hypothesc
regarding the ature of the common variance for the tests studied, a large
number of studkc uwag various tecniqucs of fartor -nalyais were cruic

A . out. The rtW#L of theu s udies are reported in detail in the reuivh reports

UZ thssemu ths AAIF Qualffying Varainauion andI on Pinted Cla~anca-tiou Tti

AL The principal point K=ed from studying thse intercorrelatiou is not
so much the bypothets for explaining the smalH imouute of commun varl.
ance as it is the obviously large amount of unique variance in eah of the

: tests in tk btUery.

le Importance of Traits

Ditrential patttems in terms. of aptitude requirements ex st for vafious
types of activities and these patttris have great practical value for the
guidamc ind plceet oi iadivi4dta. On of t&, outs-tnding finding oi
the work an the Avirtion Psychology Program ws the very high degree of

specificity among the requirements fo various types of activitimes Individuah
who ailed to solo in primary pilot training because of extrem ineptness
were latr graouated at the top of the4 c", iear navigation training. Sh-e
lay, men who did very well on one type of gunn taerage did vry poorly
on another which superficially appeared to be quite remien.

The independee in the requirements critical for success in vario s types
of activities makes possible substantial ai s In the eficincy in the use o
hanei t resources by identifying the requirements a d cl sifying indivdua
W accordance with their sores on tests measuring the requireo traitsIle
very substantia gains which can be nd e in e ability for enh
trait it thee are two, three, or more activities fo which the requirements
am idependent a llusoated in the introductary a i-tmion of the olayfin
cation problem in chapter 4.

It need h radly be stated that individual differe= of great ptr-.ic sig-
nificance exist with respect to abity in practically all types of skilled work.
Few Jobs exist which can be p ,rforme'd equally well by practically all of the
pu ticipants. Of great importance was the finding "that some of th--s indi-
vidual and trait differences persist in spite oi long periods of triin and
txpft-ieuce in the ectivity. It was found that the man who did poorly on the
aptitude tests used in computing the pilot stanine not only did poorly in
primay fiht trainia, but those few who were not eliminated t Rd to

continuc to do poorly in hsc, advanced, and operational training and also
In combal

Another valuable finding was the correlation between tW originil tet
sc1res f mea who took the aptitude tests and wese cassified as bombardler
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a.nd navigators and the scores made by thes men when retested after comi
pletleg their training and a tour of duty in combat. These corretloams for
the applicants for pilot tinLing after return to the UnIted States indkAted
that there was a substxntlal amount of similarity in the order with r t
to aptitude for pilot training on retesting to that which they were given at
the time of their or-gal d-ssificaion testing.

it was especially interesting to find that certain testu tuch ax Arithmetk
Re-soning, Vocabulary, and Numerical Operationa, which were known to bi
substantially correlated with criteria of suwmes in aadewic work bad prac-

tically zero or even slightly negative correlstiol with mesures of succes i
such activities a learning to fly, to bomb, or to shoot a gun. On the other
band, this findin did not Yesut in the removal of these tests from the Ar,
Crew Clasific tion Battery, zince it was alto found that theseata tabs -

were sub5tantially correlated with succes in learning navigation.
In conclusion, the important point to be noted is that not only wre a

large number of independent traits Identified, but that these tralts were
found to be of definite practical importance in cassifing individuals for the
types of activitics in which they could rcnder the largest relative contributloo

to the total ezorts of the group.

THE NATURE AND SIGNUIFCANCE OF
MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS

Introduction

Probably most psychologists believe that th'e next most important facto

after aptitude in determining an individual's success in a specific activity

Is his motivation or desire to succeed in that activity. The Air-Crew CLa.s-

fication Program provided an unusually good opportunity to observe the

effects of motivational factors buth in training work and in later job assigu-

Among tLt important questions which were studied are such matters as:

1. Is motivation something which can be readily imparted to the indi-

vidual in a specific situation?
2. Are there fundamental bases for motivations, and if so, how can thes

be defined and identified?
S. -ow stable and permanent are statements of preferences for various

types of activities, and how important are they for subsequent job perform-

ance?
The Stability of Stated PreIerences

Stated preferences for various types of activities frequently lack a sound

basis and can be modified by relatively short periods of indoctrination. As
was pointd out in chapter 4, more than 90 percent of the men taking the

air-aew classification tests wished to have their aptitudes, as determIned

by the tests, given some degree of consideration in making their 64al assigo-

amet regardless of their stated preferences. It wa3 also found in inteviiel
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that thee men recognized the importance of the findings reardng their
aptitudes and were usually willing to accept advilce regatding the wost suit.able a.gamtnt fortheAs ind1cAted !a the discusslon of instruciwr section, the precerences and

attitudes reguardiafailmint tW duty as an nlm-tutor =s given it the redls.
0 tribution station had pritlclly no agrtctent with the statements iqrdLaq
Atheir L Iking for this asdteni after ai been on the job for several

a ~Weeks. On the other hand, their attitudes toward the job remained fairlyI - stabl d4 in- t phe peiiod that they were asgned to this job.
[: ' 'T-60 OrWlA of Mouvation

Thre do "t d-p-rwooLed ad broad intists and valuts whk can be
strong sources of motivation for the hndividual. Thce has long been a differ.
ence of opinion gardig the relative extent to which motivathm is some.
thing which the new person needs to be given or sozuzthing with which he
atLher is or is not naturally, or at least rather permaneatly, zndowed.

It was indicated in earlier chapters that surveys o combat operations and
particularly of morale in these combat units clearly indirated that the leader.
%Lip of curuma.rnd and staff personnel were of fundamental importance in
detelmining the- motivation of the groups and the men under them. Simiarly,
it was observed in the training schools that an enthusiastic instructor could
crry along cadets whose basic motivation was very weak for the particular
type of activity.

In addition to these specific outside motivating factors, another important
considuration in determining motivation is th, general moLivation of an indi-
vidual to succeed at all activities. Even broader than this is the individual's
character as dlscuss-d in the preceding chapter. This tcndency to work for
the group rather than for the individual is fundamental to effective group

There was ample evidence, however, that broad interests and values which
can be utilized in increasing motivation for a specific type of asgameut
were present in these individuals and could be utilized to improve the effec-
tiverness of the indiiduaW' efforts in one of the specific fields if he were
sieto it.

* An exploratory study of the origin of preferences for various types of
duties was made using app'oximately 100 high-school boys attending sum-
mer &chool at the Central High School, Washington, D. C.6 Most of the
boys were 17 years old. This group %as asked to rate 14 job descriptions
using a S-pdint scale from "would dislike this job" to "would want vey much
to. Apply for this job." nT jobs, some of which wee nonexistent, were care-

~fully structured so that a me~asure of the rielaive importance of r&A, flying
versus ground jobs, postwar value of experience, and combat duty vers

* noncombat duty, could be o'.taine In this group the order of importana
of these factors in determining the choices between various jobs was flyia&
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combat, r:k, and finally postwar va!ue of cxp-rience. It is Literesting that
these boys stated that bei an calhted tall gunner on a Flying Fortrem 'Wa
woe attractive to them than beWg an ofcer on rag incrcng duty.

It was found that there was a definite correlation between the aptitude
score made by the individual for a prticular job and the strength of lnter-
est repotted for that job. This correlation was tether stall, presumably b-
cause tLs Ludvudai had only a vwgue nut on regarding their relative aptl-
tudua for varous typtu iof "tivilirs and a" Ncd adNuate knowledge of
the requiements of the activity itself.
An en-uple of changing prcfrcnc s 6 jiuvided ly a gruup U& Wral

hundred Individuals who were classified fur navigator training and sent tonavigator preflight s¢,hol..Mt~wugh somec of the individuals had 4wiginallywaned to be piots or bumbardiers, while in preflight school the large

majority of the group became enthaiiastic about b-co hig uavigator How-
ever, in order to fill quotas eaubed by changing reqrcrenents in the numibcn
needed for the various air-crew positions, it was fuund necessary to send the
cadre class from the preflight school directly into advanced bombardl
training. In bombardier training this group was a tource of more difficulty
than any other bombardier class on record. They were sure that they Wanted
to be anything but bombardiers.

Two or three weeks before this group was schedulcd to graduate from
bombardier training, a request was received for a substantial number of Indi-
viduals having both bombardier and navigator training, Accordingly, an
aviation psychologist was sent to this particular bombardier sdool to Scre=
indiiduals on the basis of aptitudes and preferences and select a group to
receive navigatur training as officers at the completion of their bombadie
traaing. Much to everyone's surprise, it was discovered that very fkw indi-
viduals in the group now wanted navigator training.

The analysis of the responses to items on the iugraphical Data Blank
provided one of the best -4urccs for idcntifying tboiA dtep.root d and broad
interests and values which provide a sound basls for prcfert ncts. For ex-
ample, it was found that individuals who had been interested in model-a r-
plane buDding %ere more successful in flying training than those who had not
had such interests. In reporting their reasons for becoming an aviation cadet
the large wajorit$' of these men stated that they expected to use the flight
training after they left the Army. A subiantial proportion gave as their
reason that they felt they were best suited for this type of duty.

Although it is clear that preferences do aave a fundamental bawis, it is
also obvious that these bases need to be clarified for the individual. It was
usually found that their broad etnt made it possible to rcvnrdile them with
the idividual's aptitudes;

Th~e Prediction of Mh'aIOOIIn

Measures of Motivational fact=r can be used to improve the predictions
of SUCCM obtine from aptitude tet $core&. The inditidua's staterit
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la tabi,, 4.9 arc -hown the cf-latlv,,ns for a anipl'e ,f apprxlnabti-y
10,000 bombardiers between their scores on the variuou air-crcw classifi-

calion tests and their average circular errorm. It is seen that only fou
tcsts have native correlations with this critcrhom aid uone of thesc nvgl-

tive values exceeds --0.005 Since the stand;,td error k)( must -f the t

corication cffieuts is 0,01, it is lear that Lhey cannot be rcardcd as
a ch-anc distribution of valut-. For t"i type of bombing it appears .hat
th itraits tva uxcd by the tts of Nurietical Opcrations, Complex Co-

ordinatiou, Twu.ILud C~dj.latiukO, liwgaapbLcaIC Data (Navigator and
Pilot cores), Rudder Control, Dial and Table Reading, Instrument Corn-

Vr i ad 1!, Spta rc1tto , Rolnry Piri;iil. anid Dicxznn-
Lation Reaction Time are all significautly corrdatcd with bombing accur-
a scores.

TAn LY 4.9.-Tke relative t'uie of the Air-Crew Oayi ratiot Trits for predle. I ng avorap?
drcukc error it jamplej of bombardimr in .AF tr,,in co in mand statomi

NU tb~r ofT ~t Ldivi~ ue.±. COmbined
T"U No, in com. ifibhtd

Nw~rialorMioe C1121 3140' 0 !
Nurr~ Cc,-ratd~......................................C/M'0IA ' 0,i42 0 4'

S-I L, rd t, rod," g L ..................................... CMI. A 10,000 036
1; ,:'ra;. 'AJ 1)at (,) .............. ........ ............. C1. 02 1) 10000 036
l--5 a 4 d AL. (P) ..................... .............. CI I) 14,000 0 1
)L8~ ~. I dthi........ ........................... CI2O0 ,'0

.l,- A 1. ................................ ..... C I08 7941 .024
Lii aid ... € Rdirg................................. CP622-21A 10,264 026
1,. trrt C rc.b s, ............................... C1616B 7 ,941 .076
l . - t t.. ... ...................... . ........ C1501 11,071 .024I.u,; mady Cu 'it ................................... C.0A SB 0t1 024

ilro itnt U.vomr%4a I ! ......... ...................... CI611B SU ,040 021I)i,,) '" t ,- = xtagug liffA ........ I....... ... .... ...... C1'611U 10,00 023.

,ASm r..- .......................................... C.M211 A 2,0S9 .019
Str Lzxrtitv..... .................................. CMI I &A 10,410 .017

40 4A;n.Ahiaftk (P) .................................. CII D 10,000 .011
(h ,.t Lblict B .... .... ..... ....... Ci1 6C O,00 .004

(.-. r.t I nin" ali, (N) ................................ CF-. 0) 2.059 000
W- -.L PriOxiP14S .................................... CP;03A 10.393 - 001

zI: J A.......................................- Ci 702 F 0.6 - 01
R '! r a C,'t.pr¢ . i . ...... .......................... C1614C 1032., -. 003

Wllal O;. ttiqn 11 ........ CPS03B .10,OO0 - 03S

dxtt,1 .nC -A .. 4 .--! I t',rc, 1,h 4 1-1 are repiv,.ntrd IMm mailer prop~rtl,ints ic thw~t tt ) % c ,. ]a pprxd
W2-r. o.& w

t  
.. r... mO' rz L.t LL4 ,.uly aiabtex kbltt~nm Uata new aviakiOa c.4Lsk ud rcc.Lu.lfa

041OUi watt InduiL

The job of bombardier in training is not very similar to his job in
combat. The average bombing circular errors in the AAF Training Com-
rnand schools are less than half the size of those in combat. The problems
of target identification are practically nonexistent for bombs dropped at
the training schools, combat conditions frequently necessitate short bomb-
ing runs which emphasize speed much more than the unilorm runs of the

training situation, nmre demands are made on flexibility of mental processes
and resourcefulness by the complex combat situation as compated to
training, and new factors of distraction and apprehension are intrcduced
into the combat situation which are not present in training.

No studies were made of the correlations between bombing circular
errors in operational training and the air-crew classification tests. The
rperational-training situatica is more like the combat situation in the
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resi"t that the bvmbardier always w.4iwki wiLh the s ¢.racw im {
differs frum combat in most of tho otler itxu rtant respects listed above.

A number of studie were made toml ring air :rew cLasification test I
,corm wth -i c Lircuiar etrur. uf burnba doppcd ia actua iwihbag tl.
circular errorm were obt.',inc-d by nia.uring the distance on strike pbo4.-
giaphs from the assigr-d target and the pAiu of impact of the bonib.
In combat uoptwations, bumbing mas usually done in formations. Under 1
these circumstances, the bombardier in the lead plane of the formaticm
was respu siblc for identifying the trget and eitablishing the course xud
dropping angle. The bombardiers in the remaining planes of the formation
Luually w-ateud Lie lead plane and released their bombs with a toggle%w i w h ii,%L e (Ley 54 w tli W uib s f l! from the Ilad plan . For this reas on .
it was ordinarily possible to evaluate only the lead bombardiers. This

0......i rcodle-ccd ti" numnr aol indivridA11 th -h. lt.

TA*.Su 4.10.-The relative value of the AirCir.rw Ci siatioips Tcst fow predkltipi coMbaJ
average cirt.id.r error in sampk of eard bombardicn

Ted' lsdliu "t hDL

Taft No. ieor- o.

fldrimInait', 1e,-tv o, o "- ....................... c16. t 1,72 0 099
Spa~Il Orientatllo I CPSO5D 1,271 0O0
I K(bOIC,. Voc.abulary (11) . ........... CES0C 1,D46 01
lkechLa i 'ina ls ...... .I .. ................ I CIV0 A (ACIOT)6" 910 073
Rra it C'Y tfhtn im ............................. C 6I4C (.AC10D2) 912 072
Dial and Tabe Rcta iuos ... .................. CI'62.2-2 A 1,149 061
C( , rz Coridaai tko .... ........................ C 701A 2.149 .049
Mathenatirp A . .. .......................... C1702A 1,046 (A1
Fla O Iz 04iitatioe................................. C2P6I 1,10 01

=. I Id atifca t s ... ............ ............. C 116104 1 , 0 .0 74
j aLIrA B .................................... C1l10A,

(CI706,, Cl06B) 1,051 M11
Tt.ned& Vcabult'y (M) ............................. -.C€0C 1.046 .016
Tw.1id Cocdinaila ............................. CMItIA 1.006 006
Technical vc.abulary (B) .............................. S0(C 1.044 002

t ruit . . . . .... .... ................ CM.'IA 737 - 009
, i¢. I nftat 1r tift ............................ CIqoSA 432 - 014

Aiming tug '........................................"111 IA 1,013 - 00
Vinwtt 1M I. .............................. CM216A 1,142 - 03Nurs .erital Opcntdomi ............ CI21O5 11I - 04t

IThe fo'!owizz4 studelea wee included;ALE1 No. -l:,.hth Air Fmce, April and Ma 1944.

Jr., t, Air I 4me, jn IM4.
AERD No. 2-1 it.'nh Air force, Nrvcmb 2944.

Nir,tb A~r Feoc. lich 1945,
Elrsth Air loice, April 1945 (four aludift 06 B17' ad B-24'1 kbt Lad below: '1,011 left).

AERD N'o 3--POA, Mwrrb 1945.Jrrhe ILomInbined t'o',elatl- f,-r Lhe', te.t% include a ¢:r-crr,-le 0I all Of' the I CrmI indicat. t

u (umb oe iu Li prenthestes contlute iLhe tijIler pr-p_'rti of ca.
The combined results of all studies of bombardiers' circular errors in

combat operations are given in table 4.10. The tests at the t',p of the
list include Discrimination Reaction Time, Spatial Orientation I (Target
Identification), Technical Vocabulary (P) (Interest in aviation and related
fields), Mechanical Principles, Reading Comprehension, and Dial nd
Table Reading. The first three correlations are significant at the 1-percent
level and the other three at the 5-percent level. Small negative values in-
significantly different from zero were obtained for five tests including Rotary
Pursuit, Mechanical Infurmation, Aiming Stress, Finger Dexterity, and
Numerical Operations. The negative value for Numrical OFrrations is
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consistent with the indication from other studies that scores on this test
are negatively arsociaed with the interests and personality charactfristics
which are typical of the outstanding participants in combat aerial opera-
tons.

The differences between the correlations obtained for these tests with
combat circular errors as compared with training circular errors are striking
but not unreasonable. In the training situation where a gre?.t deal of uni-
formity exists for the conditions of the bomb drops, about the only errors

TABLz 4.11--Tke relative value of Air-Crew Classiicutio Tests ix sampks of bombardiers
for predicting combat ratings, bombing accuracy, recgassiaiwf ,

and importance of positions hseld

At .
Test Data numbr of ComblovnTests No. combined cues In weighted

comblnal .6
Discrmlnation Reactla Time .... ... CP61,D I-t 2,690 0.074

1'ta Orientation I ................ .. PS01B 1-31 2,690 .06Vtacdnical Principles .......... C1903A,(CIOD6)z 1-6,9-11,14--30 2,30 .066
p t z r t a t io n I I . . . . . C P 0 3 B 1 - 2 , s o .0 3 1

I'bihen cs| A ........... C1702E 1-6.9-30 2.510 .045
Technical Vocabulary (P 1............ CE0SC 1-6,9-30 2,510 ".042Technical Vocabulary (N) ........... CES0SC 1-6.9-30 2.$10 .042Complez Coordination .............. CM701A 1-6,9-31 2,S20 .035Reading Comprehension ............ C1614G (ACIOD2) 1-6,9-i.14-30 2,430 .032Dial and Table Readin C............ CP622-21A,

(CP62IA, CP622A) 1-6,9-31 2,520 .028
Technical Vocabulary (B) .............. CESOSC 1-6.9-30 2,510 .025

~........... (CI7IA 6A ,o .
ethMaticl B ..................... 1-6.9-30 2,50 .023(0206Bj MOM4) 1-6.9-30 ,SlO .023

Mecha l Information ...... . CI9OSA 6,10,11,14-30 1,670 .022Fj .ed of Identification ......... ... CP610A 1-6.9-30 2,S10 .020wo-Hand Coordination .............. CMIOIA 1-6.8-31 2.560 .014
Pursuit..................... .CMS03A 4-6,91!,14-30 2.430 .006Numerical Operations ..... ... C72B 1-6,9-30 2,510 -. 002Flaer Dexterity ............ CMII6A 1-6,9-31 I 2S20 -. 011

AiminK Stress ................... CM21IA 1-6,9-30 2.510 -. 012
'Studies Included in combination:

AERD No. I Number ocam
.Ratings povided. by sta .personnel. 8AF ................................... 2202,3. Radial error and percent hits, BAF April and May 1944 ....................... 2504,.5. Raial error and percent its SA Jun 1944............................. 15-162

AERD No. 26. Ran.e error, S ........ o........................ 87-3957. Ranve error on bombrdiers with 2 or more missions, ISAY .................... 7- 958. Radial error !or unit lead bombardiers who sighted for both ran -e and deflection, ISAF 115-1239. 'ercent "wins"-ealuation by wing and group staffs of lend'Qombadie after each 38- 51
mistion, a "win" beg a satkfactory bombing performance considering all cir-
cum~tc'. Triterion measure was percent of "wins" in total missions ISAF.10. Range error, sample drawn from 6 consisting of those whose inaccuracy was Judged 73-11
wt due to bombardier error, ISAV.

It. Analys from strike photoxmphs of percent of bombs falling within .300 feet of 45- 85target, for lead bombardiers with 4 or more usable photos. 12AF.
1t. Hit-miss ratio for lead bombardiers = luts + . "-near mises" --- total number 38- 46mi%%i022, 12AF.
13. Ratings by group bombardiers on all bombardiem wo had completed 30 or more 3S-39

mi,%ions on a five point scale, 12A7.
14. Averare accuracy Score - a converted score bawd on the dal erro for lead born. 71-172

bardiers with scores fur 3 or more mis.s 9A r.
1, 16. B-17 radial error and p-rcent hits below 21,000 feet, SAY ............ . 59-10917, 18. 1B'24 radial error and percent hits below 21.000 feet. SAF .................. 59- 8919, 20. B-17 radial error and percent bits above 2,.000 feet nA .................. 168-317
21. 22. 1-24 radial errwr and percent bits above 21.000 ft, I ....... ............ 88-122
23. 24. Specially evluate4 ouW~sons, eahbmbrir c asi~ as ~ood* or poor... :.......27-iso25. 26. RaUngs by supervi-my oficers on a five-point scale for bombardier; with 10 or more 145-331

miuons.rbiserials calculated from critical ratio data (S" footnote 14).
27. lMediral V6iwp'istin Board caws vesus control ........... control 75-114 .MDB.. 38- 59
28. Central Medical Establibhmet ues VrM ............. . ..... CME.. S9- 98

contre l ................................................ : ..... control . 59- 92
Reclasiie d cases versus ctr ...................................... red... 13- 21

control.. 23- 3S0. Lead r maoula d ............................................... lead.. 351-446
nonlead.. 159-223

A F.RD No. JRaw radial error corrected for standard attitude of 12.000 feet.. 14IThe combined corrthLiocs for these tests Include a compoite cf all of the loran indicated. The tenumber or numbers in parentheses constitute the smaller proporton of caes.
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that a bombardier can make ure mistakes in arithmetic calculatlons or
failure to s'' chrun:,' the brmlbsight in the relativcly long ,crit of tiMe
allowed on the br~mb run. In contrast, cornbat boibing puL Ln em P"h i
on speed uf ruacti-ns and adjustments, vn rapid and acuratc pcrceptimo
of the specific situation, and aduptation to it with a minimum of inter.
fcrencc hon ncrvoumness and anxiety.

Although cumbat circular error uas con.rvd,% to be by far the tnost
relevant criterioa of the 5uccess of the borbardicer, data were ,dso cj-
lected and analyzed for a number of other criteria oi succem LD combat

operations. The combined values of thee correlations a&rc pr eate in
table 4.11. 'Ihese combived reultw inrclude correlations basd ua ratinlg
of general effectiveness, ratings of effecttvcnL.s on specific combat mLsiona,
selection for lead _p itinns, vid r, dassifiction du ttw psytioto .cal bzk
down, in addition to the combat circular error data reported in table 4.10.
The tests -ith the highes5t correlations are not very different from thooe
in the previuub talie- Reading Comprehension and Dial and Table
Reading drop suncuwbat, and Spatial Orientation 11 (Pilotage) and Mathe-
matics A move up on the list. Three tests, Numerical Operatioas, Fmger
Dexterity, and Aiming Stress continue to show small negative values which
are not significantly different from zero.

In addition to thec, studies regarding the relative values of specific
tests, studies were made of the value of the bombardier stanine as obtained

at the time of original testing and classification. These correlatons are
shown in table 4.12 along with the correlation between the average circular
errors made by a group of bombardiers when in training in the AAF Train-
ing Command and the average circular errors for combat bombs dropped
by these same officers in heavy bombardirent operations of the Eighth
Air Force.

TAuILL 4.12 ,-Corrckiox betuten various avtrage circdar errors and 14* boaboardic,
tanint in jomtles of bomblrdi

Ro.C .d- r F t.F i' %s AC E A.a f TrAinia x Co{ mm d) . . .. .O. 0

Kmtrei.ef Stibii, k ACV' (o;r&1saAJ traiflI4) Al a

Rtrihwi tr rt .ev ACE Icw t .. . . . 067
ACE OAF T:la'r. Cr'=rd) %-&, Act Nvoal) i &

Alth c th')'a.I e ud br of L divL &% A inolvd t" 0o sfet large

Although the numbers of individuals involved are not sufficiently large

to make a precise con parison possible, it appears that the bombardier

stanine and the average circular error obtained in Bonardier Training

Schools are about equally conelated with average circular error in cimhal

operations.
The relationships between combat-bombing average circular error and

the bomhardier stanine and the three tests in the Air-Crew Clasificatikn

Battery ha%ing the highest correlations ith this criterion are illustrated

in figure 4.18.
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STAIN~ 756 SAMN SSTAIN 1 86364,9
HISEI TM IDDLE 73130 IDWEST ?NIIUSITOrAL'OROIDP OF TOTAL. SROUP Of TOTAL GROWP

MC.. 465 U6.4153.46

....... ......

RELATIVC SIZE OF COMBAT AVERAGE CIRCULAR ERROR

DISCRIMINATrION RE'ACTION TIME TEST

.4 Percent'Scoring Above the Average of the Total Gfoup in Bomwbing Accuracy

k. J
0 so- oe 4e.6 OR 0

- SPATIAL ORIENTATION I TEST
Percent Scoring Above the Average of the Total Group In Bombing Accuracy

HIGHEST 66.0%I 466

44

Porn bv thet weAbetfo rg o the elativ accuac ofombgatcr1.0 e

on tt is~o the aeag cscla rori the Aft Tan Coman
Schools.1Sincale oftisstto the bombardier students rather thre i-rwai~ an tet

pilos ofthaee atning plaeicwere the oelltein vcualuo catostds

Itr maaad ofeten relatione teen the testoscoresaofitherpilotsnandence

average df.-cular error of the bombs dropped by the bombordier students
flown by him. One small study was carried out in the Fourth Air Force
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comparing scores on the air-crew classification tests with three criteria
of success as heavy bombardment pilots in operational training.: ThM

TABLZ 4.13.-TA. reltive value of Air-Cretv Cfcssificatipmn Tests for prrdictig hwzrwidprtratisgr link-trainer grades, and crew average circular error o0 -24
airplane commanders in opergiownJ training.

TTst iadhiduals
No. in corn. 'h4

M e h a ca l [ ri. ... .. .............. .... C 1 9 A I o .M~aheatics A .. C1702F lot .15Bi nihca D t (14 , .* ... . . ................ 021 104 .10Two-a ndh or d at in .................................... h A 1 3.0
-on k~rintom"CL6 O2D 106 .10

umercal Oerto s I ...................... .............. CM IOIA 1
C170211 134 lotBiohial Dat (.................. ............... C602D 104 09atgraicn s A 3 . P)........................ CE

meaing mrens ................................RA iin Comre heo ...... .............. . ........ C1Z64 14 .06

Spatial Oretataon ............................ ".............. .13 .oS*8t O rientato Z ............................... CPSI 131 .06D and Table Rea g ............. " "........... .. .. CP6:2-21A 131 .06Numerical Operations ......................... -..--... C170213 34 .05Rotary Pursuit with Div. Att .............................. :- CP4I0 1 .
Getein Iaformatica (P) ................................. CESOSD 104 .04Finger De JeriTy ..................... ...... CM116A 13? .02Sp of Iden atin..................... : .......... CP6iA 134 .01D~iscrimination Reaction Time ...............................: CP611D, 13 -00
General Information (N) ............................. CESOSD 104 -. OZComplex Coordination ................................ I CM710A is -1.0

TAuLz 4.14.-The relative value of the Air-Creiv Classification Tests in samples of bomber
pilots for predicting combat ratings, bombing accuracy, reclassification,

accidents and importance of posiions held

Test Data' nmberf C~bieTests No. combined cams I S
combination V

M'atbernatIcs B ....................... CIOA.
(CI206B. C1706A)s 1-12 1.390 0.16Complez Coordination ............... CM01A 1-t2 1.390 I.1SMechanical Information ............. C190SA 10-12 590 .099Discrimination Reaction Time ........ Cr61D 1-12 1.270 .093Spatial Orientation II ............ . . CP03B 1-12 1.390 .098Reading Comprehension ............. C1614G, (ACIOD2) 1-7,10-12 1,300 .091

l tecbanical Principles ............... C1903A, (ACIOD6) 1-7.10-12 1,300 .093Spqtial Orientation I ................ CPSOIB 1-12 1.390 .078Technical Vocabulary (N) ........... .. CESOSC 1-12 1.390 .074Two-Hand Coordination .............. C.I0IA 1-4.8-2 940 .064Speed of Identification ............... . .CP610A 1-12 1.420 .062Dial and Table Reading ............. CP622-2IA,(C61A 4P622A) 3-! 1,420 [ .5Technial Vocabulary (P) ........... C£5OSC 1-12 1.340 S.0S
Finger Dexterity ................... .. CNI116A 1-12 1.3 .050Rotary Pursuit ................... ... C,-SW3A 10-12 590 .045Numerical Operations ............... C1702B 1-12 1,420 .034Mathematics A ................... C1702E 1-12 1.420 .033Technical Vocabulary (B) ............ CESOSC 1-12 1139 .014Aiming Stress .......... CMlI2A S-12 1.010 005

'Studies Included In combination:

1. Ratints on pilots by squadron officers on general oier1.elrfectlvene. L ....... 18- 45
2. Ratings on pilots, 3uTO . ...................... .. .. 3. ....... ,9-106
3. Ratings on co-pilot% MO ............................ ............ 26-180
4. Ratings on co-pilots, ITO ....... 25- 72

AERD N tm-1$. tfutrg by staff pers tl. d &A ...................... . .. .............. .... . IS
6. Radi error and percent hits, &AT. May and June 194 ...................... " o7. Radial enne and percent hit% SAY. july 1944.. ....... ................ 106-110
S. Analysis from strike pbotograbs of percent of bombs falling with:8 300 feet Of tarPt 47-64

for lead pilots wih 4 nr more usable strike pbots.
9. A converted scnre bL.ed on the radWi error fo lead pilots with three or more m31 $1- 44rbivrial% ca!culated from critical ratio data (Ste footnote 14).10. Pilots remvrd from fl)ing status by Flying Evaluation and R l auifcatIon Board 18- 3Sverus matched control. ETO.

II. Bombet pilots involved in pi)ot e1r accidents versus lead bomber Pitots, ISAF ... 7L-1312. Lead vertus nonlead pilots .......................... ... . ... .... -..2... 1 2-19'rTbe combined correlations for these tests Include a COMpasiti of 8l Of the forms hicated Tbe tefsumber or numbers in pamten es osttute the smaller PrgoP011. Of &"&
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tcomlttkn of tbit scores gith ratirv of proficirtwy, 1.nk-Tralne-r Erades,
anid average bombing circulir error, and aisw the average correlatli4 l
e"c tes wiLL all t~ice csiteria art rcported In Table 4.13.I ~ T niumbers are two uA-a to pruv~cle tnore than a sugestion regarding
theje rtatiorthips. All of the values but two are postive. 7Ue two
largesit corrc:Lations are for Mc.ic1 Trinciles and 1Lzthern.tii3 A.
For ave-age buuibing circu~lar crror the largest coefients are fur Spatial

4 Oleitation I (Targct Identification), Mathemnatics A, and Gvmeral Wnor-
nuItion (.'I1ot), Thea corre!atlon of pilot starilnc wit' this comnbination
of criteria was founi to be 0.1 S for this samnple.

criteria used included rat~lgs of effectivenes.s, retiisi~afioa due~ to Psiy-
chological breakdown, accidtnts, slect~iua fur lead pusiduoas, and average
circu~lar error on comibat bornbing rtldsluns. In table 4.14 are s.luof the
average correlations for all of tbese studies combined, The two tests with

TAALL 4.15 -Tkje j~tWt-C~ 1u.aW of 1k4, 4jr'LLW.4 C4~.sificalion Teist. in ;.imt1C; o, twvi-
gatori for prediig com~bat ratings, bombing Acur~. y rcr~o..sifcj4;o,n,

4Kitiporw42 of Pos;ivwou Ala

Nwi-iiiaim t4UcTiwC P61 (AIOD 1-,14 11" 009
Tv.4t.50VW5C,3 1-14 1,640 .5

I~J !~ Tb 1 M ~g. ........ .. . C622-Z1A,(CI'62J Uftttiz I........ C1 62.2A) I-24 1,640 047
*j~i li'UnJ1U L~ o , m......,... C11610A 1-14 1,3 "o2

TA1hi 21UC I Hn ...... M . I C110A 1- 14 1,640 064

kvidinit C1611-, (ACID2k Ie O- 11t 12u~ml 21 SisF
Ttokii Vixii~wlaq& (N) ... U~ faLE SC 1-A~. 14160 .5

T'J~~ and Cu aae C16OI &akgw 1,4 la
Mihnl Vio! 10A,(CO 6 -0.21 , A

TmhnfA]%'Q~lUQUy 2) F-55C 114 ,64 of



the 11r-st I orrclatiOns are Mathenatics B (AriLhUUL R02104ing) azd
Compl" Courdinadoa. Only , f te~i, Aimng Streu, shows a negative
Crrelation vih 1he corrbied critcri.. TLhu v&Ilu. i. KjitLy h
Many of the Lucfficients iu this table are suficlently lat,e &3 to uake it
unrewaable to aSSrue that no relation exi.

It was believed that the acadenik and Hlyng grades received by the
navigators i ng "0a6n were more r4evaut to teir tuequezt
c€zbat asiu n nelats than those obtained for the other spedak4es. On the
other haud, ii was found to be very difi"Iut to obh&- a satitfactory cri.
teriun measure of the success of the navigator in the combat situation.
The results of the studies made comparing air-ctew csification tests
V-ith ratings of gei eal ectivenss, ratings of effectivmness on specific

combat missions, se-Lctiun fur lead pmsitions, tecla.sifiution fur psycho-
lugical btc±kduwn, and average bombing circdlatr error in combat are
given in table 4.15.

The tests showing the highest correlations with the combined criteria
arc Discviminatiun Reacti n Time, Thnical Vocabulary (P) (interest
iW aviation and related aL''ivities), Spatial Orientatian 11 (pilotage), Speed

of Idcntification, Math-matics 13 (arithmetic reasoning), and Rcading
Comprdacusiun. "lhr' tests show srnal1 ncgative cortdations with this
cunibinatiii of ciiteria. I1 hese are Mthbematics A (algebra), Ai.nizg Stress,
and Finger Dexterity. CONCLUSIONS

To solve the probLhmS confronting the Army Air Forces in 1941 regard-
iug the selcctiun and classification of mez for air-crew training, two exam.
ining procedures were developed. Initial .clection was accornplished by
neani of an initial 1S0-ittin screening examination called the .4-AF Quail.
fying Examinatiun. Fruni a quarter to a half of the more than a millioa
applicants were rejected bNcaus uf low %cores un this examination. Thi
test provided a rt-asure of proficiency %ith regard to comprehen!-oa of
the types uf materials typical of the training courses in these fields. In its
later forms it also emphasized aptitude and motivation for air-crew and
especially pilot training. The test was designed as a practical measure
of proficiency and ample time, 3 b,.urs, ;as allu4ed for its completion. An
individual could try the test again after waiting 30 to 90 days if he failed
to qUAlify.

The results reported in this chapter indicate that it provided an effective
initial screen for sifting applicants at several hundred boards throughout
the country. It should not be used in situations where it is practical to
examine all applicants with the more comprehensive Air-Cre" Cla.'sifica-
tion Test Battery.

The Air-Crew Classification Test Battery consisted of approxrinutely
20 tests. Of these, 6 were apparatus tests of coordination and speed of
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UHAI'Ell FIVE

Studies on the Problem of
Evaluathig Proficiency

.iN

1TRODUUTiON

Ay r;S. awrh pruglam on prublk,;n of sletiun, clawdification, and UrL*-
jug mirust becoumne iWvolved with gcner." problens of evaluating profici nCy.
One i the firbt studi carried out in the iAvation P'sycholuiy' Program
wasa pd nulinary suivcy (f the procedures usd in evaluathag profciencyI
of wea bt;ing trained in various types of air-ciew spe - tits. Foitun.at.ely,
this survey indicated Lbat the procedures in use in both the pilot and
navigator training schools w 're ufficie:ly reliable ad valid to wais&L

the Li:pcnditure of considerablu time orn the development of tests and otba
procedtrs ic predk t these proficiency measures. T'be profiency 1nWasurc
which al)peared to be dearly supi~riur to other rnea urms available for
tvse types of training was graduadon or eliminatiun from the training
scthools. Un urtunat.1y, a similar :iituation did not eist in either the
bombardier or flexible-gunnery schoul. This made the problem of research
in these areas much more difcult.

.s seklctiun and classification tests were developed which provided in-

creaingly accurate predictions of success in training, a nevd as Iet for
additinal investigation and possible refinement of these measurts of

succes. Various studios were carried out by the personnel of the various

Ilsycholugiul Resarch Units and in the first month of 1944 Psychological

Research rrujects were established for the various sixeialties to provide

a more systematic piugrarn fur the devclupmnt of proficiency measures

and the conduct of training resarc1. I
STUDIES OF PILOT PROFICIENCY

Evaluatlons of Grading and Checking Procedures'

As mentioned above, the decision as to whether a student should con-

tinue on in pilot training and be graduated or be eliminated because of

failure to show satisfactory progress or for other deficiencie- was carefully

mnade. In addition to the evaluation of the instructors on daily gradi slip,

the students in primary flying schools were given an average of four check

rides by check pilots. Tn doubtful cases the students sometime-s received

&Thi %&roub SIU4ie" fTrhM~nj tz this wtkm et doo ducML a~ cium DU iX ui 1-U "~ ( thi
Av.L&U.cr, .Ps .,"&A; ,,'' F g.UP& . a2 ' &L P. C rw w .d , J. T . b J I Aowi L. -lu , r.1

~ I. k S~n'~c~A. W. t R 11 it 1 Si 4. b . L A[~dhS 4~

S. E. "ICA C, F. G016t~hU. W, W.I~u.a SbOWaJtV. &.1 J. Rk
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as many as 12 check rides. Almost nevez was the %tudemt elllnAtod unlht:s
at least three difierent pilots, his Instructor and two check pilots, agii'ed
that his flying proficiency and general promise were definitely un.atizfac-

| Ilhe genrai adequacy of dthi criterioa was furLdr ilidiLead Ly i-econsistmtly sub ntial corrlation obtained between it and the pilot

staaie. rFroai Lthe aiz ul Lhe-; viluta it uz Liu estimatcd that t i biscri
4 c ¢orrelotloa cot-ffickau~ between thes flatal decisions to pass or fall a

, ~Student and a very accurate measure of the pilot's proficncy and general

- prornize obtained from an indefinitely large number of similar check ride3
could not be much less than 0.70. This indicates that the reliability ofrthe procedures on which this decision is based is not much less than 0.50.

That the value could not be much greater than this was indcated by
consistently low correlatiun,% found between all types of measures of flying
proficiency obtained at one level ul training with similai measures ob-
tained at a later training school. These correlations uere usually found
to be between 0.20 and 0.35, In a typical study, where grade on General
Pilot Ability in primary training schools was compared with the similar
ratings in basic schools for 2,905 students, the correlation coefficient was
found to be 0.27.

The implications of this can be semn by assuming that primary and
basic flying are sou different that the correlation coefficients, obtained be-

: tween the average of an indefinitely large number of check ride $rades
( in prima-), is related to the aver.zge of a similar measure for basic to the

extent of only 0.50. Th~e U~SUM statistLical formula when applied indicates

that under these circumstances the agreement between the grades assigned
in each -,chol and the "true" values for that measure obtained as described
above could not be much greater than 0.70. In combination with the
inference in an earlier paragraph that the value could not be much kim
than 0.70, this appears to suggest that the reliability of these procedures
is in the vicinity of 0.50.

In addition to this chance element the criterion of graduation-limina-
ion also possessed the other defects common to subjective ratings of this[ type. There was great variation in standards from instructor to nstructor

and from school to school. In a study of the elimination rates in primary
school classes 43-G to 43-K, including about 50 different schools, it was
found that for one class in one school the elimination rate was as low
as 10 percent while in another class in a different school the elimination
rate ran as high as S0 percent. These differences could not be accounted
for by sampling fluctuations and the quality of students received.i ~The subjective character of these ratings was a"s indicated by the

high intercorrelations obtained for grades or ratings supposed to indicate
the indwidual's proficiency on various different maneuvers when the rat-
ingi were all made by the same istructor at the same time. Similarly
high cormlations were also- found by ratings made by the s,.w instructor
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at successive stages of flying instruction. Grades were typically given on
a kcJ ivo A to F with 1woil of the students obtaining grades of C. Each
grade below C was ampilified by a written statement describing the student's
wcaknesse, It was found that these comments concerning sp cifie defi-
ciencie on parficulr maneuvers were less subject to "halo" effects than
the usual grades and ratings. The use of cormcnts on the daily grade

5ivs as. koul of dtL "rat4rding individual profci cy v;"- impra--kal

as a general procedure. However, studies of these comments ind",ated
that a check list dcriv d from them would prohably be a ti~.iti Ad Atim
to the existing grade slip.

In a study of the possible usefulness of subjectively graded check rdes,
mc, -110 Pro*Tlswofl-inz ~ tt'c WILDtar grupat z

Central Instructors School at Randolph Field constructed a more detailed
and analytical grading check sheet than the one formerly used for grading
students, This check ride covered the more important maneuvers in-
cluded in the tw\o-engine mtructors school cudci.4,um, After a preliminary
tryout of ittems, a rating scale of 94 "rated-work-sample" items was con.
structed.

Sixty-nine student instructors in the two-engine group were checked
at two different times by separate raters with an intervening period of
from 2 to 4 days. The raters were 20 of the most experienced check piots
in the two-engine group and had never flown with the students before.
The ratings were made after approximately IS hours of flying instruction
at the Central Instructors School. The rating procedures ere typical.
The check pilot circled a number from one to five indicating the grade
on such items as smoothness on controls, landing roll, and turn-on approach.
For certain other items 5uch as gear check on approach be circled eithet
"yes" or "no."

Objetive Measures of Fli'iag Skill'
The reliability or agreement between the total scores obtained from all

14 maneuvers by the two independent check riders was found to be 0.25
wlien expressed as a product moment correlation coeffcient. The correla-
tion of a single check ride score with the instructor's final grade in the
course was 0.34. To provide an estimate of the reliability of final course
grades it can be assumed that the check pilots and the in.tructors are all
measuring the same function, but with varying proportions of chance
elements introduced by variations in conditions and individual perform-
ance. The application of the usual formula to these figures indicates that
the correlation of a single check ride score of this type with the average
score from an indefinitely large number of similar check rides would be
0,50. Similarly, the correlation between the instructor's final grade and

T O ckG the d~efioDwit 01 .fbbkctlV~ aw~rts &) the ri miry lr~el a pwisripaiy elriZd *a b
.N, E. MilIr. R. P. Youta, I. F. Cnnr , F Kaammm. J. R,,m . J. a,.,etmuns, . ., I| ,auj ,

W. W. Ijtrnu, . .Shla.t~, W.G. G be. sd .. P. CeneA it.. Atrc aLe u OcAc
,. L . ha,, n L, . s L "

walq t r;widr4 W P, I. kU.a Er ,s I,.U

kill, W, G. Matrv, X. RRChlX,. M. F COZAMr W. V ]IM1, . . - l' ". B4 N Urn em-,N. IFi-. VA,..' .kt, 1 ! G., ma. VC. Tud , W, E. Got, 1. ko t J. W. S"146.
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the average from an indefinitely large number of check rides would appear
to be about 0.70, indicating a reliability for the final course grades of
approxL, Ately 0.50.

These studies of existing grading and rating procedures and a few
c,;I'lratury efforts to improve these procedures led to the conclusion that

'-'. much gre~ater objectivity would have to be obtained if flying skils were
!to be adquately mecasured. Accordingly, the Chief of the Psychologcal

Branch prep2red a directive enitled "An Objective Scae o O'yir.g Ski.

; whIch w'as s.-nt by Headquarters Army Air Forces to the Psychological
R 'arch Ptoro iVitytough Headquarters ,F Training Conmnd,

This directive was dated 2S May 1944. Two of the principal paragraphs
are quoted below:

Nurmerou. previous efforts have becn made to impruve grading prouedures by such
orarizaUons as the Royal Air Force, the Civil Acroaautic Authuity, awnd the Ucted
States Navy. Exaination of the methods developed by these groupt reveal that the
procedures developed thus far poosm two sriotu &Lects: (a) they are subjectivt,
that is, the rating received is dependent on the gtzdards and personal estiaates of the
individual doing the grading, and (b) the procedurcs have not ben standaXcidld so
that the dying tkiU of the individual tested can be expressed in terms that are easily
undentood in rdauLon to the performance of other individuals.

It is believed that a satactory scale for the mcasurement of flying ukill can be
develoloed by stundardLzing a Large number oi speacit test elements. Thes. sbould be
carcfully selectcd on the folloiing basis: (a) each item should de.ribe a specihic,
well.cfincd maneuver, giing prccL,.e directions to be followed In performing it, (b)
ra.h item must be sortd as either pa',cd or failed and the tas must bc so defined
that all raters obervin- the performance would agree as to whether it should be scored
as ins or failing, (c) each item must measure an element of flying skill that is
sUfMICLntly sublc so that performance on the as.igned task will L cosistent from one
t, to another, (d) cach item must be tbown ezperimentalily to cover an element ol
Oying sLill which is related to later succes in flying training, (C) tie group of items
set ted at any particular level of flying instruction must sample all essential phasa

' of fl)ins AmI

Early efforts to develop objective measures of flying skill clarified the
importance of controlling all sources of variation in score which were un-
related to the student's skill in the particular task being studied. The
three main sources of varia )n which must be controlled in this situation
were found to be:

I. The Judgment of the examiner observing the student's performancq
of the assigned task or observing a record of the student's performance.
The making of this judgment must be standardized in such a way that
practically all observers can agree precisely on the scoring category to

* which a specific observed performance should be assigna4
, 2. The student's interpretation of the nature of the task. It is essential

that in performihg a complex tasv. in flying the student know exactly what
he must do to achieve the mximum possible score. He must also know
the relative losses in his score which will accompany partial failures on
various aspects of his task. Unless variations in the interpretation of thetask are controlled by defining the task dearly and completely, two stu-
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dents with the same ability may get different scores because they believe
the e-aminer to resard errors on two related aspects of the roaneuver as
of differing relative irnportane.-

3. The nature and difficty of the task itself z.,us be controlled for
various students. Unforttuately, planes viuy widely in their flying char-
acteristics and the calibratlon of ther Instruments. Changes in wind,
turbulence, density, and visibility tend to introduce large differences in
the diffulty and nature of the tsks the individual is called upon toperorm.

in developing the sseip C objective measures the Pilot Project c tna-
trated on two crucial areas: (1) the early rart of primary trainiig, and
(2) instru=ent flying. The early p-art of primary training was crita
because it is at this point that most eliminatious occur. Instrument fl)ing

was selected because of its increasing importance and also because tht
use of instruments adapts i,sclf well to objective measurement

The first ste? in dcveloping standard objective measures of flying skill
was the determination of the t)Wes of observatihn whica check pilots could
makt with a reasonable degree of objectivity. It was found that check
pilots could agree as to whether the air speed Increased or decreased by
more than a fixd amount over a sixified period of time, or during a
particular maneuver. In general they wcre found to agree on any simila
maximum or minimum reading of instruments. Thcy cou'ld also provide
objective records as to whether or not a plane "bounced more than 3 feet,"
"landed in the first third of the field," or whether a sufficient angle of
bank was achieved so that the cabane strut was parallel with the horizon
at some time during a particular turn.

On the other hand, they found it very difficult to give an objective report
as to whether or not the student "looked around at least SO percent of
the time." "Satisfactory ground pattern," "maintains altitude in turN,"
and "exce4sve ue of the throttle" were found not to be sufficiently well
defined statements to enable observers to give an objective report. On the
basis of considerable informal investigation and a few preliminary studies
the general conditions necessary for obtaining an objective report from the
check pilot were quite satisfactonrly determined.

More than 500 measures of flying sk1l! were experimentally investigated
at the various levels of training. In developing these items three diftfrent
methods of scoring instrument deviations were compared. These included
(1) the time-sample method in which the check rider read the deviations
from the correct altitude heading, etc., at specified intervals, throughout
the mnwreuvers, (2) the range method in which he scored the difference
between the highest and the lowest reading on an instrument during the
maneuvers, and (3) the limits method in which he scored the single largest
deviation (in either direction) from the correct reading. In all three
methods the observations were recorded by marking on diagrammatic
representationw of the instrun=W.
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It was found that although the tlme.sample method had a higher observer
reliability, it did not have a higher test-retest reliability or higher correla.
don with the instructor's grade than the range method. Furthermore the
Oxz--saple method was bxder to admini ter. The comparla between the

range method and the limlts mt bd were inconclusive but tended to favor
the range method.

Tie next step In the developmczt of the measures proved to be meet
t d~iE~a~IL ThMi w" the i.atwbr of controlling the individual's intcrpretation

of the task. It was found, for example, If one mexely asked the student to
make _- st-e turn Off 90 dcgrec rid thm. LbAwu Alit~~.d~ o~bi dVA xi~enr
irom the check pilot as to what he did, a very unsatisfactory measurc of his
ablity to perform a steep tuLrn was likely to be ubtained, Students of some

.* Instructors would use an angle of bank of between 30 and 45 degrees in.
stcad of the conventlonally accepted 60 degrees. Some would stress coordi.
nation and avoidance of slips and skids, others would stress maintaining
altitude and still others would stress making eiectly a 90 degree turn. If
the scoring system placed greatest weight on gain or loss of altitude many
students were unfairly scored because they could easily have controlhd
altitude better if they had realized that that was the main element of the

* maneuver.
After considerabiI work with this particular maneuver, an item was

* developed vhich penalIzed the students one point for each 20 feet gained
or lost from the starting altitude during the maneuver and which also pro.
vided two conditions to be fulfilled, failure in either of which meant a zero
score on the whole maneuver, The first condition was that the student
reach a 60 degree bank in each turn as indicated by the cabane strut being

* parallel with the horizon and the second condition was that the final roll-
out should be within plus or minus 45 degrees of the starting heading. The
important consideration was found to be that the student know precisely
what the scoring system was so that variations in the task which he set for
hims elf and in his approach to this particu'lar maneuver would be minimiz-d

as much as possible.
Developing items in which the " would be stated so objectively that

the students would all interpret the task similarly and attempt the maneu-

ver in such a way that their true relative ability to perform this maneuver
* in comparison with the other students was reflected in their score was found

to be very difcult. However, very substantial progress was made in con-
structing such items.

It u-" only after the first two steps had been fairly adequately carded
out for a large number of items that the very great influenc of the thir

Ssource of vration-the variation in condition of the plane and other equip-
ment and in weather condition&-was fully recognized. Studies of the agree-
ment of scores on objective check rides made on the same day in the same
plane by a particular student and the relative lack of agreement between

- the check rides made by the same student in a different plane on the follow-
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ing day or the following week made it very dear that for cetain types of
measures, equipment, wAther, and probably variations in the individual's
ability Itself were such as largely ti obscurc diLkcrcncoS in the Individual
ability of studentL

Fortunately this was not true of all types of meavures. An objctive check
ride of single-engine instrument flying skill at the basic level of flying train-
ing piepared and tried out by personnrl of the Pilot Project in September
i945 showed a subsLutiai amount of agreement betwecn total scores f"
the same standard check ridc given an succesive days by different check
jpiulaz. The currclatiori coc~lcicnt bvtween tbe-k Sie tu6 J' tcknis Waa
0.46. The "rrelation between the sum of the tutal scora on the 91-item
calc for the 2 check rides and an ovcr-all ratig of instrument-flying pro.

ficiency nmde iinmediatcly before these rides by the student's instructoe
was 0.51 fox the same group of students. Thlic fguies provide good tsi-
donee that it is feasible to develop a reliable and valid objectlve scale of
in trumtnt fling slL

It is believed that very important progress has been made toward devel-
oping satisfactory objective measures of flyin6skil. Further research In
this area should make it possible to develop practical measures for stand-
ardization and use in all pilot-training schools.

Tests of Flying Information"

It was found very early that there were practically no eliminations In
pilot training schools for reasons other than flying deficiencies. The stu-
dents were sometimes held over because of deficiencies in academic ground-
school courses but rarely were they climinated for such deficiencies. This
led to an emphasis on the aquisiti-n of flying -kill both in training and in
prediction of success as a militry pilot. Later studies, particularly those
carried on in combat theaters, emphasized the importance of judgment and
flying infor.ation in the pilot's combat work. Objective tests of flying
information of the multiple choice types were prepared by the Psychologi-
cal Research Project (Pilot) to select pilots for special asignments such
as lead-crew commanders or instructor training. In developing these st
an attempt was made to cover points of information which were Important
for the pilot to know in carrying out his operational assignments, regrdless
of whether or not they were adequately covered in the training-school
curriculum.

T1he Increasing emphasis on instrument flying led the Pilot Project to
develop a test of Pilot Instrument Flying Information in cooperation with

the AAF Instrument Flying Standardization Board. A 1 S0-item multiple
choice test was prepared including items relating to principles of operation
and limits of the flight instruments, radio-compass operation and proced-
ure 1 AAF instrumene.-approach system, radio range, flight rules, instrument

@Work oM Ob tI wUl. "te Ma1 psyCW Oqk RM 'lz erd (1~f"i o) by 1. Rir4hatk IL .. i
wi . r- EHvk . rwLcmk a.w w. iL wkwbeqX~ a, "4w Wk pw+lvr+l uipavwad N. L M "
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procodures, instrument-flying proulemi, weAther fronts, thunder storma, kin&
wind, fog, atmospheric stability, weather repors, Sight planning, weather

-cathcr flight procedures, and judgS t based on the factL.
V.e of this test %as established by the AAF Training Command as oue of

the equircactLs for s curing an l strumnt card which authorized the paot
to fly under irstrument conditloa.

sT,DIES OF wnAIG.-TOn PROFi NCY'

L 'I Evaluation of Grading Procumzss

j Unlike the pilot training schol, the navigator training school gave sub.
sautiai ;eiht to ground-school grades to detxrmlne whether an individual
should be climinated or graduated. Partly for this reason it appears that
final grado in navigation schools were much more reliable than grades In
pilot training schools. A sttudy of reliability of grades for 308 graduates of
class 44-2 at Selman Field indicated a fair degree of reliability for measures
entering into the final grade. These reliaLifity coefficients were: for lec-
ture grade based on daily class-room per urmance, 0.82; for examination

*grade based on wt:ekly examination, 0.90; and for fligh -mission grade bas dion approximately 20 navigation mi.0 ~ons, 0,72. In all czes these coeffwients
were obtained by comparing grades obtained on odd weeks with grades ob-
tained on even weeks and using the usual formula to correct for the full
length of the course,.

In this same group, the flight final average grade correlatLd with the lec-
ture final average to the extent of 0,46 and with the examination final aver-
age to the extent of 0.49. The lecture final average and the examination
final average correlated 0.78.

Two loints should be noted In connection with these correlation coeffi-
cients. First, some of the measures, particularly the flight and lecture grades,tUndLd to be subjective in nature. Therefore, since they were made in many

I instances an odd and even weeks by the same instructor, they tend to give
an overestimate of the agreement of these grades %ith a really independent
appraisal. The second point is that the three types of grades cannot be ex-
pected to be truly independent for the same reason. The instructom usually
were informed of previous examination grades at the time the other grades
were assigned and were probably influenced by ths knowledge.

Since recommendations for elimination of students tended to be made mnu
the average about the sixth week, the actual reliabilities of the grades oan
which the decisiun to eliminate or continue students were made were much
lower than those previously cited. The reliabilities for grades at the time of
elimination were estimated to be approximately as follows: lecture grades,
0.67; examination grades 0.80; and flight grades, 0.40.

The Psycholugical Rescarch Project (Navigator) coopeiated with the
Research and Developnt Depaiaent of the AAF Instructors School in

4Th, c k t 0,1i~ w b~t- %v d.ma rSII~ by L. F. Cww,. 1. I. Chrim. L. V. U-110.
R...uM6k. Li&i.atIL T. Jwki LUN~. .T. Bdaw .A. Z~amkak. u4H. A.S~lk
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developing a new flight-m6sion grading system. This new system standard-

izd proceduro to a much grvat.r cxtent than had bren true formty. Aftec

ach Hight check the irtructors dkcussd the flight and agreed upon minl-

mum requiremenu" for the particular misshio, The students' logs were anal-
yzed in crnsiderable detail and graded according to a standard grading form

Unfortunately, no studies of this new grading system have -ea madr, since

it was Uot installed iat Sruman Field until August 1945.

Objective Aerial Meuurm of Navigaton Skill

The prccrding divu. ion has indicated zhat for nav atIoh trlning just
s zue pilot taaiuiog there was au hortant need for objcctive measures f

the navigator's skill as &own on flying nlsrons. To meet this need, Psydu0
logiczd lReseurch Project (Navigator) devcloed procedures for obtaining

objective measures of flight ixrformance in the dead-reckoning phase of air
navigation. Dcad-reLkoning was cbosen since it is basic to all other phaes

of navigation.
In general, the problem of developing objective measures for measuring

the flight performance of navigators involves the same problems of contwl

of the sources of error as were encountered in developing objective measures

for pilots. Because of the nature of the navigator's task it was pssible in

this case, however, to require that the navigator make a complete record of

his work in the form of a lo- which could then be evaluated after the nmioa

was compietcd. Thus, it %,.as pos siLle to obtain an accurate statement of the

work dune by the individual navigator and what was needed vias a Uandard

for comparison indicating precisely how his record would read had he done

perfect work all the way through.

In this situztion also, there was the problem of controiling the interpreta-

tion of the relative importance of the various a.p.cts of the task on the part
of the individual navigator. Finally, there was the sane general problem of

the variatioa introducud by differenes in plant's, instrument c&aracteristics,

pilot, weather conditions, and so forth.

In order to have a standard for compaiing studvnts' logs whih would

apply to a large number of individuals and alp in order tu control air condi-

tions as much as possible, a procedure was developed for flying missions in

formation. By flying formations in which the planes were reayinably dose

together, all 40 students in one flight would be flown over-the same course at

the same. speted and under the same weather conditions. To standardize stu-

dent procedure as much as possible, explicit instructions were given to the

students before each flight mission and the instructihms were repeated before

take-off.
The students performed "follow-the-pilot" prncedures throughout the CIL$

sion and made S-minute entries of instrument readings in their log,. Winds

on two headings were computed after each turn. The dead-rc-koning ps*i.

tions which were required for each turn were delermined using "follow-the-

pilot" procedur-.m Compass deviations were obtained by Wtro-CoWn4a$ 04
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eah hadin, On the ht lg of th tel itu4 t, prr omputcd a dead-
reckoning posiLion for 35 mrinutts after the turn. Tht-ty minuts after the
tunn he made out an Alter-Course Slip and handed It to the pilot. The
Alter-Course Slip contained spaces in which the student filled in li dead-
reckoning p ,tlon computed for 35 rinutes after the turn, the ra.netc
h-ding from his detd-rckoning jvsitim to t tAG4 un, the tr,,nd 4xpw
for his new heading, and the mtlmratxd tluit of arrival at destination on this
vew headingt By accomplirihing these requirements the studeut was in es-

Ce dSiting iron "follow" to "dIreCt.the-pilot' naviatiOn.
To obtain standards with which to compare the students' recnrd%, experi.

- citw.-"J lad .. z rode= in the Iead shp of each form-atlub. Th e~a n'aV4-

tots directed the lead ship (and the forrnatin) uvcr eLu iutadvi course.
These lead navigators kept precise logs for use as standards for grading the
students' lugs, Appruxinutely 150 studeats were flown on 12 formation m.1t-
sions during Octulx'r and Nuvember of 1944.

It *as found posible to standardize the course, the spved, and of course
the weather was the same for the various ships in the formation which flew
togcthcr over the ciurse. Similarly, the techniques employed by the students
were sufLiciently uniform to constitute no great prublem in obtaining ai vl
jective evaluation of their perfornunce. The development of precise stand-
ards with which to compare the students' logs proved more diffcult than via%
anticipated. In some instances the readIngs and computations of the lead
navigators were considerably at variance with those obtained by the studenti
or by the projL-ct's observers and supplemental data had to be applied to
establish the stn drd

By scoring each leg of the ni,.siun in u:uch a wit that Cr/orS on one leg
did not affect errors on another, four independent samples of performance
*yere obtained under the conditions of the mission. The methods used also
provided a separate record of error with respect to each of the navigatlonal
tasks which made it possible to analyze the components of the task of navi-
gatiun. By cuaparing errors made by students on legs one and four wLth
those mde by the same students on lets two and three, coefficients of - 'I.
biity were obtained fcr the various navigation entries. Appreciable reliability
cicfficihnts were found for such measurcs as true air speed, drift, deviation,
and dLstance.off for the various legs of a single mission. Howtver, in the first
study the coefficients obtained by comparing errors on one missioni with errors
on another mission tended to be around zero, with a large proportion of them

Az a -lysis of the results indicated that a substantial amount of variation

in errors Was associated with the plane used. The drift meter used also
seemed to cnntribute to the student's accuracy score. On the other hand,
position in formation did not seem to be of any importance. The procedures
were redesigned to wake use of larger planes, TC.47's, which made it possi.
ble for an observer to accompany each group. The alignment of the drift
meter was made the responsibility of the students who were to use them. Each
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student wmias L ult rrspoaibite for ubtaing Wowa readiags ith the
a..Lc-upxmJ Thse chancves and A gcneraUy more rigorous contral ofpd

nion were expected to improve the accurawy of the me~t-ure obtacd by the
individuLat

An aziaysis -of the results obtz~ied by students on~ mLssWis down frt=z
Mlay to Septeluber 1945 indicated i-hAt some inprovernent bAd probably bow

eflec~d, hx" iouggc-iwLd bythe fact dth ttured=Lay for the studexits

uudced to siLuw a sall a Qiunt of cuasi~teacy frun one miskA to azotlitt.
t On Lh! other hand, devriatlon showed only z. very ---w1 anvut 4f Coa-

sistency snd d La=Ce-o $bowed Practicay no Consistcncy from one wilkskm

Ubutthe very "rrTO. range oi ladiviua WitiucA iiaLMb y tu o
nav[wi-mial tasks could be expccted to reduce the coeffilIents of rellablity

or conmistency (ound in thiis type of study, these studies indk~ate both the
nved and the difnculty of ivaluatins an individual's profidency in actually
carriag out the tzuk aS a naVigdor on A eying miision. It i~s clear that rni.cb

additioual rceearch on the nature of the navigator's "as is required Weorej procedlures cutretly in use fur scloctiun and trainiiug can be prcciscly evalu-
;-.d, The studi(es just dc~.crihed dcfiued the problem and indicated so=e of

the 4-ost prunising pLocedures for the solutium of the tany specific prob-
lenis arisiimr. Further resocarch along these lines should Make possble the

dev~opentof procedures for a itandardized objective eviluatlon of navi-

gational Wkil.

TEsTs FOR USE ON rilE GROUND)

,,.prt:%iously indicated, much inore attention was paid in travigatlon train-

case in pilut training. Thc Psychological Rsearch Project (Na~iatur) de-I
vvloped a serit*s of ground mcasiures consisting of a s Peca rinted test, A
niut4Lrn-piclue test1 a p~hotographic test of pilutage, aLnd an instrunivnt phase

For the p)urposeq of -electing supterior navigators tn be placed uith superior

1wrsonnel inl the other pecialties as potential lead creWs for Oper'Lim'.iI
training, a printed ttet of nav-igator proficiency was rpae.'mhsi A

placed Uj)(ifl die aslwcts of nAVigation related to. flight. Phvot ;r.jpbs and

diagramns of airtraft instruments were used to m-ake the prublcrns as k1ki

as pobearnd diagrarns, tables, and work theets requirinig the individual

to perforni a comaplete unit of a niavigationial procedure wiere u.&Ld- This

pritated test required Whee hours and was designed to emPhilze those as,

Pewts oi nak-igational skill most needed in actual coMbat operaios. 71W
intercorrelations obtaincd on the several Parts Of this test were Uey low-
Only 2 of the 36 i ntercort elat ions f or tbe nine parts wer aoe VC 0O.

The correlatioas of students' scores on this test with grund and aflbt.

mission grades were found to be very low. These c0efCrtxC1ts were below
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~~ A~Uuatiag Cad&tL Thia =6ld tLu cuffirm th point:airA carlier thAt the agttrcnt betweea the various subjoctivo graodt

i prubatAy spurious.y W&4.
A tanutivc fLrm of a pilotae test using still photographs wa prepared.

In hi tcA the tl- student was avkcd to view a picture for one in-
ute and he was tCLn Zvi P'n 30 uticud. t"' lo ..ate thv pisitlori of ti L pietuwe Ua
A M c edig p and awL the crt .nd lg,letter on his anwer sheet. A number of

4 picturs wre thowu in this way with each succeeding picture reprcsga1tUg
position a Ctin number of minutes flight from We last ptiuse. Alt I

sevcral ials of this sort, a new kries oi pictures involving a different mapped
the navlgatot o cxamined it and took it that it wa a faily good appruxi.

t marion to the task of pilotage as caiojunlcrtcd by the navigator on a flight
S~ti!on t

uIn coolveatIon with the Psycholugical Test Film Unit the Psychological
ReswLh Project (Navigator) developed a motion picture test known as the
Navigation Proiciency Test-Map Reading and Dvad-Rcckoning. The cou-
tinuous 6lm for this test was taken from an altitude of 12,000 fett with the
camera tipped slightly forvard so that a view of the terrain directly lxlow
and slightly ahead of the plane would be included.

Under these conditions the film gave a view of the terrain about 4 mfles
wide. Supcrimposed on the lower part of this terrain view were representa-
tions of the navigation Instruments so the examihce could perform dead-
reckoning navigation or pilotage navigation. The instruments gave compass
heading, indicated air sEped, and drift correction while numbers appearxed on
the film giving altitude and temperature.
Oa the basis of certain prelimLiary tryouts it appeared that the reliability

of this test comparing first half with second half was very low. This was
, due in part to the accumulative nature of errors durii~g an entire half of the

test. Like the pilotage test the motiwn-picture test did not present a suffi-
dently large portion of the terrain to permit an unrestricted view around the
plane and this tended to make pilotage difficult. There were also certain

* technical difficulties such as the tendency for the terrain to move jerkily under
the grid lines and for the markings on the air speed meter to appear huay.
It is believed, however, that the technique is a promising one and should be

* further exploited.

STUDIES OF BOMBARDIER PROFICINCY MEASURES

Studles of Bombing Circular Error'
In pre-ious sections it was pointed out that the bombardier elimination

rate was much snmller than that in either pilot training or navigation train-
Ing. Most studies of the relation betwetn graduation-elimination and other
criteria indicated that this measure was not one in which a great deal of con-

frhut Awas J cLatf. by E. 11 X.mp, A. P. j~in.m, C. W. Srotwt. W. W. Gri.4*
M. kai~. L. F. CXJT', , W. I aI , l . b ,0%. C . 3nda, &Dd M. 3, W&.
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I
fidence could be placed. The criterion which apkared to 1* al mL Import.
ance for use in rneasuring bombardiers' proficiency tither in conneion with

selection experiments or training ex Wriments waz the cLirular cror of tU

bombs dxopped by the individual bmbardier studcnts. Ordinarily the born.

Lardier dropped at least 150 bumbs during his training in the AAF Training

Coui.t d shols. Thi's measure -howevdvciy little relation to either final
grades or r,.ords of graduation-Jiminatiou,

A ,numbxr of studies were nade of the rliabili .y of the circula -;r ,L - c.

It was found that there wa air agreemcat etm-een the error scores for odd
and even releases on the same mission. However, the relations betwetm the

circuter errors made on diffrcrrt missions wert. wifourry quite low. Th1e re-

suits of all of the studis on different samples which were available in the
files at Hcadquarters Army Air Fort -ire fshown in tb-e S.-. 'IT w6ihteV
average for &h:se reliability coffiicicas, which is 0.18, is quite low. This indi.

cates that the bombing circular error as obtained in the Training Command

has a correlation of only 0.42 with the circular error which would be obtained

from an indefinitely large number of similar bombing missions. This latter

value, therefore, represes the highest value a correlation co dfcient between

tLis criterion and an aptitude test or any other independent measure could

reach. If one of the air-crew classification tests had a correlation with the

average circular error obtained from an indefinitely large number of bomb-

ing missions t-qual to 0.40, the correlation of this test with the c1rcular error

scores ordinarily obtained in bombardier schools would be 0.17.

Several studies were nade in an effort to determine which factors other

than the bombardier's ability were influencing the circular errors ia order

that th-se extraneous factors could be controlled so that the circular error

would more accurately refltct the ability of the individual bombardier. Stud-

ies of San Angelo records indicated that differences which could not be ex-

plained on the basis of chance variations were obtained for different altl.

tudes, different rated dgr-es of turbulence, different bombing ranges, differ-

ent bomb sights (specifieally the h%.7 and the .I-9), between practice and

record mistiuns, and between day and night practice missions. The differ-

ences due to drift, temperature, barometric pressure, ground speed, and later

TAsLu 5.1,-A summary of data retarding jie rrtiabiuty "cfiients obiaird for 1&r
bombing circuiar errors of bombi dropptd on separalt Pssiimi ix A.AF

training command ickooLs

Typt of mtaiwv Swaim4~ WSi X~ L

Odd &,A r _ ... ............................. BI SF41-A 41 - 0 1
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cipard to lre rcLeac, ",4 t -~ "un -r -

beet merely sampling fluctuations. sfjnl u11 ohv

In a study of Victorville bombing records the factors found to be impo-
ttin Influencing avarage circular error were. aldtude, bombardier, pilot,

sigbt tnurvber, nksion numnbtr, time of Imipact, timie for sightinig, drift angle,

W~h. tpC M-7ur 4),4ndtyp ofmisi(, ("icthercomator record).

Thosinveiactors rlnerpocred telat ed toluW fcircaperrrarent tumcor-

Lenilerature, true air speed, time of imapact, time for sighting, ground spced,
and drift angle-.

Under wartime trawaing coditioas it was not pos~ible to standardize the
training situation well enough to control the effects on the bombardier's cir-
cular error of thes many extraneous factors suirciently well so that tbu circu-
lar error would be a relible indicator of his bombing skill. Therefore the
Psycholosical Rescarch Project (Bomnbardier) spent a considerable po.-ion
of its time developing proficiency tests including buth printed tests using
objective multiple choice test items and aerial checks utilizing check lists
and sinmilar observations and ratings. These are described in the next section.

I Other Proficiency Mleasurea'

In the summer of 1944, Psychological Research Project (Bombardier)
tried out several preliminary forms of an aerial phase check. In the first
form the c.-aminer was asked to rate the performance for each of a number of
itenis on a scale from one to five. These subjective ratians turmcd out to be
inadequate because'of difficulties usually associated with such ratings and it
was decided to attempt to mnake the items more objective in their scoring,

On the basis of this experience a new form was developed and this final
I phase check was supplied to the scho~uls and to the Bombardie-r Standardiza-

tiont Board in November 1944, After sorne revision this was published in
February 194S as the Standardized Rorimbrdier Phase Check--Air. All items
on this form were scored either as plus, minus, or zero. Most of the items onI this particular check were points of procedure which the observer recordmd as
having been done or not done. These included such items as "check bomb
bay doors", gset-in trail (one mil error from No. 5 allowed",) "sove for
sighting angle on E-613", and "locate target."

This final phase check was used extensively in checking instructors, super-
visors, and cadets in the various schools by th.- Bombardier Training Stand-
ardization Board. It was gencrally accepted by both schools and the board
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as a useful (rtdining device. In early studies the reliabilty of the pra.
clency check was fouxid to be quite low. In later samples in which two dier-

ent chnkin groups administered the proficency chek to the UX semty
individuals %ith considerable time intervening, a retablity coefficent of 0.46

was obtained.

Reports from combat theaters stressed the importxn= of target idemtl.

c..iUo for b bArdiers in practical operating situatious. The aerW phas

ch,-ck Lucuded the idw6i-Lio ufl six check pointa, an initial point, and a
target on each 3- or 4-hour mission. However, the w)ssons varied in &5.

culty, depcnding upon the tcrrain flown tvcr, Wc iiiazrity of the eiaminee

with that terrain, the weather, and the amount of wind teading to bow the

aircraft off coursA.

It was therefore proposed that a motion-picture test which could Include

a large number of taigets and check points in a relatively short period of

time of Lno difficultics would be a aluable addition to the meares for

evaluating bombardiers on t ea lb idtportant aspect of tlelr work ias

considered especially important for potential lead bombardiers aud work was

therefore begun in the spring of 1945 on the development of such a test. 71

Psychological Research Project (Bombardier) collaborated with the PFy-

chulogical Test Film Unit in the preparation of this tLet.

In August 1945 after only sevce target identification runs (comprising

25 itcnu.S) had been filmed over strategic targets on the scale model of Japa,.

production was stopped because of the cessation of hostilities. These seven

runs together wiL "itroductory titles and blank film in plam. of briefing

frames wvere edi,. . .ad spliced together to provide with an accompanying

script, a sample foi at of this t)Te of test. No evaluation of its effectiveness

has been accomplished to date.

The Psychological Research Project (Borbardier) prepared a printed

fonibardier Proficiency Test in the fall of 1944. This was used extensively

to provide a single objective command-wide means of evaluating individual

cadets. It was also used to compare instructors and cadets at various schools.

This examination used charts, maps, tables, diagrams, and photographs

very extensively and appears to have been one of the most successful in pro-

viding realistic tasks in printed multiple-choice form to the students. The

correlation betweea the score on the Bombardier Proficiency Test, Form D,

and ground-scbc-ol average for more than 500 cases was found to be appraxi-

mately 0.57.

STUDIES IN PROFICIENCY OF FLIGHT ENGINEERS'

The position of flight engineer for the B-29 superfonres5 was one of the

last air-crew slpcialties to be established. Psychological research on this

specialty was not begun until September 1944 when a detachment from Psy-
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* c.ho!aIca. Rsewcb Unit No. 2 made field tdps to Second-Alr-Force and
Tradning-Command stations specialzing in B-29 trining.

The study of proficiency measures followed the pattern for most other
sir-crew specialties. Prel4inary investigations indicated that the gradua-It-eliimination criterion of the proficiency of flight engineers wa not a

',uwu one becl: ause eflmkrticu rates at &11 flight-engineer schools were ca.

trmely low. The large demand for trained flight cngineer made it impera.
S tive that practlflly every man in traing complete training.

-T to gound-school grades it was found that these wr= generily

bLsed on both perfomiance tests and objecLive examinations of the short-
Awkwrt typc Grades in the seapratt courses in both the preflight engineer
school at Amarillo and in the flight-engineer school which was located first
at Lowry and later at Hondo tended to correlate with each other to the extent
of 0.20 to 0.50. For a sample of 747 men the correlation between the final
grade at the preflight engineer school at Amarillo and the final school grade
at the flight-¢enginecr school at Lowry was .60. This agreement suggested
a fair degree of reliability in the final grades of both schools.

Early invcsdgation of criteria of proficiency in flight indicated that these
measures, which were usually ratings made at the end of the particular flight,
were probably not very satisfactory. In one study at Lowry Field the coirre-
lation between flight ratings and ground cruise-control grades was found to
be 0.13 for 188 students. Since both of these measures were intended to indi-
cate cruise-control proficiency and since the ground cruise-control grades had
been found to have a fair degree of reliability, doubt was cast on the flight
ratings.

This and other studies led the personnel of the Psychological Research
* Project (Flight Engineer) to develop a daily check list to be used in the air

by the instructor to evaluate student proficiency in flight. This check list
was put into use in the transition school at ,IMaxwell Field in April 1945. The
marks from these check lists were converted to normalized standard scores
and were found to have significant correlations with records of Amarillo pre-
flight engineer final grades and Lowry flight-engineer school final grades.
For a sample of 224 cases the correlation coefficients were 0.27 and 0.26
respectively.

For use at stations giving B-29 operational training to crews a flight-engi-
neer descriptive Yating scale was developed. The agreement between ratings

made by two instructors on this descriptive rating scale for 180 students at
six different stations was found to be about 0,60. These ratings were made by
th: regular instructors and it is not known to what extent they may have
depended on subjective reputation factors. The flight-engineer instructors
in operational training schools regarded this descriptive rating scale as a very
promising device.

During the spring and summer of 1945 a Flight Engineer Proficiency Test
was developed primarily to be used in selection of flight engineers for B-29
lead crews. The final form of the test consisted of two booklets. The first
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boolet contained 102 verbal Items and 48 diagram items. The verbal que.
tions sanpled knowledge of inforrmation and procedures while the diagraz
items showed the diagram of partlcula- pieces of equipment or system and
asked the student to indicate by selwtLing one of five numbers where to look
for trouble under certain circunttances or which control lever to use to rft-
tify a specific stuaion. The second booklet induded items testing judg-
ment regarding geaeral theoretical aspects of cruise control, cnse-czntroj
computational problems, and p wblcs to be solved by use of t1e fiaght-po.
gress chart and cruise-coutrol chart. Although this test was completed too
late in the war for a comprehbzelve ovluation, tryout un &=all samples o
students at Hondo flight-engineer school indicated that the ores on the
test were substantially correlated with final grades in both the prefhtenginer school at Amaw-lo and to a somewhat less degree with the HLdo

flight-engineer final grade.

STUDIES OF TE MEASUREMENT OF RADAR

OBSERVER PROFICIENCYl
Just as in the case of the flight-engineer psychological research, researda

on radar-observer training at Langley Field was initiated in September 1944.
Also, as in the case of the flight-engineer training program, this was just at
the time that the AAF was greatly expanding training of radar observers to
meet the needs of the B-29 crew-training program. Some exploratory work
had been done with respect to radar-observer selection and training prior to
this time and the Director of the Psychological Research Project (Radar
Observer) had just returned from several months in the European Theater
of Operations where most of his time had been spent studying the problems
of selecting and training personnel to use .adar equipment in bombing-
through-overcast in the Europeani Theater.

In this situation also the graduation-elimination criterion for judging the
succcss of radar observcrs was of no practical value because the demand by
the Operational Air Forces for radar observers was so great as to prohibit
the failure of all but the most inferior students. The rapid expanson of
training necessitated the use of so many instructors with no previous teach°
ing experience and only limited motivation for this assignment that It was
believed that instructor grades would not represent a reliable measure of suc-
cess in training, Because of the rapid expansion of the program, sufficient
photographic equipment was not available at the radar training stations to
make it possible to obtain suitable records of bombing acu-'Cy.

For these reasons the Psychological Research Project (&-.,". Observer)
concentrated a large portion of its efforts on the develormnent of a compre-
hensive battery of standardized proficiency measures to be used in all of the
radar-observer training schools to provide uniform measures of proficiency.

t studiis wet omuctttd by S. W. Co,, M. ug,V u, A If flitl, .C. t K,
),ton, II. Sdf, S )1, Mo.lgwd. A. Bzb, k. A. S. Arots. G,. It 1. Ri, l .L I Fr ttn,

12, Hcmnc,Y, G,. D. O(.h. S. W L. G, Cugatt, H. HL XK.!.. T. P ktt'iaai. N GLa, V W,
ray P. 1. )ri.t. H. F. Kin . . SJcis 5. I. Nrb4. W. J. Ida.a. I v i. rrb G S. 5.a

R. T. M44i*1t1. W. V. L D. CIL. a .J, 5 1-w W IL jtks. S. hiumbrL ad N. L Gai.
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This battery contisted of five printed profici-ncy tests and six individually
administered performance cheks Four of the tests were used at inturmedi-
ate points in the course to measure proficiency in specific phases of trainingw le the With scn-d a- a final cornprelacn.ive examination. Four of the

perform.nce checLs measured proficiency on ground trainers while two
mtasucd iril performance. One of thefe latter checks was administered

* half-way through aerial irainin ad the other served as a final check on
aerial performan.

The printed tests utilized two types of items, both of which were in the
objective multiple-choice form. One type conssted oi vcrbal questions eas-
uring technical information and the other type required the solution of prob.
lems duplicating parts of a student's actual job as a radar observer. The
reliability coefticient was computed for only one of the printed proficiency
tests. For two different forms of the final examination on samples of approw.
mately 200 cases each, the split-half reliability coefficients corrected for
length were found to be around 0.80.

One section of this final comprehensive examination was designed as a
simulated radar-observer bombing mission. This section consisted of inter-
related items which required solution of navigational and bombing problems
at various points along a typical mission route. A full-scale navigational
chart and photographs of the radar scope were used in the students' compu.
tations. It was believed that by this procedure organizational abilities, in.
tegrative aspects, possibly personal habits and characteristics important for
conducting an actual mission but not included in items measuring separate
skills could be tested.

In the final comprehensive examination there were among the various
sections three sections each of which measured one of the skills related to
the total task of this simulated mission. It was found that when combined
the score on the three sections measuring separate skills correlated with the
section containing the simulated mission to the extent indicated by a corre-
lation of 0.32 for one sample of about 200 cases and approxlmately 0.60 for
each of two additional samples of 200 and 300 cases respoctively. Since the
reliabilities of the various tests are not known it is not possible to make a very
satisfactory estimate of the extent to which unique factors are measured by
the section on the simulated mission.

Although, as indicated above, accurate measures of the reliability coefd
cients for these tests were lacking, the intercorrelations of the various printed
tests as found for a sample of 190 cases suggest that the reliability coeffidenta
were not high. Most of the intercorrelations between the separate tests were
in the neighborhood of 0.35. For the subtests on one of the final examina.
tions the intercorrelations were about 0.45. Correlations with performance
checks were also found to be quite low, most of them being around 0.15.

It was believed that these low reliability coefficients were due in part to
the use of interdependent prublem.iolving items. This interdependence of
items has the unfurtunart chatacteristic that if an individual misses one of
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the first items he automatically rasses the hole series, whtreas be can wnsa
the last item without strious. p:nalty. xp,,je with ithee items suggested
that the organizational and sequentiaL aspects could be retained to some ez-
tent by periodically breaking the sequence at the end of a typical series of
items and supplying information for starting a new group of items. .authezr

dcvice found useful was to make separate items out uf intermediate stips in
the solution of a problem. As in other examinations prepwvd ar --rew-
specialties extensiv use Was nude of maps, diirarns, pictures, and other
materials which added reality to the problems.

As Indicated peviuuily, six standardized jpetfornance checks were pct.
pared by the Psychological Research Project (Radar Observer). These In.
cr4dd r-hck- lor eva1 in, g student rok-c1 y on alrborne radar mi o i

oa supcrwaic trainer iissions, and on the caroom radar equipment. Tbe
checks contained statements of standard conditions under which the chocks
were to be administered. Special boards of eiamineis were trained at eacb
radar school to administer these checks.

During a performance check given on the supersonic trainer or in the £Irb
the radar-observer student simply flew a typical mission. To achieve as much
standardization as possible the missions were flown over certain standard
routes. Standardized directions to the student were provided and the ex-
aminer was supplied standardized instructions for evaluating performanzce
in terms of specific items. Although the examining boards were trained to
administer these performance checks, adequate control of the individual
judgment and computenct: of the examiner was not attained according to the
observations of the aviation psychologists. The currlatiun between the1

printed proficiency measures and the performance checks were found to be

around 0.15 for the sample of 190 cases previously referred to.
As mentioned before, these tests were used throughout all radar observer-

training schools and thus provided a standardized measurement program.

In the opinion of the personnel who supervi:-,d the radar-obsstrver training

schools, the introduction of these examinations had a very beneficial effect

,an the quality of instruction in these training schools.
As radar-observer training became butter established, additional photo.

graphic equipment became available so that during the last few month;: of

the war it was possible to nake studies of the bombing errors of studvnts in

radar-observer training. The two principal types of bombing practice were

simulated or camera-bombing missions, which were the most frequent, and

missions on which practice bombs were dropped. When bombs were actually

dropped, the procedure for recording and scoring was similar to that used L

bombardier training. This consisted of photographing the target and sur-

rounding terrain at the moment of impact of the bomb. The circular errar

was then obtained by measuring the distance on the photograph between the

point of impact and the center of the target.

To score a simulated bomb drop a series of vertical terrain photographs

were taken during the bomb run, From these photos the point of impact cd
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the simulated rela was plotted ad the amount ol error was scorel. Scar-
in& was found to be facilitated by the use of a moWc photraph includilu
a wider area than any of the single photographs taken during the bomb rim.
The principal limitatiosu of tds type of xcriq of simulated misslons were
d.v~ltioax from vrticl alnment oi came cased by tubulenb and in.

: diu'aculty by using W~o-stabiie rameraL1 To ovecrome the difficultin due,

to L=L1 of viaiility a method was dcvelxpd of usli gua-Waing radar to
record the exact position of the pLane at various points on its bombng r=m
and at the moment the bombs were "released." These procedures involved
r- -radio 1 a between lie aiMafR wid the gsuund radar in3tallatio.

Two studics were made of the reliability coefficients for bombing errors
obtained oa odd and even mission. For a .mple of 122 students at Boca
Ratou a coeffcient of 0.19 was obtained, which indicates a reliability for th.
total number of bomb releases equal to 0.31. In a 41m,11r sample of 372 stu-
dents at Victorville a correlation between odd and even missions of 0.11 was
found, which corrected for the full course was 0.20. Both of these results
were for c.anura-borbing missions only.

For 178 cases at Boca Raton and Langley Field, the correlation betw ee
camera-bombing error scores and course grades was found to be 0.20. Far
679 cases at Victorville, Boca Ratoa, and Langley Field, the correlation be.
tween camera-bombing error scores and course grades was found to be 0.16.
It appears that the reliability coefficient of scores obtained from camera.
bombing missions are somewhat higher than those obtained from visual.
bombing missions, although both sets of coefficents are very low.

Although the development of procedures for scoring bombing runs ith
the aid of ground radar installations occurred so late in the war that evalua-
tiuns of this procedure were not possible, it appears that this method may
provide a much more satisfactory basis for the measurement of bombing pro-
ficiency than has been available.

STUDIES OF PROFICIENCY TESTS FOR FLEXIBLE
GUNNERY TRAININGPrinted TestA and Phae cheseks

For the first few months after the training of men for duty as flexible gun.
ners was initiated in December of 1941 training and grading procedures were

I rather inadequate due to the ne 'ness of the programn, the "ar of equipment
, and the lack of trained persionnel as instructors and training supervisorsAssistance was first given to perrnd in the flexible gunnery scholis by

psychologists in the !all of 1942 when research detachments ware sent to
hree of the gunnery schoo4 in connection with the selection program for

D-8 bombardie.

*T%#- mo vt dic kyI. Is. Hobhk R_ W. stual j. v. mcoulUy. L.. M. SLa4urow. 11. Whi4WMa.
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Shortly after the detach tz had completed their work a detschza
w-s stnt to Fort Myers to work on psychologlcal rtestad projects a cowmrtw
tiob with the tk.ibllc.ugunery traiWiq pog~a. The WtW.i e otts of thi
detLchmcnt in the spring of 1943 wet directed towiwdd improving uvtlag
proctdutk by tra~ig imtruclo, in methods of dr tloplag and ad-dalsta.
ing " uvcw1 -at tests. As a more adequate psychwldchi rtaff becaae asv--

%ble tL- coittct" of stau4ud i t s for *4 1&x We gunesry .kbao4, was
taken over by the psyc hluogAl pesonu4

In attemptiaa to devclop tests lia ite wious aki s and proWecim in.
cduded in the gunery-schol ctiaulcu, attctioa of the supero of
traiag programus w2 called to a ueed for clariyi2g the obitctivs o! Lu
itxuctiuu. The lAsing of tests lut the principal objectives agteed upon ASSWAA
uteraly in improving the instructiou in the ftexible-guaaery school. Alta

considerable aperieuce had been gained wth these examimatioas the oS=
in cb e of the gunney scbl s directed tht ,. u olu.aw i use a
standard final comprehensive examination prepared by the ,sydcu-ogical rm.
search unit working on flexible-gvunnery problem. Tis gunnery acheve-
met test made considerable use of pictorial iten., reducing as much &3 pW
sible the demand for verbal facility. The later forms a this examiatimo
were found to have a reliability codciient as obtained from Kuder-Richard-
son Formula No. 21 of about 0.87 based on several sampltt totaling mor
than 6,000 case

When gunnery trainirg was established, planes, amznunition, guns, and
other necessmary equipment for such training were not available. In the ab.
sence of guns, planes, and training devices the training authorities were
forced to resort to dcscribing guns and naining the various parts and a king
the studcnts to memorize these descriptions and names. For several inunths

the personnel in gunnery training listene'd to long lectures about guns and
read descriptions of guns but there was not even adequate pictorial material
concerning guns and their functioning.

In order Lu failitate the shift from this emphasis upon verbal learning to
a more functional learning-by-doing, gunnery performance tests known as
phase, checks were developed. Each phase check cosinsted of a s"ries of care-
fully prepared items which described precisely each step in the performance
of some gunnery task such as stripping and assembling the calibr -SO
machine gun. In developing these phase Checks an attempt was nude to

include all important steps in a task so that the check list could be used for

* training as well as for testing. Phase checks were developed for the cah'be

.50 rnachine gun, for all turrets, and for all preflight, in-flight, and postflight

procedures. They measured proficiency in all of the important duties nec-
essary for the gunner to be prepared to aim and fire his guns. In using the
check list all items were marked on an all-or.none basis. Items correctly don

were checked and items incorrectly done were marked with a zero. The score

was rorded in terms of the number of errors indicated.
The average correlaton for two sampies totaling about 1,000 cases be-
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tween xwer oa the phase 6 k on 6tripping and icrjblijg of the callber

.SO Muchln jn sand *~ weapots section of the aurincry final exnaton
(a printed multiple-6olce tast) was 0,01. There is practkuly nO data

available as to the reliability of the uotre obtaintd from the phase becks.
AfOrr the ch" lists team generally uL&, trainihg d lI thee Ws a.

tendency for a larger and larger proportion of the stud ents to obtain perfect

scres. This lage proportion of periect scuies made the "w puwtlorS Qf rall-

&buity Coements uiing the usal pf dlurcs of very U"{Ud value-
These pbae checks were uted in all bzisic guantry vhot, in all gurncry-

i forces. Thei widetre d use of tbs check lists is indicated by the fac;t that

for oto srits of pbi ~cldu I milion and a half bukles and about 9 uU-
lio answer shetut e et printed and distributed. This etenisive use of thee

ttandard dices Insured a high level of information and profidcncy regard-

ing the equipment and procedures which were necessary fur cart Ing out the
gunner's main job of aiming and firing his gun.

JStudie of Air Firing

As in all of the other air-crew specialties, the real test of the proficiency of
flexible gunners was believed to be their ability to perform their assigned
tasks in the air. The main ta%k of the gunner in the air was to point and

* fire his guns in such a way as to hit and destroy enemy aircraft. The precise
nature of his task differed with the various t)ps of gunnery sighting equip-
ment and the turret used. Usually the gunner had to move his controls in
such a way that the guns moved uith the attacking plane and at the same
time to make some estimate of the range of the attacking fighter. In the
later forms of the gunnery sighting equipment the gunner's task was to keep
his sight pointed right at the attacking plane and at the same time vary the
size of his range control so that the wing spread was precisely framed by the
sighL

In training it was of course impossible to measure directly the gunner's
proficiency in hitting and destroying fighter aircraft. In the earlier days of
gunnery training, gunners shot at a sleeve towed by an airplane along side
the training plane. Practically the only similarity between this type of
sighting and firing and the actual combat situation was that the gunner was
in the air and was firing a gun.

In order to simulate the combat situation more accurately various pro-
cedures were developed. Probably the most successful of these was the use-
of gunsights equippLd w;th 16-millimeter moving-picture cameras. The gun-
net would aim the sight at a fighter aircraft which simulated an attack on the
plane. Unfortunately, it was found that the conditions were very difficult
to standardiz because of variability in attack and in the course of the
bomber, variations in weather (including both turbulence and visibility), and
harnoi-izati" of the camera with the sight. Btause of this, unless special
efrorts were made to obtain standardization, the filins obtained were of only
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limited value, lurtbermore, it was found that unim great cAre and doe
.; upa. ioi of th a ,, the film was prisible tbh procuig Introduced

targe individual trrurs Into the profiency meA ura.

To provide a criteriun of gunnery ability for certain crucial eperineat.
in connection with the slectlon and training of flexible gunners thre itudles
were made in Yhkh the u, uf Lt gu c rAx and the icoring of the film
were carefully upe'l.-T d by tarrL eihmmn . Thiew studies were -

ducted Jointly by psybh logita of the Resurch Divilon otf the Cezt
.hoo for Fiexiblc Gunnery and the Department of 'aulvo al ih AAF

i.ol o Aviatk ,Medkine.

The clier cxIvrincti h usualy uwed 10 naiiiont, including abuut 6 attacks

each. in thc ma*t cxrcrir t a hutoi o[ four missions was obtained for neat

of the students. An analysis o! them results indicated that the avetage sor

for tracking and framing or the averajgc percent bits as obtalned from ti

attacks on one mission agreed to the extert indicated by a correlation cot-
Cjent of appuxinutely 0.20 with similar trniasures obtained from amother

n55iun. Th number of btudcnts involved in the firit study was 32, * the

ccurnd 64, and in the third 463. It is apparent that suffxiet reliahility for
cM'purimcntal tso could be obtained by combining the results for a few such

traijnig misS4on&S

Ju~t bWfore the end of the war a new development was introduced into the

gunnery -training progam which appeared very promising as a profiienc)

meure. This was the Frangible Bullet Trainer. This involvcd I SpeclLI

.30.calibcr projectile wbich was fired at an armored fighter. The bullet was
tjd,. of puwvdcrcd lead held tugetlier with a plastic base and it fell %a~rt 00
impact. Th: P-63 fighter planes used weie spcially armored and used bul-

Ict-proof glass. Hits were indicatcd by the flashing on of a light Wu the tbse

of the fighter plane and ' ere recorded by counters in the c"ckpit of the

fighter. The short range of ticee su-cial .3,O alibr bullets and the damage

done by them to the planes, and cccally the glass of the fighter aircraft,

appeared to introduce serious limitations in the value of this procedure..

towever, it had great realism and high motivational value and it is posible

that the procedure could have becn perfected had the war continued.

Another promising device which was in an even earlier stage of develop-

ment at the end of the war was the Firing Error Indicator, In this procedure

a transmitter was mounted on the nose of a small glder whirh was towed

about 300 yards behind and 45 degrees below a B-26 tow plane, By flying tht

1-26 as tbou b it were attacking the bomber in a pursuit curve except about

200 yards higher, the glider could be made to approach the bomber in a man-

ner closely simulating that of an attacking fighter plane. The gunner fired

regular .SO-caliber bullets at the target which contained two microphones

and radio tran.trnitters which informed the receiving station in the bomber

whether the bullet paWssd to the right or left of the target. It also gve an

estimate of the approxinate minimum distance of the bullet from the target

by meaws of the stretigth of the shock wave creatcd by the bullet in the air.
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A considerable amount of experi ntal work was done on this problem both
on the ground and in the air but the procedures had not been brought to a
poant whtre they were of practical use by the cnd of the war.

It is appa-vet that the rb:m of obang an adtquate measu of the
I proficiency of guatiers in carrying out their pritnaty mi.salon was one of the

L uumol difEicu eucouttred during the war. Sigift progress wA.% made
,, toward the soluton of this problem and tht experience gained should be 01

7 % W auI in c;c.on with rewa-ch on the gunnery problems of the
ni fubre. . .

CONCLUSIONS

Studies of existing me.sures of proficiency in the various air-crew special-
ties rcveaI~d that these were inadequate for a prc.is evaluation of individual
proficiency, The work of the aviation psychulogists in this field was accord-
ingly concentrated an the development of objective measures of the various
sk.ls involved and espedcally on the measurement of these in the actual fly-
ing situations. It was found that to devclup satisfactory objective measure
of flying skill it was necessary to control three nain sources of variation in
the students' skll in performing the particular task assigued, These were:

1. The judgment cf the examiner obscrving the students' performance.
2. Thle student's interpretation of the nature of the task.
3. Ile nature and difficulty of the task, itself for the various students.
Obiective check rides were developed at all levels of training for pilots in

the .AAF Training Command schools. Objective measures of flight perform-
azcc were also developed for each of the other air-crew specalties. Although
these measures are all in need of further development much important pro-
gress is reported in this chapter. It is holed that this important work can be
developed to the point where objective scales of flying performance can be
used routinely in training schools.

! ": .
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CHAPTER SIX
Findings Regarding Instructional

Problems in the Flyig
Training Schools

TUNTMOD1.111MIN

The developtmnt of the large iass training program necessary for supply-

Ing indhiduals trained in the duties of each of the air-crew spcialties pre-

sented many problems and opportunities. These individuals needed to be

fully trained in a short period of time so that they could take over lmmedi-

ately the duties of their particular crew positions and be ready to man with

a minnmurn of crew training the enormous numbers of bombing planes being

produced in the factories. After the first rush to get the training schools

establlshed and manned and students flowing through them, the more serious

defects of these hAstily organized training programs began to become

apparent.

To analyze the situation and assist in removing some of the major defi-

ciencies psychological research p.rsonnel were invited to work with training

groups. For some of the spccialties the procedures and equipment were

changing so rapidly that the training courses could not become fixed and

entrenched. In nearly all of the flying-training schools the changes of super-

visory and instructional personnel were so frequent that the accepted and

traditional methods did not become firmly rooted.

One of the first problems in the flying training schools which psychologists

were aAsked to work on was the problem of selecting and training instructor.

At the beginning of the war the Army Air Forces had no systumatic procelure

for training instructors. Officers were assigned to training schools and the

supervisory personnel were responsible for giving them whatever instructions

were necessary for them to assume the duties of the type of instruction to

which they were assigned. The same situation held for the civilian contract

schools. Each school selected its own personnel and gave them %hat train-

ing it thought was necessary. The amount and quality of such training In

both the Army and civilian schools varied a great deal but was usually quite

meager. The psychological rsarch projects assigntd to the various air-crew

spedalties'took as one of their first problems the qucstiun of instructor per.

sonnel. The work and findings of these groups arm briefly summarized in the

paragraphs that follow.
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:NSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL

Irntructors in Pilot Tridaing Schooh t

K7QuarTieo !J ghtu Good IiurLuaor

The prucedure in u'w in pilot training at the beginnling of the war was based
un the prcrniss that =n officr Abt) bad Zraduated from the flying-tralinhg

course had been initiated into the process of learaing to by and was capable
of inducting new memibrs into the organizatiun. Many of the instructional
methods were not written out and were merely passed va fIgm one pLut to the

next as he underwent the training process. The huge expansion of pilot train-
ing as a result of the war rcsulted in the accumulation in various places of
many useful and valuable methods regarding pilot instruction and made the
need for both training and selecting instructors more obvious. Psychologists
were asked to assist in developing and teaching courses in tb rinciples of
learning and instructing in the Central Instructors School established to im-
prove the quality of Instruction.

To provide a sounder basis for the selection and training of individuals for
duty as pilot instructors, several studies were carried out to determine the
characteristics of a good instructor of this type. In these various studies more
than 2,000 students and instructors reported in interviews or in response to
check lists or rating scales their judgment as to the qualities most important
for pilot instructos

The results from these studies agreed fairly well in indicating the import.
ance of four main areas to successful work as a pilot instructor. These gen-
eral attributes are as follows:

1. Favorable altitude and suitable tcnipcra sx:n.--Both the students and
instuctors emphasized that the student cannot learn unless the instructor
wans him to learn or at last allows him to learn. In addition, the student
cannot be expected to learn if he is filled with anxiety and concern regarding
the instructor's reaction to his efforts, Emotional outbursts on the part of
instructors are distractions which make ito positive contribution to the stu-
dent's learning.

2. Insight into flying problems and the ability to express himclf Uearly.
-To be effective the instructor must not only understand precisely why the
airplane responds to controls in a certain fashion but must also be able to
express them dearly so that the student can understand them. The mechani-
cal type of learning resulting from a mere observation of the correct tech-
nique as demonstrated by the instructor and duplication of this procedure
by the student docs aot create the type of comprehension and jadgment
essential to the superior pilot. Although it i not essential that either the

insight of the instructor or his expression of them to the student be verbal-
ized, they must be clearly transmitted. This can frequently bedone more

Thg wcok A i 01 , icd was doae r iicp.ly by N E MtIdr, )!. P. CrAWtord. R P. 'OutAl.
j. . T . C, : .| ;,a .d . 3 , T . Co ,i -, . C c. r R . 3 . K) I erI , 1 . 1 , g~ t C . H .
Pg . Lb~ , d. W, y ,. Cris, W L. GAIL. R R. h-akr, S, C. Ltlckh. T. N. Lviwt.

J. IL " L. A. QliUwu. W . I'aI. 3. W, Suhuam. C, P. Crb , aad G. L. FL tb.
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effectively by approprlate demontratloa iaid supervised e7e*,imentati0o by
the student than by abstract verbal exp"Lanaion.

3. Flying ability and confidence in himsdf and tht equipment,.-Flying,

to a greater extent than many other skills, must be taught by an e1perL

nloth the studwsL and the instructor mu st have full confidcnce in the ability

of the instructor to control the plaa under i circumstances. The i-tructoc
must allow the student to experimnent and learn far himnelf without becoming

nervous or apprehensive.
4. Understanding the individuat and karning prinzipkcs and teckniques.-

It is important that the instructor understand the individual and the eCtIe

an him of various tpe~ s f beb.rior. it s MOso irnp-,tant that the instrc
have an undcrstanding of the fundamental principles of learning. Students

stressed the importance of knuwing immediately when they had nade an

error, the desirability of clear assigniments for solo flights, and the necessity
and value of the instructors always following the procedure of immediately
verifying the students' comprehension of explanations and demonstratloS.

In general, practice in the Army in selecting officers for duty as pilot in-

structors and in training them concentrated almost exclusively on only one

of the four qualities judged to be important for succe sful work as an instruc-

tor. This aspect was flying ability.

A Study of Instructors in Contract Schoobl

On the basiz of thesu studies a number of tests were developed or selected
for use in selecting indivduals for duty as pilot instructors. Th ese ecurnina-
tiuns included a number of tests of intellectual ability and special aptitude

for flying such as reading comprehension, aviation vocabulary, mechanial,

comprehension, aviation information, and reasuning. Two tests which were

designed to measure the individual's ability to analyze control movements

and the types of errors made by students in performing typica maneuverS

were prepared. Tests were also developed to try to measure altitude, interest,

and pcrs Qnality factors believed to Ix related to the work of the instructor.

These included tests of preference and biographical data.

A study was made to evaluate the tests developed. To privide criteria,

over-all ratings of the teaching ability and flying ability of instructors in

pilot-training schools and ratings of these instructors On a 16.item descrip-

tive rating scale were given by flight supervisors and s.quadron superviSor.

These were obtained for 423 civilian instructors in primary flying sho"ls.

The ratings given the instructors on various traits were correlated with

the scores obtained on the tests by these instructors. Significant correlation

coefficients were obtained between ratings on the trait of pilot ability and

all of the tests except one of abstract intelligence. The two traits for whkh

the descriptive ratings showed the next largest correlations with the tests

were those on ability to analyze student errors and ability to express him-

self. The correlations of all test 3cores with the over-all ratings of teachilg

ability were very low. The test having the highest correlation was one of

mecbanical comprehension.
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No definitc pattern was opparent from examination of the corrtatIonx
between the individual tUst scores and the various Items of the devcrptive
ratig wal. There w s a suggetion of d isrmination in caai ecur.

stances. For euample, the highest correlation for the reading-comprehensoi tro-t * ts with the ability to express himnself. Simila.rly, there was a relatively
high oorel.ton Ietwetn tests of instructiwaa judlgment and analysi of can-

trol movements and the ratings of ability to analyze student errors. It was
suggested by daii study that these aupcrizIrs at tie pimary levcl d at
least obtained a fairly good estimate of the flying ability of the lnstructouid thei,.rr mrvisi-' n, an p-rb_ l ha some inight into certain of theiother abilitim The cvilian instructors represented a very wide range of

background and ages. The frequent check rides with students beginning
training under these instructors, especially with students being considered for
elimination, provided the supervisors a g(od opportunity to evaluate the
various instructors under their supervislou.
RatLing Soda for Evauating Combat Experienced Insrutore

In the spring of 1944 the availability of a large number of retumed pilots
with combat experience aroused considerable interest in the problem of
secting from this group the ones who would be most suitable for duty as
pilot instructors. For this purpose a battery of tests was administered to
the combat returnees at the redistribution statloas of the AAF Personnel
Distribution Cormand.

To develop a measure of success as an Instructor ag!"nit which to validate
these tests the Psychological Research Project (Pilot) carried out a num-
ber of studies involhing the development and use of supervisors' rating scales,
self-rating scales, and students' rating scales. The reliability coeffdl-mt ob-
tamined for a group of 74 supervisors' ratings was approximately zero. For a
group of 44 instructors the correlation between students' ratings and self-
ratings was found to be 0.12. In preliminary studies the reliability of the
students' rating form appeared to be promising and it was therefore decided
to concentrate work on the development of the students' rating scale.

The original 47-item student-rating scale was administered to 3 groups

and on the basis of the results was successively shortened to a 34-item scale
which was readrainistered and reduced to a 2S-item scale which in turn was
reduced to an 18-item scale on the basis of the third administration. Each of
these administrations invohv, between 200 and 400 students.

The sums of the ratings given on the 18 items of the revised rating scale
by two students in the same class rating the same instructor were correlated
to obtain an estimate )f the degree of agreement or reliability. The relia-'
bility coefficients for the average of the ratings by four students on a single
instrdctor were estimated using the Spearman-Brown formula. These relia.
bility coefficients are as foUows and are based on the number of pairs *1
students indicated in parentheses: Primary (.V = 68), 0,60; Basic (.V
= 233), 0.86; Advanced (.V =782), 0.69; Transition (.V = 613), 0.8,3.
It was believed that these results were higher than would be obtained if
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the students' judgments were independent. That is, it was believed that
students discussed instructors among themselves and therefore, when asked
to give ratings, reported what was ei part the reputation of the patcular
iatrutor For this reason it was decided to renuter the Students Rating
Sue to four successive classes in advanced and tran.ition schools.

A total of 281 instructors were iuuud who had been rated by students fro=
two classes. An average of 3.25 students In each class rated each instructor.
The reliabflity of the Students Rating Scale obtained from rating by 3.25
students in each of two different classes was found to be 0-36. Usbzg the
agreement of two students in the same cLass, weighting the schools according
to the proportions in this sample, and corecting for the fact that 3.25 stu-
dents rated the same instructor, the figure comparable to 0.26 in terms of the
within-class correlation Is 0.75. This finding coafrimed the belief that the
ratings of the various students were not independent but contained a sub.
stantial reputation factor. It was found also that the class-to-class rella-
bility coefficient of the over-all item of the Students Rating Scale obtained
from this same group was 0.23 as compared with the reliability for the total
score of 0.36.

The intercorrelations among the 18 items of the Students Rating Scale
and the ratings by supervisors of flying ability and teaching ability were ob-
tained for a total of 1,141 students. These intercorrelations are shown in
table 6.1. A graphical analysis of the patterns of intercorrelation for the
various items indicated a grouping rather similar to the four types of qualities
which were derived from the study of the characteristics of successful pIA
instructors. For this sample the correlations between supervisors' ratings of
flying and teaching ability and the total score on the eighteen items were

found to be 0.06, and 0.08 rc-spc-tively. The correlations for the over.all
item "effectiveness in putting flying training across" were 0.08 and 0.11
respectively.

The correlations between students' rating on "ability to demonstrate
maneuvers" and the two general ratings given by supervisors were 0.07 and

0.09 respectively and for "interest in instructing" the corresponding coef-

dents were 0.03 and 0.09. For the item "confidence in this airplane" the

coefficients were 0.07 and 0.06. Nearly all of the remaining coefficients Were
even snaller than these. These data suggest that the supcrAsor's ratings

were based mainly on his opinions regarding the instructor's flying ability.
This is somewhat confirmed by the correlation between the superisor's rat-
ing of flying ability and teaching ability of 0.70, Since the students were
not asked to rate the instructor's flying ability, it is not possible to make a

direct comparison for this particular item.
To explain the large drop in agreement between students' ratings of in-

structors for successive classes as compared with students in the same clas

it was suggested that these ratings were based in part on a general reputa-

tion factor for the instructor growing out of discussions on the part of the

students. It seemed probable that this repuation factor also carried on to
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some extent frorn one c.ass to the next, sInce here are ordinarily at k-au 1*6
diffcret ucs, approximately S weeks apart, in the advanced xbhools at tis

same tite. Uafortunately, it was not pss.ible to estimate from the data

available the extent to which ratings from students in differeat classea were

independenL
A Va21datLio, Stdy of tn-struaraor Sv~gvalun t

The students' ratings and supe_ _ iso ratings for appraxlmtely 200 at

thu iuatructovr included iu te s jum n ,,toned wcre comiud ththe scores achieved by thm instructgrs ork the Intrtatot Selection Tests

adnin iicred at Redistributin Stations. Vor this &ampl e Whe eomhet =are
bj.±d un six tests yielded correlation coefficients of -- 0.04, -0.18 and -0.07
with the total scores on the Students Rating Scale, supervisors' ratizo of
ttaching abillity, and supervLsors' ratings of flying ability respectively. The
razge of the correlations for the individual tests was from -0.19 between
the Verb al Comprehension Test and the total score oan the Students Ratisg
Scale to 0.04 between the Aalysis of Maneuvers Test and this same score.
The lack of reliability and lack of agreement among the various ratings used
as criteria of success as instructors had not given any reason for expecting
substantial positive coefficients. However, the tendency toward negative
coefficients suggested the possibility that bias had been introduced due to
uncontrolled factors. Tvestigations did not reveal the source of any such
possible bias.

Derelopmenl of an lntructor Check Ri

An instrument instructor check ride was developed. This consisted of a
standardized check ride with complete instructions to the instructors regard-

ing the procedures and the method of rating, At the AAF Instructors School

(Instrument Pilot) 179 of the students in the class of 44-9 were given two

check rides 7 to 10 days apart by different staff instructors under condition

insuring independent ratings.
The reliability coefficients for this sample were voice, 025; demonstration

technique, 0.40; explanation technique, 0.54; knowledge of subject, 0.52;

analysis of maneuvers, 0.51; firal grade, 0.S0. The correlation between

scores on this chcck ride and previous experience as an inSt.uctor was 0.30
when expressed as a biscrial correlation coefficienL

For a sample of 374 students the correlation between this instructor check

ride and the check ride in instrument flying proficiency was found to be 0.13.

These data suggest that such an instructor check ride as this may have

promise as a measure of instructional proficiency. Its disadvantages are that

the check rider served as student during the ride and was, therefore, nut able

to make as systematic a report of the behavir of the instructor as would an

independent observer. His known skill in flying alho teadtd to nuke the

situation somewhat artificial. However, it Lc believed that further dvelop-

meat along this line is indicated.
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The Comrnpiso.n -of Bai4ng oj Instructors w"i
Petsorwl Data Regardlng Theam
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An Rnalyuis of Stabily a) lpro/janm

0"a itudY which bel" on the genera priubltw of the selection, of iastnx.
tors is'an atialysis of statements and ratings regirdirig iaterest in and prt4.
trente for work as a flying iatrictor. in a uimplt of *pprOiim'attly 200
easa, a corrclation of only 0.12 was found bttr the Szstctor's State-
rawt as to his desire for assiuuicut as an iristructor sit the time of his rtr
from combat to a redithu Lioa iLaiion and his own rating regarding lib 111-
4n for the iniStrlJctor's job after he had bftn on tht job for some mizits

Simlrly, this prcfcrca iatin made at the Urne he w=s in tb4e redLqtd-
bution station had no c=&tltiun vith tht students' estimates of Instructors
intgrest in his job or studmts' or supervisors' ritings of instructor ri .

the Job their liking for It tezded to be fairly stabl&

Irnpucationia
CLbuugb final solutions were not obtined in this area It is believed ta

these studies have thrownu considerable light on the very difficult problem of
select~ing and training instru~ctors for pilot fly-ing schools which also have
implications for the more general problems of instruction and educatIOn. It
is believed that the introduction of practice teaching in the Central Instrue-
tors School would be an important advance which would make possible much
more rapid progress in this area. Further work witb the Student Rating
scale and the Instructor Check Ride also appear-s to be desirable, As ims-
proved MLtb~dS for traluating the flying skill of students become available
it may be poszlble to compare instructors oni the basis of the Irvel of WDil
which their students halve attained,

Initructors io NavigationTralnhzng Sehoo101

Derelopauimt Oj IntrudOr-SeAldOn 3.511

in the early phases of the development of the (igatlOU training PrograM,

the instructors were drawn from the few officers with ratings in navigation,

a number of civilians selected to teach in the riaiigat ion schools by the Offi-
cer Procurement Iloards, a number of offficers who had been cormissioned

for this work from civilin life# and a large number of inztructors who were

selected from the graduating dl~sme of advanced navigation schooU. In 1943

an AAF Instructor School was established at Selan Field to train Instruc-
tors for navigation schools. For a while this school tralnt.l recently gradu-

ated navigators, but in 1944 alarge number of navigators with combat ex-

B~h~~rw5 rrtu4 tw W4.L 4 %,"io u w out ho L. , P.C&,%. W. a. . . ot. L~& X.~

11,~04 I . . Dw . .~Z C.C .gs V L1ji
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* ~ ~ poeace were retuwned to the Training Comunnd for assignment and MUl of
ta am were sewi to the AAY Instructors School at Selian Field. Until

December 1944 all navigators with combat experience reporting to the

combat moanndwr sti~ oteImtuctr duty. a aie d to aed
Variou ngaps withi tAchain. Bcaiy (b ed f 1944, uwd%,cr ther ereI

* suchtalae es t r o nihi gx tuvcorsci praglt [ asisigusc a ntrucors trit
astemo instqu rtor1 serection wa d rl it4 :Lac4414ando

Tas em~ inu'ialy in14o the policy tof rtathing forms. Experinnag
* ~traltaig sof l to formbat dcarrad out inceredsibtinbero coba the

varioso up itiin tohe n A nvioteration scuuyV ri Junerou to dovem-

* ber 1944. In November 1944 a program of administering a battery of in.
structor selection tests was established at all redistribution stations.

To provide am estimate of SuccSS aU A naVi~at ivUCtor, scores Were
* combined for tests of attitude, individual adjustmnent., reading comnprehet-

sian and rcasoning, and navigator proficiency. A stanine for navigator in-
structor was obtained from these combined scores.

Studies carried out at the IPsychological Research Project (Navigator)
indicated that the correlation between the scores obtained. on a group of
attitude items administered at the redistribution statuion correlated only
0.66 with the scores an these samex itemas administered after these combat-
experieniced navigators had spent a few weeks at the Instructor School for
navigators. The authorities at this school, therefore, requested that the test

* be givcn after the returnees had arrived at the navigation school. Accordingly,
* an attitude test similar to the one given at the Personnel Distribution Coam.

* nimud stations arnd an information test of scientific b-ackground were given
at the Instructor School and combined to provide a Scireenirig Test &core.

* Unfortunately, these te-sts were deviloped before there had been an oppor-
tunity for a systematic and thorough analysis of the duties of the navigator

* . instructor. This would not have been so serious if a suitable criterion had
been available to provide an empirir-al check on the value of these test%.

* However, as was frequently the came in siilar situations, in investigationi
of the available mza-iures of success as a navigator instructor indicated that
no available nteaure was satLfactory. It -wa found that success in the navi-
gator instructor school was largely dependent on proficiency as a navigato
and this could of course be predicted by intellectual test-.. Both the Navi-
Sator Instructor Stanirre and the Scrvening Tost Scores yielded significant,
though not very high, correlations with the grades and reports used at these
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Th Reporl *) Codas' Opiniona RegarIngK Ivn nadrn
It 7=5 ap.%ret that thcac gradtf Ietftied to only a vuy small exteal

the specific quaitics necessary for succeu as a navigator Instructor. To im-
pruve the validity of the data avaiLble at the schools, Psychological Reseach
Project (Navigator) was requested to develop a pioc dure for rating prac-
tice letur geven by students in the Instructor Schwl. Thi led t tho
devekupoitt of a fourtt"u.itca k-ctur-rat4 scale. 'ar a .sampl of Z
cas the total score on this tating st was found to have a reliability of
0,60. The extent to which this apparent reliability is due to prior infomal
dis-ussion regarding the abilitia of th* inanctor-school studtnu by the
raters is riot know.th

l pavided .'U - -r h Ct M g &bCt Of AVA, d-W10a
itutructors This modified rating shett w*s adopted for offMc us in at ad-
vanced navigator training schools as a part of the cadet opinion survey. It
was found that for each of the 14 items the average rating given to a paticu-
ar instructor by the odd- as compared with the even-aumbesij students in

a partlkulr class of approsirmatrly 40 students agreed to the extent of a
correlatlun coffickent of about 0.87. This coeficient was based on a group
of about S2 instructors. The average ratings given by the students in one
clas were corrclatcd with the average ratings given the same instructor by
a difierent class for a group of 20 irstructors, The correlation coeffideat
obtained was 0.47.

In completing these scales each student selected one of five choices as
being the bet description of the instructor being rated The student did
not sign his name to his rating. The ratings for each class for each in-
structu were averaged and compared with those of all other instructors.
A graphic prufile giving the instlrutur's relative standing on the 14 items
was prepared and sent to the supervisos of the particular instructor for
the infornation of both the instructor and the supervisor. This r.port form
together with the form "Explanation of Report of Cadet Opiniuns Regard-
ing Instructors" which accompanied it are reproduced in figures 6.1 and 6.2.

In table 6.2 are shown the results of the follow-up study of the correlations
of the tests given at the Navigator Instructor School with ratings obtained
for these instructors in Advanced Navigation School with respect to their
actual teaching performance. It will be noted that the correlations are all
extremely low. There were not a sufficient number of cases ir' the follow-up
groups wvho had taken the tests in the redistribution stations to make a use-
ful analysis in terms of these other test&

TAus-z 6,2.-C0o'YaWious of intsu.ctOr.ctios ets w' ait l g$tJg ofoat d. Ligatioa.sehoot incki| perjorusaurs
Surfry 61 54nf& sante HagS

flacb14l aikuiak ANU~& 3r4 6 N 1*
StuI- ot | . ................. ot ow 003 .21 404 0.44
Ftch Ii.OUCUfl.. .................. -.A .0 37A 4.03 .31F g h ma .. 4 1?? 40 .41

CS5 I 0 42 3.93 .40
........ . 4. 1 41 40 . 4
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The fndings from 6tudlte of navigator lnstrmtnrs tend to agree with thosu

pre-vouily d based on pilot instructom as to the value and llmitationw
of various types of rating of succi in instructional work. Tht syzteatk
collection and Lbulatloa of student opnion, regaxdin both Instructois and
traiin procedures in gentral, as developed by the navigator project is be-

] ~ ~REPORT OF CADETS' OPINION5 kLUOLNG INSTAUil( I'OkS

NlAMZ Rot Richakrd W. lit LtL I 1S5N
Ii

1. In estiiating this instructor's teaching abilities, of tose taking the
survey (N = 43), 56 percent stated they wcre very certain of their
opinions; 36 percent stated they were fairly certain of their opinions;

8 percznt stated they gave their opiaions with some rese.aons; 0
*percent stated they gave thvi op!Lloas, but with many resurvations

b"cause of the little time thcy had been taught by this instructor; 0
percent stated they had this instructor for such a little time they felt
they could not furm any opiniuns about him (no ratings were made

by theseme)
StLadizg in Relation

to the Average
• Instructor Rating

10zE0 95 9 0 65 60 75 70

11. X nowl e e of bjed ......... . . .......... 4

"I, ity o f a tata o o ...... . . .. .... . .I ....

V. L"lrok t..u of ....................

V L bi l i t y t o u o f. ... - -1.... ..... . ..... A

V11. Cocplet , t i ,sa re ................................ ..to vudca qi= 1 w Am
VIii. Und, rstamdimg uu ' &hilty" ... .............. . 0 .O-L -_

to &atarb a use maerdiL.

X Ability tQ &Ute t&w ht ..... .............
i X1. Adcquacy of explAlig um ..... ................ '

X 11 l . Cola rol off C'UM ...... .......... ........... .............t , _ _ _ .

X L l oin ,avl igtlu . inte rt ....... ......... .........

XIV. Attitudt of helpflu1 ............ ..............
toward "de-a.

XV. Ge .a- ..l........ .f I i
lructo: in putting wbjedt Lacro

FuwuU 6.1.-Report of cAdt et opinons rmtardi sI toxjfu tl.
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EXrLANATION OF REPORT OF CADETS' OPINIONS,
REGARDL\G 1NSTRUCTORS

These eWpressions of opinion by cet.: should i ao way be hWpreted
as "effwiency katingL" "In:y are only an indication of the luer's evalua-
tion of the instructor and as such, reflect only the Im-cr's point of view.
'-sie extpresioas of opinion -hould be ttipered by the judgment of expezi-

ened navigation supervisory personnel as to the qualities desifed in the
_"ct Ua = r.xtent to which such opinious reflect the attainment of

these quzultie
It should be remembered that the expressions of opinion indicated on the

reverse side of this report are based on the opinions of the cadets in one
particular flight. Had other cadets, receiving instruction from this instruc-
tor, indicated their opinion, some change in the average expressed opinlon
might take place. However, it is believed that ratings obtained from class
to class will be roughly comparable.

The value of these expressions of opinion lies in the fact that the learner
is in an excellent position to evaluate the effectiveness of an instructor's pres-
entation. The instructor should inspect his relative standings on each of the
items from II through XV and note his strong and weak points. By being
aware of his weak points and attempting to improve his work on these pohnts%
he will be able to itcrease the effectiveness of his instruction. Likewise, the
instructor should note his standing relative to the average instructor. If the
instructor is generally below average, he should attempt to ealuate the
effectiveness of his instruction and to improve those particular points which

seem to cause the learner the greatest difficulty. On the other hand, if an in-
structor is generally above the average be can feel that his instruction is
quite effective.

Item I gives the percentage of the flight stating differing degrees of cer-
tainty of opinion about this instructor.

The graph represents the position of this instructor on each item from

II through XV in relation to the average rating given by all student raters to

all instructors in the school. The midpoint of 85 marks the school average
for that item. The point representing this instructor on any particular item
represents his standing in relation to the average rating for all instructors
for that item.

Fwmu 62.-Expliamton of report of cadeu' opinions regardig inuto.am
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Instruc. "u IlumaburWer Trainiag School*'

Dme1 opmenl of Test. .znd Raring Scales
The situation with ruc.tCt to the scction and trainUg of bombardier

instructors was quite similar to that for navigators. The first three cadet
borbardier clases at Lowry Field provided the instructors fur the establish-

meat in 1941 oi bombardier schools at Barkdale and Ellngtoa Fields. For
a uuibacr of clases at these fields. it was also ncccssary to ridala A number
of the graduates as instructors. The bombardier ,Thools were instructed to

to be retained as instrtor

In January 1943 the Cent al Instructors School fur f3ombardica was
established at Carlsbad Army Air Field. Initially the classes were composed
of instructors and supervisors from the various bombardier schools but by
the middle of 1943 combat-cxperienced bornbardicrs were being sent to
Carlsbad for instructor training. As the result of the policy of replacing
instructors who bad not served in combat theaters, all returned bombardiers
ordered to the Training Command wrre sent to the Instructor School. In
October 1943 the Central Instructors School (Bombardier) was moved to
Midland Army Air Field.

One of the first projects of the Psychological Research Project (Bombar-
dier) when it was established in January 1944 at 'idland Army Air Field
was the study of bombardier instructors. The project was directed to make
an analysis of the duties of the bombardier instructor. On the basis of inter-
views with supervisors, instructors, and aviation cadets and detailed obser-
vation of instruction on regular training flight a tentative list was devel-
opcd of seven important aspects of the task of the bombardier instructor
which it was believed could be measured by psychological tests. These seven
traits included (1) attitudes and opinions, (2) verbal intellectual ability,
(3) ±-nechanical comprehension, (4) knowledge of basic subject matter, (5)
numesical ability, (6) instructional judgment, and (7) biographical infor-
mation.

On the basis of this analysis of the duties of the bombardier instructor, a
battery of tests was assembled and tried out experimentally by the Psycho-'
logical Resca.ch Project (Bombardier). These tests included:
1. Aritlhmetic Rcasoning Test, DGSOA.-A 40-item printed test de-

signed to measure nonverbal reasoning ability. The problems were multiple-
choice arithmetic reasoning problems.

2. Bombardier Basic Knowlcdge, DS441A.-A 50-item printed test de-
signed to measure practical knowledge of bombing subjects. The multiple-
choice items include such problems as setting up the auto-pilot and the use
and operation of the sighL
3. Explanation Blank. DS3OA.-nThis test included a number of pat-
Tbi6 wk wu "kc by E It. Kat , W. W. Gria.L K, I. L,', R. J, Lanra, J. W. Jtrc. &ad LL L
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gr-pU followed by quest n regarding the quality of the explanation pro.
vided in the pargraph.

4. Mechanical Com~rn hension, DS201A, -A 40-item multiple-choice test
designed to measure understandhig of fundamental mechanical principles.
The items were accompanicd by diagrams and drawings designed to illustrate
everyday mechanical problem.I

S. Opon Q eitonnire C-SIVA.-.A 90-item qucstionnaire of the mul-
tiplechoice typ, e prepared by Psychological. Ret arch Projt (Bombardier).
The items covered attitudes toward instructing, promotion, paper work, 41*
cipline, and similar topics.

6. rcr.;ona Inventory, DEZOZB.-A 45-item inventory revised from the
Shipley Inventory. It was scored by an empirical key developed by comnpar-
ing combat returnees diagnosed as having operational fatigue with CA
diagnosed as normal

7. Scntiefc Background, CI8124.-A 60-itcm test prepared by Psycho-
logical Research Project .(Navigator) and designed to measure knowledge
of physical principles and background of general science.

8. Verbal Comprehncion, DGIO1B.-A 40-item test of reading compre-
hension similar to those used in the AAF Qualifying Examination and the
Air-crew Classification Test Battery. Several paragraphs were presented
folUowed by multiple-choice items designed to test understanding of the
materiaL

9. Bombardier Proficicncy Tet, DS442A.-A 90-item test based on a pro-
ficiency test developed for selecting lead personnel ia the Eighth Air Force
and the Bombardier Basic Knowledge Test.

Certain of these tests were selected for administration in the instructor
battery at the redistribution stations of the AAF Personnel Distribution
Command. These included all of the nine tests mentioned above except the
Explanation Blank and the Scientific Background and Bombardier Basic
Knowledge Tests. The Opinion Questionnaire was slightly revised and Te-
named the Air-crew Officer Blank for this Purpose. These six scores were
combined to obtain a Bombardier Instructor Stanine.

To evaluate the success in the Central Instructors School for bombardierM
the Over-all Instructor Rating was used. This rating was a composite indud.
ing the following grades with the weights indicated: ground technical-train-
ing grade, 5; teaching techniques for aerial instruction grade, 3; aerial-train-
Lng grade, 1; technical aerial-training grade, 1. These combined scores were
recorded in terms of ratings of superior, excellent, very satisfactory, satis-
factory, and unsatisfactory. 1 or purposes of the analysis of the Instructor
Selection Test the two top categories were compared with the three bottom
categories. The bombardier instructor students were fairly evenly divided
between these two groupings.

To obtain measures of the actual success on the job as a bombardier in-
structor, the personnel of the Psychological Research Project (Bombardier)
visited several bombardier schools where standardized interviews were con-
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ducted with supervisory and cadet perwzieL Ile purpose of these studies

was explained to theme individuas and they were assured that their ratings

would be kept strictly confidentiaL
Ratings on each instructor were obtained from between three to six quai-

4 fied training supervisors, including both combat veterans and wzea who Lad
seen no combat duty at each of the cadet bombardier schookL These rat-

pecnand so an down to the lowest 20 percent, Each instructor who was
rtdhdbeen assigned to the school as an intructor for at least 2 months.
Caewstaken to obtain ratings under as nearly independent conditions as

possible.
Ratings were, obtained from in average of about three cadets who bad

known the instructor for a period of at least 1 month in these same schools.
"The cadet rating forms requested ratings on (1) ability to explain clearly,
(2) ability as a bomnbardier, (3) personality as an instructor, and (4) over-
all tffectiveness as an instructor. Each of these was presented to the cadets
In the form of a question followed by five descriptive statements. The cadet

* was asked to select the statement which most accurately described the bom-.
bardier instructor being rated&

Ratings of these types were obtained for 332 instructors by supervisors
* and 272 instructors by cadets. These instructors were distributed among four

bombardier schools. In addition to these ratings, information was obtained
at 'he field concerning the officer's efficiency rating, his score on the comnpre-

herisive Bombardier Proficiency Test, and his score on the Standard Aerial
Check if available.

Analysis of the Yojidation Data
These various ratings were then correlated with Bombardier Instructor

Stanines, and the scores on the individual tests that were available. A suma-
ay of tecse ofiis shown in table 63
Correlations between the various tests and the ratings made by super-

I visors and cadets were surprisingly high in view of the findings just reprted
for pilot and navigator instructors. The correlation for the Bombardier In-
structor Stanine with the Over-all Instructor Rating was 0.54. With super-
visors' ratings it was 0.38 and for the cadets' ratings 0.61. Although studies
were not made of the reliability of the cadets' and supervisors' ratings, the
correlation between these two ratings of 0.46 reported in the following ta' le
suggests a fair degree of reliability for each of theme.

There are a number of factors which may explain the better predictive
value of the Instructor Scection Tests in this instance. In general, these are
condit ions which suggest that the ratings of bombardier instructors in this
situation are likely to have been more valid than in the case of the other
specialties. One of the mnost important uf thewe is the fact that these studiesIs
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were carried on in the midst of a vigorous campaign throughout the bormn
bardier training program to evaluate and improve instructor personneL All
instructors as well as al cadets were requited to take the Bombardier Pr*.
wciency Test and the fact that the average scores for instructors and cadetl
were almost identical in most of the schools was given wide publicity.

the Bombardier Training Standardization Board was also active during
this time, visiting the schools and giving various instructors the Standard
Aerial Check Ride. Ile supervisory personnel were encouraged to check
ride their instructors with the same standard check. Supervisory persono
were being urged to weed out the inferior instructors. It is believed that all
of this contributed to encouraging supervisors to learn something about
the knowledge, ability, and personality characteristics oftheir instructors

It is possible that the bombardier-school cadets bad an opportunity to
observe a larger number of bombardier instructors and therefore had a
sounder basis for giving a comparative rating. Clearly, if the cadet had never
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had but one instructor, he had little means for judging the relative compe-
tence of his instructor. Another factor which may have been Important in
the evaluation of bombardier Instructors was that all ratings were obtained
during an intenrvq by a represcutative of psycholo ical Research Project
(Bo~ardir). This proedure Aould have rciultd ' a cearer understand-

inc on the part of the raters and probably a more careful job of rating.
Another contributing factor may avc bcen the iiiilla r-triction in the

range of abilities pre.nt in the returned bombardier group. For the bom-
bardiers represented in the groups of 326 and 327 entering into the analyses
0: vw .atdicr Staimne and Navigaor Stanint with Over.all Instructor Rate

ng the mean Bombardier Stazine is 5.75 and the mean Navigator Stanine
; is 5.36, and standard deviations are 1.66 and 1.65 respectively. T7he level of

intellectual ability ws definitely lower for this group of bombardier nstruc-
tors than for similar groups of navigator instructors and the range was car-
respondingly less restricted than would usually be found in a simlar group
of navigator iastructorn

Although the numbers of cases involved in these studies are too small to
permit definite conclusions, they offer considerable encouragement for fur.
ther research on problem regarding the selecting and training of instructors
for bombardier-training sol.

INSTRUCTORS IN FLEXIBLE GUNNERY
TUAINI-NG SCHOOLS'

Early Studies and Proedure
The general problems of selecting and training of instructors for flexible-

gunner, schools were quite similar to those for the other air-crew specialties.
Gunners were typically enlisted men rather than officers and their instruc-
tors were similarly in enlisted status as a general rule. There were three
t)Tes of gunnery instructors: range instructors, classroom instructors, and
air-firing instructors

The range instructors supervised the firing of the students using various
types of weapons, sights, and turrets on the ground ranges. The classroom
instructor had a more typical instructional position in a fairly conventional
classroom situation with special emphasis on training films and other visual

I aids. The air-firing instructor had what was g.neraUy considered to be the
most important of the instructor positions. It was also a very dificult one
because of the number of students to be supervised, the cramped interiors
of the planes, and the lack of familiarity of the students with the general
problems and conditions of flying. In addition to a heavy schedule of aerial
flights, instructors held preflight briefings and postflight critiques. Because
of its greater importance for the primary job of the flexible gunner, plans and

*TbI work dr* hwd Is 51 fl wi a14e by R . X 1. H bb, L. X. 5 lurow, A. L Trims, 0, R. PuIa .
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studies regarding the gunnery instructor problem were usually oriented
about the problems of the air-firing lWs.uctor.

As in the case of the other SpeMaltlds, suY fietudy valVd aneAulek Uf w t t
performance were not available to permit the evaluatiou of gunwy latnux-
tors in terms of the proficle.cy of their students. Therefore, a careful mady-
isi was made of the duties of imstructort and four qualILit wue scled "
being of prime importance far this assignment. These quaitL- we.r: (1)
the lateiigence of the instructor, (2) the amount of gunnery knowledli
possessed by the instructor, (3) the degree of personal adjustment of the

instructor and (4) the ability of the iatructors in putting to ue accepted
principles of teaching.

The LwsLrwrt~ School for FlexIbl Gurunery a' Buckingham Army Air
Firld was one of the firt instructor schools established in the Army Air
Forces. Wh a psychological research detachment was assigned to this
school early In 1943 one of their first projects was a suney of the pcrsoniel
being sent to the Instructor School by each of the six gunnery schools. It
was found that the mean score on the Army Geaeral Clahsicatioa Test fot
approximately 200 students who had graduated from flelible-gunnery school
and were assigned to the Instructor Shool in February 1943 was 119. More
than 20 percent of the group bad scores on the Army General Classification
Test of 108 or below, It was also found that the knowledge of flexible g=-
nery of the men sent from various schools varied over a considerable range.

This study led to a directive regarding the assignment of students to the
Instructor School which specified that they should have an Army General
Classification Test score of 120 or above except for those students who had
received special training in combat, had teaching experience, or had received
four years of college training. It was also specified that they be high-school
graduates and make a score on the Comprehensive Test in Gunnery above
the seventy-fifth percentile of regular gunnery students.

This procedure appears to have operated quite satisfactorily in procuring
for instructor assignments a high quality of graduates from the flexible-gun-
nery schools. As more combat returnees became available the policy was
established for this as for other specialties that these instructors were to be
released for combat duty and replaced with men who had combat experience.

Development of the Inulructora Qualifying Examinaton

To select the most suitable personnel from among the combat returnees
with experience in flexible gunnery, the psychological research group with
the Central School for Flexible Gunnery prepared the Instructors Qualifying
Examination. This examination was prepared in two main parts. Booklet
I covered aptitudes considered important for the gunnery instructor ad in.

cluded subtcsts of vocabulary, mechanical aptitude, mathematics, reading
comprehension, spatial visualization, and teaching aptitude and personAl
zdjustment. Booklet II was devoted to knowledge of gunnery and included
subtests on aircraft recognition, sightng, weapons, and turret&
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In sddltoa to these two bookicts the Mec.harical Comprehension Test,.
DS2OIA, used for sckctitg otb r inttructors at the redistribution stations
was iMluded in obtaining the inal Gunnery instructor StanLue in order to
supplement the rn-c anical E.iction of the aptitude bookkt. Ile tests of
SGunaney knoled-L "'t, rnntly *lIted Gonnery F"ina Ex.dpl"
tions u"' in the flexiblc-guinnery schools. Tht tests iur the aptitude bw-

€ let were similar to aircrew classifi cation tests of the tqTwi mtnetuncd with

the eeptioo suh a ng aptude = per-n adjustmentJ
This consisted of 40 iteMS which wcrc the disrfimainating itemns renui~niag

opinions, preferences, and personal traits. These items were retained because
of their ability to discriminate between individuals who obtained high and
low ratings in practice teaching as measurud by a rating scale or between
individuals who obtained high ratings in the cour .cs on student teaching as
compared with those with low ratings In this course.

The ratings for practi e teaching were obtained f(om a 14.item scale. It
was found that this sxcalc which included such items as fluency, poise, clarity
of expression, use of teaching aids, ability to arouse inter.st, and cvidunce
of preparation had a reliability coefficient when baud ca the judgments of
two independent raters equal to 0.90, This value was based on a comparison

'of the ratings of 1S students by each of tv,'o raters. The coefficient was
increased by use of the Spearman-Brown formula to represent the reliability
of thir combined ratings,

Use oJ the Instrtctors Qualifying Examinallnt
To check on the validity of the Instructors Qualifying Examination, scores

on Booklet I and Booklet II of this test were compared with scores achieved
on the final comprehensive gunnery examination at the Instructor School and
the ratings on basic gunnery teaching and on practice taching at this schooL
Data were obtained for 800 cas enrolled in claes at the Instructor School
in February 1945.

For the Final Co:nprehenr.ve Examination the correlations were 0.57 and
0.62 respectively for Booklets I and II. For Basic Gunnery Teaching Rat-
ings the corresponding correlations were 0.24 and 0.12 and for rractice
Teaching these values were 0.19 and 0.08. T'ese correlations are the values
obtained after correcting the original values for the restriction in the sample
at the Instructnr Schco. Trhcse corrections were accomplished using the
standard deviation of the sample of people tested in the redistribution sta.
tions of AAF Personnel Distribution Commard on the total score for the
Instructors Qualifying Examination. This value was 26.25 and the corre-
sponding value for this restricted sample of 800 cases was 17.22.

The complete table of intercorrelations for &U of the subtets of the In-
structors Qualifying Examination and the various parts of the criterion
measures is given in table 6.4.

By means of the various parts of the Instructors Qualifying Examination
it was found possible to obtain a multiple correlation of 0.72 with the Final
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Comprehensive Examination in the instructor course, a multiple correlation

of .,S with 13Wc Guuniry Tcching Ratings, and a multiple correlation of
0.32 w th the Practice Teaching RatirgL

In additlon to the use of the Instructors Qualfyiug EximInatlon to select
pnnery initructort from among combat returnees the examination was used

a pan of the procedure for giving authority to certain individuals to be
cUW ed as Specification Serial No. 938, a classificAtion ordina-ily given
oWiy to graduates of the Instructor Schoo. his exAmination wu ued as &B
initial screening device. Candidates were also required to obtain a minimum
quail ing score on the Pbau chocks and to be judged u satisfactory on the
basis of an interview with a board established for that purpose. Those quali.
tying for an interview on the basis of test results and passing this board were
claisified as lexMble-gunnery instructors, The examinations held by these
boards indica that many of the nrl.,tld personnel who were functiotdng
as gunnery instructors powssed rather inferior qualification for this assigu-I
ment, These men were gradually replaced by combat-experienced men
selected as described above.

It is clear that this program produced a substantial Improvenwnt in the

general level of aptitude and 4iformatiou possessed by intru.i. Ala tnery
schools. Although evidence based on actual improvement in the quality of
str'%- . - 'd by thc,, instructors or bascd on actual observation and
evluatlon of the gunnery istructors in their instructional assignment in the
schools is not available, the ratings of practice teaching in the Instructor
School tend to indicate that the selection procedures possess validity for
the practical side of instructions as well as the theoretical.

It is important to note that if these selection procedures posssessed only
a moderate amount of validity they would still have been of great practical
value because of the large numbers of instructors involved and of the ex.
tensive use of these selection procedures and the large number of men re-
jected by them. For example among the combat returnees tested in the
redistribution statioas no one was sent to the AAF Instructors School for
Flexible Gunnery who obtained a Gunnery Instructor Stanine below the
average for the gunners tested.

Surmar7 of Instructor Researth
The work of psychological research personnel associated with instructor

schools for the various specialties resulted in the accumulation of a substan-
tial amount of important research experience in the field of instructor selec-
tion and training. In connection with the Instructors School for Flexible
Gunnery the selection program was started early and was an important prac-
tical influence on the training program in flexible gunnery.

The research on instructors for pilot, bombardier, and navigator schools
was largly conctntratd on problems of selecting combat returnees for in.
structor duty. The findings of these groups were utilized to some extent in
developing policies and in rejecting combat returnees for instructor assign.
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meats. However, thtir main contribution wasin til r fdipJ M
garding the antlysis of the instructor problem and a*plally cm the evalu-
don of the effectlVeaess of instructors

Sinct there wa not a signifhcant number of combat returnees with exped-
nce a flight engineers or radar obsrvers, the instructor problem was to

given as high priority in research in these sp c tcs aad only a prclimlwy
survey of this arta had been made by tLe clos of the war, These swveys
=a& it appa =t that here as ekewbere procedures for the seletion and
traLning of instructor wet In aetd ol imrlovement. For en..l e 1n the
radkAr-ubrver projects it was found nWImy to cvnduct ezter.ive train.
ing programs to obtain adequate standardization of the admlitaco af
ca ntloaj ard proficiency ch&ks

Trhe instructor is a key fgitre In any trainIng program and these studkl
make it apparcnt that anuch additional research is neceary it satisfactoy
procedures for s$cctlng and training inastructors for the various Air Pon*
schools are to be developed.

RESEARCU ON TIE CONTENT OF TRANLNG COURSES
Introduction

The primary problem of any training program is the dotermination and
spcclilcation of the outcomes of instruction. It is balievtd that most of the
defects in training programs are sclated not to inefficient learning situation
but to having individuals learninag the wrong things. The fundamental basis
for determining what shall be leawned is a thorough analysis of the operating
and combat requirement of the assignments for which the individuals we
bing trained. Unfortunately, many training programs have to be developed
without having the benefit of combat experience with the equipment and
procedures which the individuals a7e being trained to utilize, Under these
circumstances simulated combat situations must be substituted, or it some

instances the programs must be originaly based on a rational analysis of the
anticipated requirements,

Studies of Training Requirements Based on Combat Suianeys
One of the first studies conducted in the Aviation Psychology Program re-

garding combat requirements was the survey of air-crew personnel in the
Eighth, Ninth, Twelfth, and Fifteenth Air Forces conducted -rnum November
1943 to March 1944 and reported in April 1944. One of the studies made in
connection with this survey was an analysis giving the percent of the unsatis-
factory bombing missions of squadrons and groups due to vaXious causes.
The results of this analysis are shown in table 6.S.

The bombing accuracy in thes medium bombardment groups (B-26) in
the Ninth and Twelfth Air Forces was higher than that of the heavy bombard-
ment groups in the Eighth Air Force. The accuracy of the groups of the 42nd
Wing was especially high. As noted above, the t)p of bombing and amount
of opposition is quite different for the groups in the various Air Forces. This
analysis of the reasons why various groups and squadrons failed to achieve
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TAUSZ 6J."-Analysis showing the percent of the unsatisfactory bombing missions of

squadrons and groups which can be attributed to the various
re4jons i cated

Percent
RMasn thlptMI 12ts

AF AF AV
1. W eather: Bombs not dropped at aiming point because of cloud cover. 23 3 7
2. Smoke Srrees: Bombs not &opped at aiming point because of smoe screen S 0 2
3. Enemy Action: Bombing inaccurate becamuse lead ship hit on bomb-run,

etc. 4 6 6
4. Comm'd Decisn,: Bombing incrte bemuse of c6eo 1 ,conk-

mand p;lot .................................................... 4 0 1
S. Formation: Bombing inaccurate because of loose formation and stragglers 3 3 0
6. CoUision Cowss: bombing inaccurate because of alteration In course nec-

Mi. ory to avoid other groups on bombing run................ . 3 $
7. Nevatsaion: Bombs not dropped at aiming point because of failure to locate

initia! point, or bombing inaccurate because of different heading caused
by overrunning initial point .............................. .. 16 0 2

8. Itget )drnlificatiox: Bombing inaccurate because aiming point not locate
or identified too late ........................................... 20 34 21

9. Bombrghi Technique: Bombing inaccurate because of inferior technical
0 kill or gro.s errors in using the bombsight ..................... 11 433

10. Emotional Control: Bombing inaccurate bcause of nervousness and "'te
. inte;fcring with effective action on the bombing run ................. 7 3 $

II. Bombing Equipment: Bombing inaccurate because of failure o'n bombsight
or bomb-release mechanism on bombing run ........................ 4 0 i

12. All reasons for Jallure. ............................................ 100 I 00 100

satisfactory results on particular bombing missions includes only missions
on which bombs were actually dropped by the groups on enemy territory.

Since only unsatisfactory missions were included, the table does not neces-
sarily indicate that a particular difficulty was more frequently encountered
in one Air Force than in another, but merely that the unsatisfactory results
in one Air Force could be attributed in a larger proportion of the missions to
this reason than they could in another Air Force. For example, weather,
smoke screens, command decisions, and navigation difficulties accounted for
a larger proportion of the failures in the Eighth Air Force than in the Ninth
or Twelfth Air F6rces.

The findings summarized in this table contain a number of implications
for the training program. For example It was stated that lack of adequate
discipline was chiefly responsible for straggling formations and collision
courses. Ordinarily these may be taken as failures on the part of pilots in
subordinate command positions. They apij-_ar to reflect lack of adequate
training in leadership.

J There was a substantial number of mission failures in the Eighth Air Force
because of navigation errors. Many of there errors were attributed to pilot-
age, though other aspects of navigation also contributed. Bombardiers in all
three Air Forces had considerable trouble with target identification. This
and similar reports emphasizing these failures on the part of trained bom-
bardiers resulted in greater emphasis being placed on target identification In
the training schoolL

One of the techniques developed for providing training in target identifica-
tion was camera bombing. For these missions bombardiers were briefed to
bomb a particular building or factory or road intersection. The briefing was

SData from all groups in combat operations at the beginnizg of the period for misusons from I September
1943 to 31 December 1943.

'Data [rum the 3 7th Bombardment Group (Medium) for mision from IS August 1943 to IS January
1944.

s Data from uedium bombardment groupa of the 42nd Wing for missions from I December 1943 to 31
January 1944.
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accompllshed on the ground In the usual fashlon with pbotographs and ma
and the missions were flown simulating to a greater degree Combat MWMo
The bombardier was required to ideatify a trget and make a bomb r= can It.
A series of pictures were taken at Intervals during the bomb run and at the
moment of release of the bomb. These pbotographs iude it possible to deter-
mine where bombs would have droppLd had they been dropped at the release

011, aaly-is l indicated that there were many errors in boitbsight teeh-
rique, Furthcr studies of the typms of errors'nade suggested c.gts in the
emphasLo given to variou a; pcts of the bumbardicr'e 1rocedures in the traim-
ins Schools

In addiion to this analysIs of reawas for mission (a"lurms, this sur=ev k-
cludcd int-iewi with giuup and squadron commanders and operations of
cers regarding the training ci the replacement personnel they were receiving.
Their principal complaints were in regard to the failure of training mlssLon
particularly in operational training, to simulatt dusdly combat mis.sios It.
was stated that while the crews were training as units, many of the Individual
members of the crew had so little opportunity to practice their speclalti
that they wre unable to maintain proficiency. These officers reported that
pilots did not have sufficient training in using the automatic pilot in coop-
eraion with the bombardier. It was also reported that piots did not have
adequate knowledge of the engines and other mecanical equipmewt in the
airplanes.

A general point of great practical importance for the Army Air Forces
training program was the estent to which the men in air-crew training
should be taught theory and principles as well as procedures. It is much
simpler in a mass training program to teach everything by rule and as a
series of routine mechanical procedures to be done in a certain sequence
rather than to attempt to provide a basic understanding of the reasons foe
various elements of prccdures to produce ctrtain results.

The ofitcors in the combat theaters regarded it as very important that air-

crew persorel understand the ba.qic principles for the operation of their
equipment rather than learn proccdures and rules. It was reported that in

combat operations the individual frequently found hinLelf in a situation in
which rules had to be violated ;I the mission were to be successfully corn-
pleted. Under these circumstances it was very importnt for the individual
to know the basis for the rules so as to have a full knowldge of the conse-
quences of violating various rules in a situation where equipment, lives, and
the success of the mission were at stake. There is some evidece that the

type of flexibility in operations which com.es from a complete understanding
of the theory and principles of the combat operations of their equipment was
the principal feature which distinguished American pilots from those of

certain enemy countries during the past war.
In addition to this inlitial survey, studies of Implications for training were

made by earh of the Air-Crew Evaluation and Re-.-arch Detachments which
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- , visited wmbat t hters at later dates. The findings of these groups were

communicated to training authorities for ue along with other data in revi&-
ing trinin curriculaL
Su-cys were a-de by the psychological resarch projects in the AAF

Trainiig Comrr~nd of trainirg requircmcns ir combat grup; by using
- uestionnaire and izterAew proactdurts. The navi~tr prujuc .adnanistered[ a 1SO-question "Survey of Conditions in Combat" to 618 navigators who had

particated ir co at operations. T results of this and similar studies
by other groups were reported to Headquarters AAF Training Command and
other supervisory organizations and peroaneL

in conjunction with a survey of opcrainnai activity and rcquLremcnts
conducted by the psychological branches in the redistribution stations, which
is discussed in detail in a later chapter, severa hundred air-crew officers re-
ported on specific errors in combat operations which resulted in mission fail-
ures. The men also sug.ested training procedures which might have pre-
vented these pecific errors. The bombardiers' suggestions were chiefly con-
cerned with improved training i, target identification and in techniques for
hadling malfunctiors in equipment, especially at high altitudei and very
low temperatures. The navigators iusgcsted that their major errors might
have been prevented by more closely simulated combat missions, improved
training in procedures for crew coordination, better training in pilotage, and
more adequate information in the prevention and correction of mechanical
failures in navigation equipment. The bomber pilots suggested that more
formation flying under simulated combat conditions would have been help-
ful. They also believed that better training in commanding and cooidinating

* a crew, more knowledge of equipment and engines, and experience in lead-
* lg a formation would have been valuable. The suggestions of fighter pilots

were mainly concerned with more information and experience on combat-type
planes, more training in navigation and instrument flying, and more practice
on strafing and dive bombing.

Studies of Anounts of Training and Learning Curves
Another fundamental problem in developing the training program was the

• 4 relative emphasis to be given to ,he development of skill in using tuipment
as contrasted with the providing of infor'mation about the equi ment. In
the early phases of the war it was believed that thetre was too mut.__ .mphasls
on learning about machine guns and turrets in flexible gunnery and not
enough emphasis on sill in using the type of equipment which his combat

* assignmoent would require.
A number of research studies were carried on by perconnel of the Aviation

Psychology Program to determine the effect of spending varying periods of
time in training on final level of proficiency reached.

S"udies In Pilot Training
* The staff of the Psychological Research Project (Pilot) took advantage

of a 5-week training "freeze" to measure the effect of S weeks of training on
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thi- pr, ciency of students at various levels of training. More than 800
pilots re given standard objective check rides which had been developed
partic, ly for this purpose. The Introduction of various controls cut down
the r .:er of pilots included in the final analysis to a zomoewhzt suallar
num,

P s, found that the group with 1S weeks' training at the primary level
was st-perior to the group with 10 weeks' training at this level on all 13 of
1t1e jjoctive measures used. Similarly, the group with 15 weeks' training
at the basic level was superioi- to the group who had had 10 weeks, at this
level on 1S out of the 17 objective measures. For the group with additional
training in advanced =hools, superior scores were made on 10 of the 16
objective measures. The final comparisons at the pliuay, basic, and a&-
vanced levels were each based on more than 1,000 pilot,.

In primary scho ols most Im provem.int was shown in th f-'llow'- m
Ures: (1) maintaining constant altitude while makig a 36-"egree steep turn
to the right immediately followed by a 360-Jegi'ee steep turn to the left;
(2) performing an Imrnmelmann without stallig, starting with an air sp*ed
not greater than 150 miles per hour and coming out lined up within 45 de-
grecs of the correct heading; (3) performing a loop without stalling, starting
with an air speed no greater than 1 1O milts per hour and coming out within
4S dcgrees of the correct heading. For these three measures, the superiority
of the I S-w.ek group was of a size which would be expected to appear by
chance less than cne time in a hundred.

For students in basic training schools the group with additional training
was superior at this level of significance on the items relating to: (1) ability
to hold licading, air speed and altitude during straight-and-level instrument
flight; (2) making a 360-degree steep instrument turn maintaining a bank
of at least 30 degrees, deviating no more than 100 fcet in altitude and coming
out on a heading rnot more than S deg-ees off that assigned; (3) waking an
instrument constant-specd climb and descent, hulding air-speed deviations
to no more than 5 miles per hour and heading deviations to no more than 10
degrees and leveling off within 50 feet of the correct attitude at the top of
the climb an the end of the descenL

For the students with additional training in advanced schools the group
with more training showed the greatest superiority in the measures on the
instrument let-down and low approach. 'They were better at hitting the edge
of the field "on the brain" and at the proper altitude. On these two measures
thr difference in favor of the 15-week group was also of a size which could be
expected by chance less than one time in a hundred.

11e conclusions which can be drawn horn these findings are rather limited
but they indicate that it is possible to obtain an appreciable amount of in-
provement by additional training for these particular maneuvers.

An analysis nade of btudents who had soloed in light planes before start-
ing military flying training and of groups with different amounts of training
at basic and advanced levels in various types of planes tended to confirm the
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general conclusion that additional ti.dning at an early stige of the training
program provides an apparent immediate gain in proficiency at the next level
of training. Howcvcr, thii gain doks not persist but dftrea_&s at each suc-
tcding stagc till by the time te training cuursc has bcn completcd and the
students arc tcstvd in Lhcir ability at ficd gunnery, no perceptible dirence
;per~ist in farter of groups who had .loed anid Lad ¢onsidrablc light-plansc adeiec beforeabl liht lane,
exp~rince before enterint ,rimary flying z,,dool, From th- s rm ult it may
be iulerred that a general principle in developing such training prograns is
to abbreviate the elementary phases as much as possible and give as large a
proportion of tme trainng as can c rranged for on pianos which cloely
resemble those to be used in combat operatioa.L

Studies in Narigator Training
' Psyrbological Research Project (Navigator) carried out a study involv.
i ing 80 cadets undergoing navigatiun training at Ellington Field. This study

consisted of comprehensive and detailed measures obtained from formation
, flights of the profaciuncy of navigation cadets in performing precisioin dead-

reckoning ground plots. The standardized missions were flowN in the seventh,
eleventh, sixteenth, and twentieth weeks of training. It was found that for
most of the variables the average error score was decrcasing up to and ia-
cluding the fourth standardized mission, which took place during the twen-
tieth week. It appeared that a lunger period of training would result in fur-
ther increase in proficiency. The slopes of certain typical learning curves
are indicated in the charts shown in figure 6.3.

In the navigation schools, dead-reckoning navigation was taught for the
first 10 weeks. This was followed by instruction in celestial and radio phases
of navigation. The slope of the learning curves suggested that precision dead-
reckoning ground-plot missions spaced at intervals throughout the latter part
of the course would have materially increased the level of proficiency in this
basic form of navigation. The curves also suggested that little improvement
was being obtained with respect to ccrtain measures such as the estimation
of the air speed. On the other hand, it appeared that much further improve-
mert might have been made in such variables as heading and drift-on-course.
Greater emphasis in the training program to these latter two variables might
enable a higher general level of proficiency at the completion of the course.

Studies in Bombardier Trainng
The Psychological Research Project (Bombardier) carried out a study of

improvements in the circular error of bombs dropped in the bombardier-
training course. Ile 100 students for this special class were selected from a

pool of preflight-school graduates awaiting entry into bombardier-training
schools. Approximaty equal numbers of average and superior men were
included in the sample. With only two or three exceptions they had received
no previous aerial training and none of them were eliminees from pilot train-
ing. Their bombardier stanines ranged from 5 to 9 with a mean of 715 and
a standard deviation of 1.14. Their navigator stanines ranged from 4 to 9
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with a mean o 6.28 awid a standard deviation of 1.41. Their pilot stacism -
ranged from I to 9 with a nman of S.80 and a standard deviation of 2.01.

ThL- dn: btgan training at Big Sprig At-my Air Field late in June 1945.

To standardize conditions for this experiment a group of about 30 instruc-
tort, 35 pilots, 30 aIrplanes of one year and model (with C-1 auto-pllots in-
stalled), 50 newly reconditioned Norden bomb sights and 6 targets on the
bombing range were 14t aside for the exclusive use of the -pcriment.

The fr t pha. of the experiment was concirned with a, study of leazvia

on ground trainers Six days were spent on the A-2 trainer foUowed by 14
days on the A-6 trainer. On this latter trairer, an accuracy check was ob.
tied on each of the first 10 dayt bawd on the circular errors under stand-
ard conditions on six circular targets. The average circular errors for the
group OR days 7, 8,9, ai-d 10 are all at lost a fifth of a standard dtvlatioa
below any of those obtained on the 4 preceding days when accuracy checks
were given. Dunng the last 3 days on this trainer, complex conditions were
used which causod a slight increase in the circular error. This error was re-
duced perceptibly on the second day but did not drop on the third day using
complex conditions. It can probably be concluded that this is approximately
the right amount of training on the ground trainer b~fo-e aerial training is

introduced.
For the study of the learning of aerial bombing, missions were run during

the first week for the purpose of auto-pilot familiarization and simulated
bombing runs but no bombs were dropped during this period. With certain
exceptions due to weathar conditions all bombs during the first phase of the

studies were dropped from an altitude of 7,000 feet with all missions sched-

Wred in the morning. Auto-pilot was used except when malfunctions wer I
found after take-off. The average circular errors for the bombs dropped on

each of the first 25 missions are reproduced in figure 6.4.
It is clear from this figure that very little learning occurred under these

conditions after the first three or four missions. The results for the bombs

dropped at 4,000 feet also tend to confirm this finding. It was concluded 3
from this study that where more time for training is available it could prob-

ably more profitably be employed in target identification, camera bombing,

offset bombing, bombing through overcast, and operational bombing. The

150 bombs ordinarily dropped during the course of training appeared to be

quite adequate for the development of a satisfactory level of bombing accu-

racy. Considerable variaLion in altitudes and other conditions during the

course of this training would probably improve the quality of the bombardier

in terms of ability to do combat-type bombing.

Studiea in Ra'ardObservcr Tranin -

Learning studies were also conducted by the Psychological Research Pro-

ject (Radar Observer). Thse studies were based on data which had already

been collected and it was found difficult to control all of the factors in tht

learning situation. The.e studies suggested that the radar-observer train-
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Lag progrwm- the In effect itu of 'i m icat i& W vJO. i.ia ac-to,
degree of Akll in radru bombing,

A carefully controlled experiment in extended training for ra&U observe
was .fnductcd at Victorville by Project SC-70, NS-146 of the Nat iol D-
fens Rckrch Comixittte. In thit exprlment 20 radar ob,,crvcr who hWd
received the full course of radar-obiovmc tainin&, including approz srttty
30 to 35 hourn' training on the scope, received approximately 140 houri,
additioarl training. A substantiWl amount of learning occurred durng the
fr,,t 40 hours of cxtauded training and definite though 6-4 arked improve-
merit was obtained during the next 40 hours. The average circular error%

: ~dwe.1W.e- from over _tX0G fe.t* -t the- bqqni- f the ptnerod oi exteded

trawaig to approximately 1,600 feet at the end. It should be noted that the
, individuals makling up the crews with which the various radar obsma-ers

bombed :;ere maintained rclatively constant for each particular radar obser-
ver throughout this experiment. The results tend to confirm the findings oi
the Psychological Research Project (Radar Observer) to the effect that the,
course could be considerably improved by Increasing the amount of bombing;
practice given to the radar observeri.
Studies in Flexible-unnery Trabning

jA number of studies in learning were conducted by the psychological re-
search group in the flexible-gunnery program. These included a substantia,
amount of research on learning on ground trainers. One of these, the Re-
flectone Trainer, was used to give Instruction in range estimaLion. It waz'
found that, under the conditions of the classroom, gunners learned little!
after about ISO settings of the aparatus and that most learning in estimating:

range on this trainer occurred during the first 30 settings. On L,. -.- '
these experimental results it appeared that approximately 8 hours of training:
time could be saved.

* For most of the other ground trainers studied it was found that a signifi..
[cant amount of improvement was obtained in the scores during the tra-nl-4:

* period. The periods were usually too short to establish the point at whlct~
further practice would not result in improvement. These data were probabl)
not crucial, however, because of the high degree of specificity found for most:
of these ground trainers.

Studies of improvement in aerial-gunnery performance were made usin:
gun-camera missions. In most of these studies the personnel of the Depart-
memt of Psychology of the AAF School of Aviation Medicine cooperated with
the psychological research group at the Central School for Flexible Gunnery.
The first study of learning of this kind was a study of learning in a group
of graduate basic gunners durlug 10 successive gun-camera missions. Six-
teen Martin turret gunners and 16 Sperry upper-turret gunners were used
in this study. All missions were carried out under carefully controlled condi-
tions. On the basis of the results it was concluded that graduate basic gun-
ners showed no consistent improvement during 10 carefully controlled gun-
camera missiontm
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In a later study a group of 54 men, IS Sporsy gunners, 18 Martin gunners.
and 18 wabt gu=r w=v glen a seres of to gun-wmcra mi.sions. The
purpose of this xperiment was to dterniie the nature of lcuzg for an

untrained &coup of gunnem Thw untrated Surners showed a slgnitfimt
degree of Improvement during the 10 gun-cAmera misomn Most of the tin-
povemet occuff e during the Brmt thret niisiaL Comporing the esults
o f th e tra d aa untr ald d -ntr ner, It -a founud tL~ t in cuit re sp ct
tbz proficicy of untrained guzner as lower during the fi t few Mil"Ma

tha that of the tiaia-d gur ers. However, during the lat fiv- =mi= the

untrained gunari, both Sperry and MArtin, ire on the atvetrage slightly,
though not in all coparisons igulficatly, better than the graduAte guo-

uw I U &ppaus thw. awfraiym guucueA misons is comrn
tb& traiin ecelved in the baic gun ery course vas baane by three or

fou g=u cawera mission, or about 3- or 4-minuta of actual turret oper-
ion in the ais.

Another study carried out in flexible-gunnery schools was the comparsms
of the 6-week training course with an experimental 8-week training course.
In tertm of proficiency measures applied at the end of the training course, the
aweA group appeared to be slightly superior. However, when both groups
were examined later at a training-air.foce station there was no evidence of

superioity for the 8-wetk group. Surveys indicated that the morale of the
8-week group was better than that for the 6-week course group.

Analydcal Studies of Trainlg ]Results

An example of an important type of research study providing informatioa
regarding the desirable content of training courses is supplied by the Psy-
chological Research Project (Nav;gator). This study was a by-product of
the previously mentlaoned research on the measurement of profcicncy and
learning on navigation flight miasions. The end result of most practical navi-
gatiou proble"s is a osition report. This results in an error score calleddisLin,-off.

This research study undertook to determine the relation of errors in the
vari:ous steps involved in a dead.-rL&Loning navigation mision and the id

errors in terns of distance-off. For this study the intercorrelatioris of errors

in the following navigation variables were computed: trac1 , guOd

(TMG), drift-on-course (DOC), true beading (TIH), magnetic hw .lng

TnA=z 6.A-4i1'rcorvelatio bdwee' 6 uxavijaiiom t'aijhl*es lot 75 studrni tio
were in ajhew reLtek Wele Oj Iri'jil l Selman Fkud

TUG T VW6 S CS DO M

:Ft' .G 0,1 0,76 -Q03 0.2 O0I7 0,06 0,71 04 1....C .... bI 00| .71 1 A ,J lt 5 t| 3.3$

r ~ ~ .7 . t 01 0 .7* .3 .1 0.3
TAS , -.. .0 -. 02 .04 -"3 "2$ .I1 : 461

L . . ..... . .0; - 2 .V A II . 11 . 1 ,'3 20
.... . . 7 , 1 7 - 3 .1 1 . is * 0 0
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* i (MH), comps deviatiun (DEV), indicated air %peed (IAS:), caiibratod air
speed (CAS), true air s xcd (TAS), wind force (WF), wind direction (WD),
ground speed (GS), distance travlcd (DIST), time (TIME), and disLtan.c-

. off (DO). These correlat lns .re shown in table 6.6.
On two smaller sarplus 6f 40 cases each the c orrdations between true

heading and mag-ncc i hca -ng with compa,s deviation were found to vary
between 0.90 and 1.00. Sinalarly, the correlations between indicated air
ipetl aud al .diratcd air seed were iound to be over 0,90 ih each cast and
the Correlaos of Chest two variables with true air speed were found to be
Setween 0.63 and 0.83. Distance traveled had correlations of 0.48 and 0.2
with ground spe-d In the two smaller samples and time had correlations of
0.50 and 0.5 in the two samples w:ith distance traveled.

It is clear from an inspection of the coefficients in the accompanying table
that errors in distance-off are highly correlated with errors in track-nude-
good and deviation which are also substantially correlated with each other.
Errors in drift-on-course, true-air-speed, wind-force, and wind direction have
a very small relation with distance-off, and errors in ground-speed are only
moderately related to distance-off. These general findings were confirmed
by the correlations obtained on 4 different missions by a group of 80 students
in navigtion.

Using track-made-good and ground speed, very good predictions were
obtained for distance-off., Using the relatively independent basic navigation
variables, including deviation, drift-on-course, and true air speed, it was also
possible to obtain substantial multiple correlations with distance-off. These
multiple correlations for the S groups including nearly 500 eases were about
0.70. Substantially larger corrlations were obtained between track-made-
good and ground speed in predicting distance-off. However, these two vani.
ables are used directly in cumputing the position report, and therefore this
large correlation indicates only that very few errors were made in measuring
and plotting the distance and in the final calculations necessaxy for obtaining
distance-off.

It will be recognized that the most important outcome of this study was
the finding of the predominate importance of errors in compass deviation in
determining errors in the final solutions of dead-reckoning navigation prob- •
lems. On the basis of this study Psychological Research Project (Navigator)
recommended that more emphasis should be placed on obtaining accurate
estimates of compass deviation in the training courses It was also recon-
mended that modifications be made in the procedures taught tegarding navi-
gational practices. The students were taught to make readings every S mi-
utes on most of the navigation inst uments in the plane such as the compas,
air speed meter, thermometer, altimeter, and drift meter. The usual pro-
cedure was to take only one of two shots with the astro-compass. The eWi-
mate of compass deviation was based on these shots. It was therefore recoin-
mended that more reliable estimates of compass deviation be secured by mak.
irg more frequent observauons with the astro-compass.
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It was found that some of the errors made in obtaning estimates of coal-

paz deviation f;440 Le a±Ar-tetmpS were due to the apparatus Itself. It
was therefore reconirnendvd that the dcLgn of the histruntxt be modified in
certaid spefic ways to avoid ti-se tyTpe of error.

This aaalytts of the relation between errors in obtaining meaures of speci-

fic variables used in dead-rckoaing navigutlua a d cizro ia the final posi-
tion rtja iN sc to have proided valuablc bai data tA Llic wide p tiiwo
of the naviga eto training cou r. It is believed that the wider applicazi at
this rtseach method to training problcmu would be vf great value to tiw
Air Forces.

A somewt.t similar study of one specifc aspect of the bombardler's Job
was carri-d out by the iyzchoiogicai Rtewti-.i Project (Bombardier). A
preliminary survey had shown that very few bonbardiers were able to com-
pute altitudes correcdy. Therefore, in developing the section an altitude
computation of Form B of the Bombardier Proficiency Test, iten were pre-
pared covering each of the various steps in the procedure. An item aalysL
based on 1,494 bombardier students revealed the main sources of diffculty.
It was found that 58 percent of students made errors in computing the true
bombing altitude when they were given the target pressure altitude, the tar-
get temperature, and a view of the bombardier's instruments including free

air temperature gauge, air-speed meter and altimeter. Tb: survey pointed
to two serious lacks, first, an adequate understanding of the fundamental
principles of altitude computation, and second, clerical facility in the simple
arithmetical steps involved.

STUDIES ON TRALNLNG DEVICES AND EQUIPMENT

Introduction

A fundamental problem in the planning of all air-rew training courses
was the relative emphasis to be given to ground and air training, particularly
with reference to the use of equipment. It was, of course, much cheaper to

provide training on the ground and it was also feasible to provide very much

more training than was usually po~sible on an air mission. Ground trainers

could be used regardless of weather and certain types of changes in con-
ditions could be introduced very readily. There was also no dependency

on a large crew of other individuals and theoretically at least conditions

could be more easily stanadardizd and the proficiency of the individual

students more accurately measured.
In view of these advantages many synthetic training devices were produced

and used. However, in many cases doubts arose in the minds of instructort

and training authorities regarding the value of these devices. Personnel of

the Aviation Psychology Program -'cre therefore frequently asktd to evalu-

ate the effectiveness of specific training devices in producing desired tran-

ing results. This Was ezpecially true during the latter part of the war period.
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r Study of a Naviaton Trainuing Device
A typical study of this type was the experinimtal evaluation of the G-2

(Dead-Reckonig) Trainer by the Psychologic l lRcsach Project (Navi-
gttor). This trainer conslited of a astr cont o unit aiid 48 Idividual
bootis. Each booth accommodated one student and. cuntanwd tLIU insuzu.unts cccssary for perforting deaidrcrklonlng navigation; an air-5ad

neter, compass, altimeter, temperature gauge, clock, and drift meter. The
L : innwnts on the paneh of the indvidual booth, wre coritroagcd fr,.w. a

mster control panel. Because of the differences of opinion regarding the
value o this aparitus as a trainiag dcvice. a mrdhl nry s y w's nta~dr
compulag the flight-mission gradcs of %tudnts having muds praice oa

, the trainer with average grades of students having little ot nu , crienct
with the trainer. No differences were found bttween the groups but since a
numl of factors were not controlled in this comparison authority wa red
quested to perform a more Lorough experiient

Accor'dingly, amn experiment was designed to test the h)-pothesis that groups

trained only in the cassroom would not differ significantly from groups re-
ceiving extensive training on the G-2 Trainer. Four flights of ,ppruxirlatcly
40 students each were divided into an expcrimetal and control group, half of
earh flight being in each group. In the classroom groups the navigational
ground problems were prewzted by either providing the data on the black-
board or on a large mock-up in the front of the room. In the G-2 Trainer the
ground problem consisted of "navigating" according to data presented on the
instrument panch.

The two groups were evaluated by three especially graded flight ml-sions.
The differences between average errors made by the two groups on these mis-
sions were compared with the diferences which could have been expected to
arise by chance if no real difference in the two groups existed. This analysis
indicated no consistent differences favoring either one or the other of the
experimental groups. An analysis of variance was also u..'d to tist the like-
lihood that the differences had arisen because of sampling fluctuations. The
results of this analysis failed to cast doubt on the hypothesis that no differ-
enc existed between the trainer and classroom groups.

The results of this study indicating that simple blackboard presentations
or lassroom mock-ups are not significantly inferior to the very expensive
ground trainers of the type here evaluated is of considerable value both in
this specific situation and also because of its broader implications for train-
ing situations in generaL

EvAlduation of a Novel Skeet Sight for Fighter-Pilot Training
A somewhat s study of one small aspect of training in fixed gun-

ner it= carried out by the Training Aids Section of Moe Army Ai: Field
in cooperation with the Psychological Research Project (Pilot) which ca-
tied out the anal)ses of the data. This research study was dsigned to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of a sclf-reflecting optical sight as an attachment to the
conventonal shotgun for use in teaching the sight picture for air-to-air fixed
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gunnery. The sight gave the students when firing the sae sight picturl
that i.2 obtaincd in fixcd.guaairy tzalilg. It *" btUeved LL& inueaing
the smilarity of the skect firing to fihxd-gunticry firlng in this way should
increa. the tan scr of traiing.

Two groups in fixed-guniery training were compred. The 145 studcntls
using the optical sights in skeet training obt ned an averagc fixcdguney
s.Lore of 32.2 iW teriL uf per ruL hits in air-to-air ixed-gunnery firing. Fcr
the 144 students using the coavtntiumI shotgun zight in sket training the
average percent hits was 29.0. Ths di erence of a little ote tha
perccat hits was sufficiently large as to malte it unreasonable to suppose
that no differencc extsted betwccn the two groups These findings eacouzr
9Ad UAbC SIn 14iru of thi-s iopticzal 5ght lato 5-keCt tra=-i as a Vluablc
and useful contribution to the improvement of fixed agunery atetL

Evaluations of Ground Trainers n Flexiblc.Gunnery Traling
The Department of Psychology of the School of Aviatioa Medkilte ad

the persofnel of the psychological research group in the Ce ttal School foc
Flexible Gunnery cooperat.d in an evaluation of the usfulness of two
ground trainers, the Sperry Spotlight Trainer and the DeVry Vanoramic
Gunnery Trainer. Sxteen Sperry gunners were given a series of three care-
fully controlled gun-camera niis.iums to establih an initial proficiency level
for the group. This was followed by 2 we.s of intensive ground training
on the Sperry Spotlight Trainer. After this ground training the 16 men were
given three more gun-camera missions. Similarly 16 'Martin turret gunners
were given 3-gun-camera missions and 2 weeks of intensive ground training
on the DeVry Panoramic Trainer followed by 3-gun-camera mission.

It was found that practice on the Sperry Spotlight Trainer decreased the
tracking error of a Sperry gunner on succeeding gun-camera missions but
his framing error remained the same. On the other hand, the Panoramic
Gunnery Trainer did not significantly improve the performance of Martin
gunners in the gun.-camera missions which followed their training period.
There was a slight indication that the effect of ground training was greatest
on the first gun-camera musion following training. Difficulties iu the mechaz-
ical functioning of the trainers may have limited their effectiveass in thi
experiment. If these difficulties are general as is suggested by other experi-
ence with these types of trainers, this would also have a similar limiting
ef'ect on their usefulness under ordinary trainng conditions.

An even more comprehensive experimental evaluation of ground-training
devices was provided by the comparison of the gun-camera scores obtined
by students who had completed the basic gunnery-training course and in-
dividuals who had had no training in basic gunnery. This study indicated
that after five gun-camera mhsions there was no discernible difference in the
performance of the trained and untrained groups oa gun-canitra miilonn.
The error scores for the untraied gunters are slightly better for both the
Sperry and 'Martin turrets in mob' respects thin the scores for the Canner
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uto preresoice and strength of prel'ereace for a sj-vcifice t)ixv of tra",ing We

found to havy a small correlation with su 'sqtlent records of succr' in a
particular activity. loMwevt., much wzote subsLuwial correlations with train-
ing success were obtained betwen itemns (n the Biographical Data Blank
m nneniloned above and also items -on the General Information TcsL 7.U
General Information Test measured the individual's knowledge of specal
types of activities. The items on this test mere found to provide more de-
fxzed'ue imeazures of the individua' re-l iunctio-n in usts than tMC
reports of biographical history and preferences on the BinygraphicW Dats
Diaak.. .

It was found that thesc measures of b.sic i1ervst and values were only
moderately correlated uith specific aptitude-te-t scores and could therefore
be used to obtain a substantial impro enrint in the prediction of sutes in
the various tyPes of activitis. It is believed that further exploration of this
field would be profitable.

TIE INATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF FACTORS OF PERSON-
ALITY, TEMPEILAMENT, AND INDIVIDUAL ADJUSTMENT

Introductiou
Of the various determiners of success in military positions, probably the

most has been written a rd the least is definitely known about the factors of
personality, temnp-ran'.nt, and individual adjustment. The military situa-
tion devvlops and accentuates emoional problerms. The uniformity of gen-
eral environnment and activities which exists for large numbers of meu make
it possible to study these problems in a much more controlled situation than
is typical of ordinary life.

The military situation is tbetcfore esp. eally %.eii adapted to the study of
anXicty reactions Which constitute an inportant prnblena in the services In
time of war. Problems of character and temperament also occupy an impo:-
tant role in military acblvities and valaablc opportunities .to study traits in

" these areas are provided.

tThe Nature of Anxiety Reactious
Repeated strong emotional reactions arising from apprbensio; .f a threat

to somefsing valued tend to induce an anxiety reaction in which the indi-
vidual shows the usual symptoms of the psychoneurotic.

Early analyses of reports of faculty-board prV-ceedings stating causes for
elimination of aviation cadets from pilot training inaiaied that a very large

4 proportion of these cadets showed some igns of tension, nervousness, and
apprehension during the period prior to their elimination from training. .his
was thought to indicate that personality and tmtprament factors were of
great importance in determining success or failure in fLying training. How-
ever, repeated studies failed to indicate as substantial a relationship as was
anticipated from the analysis of the board proceedings. Further study of the
situation suggested that the lack of prgress in learaing to fly was not so
rauc- the result of the tension and apprehenson but that to a greater extet



the teu-n -4es and eo~!ional symptums were p-duced by the student's knowl-

edge of "lack of progress.
Studies of individuals showing anxiety reactiuns to combat stress mdi-

cated that this anxiety was typically a learned phrnomenon following &l the
principltIC of latkldg uSual fur the acquisition, reinforcenent, Pnd extinction
of associations. One of the most atriking of the findingV regarded the specifi-

city tn the original inducing situation of anxiety symptums. As utentioned in
the previous chapter, a pilot or bmbardier who showed severe anxiety symp-
toms when flying in the usual place in th- -*;,.lane was frNuently able to
ridre through diffi"It combat misioni a a i! 1unuer with only very nild
syImptomL •

Available data suggest, howavcr, that there do exi. individual dinereacf
in the ability to undergo combat stcs without exhibiting etnoiinal rMAC-
tions beyond the normally accepted limit. This factor appears to be defi-
uitely sLcondary in importance in cau.ing breakdowns in conpason %ith
other factors in the situation including leadership, amount of stress, and
lidinistrative procedures used in the combat situation. This predisposition
is minor but not negligible aud cin probably be predicted in terms oE what
wmight be called the tough and tender temrperament types. The seasive,
sedentary, and highly cultured individual appears to be much more suscep-
tible to combat stress than thL rough, active, and more primiive type of per.
son. The findings also suggest that men with greate~r intellectual ability are
better able to control their emotional reactions. Unfortunately, it was not
posziLle to obtain a more thorough confirmation and definition of these find-
ings during the war period. It is hoped that further light may be shed upon
this topic, however, by certain data which are still to be analyzed and are
currently in the files of the School of Aviation Medicine.

The combat returnees reported that the symptoms of anxiety reactions
which provided their most severe prubleuis were rtlatcd to sleep and dreams,
memory, deprcssion, worries and fears, and concentration, deisions and
plans, nervuness, and smoking and drinking, in the order named. These
reports tend to supplement and confirm the information regarding the nature
c ! aniety

kortunately, the findings during the war period S .A. that It adequate
aptitude and motivation are assured the problems of personality, tempera-

ment, and individual adjustment are comparatively minor ones. Evidence
for this is provided by the very small elimination rates for fear and own

request in flying training and also the very low breakdown rate in combat

operations. However, the effects of anxiety are serious in individual cases
and have far more important later coxsequences than a little atLwardnes5
in a landing or a mistake in arithmetic caused by slight deficiencies in specific
8ptitudm. The Control of Anxiely Reactions

Anxiety can best be controlled by reducing the individual's subjective

estimate of the likelihood of the undesired event's occurring and by decreas-
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ing the valuation placed by the individuad on the thing which is threatened.

In the precediig chapter thect is a discuf.ion of the specific administrative
regulatios found effective in combat units ior controlling Unbt reactions.i Thlete is also wi analy.sis of re-ports ha individuale retur-ned fr'om combat re.

[ prdig the methods which they found most effective in conrolling fear

while on combat minions and also during the intervals between m"-lonL
The administrative procedures found effective ucre of two t)".s: first, those
including ret a d rcureation and the ,ipportunity to deemiphasize a vivid
emotional experience; and =and, those concerned with factors of motiva-
tion, leadc,:idp, and a airong group spirit.

Ile individuals reported that they found an example of confidence and
ca.lness and also personal activity of great value in controlling fear. ThIe
m= reported little immediate value from stcb matters as having a clear idea
of what we were fighting the war for. Between missioos the men reported
that letters from home, getting away from the combat group, sleep, music,
aud t!c movies were mout helpful in relaxing them and rel'eviag anxiety.
They indicated that athletics, work, bobbies, and radio programs other than
music were not very hdpful to them in providing the needed relaxation.

The above findings have immedlate application in dealing with stress-
producing situztions in the civilian situatien.. As previously mentioned, the
military situation provides a desirable laboratory situation for the study of
these individual reactions to stress situaLtions. The prindples governing the
emotional reactions and the development of symptoms in thL special situa-
tion appear to be general and can be put to immediate us.
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HAPI1 [iI TEN ......... -

General Contribution to the Theory
and Knowledge of Education
and Traiii and the EvrIuation
of EfiAectiverleSS-

THE NATURE OF LEA1RJMG

introduction

For the reasons stated in the first chapter, it was believed at the -egiz-
ning of the war that greater improvement couh. be made immediately id tha
effectiveness of AAF operations through Improved selection and dassification

procedures than by improvements in training. However, as selection iand
classification proc.fuies became well established and tais field had beea
fairly well worked over, attention was directed to a greater extent to pro-

cedures related to training.
The first of the psychological research groups to be activafed for work

with a particular training specialty was the unit assigned to the field of flex-

ible gunnery. Pattly because of the special difficulties related to problems

of selection and evaluation of these men who were being trained as gunners

for bombardment planes the psychological personnel of this unit spent a

larger proportion of their ime on problems of training than did the person-

nel assigned to psychological research on other training specialties.

Another group which was very active in research on problems of trairing

and the nature of learning was the Psychological Test Film Unit at Santa

Ana Army Air Base. This group conducto' -Klensive experiments especially

regarding problems of learning to recognize aircraft. They also conducted a

study to evaluate the motion-picture film as a training deice.

A number of other units, chiefly the psychological research projects in the

AAF Training Cummnand, and the psychological groups in the Continental

Air Forces, conducted studies of training and of the evaluation of effective-

ness in performing air-crew tasks. These were reported in chapter S and

chapter 6. Some of the general implicatios from these studies are reported

in the paragraphs that follow.

Course Content

The content of training courses is likely to be much le,, el4ective than

could reasonrably be .expected, unless it is based on a systematic analysis of
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the requirements of the activity for which the trining is intended to prepare

the ind.iMduzJ. Studies of th training cour.. in a wide variety of situations
teaded to contiru the gcncranlzation that not of the defects of training pro-

grans were related not to ineffntit learnuig situation, but tW having indl-

viduals learning the wrong things.
In all training and educationaI programs the fundamenta ba&i for deter-

ininin; what shall bo lwxnod mu4t be a thorough aalysis of the requirements

of the activity for which the educational training and coursts are designed tg

fit the individual. It siouid alo bt emp i that ude- moder condition

of rapid change, uot ouly ic;Y"atic anal is of requirements be
~made, but this must be contizuuusly revised in the light oi new condition&

kntea In, Our eua ionl st. ;it'-, Cseilyt oaictrned withI
elementary and secondary training, the cout. content is determined sol€ly

by an alis of the content of the next training cour.e fer which the lad:.-

vidual is bcing prepared. Improved educatioz must depend on a compreben-

sive, scientific analysis of the critical requiremerits of woiking and living

in our modern civilization.
It is believed that the most important benefit %hich education can derive

frotn the recent war experience is an increased awarenei on the part of lead-

ers in education of the need for empirical evaluations of educational out-

comes in tecrs oi the requirements of life itself. A new approach to the de-
velopment of objectives for education is needed. The job-analysis procedures
of Dr. V. W. Caarters provided an enumeration and tabulation of the vael-
ous activities comprising a particular job. This was a valuable initial step

in approadaing the study of desirable educational objectives. The defect

was that tht hyTtheses and theories which grew out of thdie studies were

never extprimcntally evaluatad.
The procedures for defining educational objectives utilized by Prof. Ralph

W. Tyler stimuLatcd tcachcrs to think about the goals of education and to
gather in conferences and attempt to clarify th.ir think-Ing regarding these
objectives. This procedure has been valuable in that it provides and defines
the objectives which educational expericnces hope to achieve so that others

"uay uiL.iz¢ tlut:e ubjtives vi attempt tu evaluate the success attained In
achieving them. Unfortunately, the typical teacher cannot hope, from the

limited observations of his personal experience in a profession somewhat

Insulated from the commrcial and industrial work of the world, to establish

satisfactory objectives without the aid of extensive scientific studies of the

content of typical life activities. Therefore, this procedure cannot be ex-

pected to provide an adequate foundation for establLshing educational out-
~Comet.

* The first step suggested 6 a careful analysis of adult activities includiag
commrcidl, civic, cultural, vocational, and avocational functions. The next
step is.the development of a preliminary set of crigkal reqisrements for thew
activitie. An aptitude, proficiency, babit, or other requirement for a pa.rtle-
Wlu" activity which is crucial in the sense that it frequently is a factor deter.
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mining successful or unsuccessful particiption, provides the definition for
a critical requiremeni for that activity.

Havirg establLhed definite hypoirincs concerning the nature of t i,
critical rquhrements, it iw& ucstial that tests and other research proecdurtt
be developed with which to evaluate these hypcthescs. Ths is a iong-tem

project. Progress Cannot be expected if continued reliance is placed on the
tnco-ordinated efforts oi Isolat d individuals, orguzation5, and lzstitutlis.
It IS strurigly r'Ieneded that a VigruUS attak on this fundamental
poblzm of education be made utilLzing the teclniques und proceure wlich
were found succesful in the Aviation Psychology Program of the Army Air

Force.

The Principles of LninMrl

principles whi govern learning nust be carefully followed if traiag is

to be effectlve.
Onae of the most widely accepted of the general principles regarding learn-

ing is that interest and motivation are essential for efficient learning. Closely
related to this is the principle of purposive student activity, This latter
point was illustrated by the study of learning in aircra(t recognition under
conditions of frequent repetition of the stimuli as contrasted with the same
number of repetitions, but in each case having the student respond. This is
also closely a4ciated Yith the general importance of knowledge of results.
It is importam nLot only tlAt the StudeUt make an activC ,jpomc, but that
this response be reinforced or corrected immediately.

Another principle frequently neglectLd in developing training plans is the
decrease in proficiency which can be exlx-cted if practice in a i. .rticu!.r sWkil
is discontinued. Follow-up studies of gunners indicated that with respect
to a number of measures of pruficiency, ,hey were at their peak at the end

of the individual trainitg coulse in the AkF Training Command. Thtir

proficiency was lower by the time they cumpl.1eted the course in the Con-

tinental Air Forces and still lower after they had been in the combat theater

for a iulistantial period oi time. In planning training courm, pro' on
must always be made for maintaining proficiency as long as the particular

skil is needed.
A related, but less frequent, defect in training courses is the provision of

more practice on a particular skill than is necessary to devcelop ar..3 maintain

proficiency. A similar dehft of training courses Is the tendency to over-

learn a skill in a specific situation before introducing variations. A given

level of proficiency can be attained more rapidly on a complex or variable

task if variations are introduced before the slope of the learning curve tends

to flatten out. Thus, in bombing training the typical program included a

somewhat longer period on one set of conditions Lfore changing to a new

set than was optimal for most efficient learing.
Certa., sudies were made regarding learning on apparatus tests used in
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the Air-Crew Clas ication Ttit 1l3ttery, One of the finding of most gco-
cal thc-rctcal intrzcat ra: the :ax caatly .upvrior perfortna=cc of in-
viduals on typical pursut coordination tasks on the first trL-l following a
rest period. Thiis saime .uperiority was observed on the fir-t trial following
an i#terval of a day or a wt:,.k after an initial series of learning trials. The
score on this initial trial was unformly better than for the Last lrecedin&
ttw by Aiti ailloUnt uteter tha Would ctlrrus~ound to a smooth Ii.rming crve
ewtrapolated from the preceding trial. A similar finding was the relativy
greater extent of the learing which occurred i the interval Lxi-cen Lral
was wade of more appreciable duration o that more adequaLc tIun wii
allowed for rc.t, reflection, and plan of approach. Additional studies pro-

be very desirable.
Experience in the Aviaion Psychology Program in the Army Air Furce

indicated that not only -as it desirable to bave knowledge regarding the
principles of learning at the time training plans were being developed but
that it was also of great importance to demtouerate the actual extent of these

factors in training situatiuns. It is very easy fur the expert, especially if he is
not thoroughly fanfIliar with the particular skill for which training is being
given, to overlook a detail w'hich has an important bearing on the application
of LhLz ptinciples of learning to that specific situation. The demonstratioa

of the application of the principles is also %ery important from the point of
view of convincing l technically trained individuals of the effectiveness of
these prinipls in the situation involved.

Trainlng Equipment

One of the most important findings with respect to learniug was the sur-
prizing degree of qwxcif"icity of learaing on various supeIrficialy simrilar gut-

! nery trainers and on various apparently similar skills iivolved i flying ad
: ~similar air' " ..: Tbese findings point very strongly to the need for t

careful anaiys"s of the critual requirements for a particular activ;.y and aso
emphasize the importance of actual empirical demonstration of the effective,
neSS of a particular training procedure. Numerous instances wero found in
which training failed entirely to produce the desirt d skill on the actual task
to be performed in the air crew. In gunnery :pecialiy, much of the work

~oa ground trainers seemsz to have been largely wasted effort, In a few ia.stances it was found that training actually produced interference so that un-
rutrained individuals were superior to the "trained" oe so

It is essential that in selecting training equipment and materis a syl-
tematic check be made to insure that the training devices simulate the real
equipment and situation in all important respects.

A good example of a thoruugh ainalysis u the effectiveness of a training
procedure is provided by ;.n experiment conducted by the Psychological
Test Film Unit comparing the effectivenes of a motion-picture film, an
illustratcd lecture, and a trainig manual. This study not only demonstrated
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the superiority Oi the MoUon.pkture WM in this Lituat. n, but also in-
vctitatl d tIh rcaw3 why the lrxin film prouced greater leI.ruing

thin the other two methods. This tudy revealed that the motion-pkture
presentation was superior in dealing with changing events or with the
vwLuaiuu of ure tlhug in relation to anoter.

A valuable incidetal finding was the appare t value of utl.izig the sub-
jc-tive "puint of %ivw" in the filming of motion rictures. By moving the
camera back to a pstion where the situation was viewed from the positloa

of a trainee in the learning situatiun, the student vicwing the film could eaiy
rnag bimcif in tbe -tuA1 activity rat - thn outside it M- An oWiWO-O.
By howi.ng the sltuation fro= a position in hLch valy the bands oi the

c"tacer and hia maipulauo=n arc viiblc and painE the film Llowly, ii
was posible to provide the studeut a rge auut 4f active uitetal ptactic
which could be immediately rtirnorced or cortected. These LndingV ar
&u .scd in greater det" ia chapter 6.

The Relaive Importance of Aptitude and Tralulag

Dffcretnct.e in ndividual apLitudes are much more impoatant than differ-

czncs in training for producing difflcrtLncs in indiidual effectiveness in the
typcral training situation, In .he pilot.training situation there was a great

deal of variation in the qu'4i4y of instruction given by difTcrent instructors
ia the same training schools. Obserations indic,"tcd that there was even
greater difference between schools. The program caupaded so rapidly thAt
epcially in primary pilot tiaiuing, inividual cliviliaan cot.ractors were given

a large amount of freedom in develuping their training programs. The train.

ing manuals available vere not %ety extensive at the bcginming of the war

period, and therefore a large amount of individual initiative was used in

developing methods and materials for instruction. In spite of this situation,

differencLs in irdividual profciency in basic and advanced training schools
were detcrniind to a much greater cxtent by the individual's aptitude as

indicated by his scores on the air-crew classificatioa tests than by the par-

ticular instructor or thool in which be r h1i-nary flying ttaining.
Similarly, foUow-up studies of bombardiers in combat indicated that the

combination of individual aptitudes utsed in computing a particular bom-

bardier's staninms were correlated to the same extent with average circular

error in combat .cpratioas a4 were tbe average circular errors made by thcse

students in the AAF Training Cormnand Schools,
The conclusion from these findhigs is that a greater improvement can be

gained in vffectiveness in the activity for which the individual was selected

and trained by research on selectiun and classification than by research on

training procedures This generalization must, of course, be qualified with

respect to the initial quality of the procedures of both types and the extent

of improvement which can be exp ctd in those procdurcs azs a result of
reseiarch studies. Ilowever, this generalization appeared to bold for a Large

variety of training situations in the Army Air Force
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SUCCESSFUL OR EFEL'IVE DEIIAVIOl
AND 1-1- EVALUATION

Introduction
A necessary prerequisite to dtflnitive rarch in regard to sulection or

Itraining is a ua ,ur- uf iL-e dcgree of succcs of individuwds in the 4xcialty
for which they have been %lettd and trained. Usually in a practical slitu
atloii teet are a number of mrasurcs of succes available for the various
aspects of the performance of the dutim; of thr specialty. These are referred
to &s criteria far ev aluating success, or, more commonly, criterLa.

In a few sItuations where the ta"k is simple and repetitiveu, it is vcry easy
to obtain a preci&C measure of the dq;It. df s m n ii Lh 01 oet
of radio operators' jobs arc of Lhis simle type. The criteriou in thew cas±
is comprehensive, well defined, and easily obLained in quantitative form.
Most types of behavior are not so easily evaluated. In the typical situation

* the evaluation of success is very complex.
In many miliL y situations the objectives were well enough defined su

that an evaluatioa of the individual's effectivenvss could be made. At the
same time tbelc wns sufficient complexity to the situation to include most
of the problems of obtaining an adequate criterion measure of success which
would be encountered in evaluating the effectiveness of an individual in a
typical civilian position.

ha general, this area was found to have been much lcs adequately explored
and developed by research workers than mast of the other areas involved in
a research program on the effective utilization of personnel. Because of the
established knowledge concerning the field, the work done in the Aviation

Psychology Program during the war period is of especially great importance.

The Definition of Effective Behavior
Successful or effective behavior is defined as taat which results in the

accomplishment of the assigned mission. The factors which make it diflcult
to state whether a particular sample of behavior in an activity is successful
or effective, and to what degree, are principally related to the definition of the

as&igned missilon. If the task or asigned mission is d-fited in objective and
quantitative terms, observers can agree on the degree to which the assigned
mission has been accomplished and these observations provide a completely
valid criterion measure of succeu

Unfortunately, in the typical situation the assigned mission is defined in
only the vaguest of terms. Therefore, the research worker's first task is to
obtain a satisfactory definition of effective behavior in the specific situation.

AU that is possible for the research worker under these circumstances is
to develop a clear and concise definition of what he proposes to aceept as the
objectives of the behavior in the specafic situation. This definition must in-
clude weights regarding the relative importAie ui various aspects of he task
if a single criterion measure of success Is to be achieved, or, in the absenca



of quaatiCativc variables, compltc de lpt,r uf all I×.,1ible co-biahoiud.
ot beh avior and a rank ordcring of t hern wiih relwct to their adequacy with
respect to the acculinkhments vf thr ubjettives of the activity.

The resarch worker must then be Careful to reI ort this definitiu so that
other workers may interpret correctly the significance of the findings, The
resarch worker c=,nnot define SULce5S in an activity Li any absolute way,
since this Invoives value Judgments. lie can merely rcport the defin.fio-
which be selects for u.c in clear tet ins io that others may evaluate hi judg- . .4
ments U' terms of their owu values and puipos - .... ._

Conaideratlons lgntding tho .Aliour-eent of Suef'a

Ev, Ilutions of etULveness should U- based on direct observation of the
rLsults achieved or on the nilation of sytcmatic records of thce results.
AU but Qhe uitost d eltai'y "bd bipe cyvaIuatitvu or Wae tfTt-evCtgesO
behavior depend basically upon the judgmnents of obcrvers-. In many in-
stances, the judgments arc made without direct observation of the actual
behavior as, for example, in the case of judgments made on the ba.is of
photographs or other records of behavior. In some cases practically all of
the critical judgments arc made ahead of time so that the process of appraisal
of the behavior or record of behavior becomes vsSentially objective and free
of judgments on which significant disagreznents between independent ob-
servers would be found.

If the activity has been adequately defined the judgments regarding what
should be included have already b'en madce before the bthavior is ,bsered.
This definition must include: first, the a~r.ects of b.havior to be -3bserved;
second, standards o! the relative adequacy of performance on each of these
a,4ects of behavior; and, third, an estimate of the relative importance of
each of these asects.

In procedures in which the judgments are chiefly made at the time of the
observation and not carefully dvfined in advance, the opinions -ini biis,3

of the observer become relatively important in dctermining the sCore. There-

fore, the usEfuln ss of such scores is seriously limited.
It was repeatedly found that ratings based on general impressiuns rather

than systematic observations were of practically no value. This was espe-

ciall, true in cases in which the activity was inadequately defined in the

manner discussed above.
A discussion of techniques for obtaining criterion measures of success in an

activity is provided in a later chapter.
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CHAPTEIR ELEVEN__
Contributions to the Theory

and Knowledge of the Design
of Equipment

TUE 13PROVEMENT OF PRECISION IN PERCF ION
OF NECESSARY ACMION

Most of the effort of aviation psychologists during the war period was

directed toward the selection and training of ,Ndividuals to carry out the
various aix-crdw t.asks, utilizing the particuiar eqiiipment which the eag!.
neers and operating personnel had dtsigned for these purposes. The %ax bad
to be fought with the equipment then available, and individuals had to adjust
to this materiel. Experience indicated that in many cases the task of the indi.
vidual had been complicated unnecessarily by arbitrary factors in the de-
sign. It is now possible to include human efficiency factors with engineering
fzctors in planning and designing new equipment-

An example of this type of study was the evaluation of aircraft attitude
%ndicators on the basis of Link instrument ground-trainer performance carried

nn at the Department of Psychology in the School of Aviation Medicine,. It
appeared that the most suitable t)T.-e of attitude indicator was une in which~d
the pilot observed a miniature airplane and made it conform to the maneuvert

which be was trying to perform. This procedure simplified the interpretation

of the instrument for him since be could immediately observe the effects of
movements of the controls on the attitude of the plane. The attitude of the

plane in space could be immediately perceived by looking at the model with-

out having to go through any translation or make allowances for other con-

ditions as was required by the types of attitude indicators commonly used

during the war.
The personnel of the Department of I'sychology of the School of Aviation

Medicine also perform inumber of experiments on the comparative legi-

bility of aircraft dials having different markings. Thes-e studies emphasizd

the desirability of relatively "clean" dial faces and not as large a number

of division lines as compared to the number of figures marked on the dial

as were ordinarily used. It was also found that greater accuracy of reading

was obtained by reducing the number of figures on some dial faces in use.

The Psychological Branch at the Aero Medical Laboratory, Wright Field,

began an active program of researc on these problems shortly after the

cessation of hostilitics. Some of the early studies have developed general

principles conc.o.ring the situations in which graphs arc relatively more eflec.
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tive than tableu and vice versa. In general, tables In which a value was e-
tered and directly read were found to be most atcurate. In situations where
all of the values were not tabled and interpolatlons were necessary, graphs
were usually found more iffective.

A study was made to dctermint tbofc ight-c-ontrol presures wLcb po.
vidtd the greatmt arcuracy of "feel of controls." It was found that relative
performnce was pooret for low pre:,ures aud improved rapidly to A- stablz

* St A between 10 and 20 pounds. Low premures tended to be overestimated
and high pressures tended to be undercstirnated The performance of pilots
was more -=rate and constat tb. the peifu&iance of nonpg[ots.

TIlE IMPROVEMENTr OF CONTROL MOVEMENTI
TO INSURE TilE INTENDED ACTION

One of the first studies carried on at the Psychological Branch, Aero Med-
ical Laboratory, Wright Field, indicated that there were large sytenrutic
differences in the accurrcy with which an individual could reach to various
positins with respect to the orientation of his body as he sat in a typical
cockpit seat. Movements directly to the front or directly to the side could
be made more accurately than movements at other angles with respect to the
horizontal or the front-back and left-right direction.

It is believed that this type of work is especially important at the time
when new weapons are being designed and the work in this area has beew
very aWtive in the period following victory in Japan. It is hoped that general
principles can be discovered which will enable designers to provide equip-
ment which can be much more effectively operated by the individual than
equipment designed without the benefit of this information.

I1
I1
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CHAPTER TWELVE"
Geneal Contribuin to

Techniques f Pditi d
•Experfinentation

TECILNIQUES OF TEST EONSTIUCTION AND
ADMLISTIRLTON

Introduction
During the war period in various schools and research groups in the m M.

tary services many thousands of tests oert prepared and used. Because of
the lack d adequate ttairing in this field by many of the WndMdutls in
training schools rcsponsible for the preparation of these tests, they were of
rather uneven quality. In only a few instances and for spcc&c.c purposs did i
Aviation Psychologists undertake the preparation of achievement exuMA.

The test-development work carried on in the Aviation Psyb6logy Pro-
gram was not centralized but distributed among 10 or IS field units. The
techniques used and the quality of the tests produced tended to vary with the
amount and character of training in test construction which the personnel
of these units had received. Howcevr, by the use of technical notes and
bulletins describing useful techniques and through the circulation of reports £

of test-development projects among the units, some supervision was ac-
compli shed aud serious inadequacies were avoided.

In certain units a substantial number of individuals spent full time on
test-development work. The work of these groups and the administration
and scoring of a wide variety of tests to an unprecedent',Jy large daily flow
of mea provided an opportunity to study problems in these areas over a
period of time. These studies resulted in a number of contributions to this
general area

Types of Measures
Tests which are objective in their administration and scoring were found

to be of greater predictive value than appraisals based on interviews, pro-
jective methods, observational procedures, or ratings. The advantages of
simple objective test procedures with which up to as many as SO0 men a day
were examined in a single one of the 10 centers are so obvious as to need
little elaboration. It was therefore espocially valuable to find not only
that these simple objective procedures would do an adequate or satisfactory
Job of examining, but that theyn were, in fact, also clearly superior in teMAi

0
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of predictive value, for the citeria of succes available, to the les practical
teanting procedures wbkh mght have been used

One of the simplest test forms is the multiple-rhoice printed tesL Great
econouly in both piting testis and scwing cau Le obtained by uslag sepa-
rote nnL c, hcas %7!t auch mukIple-eboirt furm. This is Lrue for hand
,coring with a punched-out stencl, whiLb was the procedure in the case of

I the AAF Quaifying E inatio-n. This exminatlon w_- ndmititterd In
•everal hundred bhards throughout the couutry by relatively untrained ex-
aminers. It was also true for the air-caew classification tests given in the

" 44 f.a. icalon Ucnters to iage daly luw3 iad kurod ou the IBM
electrical Test Scoring Machine.

It was found in the Aviation Psychology Program that without any
known exceptions, all functions which were proposed for tneasurement by
paper-and-pencil methods could be reduced by the exercise of sufLient
ingenuity to a multiple-choice form suitable fo- u ie with a separate answer
sheet and the clectrical test scoring machine. This possibility was not always
recognized at the outset. In m.oy ca preliminary work was aimed at the
devtiopment of a test which would not be suitable for use with separate
answer sheets of a machine scorable type. A large number of such tests were
tried out. Ihese, however, were subsequently changed to multiple-choice
form with no perceivable loss in their validity as a measure of the traits
involved.

It was found that by utilizing photographs of maps, ground terrain as
teen from several thousand feet up, instrument faces and photographs of

model airplanes in various attitudes of flight, it was possible to obtain a
substantial degree of realism with respect to many of the tasks involved.
Even certain psychomotor functions such as "path reproduction" were
adapted to use with answer sheets for the test-scoring machine.

Mlotion Picture Te.sM
Extensive research, discussed in one of the later research repqrts of this

series, was conducted in developing procedures for obtaining objective re-
sponses on separate answer sheets for tests presented in motion-picture
form. Certain abilities such as the judgments of the relative speeds of ob.
jects do not lend themselves to presentation in printed-test booklets. Simi-
larly, the division of attention between a large number of dials, the read-
ing of each of which are changing continuously, cannot be done without the
use of either apparatus or motion pictures. In the development of motion-
picture tests it was also found that these could be prepared in multiple-
choice form suitable for use with nachne-scorable separate answer sheets.

Apparwu. Tes"
It is believed th.t the motion-picture method of presentation has many

important zdantages and further exploration of this procedure is recomin-
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mended. However, the new test form developed in the Aviation Pychoogy
Program which was of the greater1 pratical value during the war was the
group form of apparatus testing, Many problems had to be olved to mAU
the mass testing of mun on a seies of apparatus tests a practical and use-
ful procedure. Because of the large numbers involved and the need fo
uxiformIty, procedures were developed which enabled & single examier to
administer one of the apparatus twts to a group of fous or mor ind idu.als
at the same time. All tcst were sadardizcd to require piecsey IS w1nl-

utes' total administration time. Timing was done automatilly by tiec-
trical control units and scoring was accomplLhed by mus of electrlrl

time clocks or cuuaters which were convcnictly arranged = the ezam-

iter's control dC5s.'." i: ipo, ta-t -rob r -$71Al b t-6 be solved in ,...,, 4 fN ¢

apparatus tefLlng was the calibration and Waintenance o( the testing equip-
went so as to provide comparable scores at aL! times on all of the apprs
ruses used, This involved the development of a number of calibrttz

saitteuance and "apparatus-tontrol procedures which are described In a
Liter section.

Teut Corlien

Test content and the types of functions being measured were the sub-

jects of a considerable amount of research. A few general principles have

emerged from this experience.
The best types of tests for measuring an individual's aptitude are thou

which provide measures of a single psychological function operating at the

maximum level which the individual is capable of attaining, The Discrimi-

nation Reaction Time Tests and the Numerical Operations Test tend to

be tests of this tpe. Such measures have obvious advantages of stability

and pe'rtnence not found in other tylxps of measures. Unfortunately, it is

impossibie in practice to bring all individuals up to the levels % hich are

establishd by their individual psychological limits for Improvement in the

specific function measured.
This leads to the econd principle to the effect that the content of tts

should be ba. ed on materials which have been learned by individuals

through common experiences over a long period of time. Examples of this

type of test are provided by the Arithmetic Reasoning Test and the Read-

ing Comprehension Test. The advantages of testing people after a uniform

period of learning with respect to the particular functions are clear. .Meas-

ures obtained from various individual, tested at different and unknown

points on the learning curve for the particular function cannot be exlxtcd

to provide dependable measures of aptitudes or proficiencies for preductIve

purposes.. For example, Arithmetic Reasoning would be a very poor apti-

tude test for a group in which some individuals were in the second grade

and others in the ninth grade if it was desirable to make predictions regard-

ing performance several years from the time of testing.
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This also ka IQ the Pd[a*;w Ud-t chirverkill It ti eirable in
nwuure functions, the leAring curves for which arx very flat. 17his point
brings up in important limltatiou of apparatus test of some of ihe types

usdi the Air-C rew Classification Battery, For some of thewe test the

learning which Occurred during the few minutcs that the teit waA bcing
taken very gob[iantial in temis of the hndividua differences in tthe

scores obtained. Under thes. circumst.anccs, a few minutes' practice on

the specifi task invalidated the score almnst completely in termns of com-

panion with individual lcking this pracie
Although 5uch limitations must be caiefully cusldeed in relation to

. tutts and Other tests W-Mil.riy auectcd, crpcrkce indicatcz that

the only efiective procedure for dutermining whether the experience on the

a signed task and related task has been sufficiently common to result in

individual scores which will have predictive value is an empiriCal tst. cer-

tain of the apparatus tests which showed very marked learning during a

very brief period of time were, neverthcless, found to provide relatively

stable and valid predictive measures. It was further observed that the scores

on the first 2 or 3 minutes of a test of this type were generally more valid

in predicting subsequent success in pilot training than tl:e scores obtained

by thtse individuals during the last few minutes of the test.

The typ s of tests found most useful were those based on performance
on a clearly assigned task which provided a direct measure or a systematic

series of samples of the function or type of information being measured. It
is very important that the "sets," including methods of approach and atti-
tudes, of the various individuals toward the assigned task be as uniform
as possible. It is very difficult to obtain comparable measures on individuals

, who have set Lhernslves different tasks. the nature of which is unknown
~to the observer. For these reasons, the observation of uncontrolled be-
: kavior was found to have little predictive value in the situations studied. a
~A related finding which has been touched on in a prevNious chapter is the

instability and lack of a sound rational basis typical of questionnaires and
inventories of preferences and opiions.

The best information of this type can be gained by using a questionnaire

which includes only items regarding matters which are etablished facts.
In the Biographical Data Blank in the Air-Crew Classfication Battery an
attempt was made to include only items on which the individual was re-
quired to report a known fact regarding his background or history. Them
were made as objective as possible so that any other individual familiar with
the details of his history would answer the form for him in exactly the same
way. Items were also selected which. as far as posaiblt could be verihe

from records concerning the indiidual which were knowz to exisl even
though relatively inaccess .

Various studies using a series of directions for the iling out of the Bio-

graphical Data Blank indicated that there was no observable difference in
the validity of the tests when administered without any particular emphL.



&!s on the truthfulnes of the tespon.es, as compared with Its validty when
adn.nisteicd with a statement that l answers must b. precise and in aocord-
ance with the fact.s and investigations would be made and indfdua1U would
be subjCLtCd to dic ipinary action who were found to be disturtitg the factL.

On the other hand, individuals requested to fil out the blank in the
usual manner and immediately threalter a vkd to fill it out in a manua
which they thought would "e thew apwp -wore dteirable s an applicant
for pilo~t traii4 were fouad to bc able to Li ua ic vall & u 4 " 1 161

points, whic!& is a little laore thLU 2;/ Lixes the standard deviation of the

BIClincaJ Type a]o Testj

Nume Ais studiti wi~ flia.t of vros bjccive clink-aI -AU.-

fur obtaining nformation about iudividuali, Very few procedures of this

type were fouad whicb had a significuit amount of validity for predicting
succes in the vir-ctew sipcia ics tur which the men examined in AAF
Clasgification Centers werc being clusi±Wd. Furthctwore, those few pro.
cedures which were found to have a small relatiou to criteria of succe. in
these tasks were found not to measure any unique elements not already
covercd by the objective tests of the Air.Crew Classification Test Battery.

The Clinical Techniques Project was designed to provide a thorough and
ntensive evaluative study using a large variety of subjective clinical pro.

cedures such as the Rorncbach Tcst, the '11ematic Apperccptioa Test and
a number of specially designed tests. These tts, projective techniqu
observational procedures, and other methods were used to study se.eral
hundred men being classified for air-crew training. None of the procedures
used was found to have enough validity to suggest its addition to the bat-
tery, even isnoring the imnpractic.al nature of most of the tasks for a mass-
testing procedure of this type.

At a later date a systematic administration to a arge number of air-rew

candidatcs of moist publhed ixisonal l ui,.tories and preference forms

was made. The results of the analysis of Uh ,.c tcsts wtere also almost
entirely negative.

As would be expected from the gencial principlis discusscd above the

type of measure found most useful in providhig informatiun regarding pe,-

sonality and tempuramenit traits was the gcncral.information type of tesL
This test was, in fact, found to be the most valid test of the Air-Crew

Classification Test Battery. It sampled information collected over a long

period of time by individuals who particip-ted in various t)Tes of activities,
largely on a voluntary basiL

Timed and Urirnd TO#tS
Speed and time limits are important factors to be considered in test de-

velopment. The untimed or power test has many advantages for many t.pTe

of tests. For example, if we wish to measure the auount of infurnation that

a person posse-s, we do not ordinarily wish to penalize him because he



reads more slowly than others or happcni to stop to dellberate over a few
IMUuL ha1t i mquired is tl bet indication possible of the number of
these item. of Inforuation wbich he has in his posskla, A time limit
which prevents him from providlag an accurate indication of 114 kuowledge
with respect to th14 cutioelun of Items tends to reduce the validity of the
mc.ure in ttrw- of the dLIritiUl uf the tas

The AAF Qu~aifyinrg Exnaminatio was te zy;pc uf e.aara"Uat ia W"ic-
.it wi. believed that the iporwit clidelatlu was how =ny of the items
the individual could answer cv:iectly in wulimited tl=. The tum.t forma
4l the test were therefore given without any time limit at &U. Individua4
could conitinue to work on them as lung as they wished, It practice th.4
wZ iand ad i tradvely ,wkwai. A LUuugh e n-4snity u1 the appI -
Cants finished in about two hours and only a very snall jx:atae of
peuple renained aftr three hours, an occasigal individital wuuld sit and
puzzle over the questions fur as long as five bouri. Tbis was a source of
considerable inconvenience since it frequently intefered with the routines
of the examiaing per-sonnl, For adnirnistrative convenience therefore .
time limit of 3 hours was set. It was found that thi, was ample to provide

everyone an opportunity to attempt each item, but uould not in all case
permit the extended dliberatlon over crtain itks that wa desired by a

* few i"dividuaLi.
In Certain typxs of tests the items are simple and ca= be done correctly

by all of those participating. The score is therefore a function of the num.
ber of ite m. which the person can complete in a fixed period of time. The
Complex Coordination Test, the Numerical Operatiuns Test, and Finger
Dexterity Test are examples of such measures. Such tests need to be very
accrately timed and the directions are aLso of great import.xce, since it is
essettial tbat they provide the individual %ith unifomi motivation =d also
with a uniform techniqut. In spite of efforts to insure uniformity in these
regards, It was found that sonic individuals, ecau.sc of habits of long stand.
ins, adupted systematic approaches to the assigned tasks which were not
thos- intendecL This suggests the need for additiona practice and try.ok
of dirc'ctliwas

Sta~tbtaL Procadur
In developing a test which is to be used for selection of indiidual for

one purpose, the criterion which takes predominance over all others i. the
validity of the test in terms of the correkitiun of scores made on the test
with an over-all measure of effctiveness in the activity for which the selec.
tion is bei , made. Under these circumstances the reliability coefcient of
the test is a purely secondary consideration Its role is to provide intorma.
.ion concerning the extent to which the predictive value of the test could

be improved by lengthening or refuing it. Such lengthening or refining
procedures tend to produce a score which measures the function correlated
with the criterion with less dilution of the scores by chance or spiific fak%.
tors of a type which would not enter into the scores obtained from an alter.
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natt form of the tet or htuii a readiinlstratiou of t1c test at a lattj dt.
Similarly, the purity or simplicity as contrasted with the complexity of

a tet Is irrelevant uader these circumstances. The sole determiner of thi
desirod degre of complexity of a test to be used fur predltltg a single
activity should be the complexity of the trait riiquircmcnUt for su in
this Activity.
On the other h-ad, It testa te to be uwd a a part of a battery m

which individuals are to be clxitied for & number of dicrent types 01
atviic - it s very desirable that the tcsts not unly be uacrrdlated or ivo

dcpnricnt, but alo that they be simple or pure raauures. The use of lad-
pcadti test &i~tt IK Lt CffLliULy Uf LC tUe pwwdw=, &Lu ei4l

tra~t s inaaured uly uniLc. Simplidty or purity is al-o very deSirable To
illutrat this, S'uppW'x that two traits arc cutMbiLed iu u4t scre aud ncihc

of these traits is represented in any of the other test scores in the battery.
It will then be impossible to weight th.Lec two waits in any other .; ' an
proportioUaily to their contributiom to the v aace of the test scort of

which they are a part
Whcn a test is being used a part of a test battery, it Is also importAnt

that the, test not only measure only one trait but that it contain as little
chance variance as p~ossible..Mathematically it is obvious that the Intro-

ductiun of chance variance tends to r.duce the xislble correlations be-
tween the combined score on the test battery and the criterion measure of
success becau.c of a reduction in the proportion of the total variance in tLh
predicting meisure which can be a.sodated with the criterion, When the
various tests of the battery are sub5tantialy intercorrelated it is not so
important that each measure have a high reliability !ince they tend to
reinforce each other.

-work in the Aviation Psychology Program. In general, it may be said that

practically all uf the theory hich applies to a-Simbling a battery of tests
can be dircetly applicd to the problems of i'tmbling a battery of items.
If simplicity and purity are duired in the tests, it is desirable to correlate
each of the itemls %ith the remaining group of items. If the test is to be

used alone in predicting success in one particular activity, the corlationas
of the itcms with the criterion and with each other are the relevant consid-
erationL

The appropriate weight for a particular item in compart.nu to the v cight

of all of the items in a ttst can be very quickly obtained by using the usual
multiple correlation formula if the three relevant correlations are known.
Gjving each item the weight obtainvd in th' way and correlating this cor-
fpsie with the criterion and correlating the item with this composite pro-
vides the basic data for making a second approximation to the solutian of
the multiple correlation problem. This proc&dure was first develope-d by

the editor in 1934'.
- ubw Flaa aua$. y. A..d 'me h /a ' IA , .v et ps,"sJ.'I SI onfwd Vtn. Ca!l : .iawJ
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In a slnZlar way, the problem of adding items to a test arallels the prob-
ltai of adding tests to a battery. Whether or not the addition of a particu-
lAY item will improve the corelatiu Letween the total test and the criterion
cAn be determined by using the tirct relovamt currlatlun coeffcdents in
W tylcal multiple cL 4relatlon formula. The multiple corrclation obtaned

ia this way should be cip tcd with the value obtamned for the corelatiun
between tse total "t a¢ore not including this item and the criterion. This
ptM=1rdure was tried out in I veectig it~eis for Vorm AC14L mnd tulnequent
farm, of the AAF Qualifying Examiuation, Although the sampl wes I
aot of sufficient size and the experimental factors not adequately controlled
to provide conclusive datU, the obtained diferences favored the procedure
which utilized the item intercorrclatlohs.
It wau found to be very important to cress-validate item analyses- or

item-wtighting proccdrcs of the ty)e dcwcribed in the preceding para-
gtaph by utilizing a wscond sainple, or if a second sample were not avail.

able by splitting the sample into halves and carrying out the procedure
Indcpendently for the two halve5 and detcraiining the predictive value of the
&core based on the analysis from one-half of the sample on the second half,
and vice versa. The ftn.l weighting procedure or scoring key to be used
with tcsts such as the Biographical Data Blank, on the basis of this type
of analysls, would be based on a combination of the data from both

Problen of Adminhlering Tests
Lack of adequate standard~iation of conditions of testing, including

directions to students and examiners reduces the validity of most tests lu
current use

ExamLition of the results obtained on tests at different units indicated
that it was of considerable importance to standardize as much as possible
the conditions of test administration at various examining units. This led
to the development of a detailed set of standard operating procedures gov-
erning all procedures for testing, scoring, and recording results. Verbatim
instructions were supplied to examiners for use with both the printed tests
and the apparatus tests. The directions for testing specified not only what
the exminer was to say, but what be was to do and how much demonstra.
tIon he should provide. As a further preventive measure, detailed proctd-
ures were specified for apparatus calibration and apparatus maintenance
and for auditing and chocking all scoring and conversion procedure.

In addition to these attempts at standardization, control procedures were
introduced to control variation between testing units in the administration
of printed tests. The mean scores of individuals tested in the various units
were plotted each month on A scale using stan~tard deviation units. Al-
though the men sent to the various units could not be regarded as random
!arnples from a total population, the plotting of monthly raw score means
oy units was valuable for studying uniformity of testing conditions in the
uni.s. If the relative standing of a unit s compared with other units was
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different over a period of mvnths on two test. which were measuring very
61mila futltoas tle conditions of cxanwi4wii at the unit were ssugxct A

nuuber of local divergencies from standwud procedures of scoring, timing,

or adnr tering tests were discovire l by an exatninaton of the plot of

the monthly means. Sample results from this Iorm of systematlc control

procedure are sown in flgure 121.

I. I I ,~T~

Spad of Idenification CP610A

-- IT

Oji *Ad Tobl. Raad!mg CP621,22A

OaQ.. .. _...
Oat.C

1z~r 2.1.-Unit diff en-nu In mein test com¢.

(McQtb¥Y M.ta. 04ttd a4 LUAAd 4I tr "'dL')

The monthly means for the Reading Couiprehension Test, the Speed of

Identification Test, and the Dial and Table Reading Test at the three psy-

chological research units over a period of several months are shown in this

figure. The Reading Comprehension Test shows a striking population shift

704~2-47-19
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beginning in May 1943. ThL was caused by the selection of thow men in
4 the A.AF College Training Detachrnets who bad the Wg" sores on the

4 education examination (AC20A) for immediate assignment to classification
centers and various types of air-crew trainin- without compleUc of the
college-traLning course. The variatiou on the Speed of Identification Test
is not espdclly arkod except for the early months at Psychological
Research Unit No. 2.

'De Dia an Table Reading Test shows large and cansistent differences
between the mean tes wores at the three Uits. These results, takeain
wojunction with results from slmilar tests, made it appear almost certain
that the procedures for administering the tests were not the same at all
units. These diffkrences are L-_Icved to have bee the result of varie!d

aounts of supplementation by the local units of the printed directions for
administering this tcst. The differences avppared chiefly to have been con-
corned with the extent to which precautions regarding the reversal of the
two scales in the table-reading part of this te. were added by the local
units.

These results for the Dial and Table Reading Test emphasize the im-
portanzc of directions and practice exercises for homogeneous speeded tests
as discuised in an earlier section. It is essential that the motivation, atti-
tudcs, and techniques used in answering the items be uniform for all indi-
viduals. It is also necessary ilat the task be defined in such a way that the
student knows precisely the implications of various courscs of action in

* relation to the scores.
*An example of this is the type of test involving short and simple items

wbere speed and accuracy both enter into the score but could enter in vary-
ing amounts. On such a test as the Numerical Operations Test the number
of items completed using directions which emphasized speed was quite
different from those completed under directions which emphasized ac=u.
racy, It must aLso be recognized that the directions affect individuals some-
what differently. For example, certain individuals fail to approach the
test as they should under speed conditions. This situation can be improved
by indicating to the students exactly what the penalty for a wrong.answer
will be. They could be still further improved probably by indicating
through the use of short carefully supervised and paced i5-second trial

2 periods the change in the relative scores they would earn by adopting
different attitudes and techniques with respect to the tasks assgned.

A number of studies were caried out regarding the influence of time of day
and order of administration on test scores. 'The combined results from these
studies indicated that time of day was not a significant systematic factor in

determining apparatus-test scores. Studies of examiner differences were car-
tied out at various units. The results appeared to be somewhat different at
different units, presumably reflecting different supervisory and training
policies with respect to the examiners. Although large differences were not
found, there was a definite indication that two or three examiners in certain of
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those units caused the group of students examined by them to get sgnfi-
-antly higher or lower average scores than those for the other eiaminers.

No diffemeces were found in the test scores of people seated in various
st=ions of the room for the printed tests. An Interesting experiment com-
pared the performance of a group of individuals using booklets which wete
so tattered that they were about ready to be salvaged as waste paper with
the performance of a group using new test booklets. No differences wee
found which approached statistical significance even though relatively lr

group were compare&
As previously indik.Ated, the administration of apparatus tests pre-.

sented a number of difcult problems. One of the most important ol these

appeared to bt the problem of standardization of the various apparatuses

From the beginning it was found that mean scores on the various appartusas

differed to a greater wtent than could reasonably be attributed to sampling

fluctuatioLL The original solution of this problem was to refer the indi-

vidual's score on the test to those of a large sample oi individuals who had

taken the test recently, by using standard scores with a mean of 50 and a

standard deviation of 10.

After further ex;, r.ence had been gained and procedures had been devel-

oped for calibrating and making routine hedk on the apparatus tests, a
single standard-score conversion table was prepared for use with all copk

of a given apparatus. Thea- standard procedures for apparatus control coa-

sisted first of obta !--g an average raw score on each test each day. These

means were insp& , '.lly and any marked deviation resulted in a main-

tenance check of wh. apparatus involved. The second step involved was
the preparation of a more accurate control chock for each apparatus fol-

lowing the completion of testing of each 100 cases.

If a test-unit mean in raw-score units fur 100 cas-s deviatwd by more

than one-third of a standard deviation from the mean of other copies of

the same test a thorough maintenance check was instigated immediately.

In every cast where the mean for a unit exceeded one standard deviation

for 100 cases and remediable apparatus dcfect was found the unit was

removed from the testing line. If after 200 cases had been accumulated

the test copy deviated more than two-thirds of a standard deviation oE

more than one-third of a standard deviation for a total of .300 cases the

test unit was removed from the line. When a test unit was removed from

a psychomotor line because of such statistical evidence of defect, it was

not returned to the line until remediable action had been effected. Any dif-

ference below one-third of a standard deviation necessitated an inspection

of the deviating copy but not its removal from the testing line, since this

small deviation had little effect on the final stanines used for classification

It is believed that most tests in ordinary use are inadequately objecti-

fied in administration. Further research is needed to determine the extent

to which more detailed directions and practice exercises and systemrat

control procedures are essential to the effective use of tests of various types.
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TECHNIQUES FOR DEFINNG JOB REQUI-

Introduction
A bsic prerequisite to effective research and experimentation in the fields

of selection, classification, and training is a defiaitlua of the requirements
for successful participation in the job both in terms of the actual component

activities ad their relative importance. it is also essential that this defi-
nltion be Lra"-lted into abilities, aptitudes, and personality traits.

Thc traditiona approaca to tbi3 problem h= been in trmW of varlous
method known as jeb description, job classfication, and job analysis. Use I
of thewe procedures in the Aviation Pycholor_.v Frogt-.rn m pami tb

need for improved methods of defining job requiremeats and a coasiderable
amount of effort was devoted to this problem.

Although a detailed verbal description of exactly what an Individual does
on a particular job supplies useful orientation and background information,
it proved of little practical value in most instances. Job descriptions of tbis
type merely provided the basis for making a long list of requirements but
did not differentiate among them. Similarly, job classification procedures
ordinarily provided descriptive information which gave requirements only
in very general terms and provided little assistance in solving the practical
problems of selection and training.

Techniques of a more analytical and less purely descriptive nature com-
monly included under the general beading of job analysis were found of
greater use than the descriptive methods. The term job analysis has been
used to include both the defining of the activity and the translation of
the requirements ior success from statements regarding the actual opera-
tLions p rformed into statements of the general abilities, aptitudes, and per-
sonality traits believed to underlie this behavior.

The only satisfactory basis for studying job requirements is in terms of
the actual job to be performed. Too often, studies have been made on
training requirements with the assumption that tLcse L be expected to
relate closely to the requirements of the job. Experience indicates that
this close similarity cannot be assumed but must be demonstrated.

Judgments of Participants, Supervisorm, and Observer.
Judgments regarding job requirements are unlikely to be valuable unless

based on observations of the work of a fairly substantial number of indi-
viduals on typical assignments. It has been commonly supposed that par-
ti':pants, supervisors, and observers of particular activities are auto-
imaticaly qualified as authorities on the requirements for this activity.
Experium in the Aviation Psychology Program indicates that this is very
delnitely not the case.

In many instances tartidpanis know very little about the critical r
quirements of a particular activity. They have very little information as to
whether the difficulties which they have are typical of those which others
have and are apt to dismiss individual differences in proficiency with com.
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ments regarding motivation and generalities. They have never found It nec-

essary to m-ke a tstmctatic a aysis of requirements for the activity wa
their judgments are usually in vague terms and likely to represent "stereo-

types" which have been suggested to them in conversation.
In general, jupervisOrs are a better source of information since It is part

of their job to evaluate the work of individuals participating in the activity
who are subordinate to them. In the initial sufvey in the EuropeAn and
Mediterranean theaters it was found that those commanders with superior

combat rucurds had considerable insight into the rcquiremeats of the Jobs

performcd by individuals under their supervision. As a part of this survey
more tha= 300 of the officers in immediate supervision of air-crew perujon
indicated ort A ch.d list of 20 apituacs, abilities, and other personal char-
acteristics, their judgments ccncerning the relative importance of eah Of

these traits for an individual capable of doing superior work of a specific
type in combat operations. These judgments were indicated in the form=
of the minimum acceptable standards which they beleved should be used
for each of these traits in selecting and classifying air-crew personnel for
the speci:c types of duty assignments.

By carefully defining the traits and indicating what was meant by them
in terms of actual samples of test materials and in terms of related perform-
ances, it was believed that a fairly satisfactory reporting of the judgments
of these supervisors was obtained. It was also found that personnel lling

out this check list under the supczvisiun of different aviation psychologists

in different theaters of combat agreed fairly well as to the relative impor-

tance, in terms of minimum standards, of the traits listed for the specific

duty assignments.
The value of the judgment of an observ'cr depends to a considerable ex-

tent on his training and insight into individual and trait differences, his

technical skill, and the extent to which his observations ate systematically

made and recorded.

Systematic Analyses of Good and Poor Performance

The principal objective of job analysis procedures should be the determl-

nation of critical requirements. These requirements include those which

have been demonstrated to have made the difference between success and

failure in carrying out an important part of the job assigned in a significant

number of instances. Too often, statements regarding job requirements

are merely lists of all the desiable traits of human beings. These are prac-

tically no help in selecting, classifying, or training individuals for specific

jobs. To obtain valid information regarding the truly critical requirements

for success in a specific assignment, procedures were developed in the Avia-

tion Psychology Program for making systematic analyses of causes of good

and poor performance. These procedures, together with some of the re-

suilts obtained from using them, were discussed in chapters 6 and 7 of this

report.
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Essentially, the procedure was to obtain first-had reports, or reports
from objcctvc rcords of &%tizt zmd unsatifactory eeution of the
task assigned. The cooperating individual described a situation In which
succes or failure was determined by specific reported causes.

This pro~x ure was found very effective in obtaining information from
indiiduals concerning their own errors, from subordinates concerning er-
rors oi their superiors, from supervisors with respoct to their subardinates,
and also from participants with respect to coparticipa.

Theoreticay, at least, the analysls of reports and objective records of
the performance of the assigned " should provide a uslul wou of dat&
However, in practice it was frequendy found that such records and reports
--- ere Sot~i~t wit pemt *- Vt-ltal.A 1 as t e th-x eir -

pretatio untrustworthy unless supplemented by reports of first-hand ob-
SeIvem

An improvement on the procedure of collecting a report primarily on the
*basis -of the individual's memory of the incident at some subsequent date

was the procedure of using a check list during or immediately following the
specific performance of the asaigned task.

An example of the use of this procedure was the development of an
aerial-gunnery check lit by aviation psychologists from Psychological Re-
search Unit No. 1. Ths check list was filled out by each student at the
completion of each air-to-air fixed-gunnery mission. The check list con-
sisted of r report of difficulties encountered in the air-to-air firing mission
and included such items ,s whether be had trouble with slipping or skid-
ding, (a) not at all, (b) occasionally; whether his turn into the target was
(a) generally well timed, (b) often too late, (c) often too sharp, (d) often
too hurried; and whether there was in regard to deflection, (a) no difficulty
in estimating correct lead, (b) some difficulty in judging necessary lead,
(c) some difficulty in gradually reducing lead.

There were also a few iteas on the check list concerning the mechanical
fuctioning of the gun and plane and the behavior of the tow plan~e- For
example, he was asked to check .with respect to the tow plane, (a) speed
and altitude maintained regularly, (b) speed irregular, (c) altitude irreg-
ular, (d) target yaw, (e) length of run varied.

The analysis of the data of this type included (1) the percent of indi-
viduals reporting each of the various types of difficulties for all missions;
(2) the percent of individuals reporting difficulties on each of the items
for the various missions, especially emphasizing comparison of the early
and late missions and the various learning curves involved, and (3) the
relation between the air-to-air gunnery scores and the responses given on
the check list for a particular mission.

It is believed that analyses of skill and learning in relation to the reports
of students as well as instructors and supervisors on chack lists of this type
should be of considerable value in the study of learning difficulties and the
naysis of job requirement.
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An exafaple of the use of this procedure in a s tuaton which was made

much more difficult because of the lack of prcv:1e definition of succes in

the assigned task was provided by analyses of th. characteristics of good
and poor combat leaders. The objective of the study was to determine the
principal requirements for success as a combat leader. It was believed de-

sirable to carry on a .y)stezatkc study to attempt to improve oa the num&t-

ous "armchair" concepts of leadership.
It was believed that combat personnel were especially motivated to evalu-

ate the quality of combat leadership thty received, Not only the success of

their operations, but also their personal survival, depended upon the quai-

ity of leadekiap they e ived. Under thee 6rcustancts it is btlieved

that spedal vWue ahould be attached to a report of an icident which ir.

pre .d the ob.erve a confirming his belief in an outsutading commatida

or as coa~rmia his identification of a commander in whom he laded
coa~dence.

Such incideats were the primary source of the individuab' opinions con

ceriag the actions and characteristics of a successful leader. They pro-

vided directly the type of information necessary for the aralysis and study

of combat leadership. If the individual had been asked to list the activities

and charcteristics of an outstanding combat leader, it is likely that be
would draw not only upon his own experience and observation, but also

upon the "stereotypes" which he had been taught to accept as typical of
the good combat leader. Although such "stereotypes" cannot be com-

pletely avoided or dismissed, it is believed that the procedure outlined above

tended to provide a more valid basis for the structuriag of the concept of

leadership than that supplied by direct reports regarding the traits believed

of most importance for the combat leader.
The concept presented in this section of critical requirements for sucmn

in specific training tasks is believed to deserve great emphasis in planning

and conducting studies in this field in the future.

Systematic Analyses of Superior and Inferior Participants

The most useful tpe of job-analysis information is a description of the

traits and identifying characteristics of candidates for air-crew training

which best differentiate those who are later found to be most successfuL

In cases where it is possible to identify individuals who have bccn outstand-

ingly successful on the job and similar groups whL L ave beft notailY Un-

succesful, a careful analysis of the chatacteristics of these groups of indl-

iduals is very desirable.
Experience indicates that in practice this seemingly excellent technique

of deiaing job requirements is of only limited practical value. This limita-

tion is chiefly the result of the impossibility in most situations of obtaining

comprehensive descriptive information which had been collcted concern-

ing the individual prior to his selection and training for the spccifc activity.

It has been found very dangerous to assume, epecialy with regard to per-
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soa8ty chAnaettristics, that because successful and unsuccessful indivdual,
differ with respet to a given trait at the present time that any such differ-
eace existed at the time they were origilly selected for training. The
question of causality is of great importance here, and the posbitty of
error in assuming that the trait caused the failure rather Chu that tht
failure cAused t1 trait must be constantly consiered.'I °ls 6 au tlu ely imorat and valuaw tohque when informstion

collected prior to selection for the particular a .ivity is available for analy-
sis. In addition to the itquirenieut ai careful inteqwietat~oa of the results
to avoid errors of c.suallty when the tefts or other information about theI - _ man were gathered at a time subsequent to his success or flure. great care
MubL be used in insuring that the criterion uscd in selecting the successful

ad unsuccessful individuals is really a valid measure of success in the
defined acivty.
In conclusion, it is import.nt to separate and define two different aspects

al the job analysis program. First, there is the need for determining the
com)ponerts of the Job which are critical In the sense that they have been
demonstrated as rakIng the difierence between success and failure in carty.

S 4g out an Importat part of the Job asigned in a slnicant number of
instances. The identification of these critical requirements leads to the
preparation of a criterion measure of succei in the activity as described
in the next section. The second problem is stating the requirements of the
Job in terms of tesable traits. These requirements, rather than referring
to specific activities and types of behavior which are criticil, are in terms
of the aptitudes, abilities, and traits which are required of the individual
himself in order to perform the assigned task in a successful manner. This
type of job analysis provides the immediate basis for the development of
tests of aptitude, temperament, and ability for use in selection. It also pro-

dvies Lhe basis for developing various types of intermediate measures of pro-
ficiency and knowledge for use in determining training content and meth-
od& and in classify ng individuals for advanced assfgnments.

PROCEDURES FOR DEVELOPING A CRITERION MEASURE'
OF TLE EFFECTIYENESS OF BEFHAVIOR

ltroductionI As indicated in the previous section, the definition of the requirements
t of the job is a prerequisite to effective research and experimentation. After

these requirements have been defined in terms of an analysis of behavior
on the job, two problems remain. The first, which was discussed in pre-
ceding sections is to translate these requirements into fundamental psycho-
logical and descriptive categories which can be used in developing proced-
ures for predicting the relative effectiveness of various individuals prior to
selection and training. The second is the problem of obtaining and cow-
bining measures of effectiveness or proficiency which have been found to
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be relevant to the assigned tasks to obtain a criterion of success. Tech-
niqucs for accomplishing this will be the subject of this sectlon.

There is nto WAY In which critcri of &"cca "a be ctabllged o a
empitical b ils. The definition uf success in any activity must always be an
rational considerations. Furthermore, it is impossible to avoid making
judgments regarding the relative importance of various aspects of the
atpig.ed task. In some instance, experts ofn qumiy c to en aobtie-
m t o the relasive iora of variou aPctsy sco ed pnCIp -
facy in performins a sinmple routine tasg O t he other hand, it ma y b tchi
procut to obtc abreement on the relative ir ne of saving lives adUce~ing bombs on a specified tare '11me rtu of woe mugt depn
on the prec:iz defit",-.oa of the amlpevd tas for the purticiula job.

.Udiw W' l- folow Wil vl ..... a
topim irst, the various types of inforation which might be obt~ined

F. ~ for use as criteria of success in a partiUcula activity; sfto41 the principal
factors to be considered in selecting the ruost suitable masures; and thir, 4
procedures for combining various measurm to obtin a sigle criterhm of

Types of Measurer
The types of measures most useful as criteria of succes are those which

are based on controlled obLsrvation of numerous typical samples of the
individual's behavior in the activity. The observations should be made with
as much objectivity in appraisal procedures and control of conditions
affecting the nature and difficulty of the task as possible. The experience in
the Aviation Psychology Program with studies of criterion measures of
success in air-crew assignments has broad implications which will be dis-
cussed in the paragraph- which follow.

The final evaluation of all military pcrsunnel selection and classficatlon
procedures, training techniques, and weapons must be based on demon-
strated effectiveness in actual combat. There is derinite evidence that in

selecting persons of the t)e who would excel in certain types of training
activities, personnel were obtained who were actually inferior to the group
rejected as judged by later success in more advanced types of training and
in combat. Similarly, persons trained on certain training devices and by
certain techniques were found later to be less effective than those who had
had no training at all of this type.

Certain types of test materials, for example, questions on history arid
academic vocabulary, used to select persons for flying training in the AAF
in the early days of the national emergency were found to predict preflight
success but to be negatively related to succe s in flying training. Similarly,
some gunnery trainers have been reported to teach people bad habits and
interfere with their later work on combat.t,,ype equipment. Tests of abtl-
ity to identify targets were found to be of little value in predicting the
bombing accuracy of personnel in bombardier training schools. Iowever,
when the borabardier transferred to targets In enemy territory which were
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ot dearly dtntified by large white concrtrc circles ability was
found to be A mst ,.ticAl one, The ability to remain cool and collected
in the face of teamy fire Is a more obvious although much less predictable
differenc bctwee the tralrlng and combat situatimsOL

B ucauit- of the predominuat tIaA1*twv W cn .%m t effotivvnam It might
be cxpectod that combat criteria would be used exclusively in milltazy re-
m&. That this is not the cAw is prir y a function of the uumerous
pcobcma and difues enzou.te.d in attemptin to =Ad tW type of
study.

IU V "1-OIV1 in '.VaeLtioWu WUL 5 U i b= -dlgf

criterion me, ure of combat cectiveness. For dlscuss1ot thtw =y be
claisified intu four nuin categories: (1) objective measures of combat pro-

* ficiezcy, (2) records of adnistrative actions in combat units, (3) raings
based on direct and systematic obswrvatlou of combat effectiveness, (4)
rtings based on general impressions, reports, and incidental observations.

The most readily accepted ctiteria of combat performnce are those pro.
vided by objective measures. Among those being used by the AAF are: (1)
records of bombing accuracy as obtained from strike photographs, (2) rec-

* ords of airplane accidents related to combat operations, (3) records of num.
bers of enemy planes shot down, and (4) records of combat casualtle.t Another type of record which has been widely used because of Its avail-
ability in spite of its substantial dependence on the subjective persoal
judgments of superior offcers consists of the records of administrative
actions in combat units. Such actions include: (1) promotions, (2) special
awards and decorations, (3) reclassifications due to anxiety reactions or
Lick of combat proficiency, (4) special duty aignments, such as to lead
crews or for important combat missions, (5) official ratings of efficiency
while assigned to a combat unit.

The third type of criterion data which has been used consists of ratings
based on direct and systermatic observation of combat effectiveness. Such
evaluations iclude (1) ratings of navigational proficiency based on a study

i of the logs prepared by the navigator on various missons, (2) ratings
:'rearding the success or failure of bombinag misons Lased on direct obser-

r~ation of the results or studies of records and reports, and (3) systematic'
ratings of combat 1mrformance of pilots based on directed observation of

behavior on a specific fighter or bomber mission. The value of this type
of data is increased by careful definition in advance of the specific aspects
of behavior to be observed and rated.

The final type of criterion data studied con of ratings based on
* general impressions, reports, and incidenta observations. Such ratings

appear to be the least valuable of the types of criteria studied in the AAF.
Te greatest weakness of such ratings is that they are seriously affected

* by extraneous biases and the well-known 'halo effect." Such ratings in
the AAF have been found to be spuriouily related to the length of time.1 the individual being rated has been known by the superior officer doing
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the rating, hi likiag for the Individual on a perso l bass, And the prestig6
and general reputation of the perwA rated.

Studies have also shown that ratings of specilic abilities and traits ar
seriously biased becuse the rater, in his observation of the individual's
performiance, has becn chiefly concerned with collecting evidence for some
othar purpose- The ratcr's cvaluat of the Individual i primarily in
terms of some specific decision which be knows he i3 going to have to
makx. For exmple, the commander of a combat unit might be conslder-
ian a number of the officers under him for a sredfc staff position which he
apedcto havc to ll soon. Ill at a Laer time the rater is aske to make
a rating on some other aspect of the individual or a decison which coneCrnP_ SoIi othtr abilit M th#' dt ih 4tri wlt bi-A b
the spocific cvaluatioa whirh he W4 already made. As previouly Wsg-
gested, onu of the best procedures far avoiding this "Wao" effect4 to focus

the rater's attention on the spedfic ability or trait an which it Is desired
that he render a report.

It is possible in some cases for certain raters to observe and evaluate
simultaneously the performance of individWls in a number of abilities and
traits. However, due to the limitations of the analytical abilities and
memories of most raters, such a procedure frequentIp leads to a blurring
of the various specific ratings. TIP value of ratings can be greatly Improved
as indicated above if they are based on systematic observations which arc

directed toward the final evaluations to be included in the final rating.
Although measurcs of success in anything short of the final activity for

which the individuals have been selected and trained cannot be regarded
as adequate or acceptable criteria, In practice these partial and intermedi-
ate critcria have to he u",d to a very large extent. In the ordinary situation
it is nrectssary to cttablish the relevance of these criteria on the basis of a
rational analysis. The most desirable t3pes of proficiency measures of this
general kind arz th .k. obtained from simulated combat missions or other
simulated performances of the final assigned tak. The objective flight
checks and objective check lists discussed in chapter 5 are intermediate
criteria which have considerable relevance in most situations.

The Selection of Measure

In s.electing measures to be used as criteria of effe-ctiveness the principal
considerations are their relevance, reliability, and freedom from bias. Al-
though as mentioned in the previous section, the problem of relevance
ordinarily must be determined on the basis of rational analyscs, such analyses
must be made with great care. They should also be supplemented to the
maximum possible extent with empirical studies of the relation between
the partial and intermdiate criteria and the ultimate criterion measure.
Even if the %cry difficult problem of a .atisfactory criterion has been solved,
there still remain a number of very complex technical problems which must
be dealt with before an adequate interpretation of the findings can be
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obtained, Any such Interpretation must Include a careful consideradw
of disturbing factors of two principil types: (1) attenuating fators, awd
(2) biasngfactou.

Attenualing /actori tend to obscure existing relat!onships by reducing
the relative amount of %,.AlAtlon in combat performance associated with
the predictive measurti Lcing used as cmum pcd with the variation in results

Sproduced by fac:to=- over uWckh t4 4az duli stud'e OuLave no contxoL
" Such factors include., (1) lack of consitncy or reliabiity of both typCS

of nieature being studied; (2) the IntrodUCtion i;ato ithr or both variAbI"

of hetergeeous factort which are unrelated to the variable with welch
the relationship is being studiO. This type of heterogeneity way be due
to factors a t~iatd Ith (Le est score4 or predictors but the laiger portion
of such disturbing factors is usually found in the criterion and is composed
of differences in opportunity to achieve " .ucees" as dzined by the criterion
or differcnues in the standards used by the variou s superior officers in rating
or judging the individuals under their supervision; (3) the restriction of
the variability of the group studied with respect" to the predictive measures
used, commonly referred to as restriction of range. The repeated selection
of those believed superior in initial selection, classification, training, and
finally in the inltial phases of combat itself restricts the range of individual
differences in specific types of combat personneL

[Biasing factors introduce a spurious relation into the study and may result
in a false finding of either a positive or negative relationship when in fact
no relationship at all or a small relationship of opp..iite sign exists. For
example, ratings of men in combat are known to include a factor consisting
of length of time the individual has been known to the rating officer. Per-
sons who get their trainiag early in the war tend, therefore, to get higher
ratings. On the other band, in the AAF, men trained at later periods were
more rigorously !elected and better trained. Thus, a negative correlational
factor is introduced by the heterogencous factors in this case and the
resulting coefficients are seriously biased unless this factor is controlledL

Such considerations indicate the importance of careful controls which
will eliminate any biasing either positively or negativwly of the results
obtained. Bccause of the many extraneous factors involved in the typical
cnmbat validation situation, any correlation coefficients obtained which
greatly exceed the general range of O.OS to 0.15 would probably become
greater than the values typically obtained in predicting success in training
when corrected for all of the appropriate attenuating factors. Tbe implica.
tion Is that very large samples must be used if positive findings are to be
expected in studie of combat criteriL

The Combination of Meamies
Since the definition of a particular job is usually not sufficiently precise

to provide inforoiation concerning the relative importance of various aspects
of the assigned task, the Investigator must ordinarily make judgments re
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garding these matters. It is esxpcially iniportant that in reporting findianp
or compar"mn with the fioal criterion used the precise definition of the
ativity on r. ih thc cxitcrion of muecQa "s bcca lascd bc nma4. as cxIjj
as possible.

In operational training a number of different criteria were available for
individuals in various specualtli. For example, for fighter pilots there
were scres on air-to-air 1,rtunuery, air-to-ground gutaery, acddez% rtclJml-

flcatluns, atd various types of padk t and ratingm, Simidarly, for combat
such criteria as promotious, decorations, reported victories I air combat,
casualties, wud redasfcations were available..All ot tese types of cii.

terion information appear to have some degree of e ileva.e for judin
the success of a particuL.r individual

11 it i des-ld ti avoid usitq; the Tudmct ly I nagle ivdiaI
in determining the relative weight of the various criteria for obtaining te
conposite, it is necessary to adopt some procedure for selecting appropriate

judges and obtaining and combining their estimates of the relative im-
portance of the various criteria in a systematic fashion.

FACTORS RELATED TO MATIEMATICAL METHODS
OF PREDIcTION

Introduction
Raving established criteria or a criterion of success in a particula activity

and having also de~veloped a battery of tests and other predictive de~i^e

a number of problems arise relating to the matheznatical methods to be
used in predicting from the information available which individuals axe
most likely to be successful. The information desired is the likelihood of

attaining a specified degree of success in the activity given any one of the
possible specific patterns of scores and other characteristics such as age,
education, marital status, and so forth. In the typical situation it is not
practical to compute this probability for each of the possible cumbinations
of scores and other data. Therefore a technique is needed for placing
people into a relatively snmall number of groups in which the chances for
success are quite homogeneous within the group ard vary as greatly as
possible between groups.

In the process of determining the best procedure to use in a .pecific
situation numerous decisions must be made regarding the most plausible
assumptions to use in grouping people with various patterns of scores and
characteristics. In any practical situation, many simplifications, abstrac-
tions, and approximations are necessary. The d6cussion Nvhich follows
provides some evidence which may be useful in handling problems of this
type in other situations.

Obtaining the Predictive Value of Specific Measures

The most useful measures of the predictive value of specific tests were
found to be product-moment correlation coefficients calculated from con-
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tinuous distnvbutions of scorm obtaned horn a group including a caddates tested during a gi% eu period. When a ,ample has been restricted with

respect to the range of variation of the scores because of administrative
procedures the obtained values should be corrected for this restriction.
When the criterion was limited to two categoriem such as pass and lag,
bik-rial coefficients of correlation were gEcurally found to be ust useful.
It is frequently important to correct the coefficients obtained for the atten.
uatig effects of etxancous factors, es ,1ially in the criterion measures.

The gmcral proceiu uwd for the corrcction of correlad coeffclent
for the reduction in them due to the restriction of the range of scores in
the .. P o.... f-om whi c they wtre C-AulAted followed the work -f &-1
Pearson originally published in 1903. Unfortunately, the formulas devel-
oped by Pearson did not apply to a number of the situations in which it
was found desirable to correct coefficients for the effect of restriction of
range in the Aviation Psychology Program. A substantial n- t of work
was carried on in the Aviation Psychology Program concerning bWh the
theoretical problems involved in deriving appropriate formulas for these

* special situations and in carrying out empirical checks regarding the ade-
quacy of the various formulas which were available. The Pearson formulas
did not apply to the situation in which one of the coefficients was a biserial
correlation. A procedure for this special case was developed by Giman

and Goode.2
Unfortunately, the G-coefficient developed by these individuals did not

appear to give stable values under the circumstances which were in effect
in the prediction problems of the Aviation Psychology Program. Detailed
discuions of the various problems of correcting for restriction of range

* are presented in the reports in this series on Research Problems and Tech.
niques, and Records, Analysis and Test Procedures.~~At af'ious times the question was raised as to whether the use of biserial,

~correlation coefficients or point biserial correlation coefficients was prefer.

able. The point biserial is the product-moment coefficient obtained by
using the two categories such as zero and one for the dichotomized variable.
The biseri,l correlation coefficient includes a correction factor to make it

7equivalent to the product-moment correlation coefficient which would be
obtained if the dichotomized variable were distributed normally in con.
tinuous form. The most important advantage of the biserial correlation
coefficient in the situation in the Aviation Psychology Program was that
it was inaffected by changes in the proportion of individuals eliminated
from training. This made it much more meaningful to compare correla-
tions obtained from different classes In practice it made no difference
which of the two types of values were used in obtaining the multiple regres-
sion coefficients for a single specific sample, since the correction factor is a

~Wa.L.. H. ooe! H. AA Esuatt of tb& Comlatto. Caeftcceot of a ulhaulajt Normtj popg-
latiot whre X1 a ,T a x Y L& Lisr bot" e , la.ad Edjc. Rm'.. l 46, 16, 52-SS. (T1* ath Ln
des'eltepd tlhi fr4=uLX %Lilt vo ding a3 a wv)e1t toe the OWict ut kr-uc and Intatloja of the Navy
Jlea.nm(. 1a atwiy was Utdeltt.. at the a ~ggtt*,., ot Dr. Phillip J. Ruioa iho I.A £CQLualutw4
tnh• ; rdc LkWeA4k b.is walk v a Caa 4tat wt Ihe Avic P*c_ Prp=.)
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constant value in any cae sample of this type and therefore has no effect
on the relative size of the regreWon equation coeffidenis.

It should be noted that If the relative regrest-equation weights for
tests or other variables are desired for use in obtaining a combined score
and the data for one of the variables to be used in obtaining the combined
scores consists of two categories, the correlation coefficients for this vari-
able shiould be obtained using categories of zero and one for this variable
rather than c¢uracicnts correcting for this grouping in the indepeadent or
predicting variable. The tetrachoric type of coefficet would only be
Apupriate if at the tiun ile cubindtc score are calcuIatd continuous
scores for this particular variable are expected to be available instead of the
twu-categowy sworem

A frequent problem in the validation of test scores and other predictive
measures is correcting for heterogeneity of rating standards, opportunity,
or other similar factors which tend to attenuate the correlation with the
criterion measure. In other instances it is unnecessary to make an ezat
correction but highly desirable to have a rough estimate of its probable
magnitude. For example, discussions of the validation of procedures against
combat criteria are full of statements that it is useless to usc supervisory
officers' ratings as combat criteria because of the large differences in the
standards of the rating officers. Similarly, objective criteria such as number
of planes shot doyn, number of accidents, and completion of a specified
number of missions are also frequently stated to be valueless as criteria
of combat skill because of the large variations in opportunity.

It therefore seems desirable to have formulas readily ava.l2.ble to obtain
either a rough or a precise estimate of the effect of such factors on the
correlation coefficients obtained.

The general formula for the covariance between a test score composed of
test ability (T) plus a variable factor (A) due to differences in methods
of administering, scoring,, or converting scores at different testing units,
and a criterion score composed of proficiency (P) plus an extraneous factor
(0) due to differences in standards or opportunity to achieve "success"
as defined by the criterion is written as follows:

O +). VP+0) rT4A)(P+O) = Cr ap Fp + Tr wo Vro

+ UA at rA,+ A WO AO.()

Solving for rrp, wich is the correlation coefficient desired, provides:
UF(r+A) (p+o) (?+A)(P+O) cvorp 0  cr474P 'iAq70rA0 (2)

Or r ore Or Or OP

In many cases this formula simplifies considerably. For example, if the
two extraneous factors of test administration and scoring conditions (A)
and opportunity or local rating standards (0) are uncorrelated, the last
term drops out. In a similar fashion the *wo previous terms may vanish
if the factors (A) disturbing the test score and the factors (0) interfering
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.1 with the accuracy of the measures of proficiency are unrelated to true pro-
ficiency and test ability reipectively.

Te formul thus reduces in case the disturbing factors in each of the
score& are not correlated with the combined score in the other variable to
the following:

- -O~r ?+ ) r~~o

and if eac. of the disturbing factors can also be reasonably nuumed to be
uncorrelated with the other score with which it is combined this can be

~written$

i the testkng is all done at one unit or if conditions are very smflar
Irom unit to unit so that the test score! are homogeneous the formula

and if opportunity or the standards of the raters, etc., can reasonably be
assumed to be uncorrelated with test score (T), this simplifies to,

rTP crc, rr, P+o), (6)

and if opportunity, etc. (0), can also be reasonably assumed to be un-
correlated vith proficiency (P), this may be written,

These formulas have certain important implications for prediction studies.
For example, it is important to uote that the correlation due to the type
of extraneous factors indicated by the terms preceded by minus signs in
formulas (2) and (5) may either result inan increase or a decrease of the
uncorrelated coeff cient as it is originally obtained. Thus the obtained
correlation may actually be larger than the correct value.

On the oaer hand, when the extraneous factors are uncorrelated withi the real variables and formulas (3), (4), (6), and (7) therefore apply,

the extraneous factors can only serve to attenuate the obtained coefficients.
The extent of this attenuation can readily be estimated in planning a

resarch study if some information is available concerning the proportion
of the variance attributable to the disturbing factors. For example, if it
is known that opportunity (0) results in about as much variation as does
proficiency (P), it can be anticipated that the obtained correlation coeffi-
dent will be about 30 percent smaller than it would be if opportunity (0)
were constant for all Thus, in many practical situations disturbing factors
even though fairly substantial will not seriously interfere %ith obtaiing
useful results from follow-up studies.
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On the other hand, if the disturbing factors for the two basic varables
are correlated with each otber or with tee basic arlc ., large variations,
even including change of sign of the obtained correlation, may resull. Thus
a difference in the method of admird tering tUst or handling the scores
may introduce a disturbing factor in the test scores obtained in one region
which, even though sml, may significantly affect the obtained correlation
coeffcients if the men with scorLs so affected all go into training ochools
or operational units where the average opportunity differs somewhat from
that of the m= t.tod in other region.

A word on obtaining estimLcs of these variances isappropriate. In cas

in which the disturbing factor is associated with the particular station, the-vara w- vof vth w i. sta"o, and the tot-' viainn for all stons

or the variance of the means of the stations can be calculated for the
samples available. The use of these values involves the assumption that
the means in all stations would be identical were it not for the disturblg
factors, In certain other cases similar analyses could be made by lnstructw
or by flight, squadron, group, air force, or theater. In general, it is neces.
sary to find groups in which the disturbing factor is constant or very nearly
constant witlin each group. Although groups which satisfy these condl-
tions precisely are frequently not available, a reasonable approximation
can usually be obtained.

As has been discussed previously in this report, small correlation coeffi.
cients can be of very great importance in situations in which there is a
large amount of heterogeneity in the data as discussed in the preceding
paragraphs. In a large number of instances in the Aviation Psychology
Progrant it was necessary to work with a criterion measure having an
extremely low reliability coefficient. It should be emphasized that stable
values can be obtained with these small coefficients provided the number
of cases is increased to the point where the standard errors are smaU inrelation to the sizes of the coefficient. It is important to remember that
these small coefficients are indicative of very large relationships sometimes
between "true" measures for the two variables involved. This can best
be seen by correcting such coefficients by the use of such formulas as those
just presented.

Predictions Based on Several Measures

Multiple-correlation procedures were found to be best for obtaining
estimates of the maximum predictive value of several measures and for
determining the weights which should be applied to predict a specified
criterion with maximum accuracy in the least-squares sense. A number of
procedures were investigated in an effort to improve on the accuracy of
the predictions which were obtained by calculating correlation coeffich nts
and using the regression-equation coefficients obtained from these as weights
for combining the various test scores to predict the given criteriom
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OQe of the first problems Investigated was the question of curvilinear
relations. It was thought probable that very low scores on certain tests
might be predictive of poor performance in training schools, but that scores
above a certain point, which represented the desirable minimum of ability
La that area, would not be diswrimiating with respect to the criterion of
sue u=L

Threfore, a number of empirical studies were =ade to check on the
linearity of the retlat b-Lwe Lt tLct w ca and the criterion measur.
It was found that in certain iastances samples as large as 3,000 casts
would indicate a useful degrc* of curvilinearty in the data, Howcver thiscurviulitarity was not found to be confirmed for a second sample of 3,000

cases obtained in the same way. It therefore appears very doubtful that
any attempt to utlize curvilinear relationships should be attempted unless
the calculations ase based on at least 10,000 cases.

Te procedure which it was planned to use in cases where sigalfcant
curvilinear relationships were found on large samples consisted of changing
the curvilinear relationship to a linear relationship by modifying the size
of units at the appropriate places on the distribution of scores. This pro-
cedure would only be satisfactory in cases in which a test score was
weighted for only one criterion score, or in which the relation between the

$ test score and all criteria had the same degree of curvilinearity.
Another problem which was extensively investigated, especially with

regard to the apparatus tests, was the problem of ubtaining the best
weighted combination of scores on various trials included in a particular
total Lest. To a first approximation, the multiple correlation between the
trial scores and the criterion indicates the degree of improvemedt which
could be made in the predictive value of the test score by the addition
of information regarding the shape of the learning curve of the individual.
Ordinarily, the total score on these tests is merely the average level of
the individual's points on the learning curve. It was rather surprising to
most of the aviation psychologists to find that multiple correlations of this
type gave no significant improvement in the predictive value as obtained

* from the total scare on the test.
A procedure frequently used by certain groups in prediction problems

is to establish a series of cut-off scor". This procedure is usually referred
to as the multiple-cut-off procedure. In order to qualify ,r be selected for
a particular type of duty the individual had to score above the cut-off
value on all of the tests which were relevant to this assignment. Analyses
of data available in the Aviation Psychology Program indicated that the
nmultiple-cut-off procedure was not only less efficient than the regression-

*equation technique but also quite impractical when the battery of tests
contained as many as 15 or 20 scores. A detailed discussion of this problem
*iU be found in the report in this series on Research Problems and Tech-
niqueL.

In many situations a clinical method has been used in obtaining predic-
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tions from i number of test scores and related variables. The proponents
of this techniqu- argue espedally that the pattern ofs cores as well as the
average sse of them is important.

A number of conditions are necessary for the use of the clinical method.
In order that a sound clinical judgment may be made with respect to
whethr or not an individual should be trained for duty as a combat pilot,
for example, it is ncessar that the clinician have two types of Wnforma-
tion. First, he must have information cone rning the personality and
characteristics essential to success as a combat pilot Second, he mut be
able to obtain accurate information concening an appicant'r peronaity
and characteristics expressed in the same terms as is the first type of
itnformatton.

Several studies were made in the Aviation Psychology Program of the
effectiveness with which various types of individuals could select person
for specific assignments on the basis of an interview and a clinical evalua.
tion of the test s.oi es and other information available. One of the first
studies of this type carried out in the Aviation Psychology Progrim was
an evaluation of the effectiveness with which commanding officers at AAF
Flexible-Gunnery Schools selected candidates for a special course in D-8
low-altitude bombardiex training from among members of the graduating
classes of their schools. This was a special training project which lasted
only about 3 months and there was, therefore, not time to make an em
pirical study of the best weights and best tests to use for the selection of
these individuals before the procedures were put into effect. On the basis
of a careful analysis of the requirements of the job, a battery of tests was
selected and weights were assigned.

The final selection was accomplished by having the commanding officern
at the gunnery schools interview the individuals in the order of their rank
on the combined aptitude reasure developed by avtion psychologista
The commanding officers had all the information on the tests, grades in
the school, and othi r information about the indiidual at the time ol their
interview with him for the purpose of making the final selection of men
to be sent to the D-8 School

Although only a fairly small fraction of the graduating class were needed
to fill the quota in any one school, some of the commanding offricers rejected
so many people on the basis of their evaluation in this clinical situation
that they went down as low as the bottom quarter of the class to meet
their quota. In other schools all of the individuals sent came out of the
top quarter. Using the available criterion measures at the D-8 (low-
altitude) Bombardier School, the effectiveness of the selections of tht.
commanding officers were evaluated in comparison with the effectiveness
of the combined aptitude test scores. The results indicated very clearly
that in deviating from the order given by the combined aptitude scores,
the commanding officers tended to get an inferior rather than a suivriur
group of individuals for the D-8 Bombardier SchooL
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Another study of this type was carried on in connection with the elm.a|-
ficaltlon of applicants fur air-crcw training at the AAF ;assiificatlon Centers.
In eatb of the three centers a board was established by directive of Head.
quarters AAF TrainIng Command to iWtcrview all applicants disqualified
for pilot Laminig because of low aptitude (.%aiines of one or two) and
attempt to identify a few individuals who, in spite of low scores., appeared
to be Promising p t teriL

j At the Nashville altLur the board was composed of 4n aviation psy.
4 *~ clugis =nd a fitht 6u ,oa. The bard at S= Antio n a s campuad

of administrative effiirs and rated personnel featuring especially a young
pkoi, bormbardier, and navigator, all thrc of whom had rertfly adnat d
from training. At Santa Ana the board was dominated by persoael officers,
sume of whom had bad experience in industrial personnel work.

The results of analyzing the success ia pilot training of those individuals
selected by these boards as being especially promising pilot material ikdl-
cate that in no case did the judgment of the board appear to have appre-
ciable validity. Of the 420 cass selected, slightly less than one-thlld

Jgraduated from elementary flying training. There does not seem to be
any clear-cut superiority of any one of the types of boards over another.
All boards granted fewer and fewer waivers the more experience they had.
In no case did the very carefully selected groups of low-stanine men do
anywhere nearly as well as the average cadet, nor did they even do as
well as those in the next higher stanine group, the three.

One of the findings of the Aviation Psychology Program, of the greatest
practical importance to research in the field of prediction of individual
adjustmc-nt, was the sensitivity of regression coefficients to sampling errors
and the instability of these cceflcients from sample to sample. It was also
discovered that the rcgression coefficients could be varied over a rather
substantial range of values without appreciable loss in the multiple correla-
tion obtained from the weighted combination. Under these circumstances
it was found desirable to use logical considerations to modify the weights
from thse obtained in any except the very largest samples including
several thousand cases obtained using criteria of unimpeachable validity.

j A finding incidental to this was the spurious nature of most negative
regression coefficients in practical situations dealing with ability and apti-

4 tude tests. Numerous efforts were made to develop and use valid and
stable suppression tests. The function oi such suppression tests would be
to cancel out the effect of an irrelevant portion of a test in which valid

I elements weie also present, thus gaining a purer measure of the valid
function. For example, it was thought that the removal of the vocabulasy
elcmcnt from various tests involving the knowledge and use of words but
designed mainly to test other functions, might increase their validity since
it was known that vocabulary had practically a zero correlation with
criteria of success in pilot training.

Similarly, the removal of that aspect of the Instrument Comprehension
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Test, Part II, which was related to Part I of the first form of this te s,
which consisted of verbal descriptions of ndicnations from Instrumens was
prorosed. This first part had a high corr-latica With the 50=d pat of
the test. Moreover, on the basis of validity coefficients from more thaz
1,000 cases it appeared td have a much lower correlation with success In
primary training than the second part. It was believed that subtracting
a value proporLional to the individual's score on the first part would provide
a purer ea=sure of the valid functi n in the wcatid pAtt ut the In-mrumWit
Comprehension Test and therefore give an increased combinied validity.
This first part was actually introduced into the battery for a time as a
suppress-on tc4t, but aaalyus of subsequent samples indited that the
correlations between the two parts were somewhat lower than originaUy
found, and th validity for the firm j6at sormewhat highe ia tbh value
obtained on the earlier sample. With the&. changes it was found that
the value of Part I as a suppression test was entirely lost. It was there-
fore rmoved from the battery.

It appears clear from these results that any negative regression coeffi-
cients which are not based on samples including several thousand cases
should be looked on with a great deal of suspicion.

TECCWIQUES OF EXPERLIENTATION

Introduction
Experimentation is defined as the process of confirming or disproving

something which is doubtful. The first step in experimentation is the
formulation of a clear and precise statement of the item or hypothesis to
be tested. Experience indicates that more experimental work fails to achieve
useful results because oi failure to formulate the point to be tested in
simple and concise terms than for any other reason. Techniques which
have beo.n found to be of assistance in insuring satisfactory completion of
this step will be discussed and illustrated.

The second step is the design of the experiment. This also Is a crucial
matter and requires considerable training and experience. Factors found
to be important in designing typical experiments in selection, training,
and operations will be reported and examples given. The planning of the

experiment is closely related to problems of carrying it out. The actual
conduct of experiments in an operating organization involves numu'rous
special arrangements and adjustments. Procedures which were found useful
in incorporating experiments into normal sele-ction, training, and operating
routines are described in some detaIlL

The analysis and interpretation of results and the development of the
Implications of the findings for policy and procedure are discussed and
examples of desirable and undesirable results cited.

Formulation of Hypotheses

The formulation of a clear and precise statement of the hypothesis to
be tested should be the first step in any planning for expermental work.
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ii Frequently plans for studies stated in loome terms sound very sigifficant
and Important. Hlowever, In amay cases a cea definition of the nature
W the expmentaltretmeant~ eand te metd to busd inevalu-
atizg the results would mAke It obvious that only one result could be
anticipated. In sw-,e cases it is probable that a clea statement of theI ~problem would not have been nudt if thc experiment had not b&eApr

cific dil face is superior to another iipecifi dial fAoe ar tkh hyjotb'-s-i
1tat Wo~e L3 no difference between tboem cat be tcs~tcd and infornution
gained ragatdLng this apccdic polInL H~oweve~r, the usual situation is that
infornution is desired which will make it possible to develop generaul prin-
ciples about the design of dWa facems It is theref ore tztrtnmey important
that the h~jothesis be formulted in those terms and that the dial faces,
selected be as suitable as possible for testing the broad hypothesis, the
validity of w"ic is in doubt.

In many situations, psychologists are inclinvd to set up hypothcwe andI then figl to put them to experimnnwd test. Eaperience has Indicated that
it Is necessary to verify even the obvious. An example of the importane
of this point is provided by the experience in testing the oNiratlve
validityofCmlxCodntoTetM tlAB ,DanFI
the development of this series of forms the logical analysis was so con-

in adiy ypobest edngno experimentein. Adtie icsl

Teprincipal problem in experimental design is to plan the experimren~t
Isuha way that a crucial test of the hypothesis will be provided. This
inldsthe control of extraneous factors, the selection of a group of
suitabl size and natre and pasfrteacuae1auea frsls
adfrthe collection and analysis of data.

Tteis no eazy, mothrd of experimental design. It is essential that
tedesign of the experiment be based on as full and complete knowledge

ofteconditions under which the experiment is to be performed as It is
techaical skill in establishing the conditions of the experiment and the
procedures for colecting and analyzing the data but needs to have suffi-
ciently extensive experience in working with the problems being tested
that his judgment with respect to the many natters of planning avid detail
will be sound.

An exa2mple of the need for substantial experience and knowledge in
order to design a sound erperiment is provided by a consideration of soe



of the factors involved in the study of the relation btween aptitude test
scores And the incidence of pilot rtcvaluation in combaL I* studying the
sors made by the individuals involved it was neccs~aiy to consider the
operation of a very largo variety of pussble disturbing factors and to
control these to as great an extent as potable. Among the factors which
were taken Into cousderatioa wert:

a. D uftm s iu the quality and characteristics of applicants for itlying
training a variou " a" during various perici of tiwe.

b. Dilerenc in testing conditions and conversion scales anAig thU
VarwUi s aad for v-lluui d"

c, Ditlerem:cs in policies and standards with respect to classificatLon
and qualfIL4" for training at various units and various tius.

d. Differences in the character arid quality of training at various flying

training schools and at various tmes.
e. Differences in the charwter and level of the training standards re-

quired for graduation which were in operation at various traaning schools
and at various iaLon

-T. Differnces in the character and quantity of flying expedence atur
completing the training course in the AAF Training Command but before
entering operational training.

g. Differences In the character and quality of training received in vaious
units in the Continental Air ForceL

h. Differences in policies and standatds for the completion of opera-
tional training in the sekction of men to be sent for overseas dutie.

i. Differences in the tyTe of planes fliwn in combat operation&,
J. Differences in the type of combat operations engaged in,
k. Differences in the quality of leadership in various combat units.

1. Differences in the quality of assistance from other members of a
combat uniL

m. Differences in the character and quality of enemy oppositlon.
n. Differences in combat activity and in leave policies and length of

combat tour.
o. Differences in the quality of airfields, living arrangements, and other

operating conditions for various units.
It is obvious that in a practical situation of this tyTe it Is not possible

to control all possible sources of variation. The experimenter must have
tufficient familiarity ith the situation ,to make a sound judgment con-
cerning the relative importance of various factors and control those believed
to be of most importance. -

The experimenter must also have sufficient technical skill to design
the experiment in such a way that efficient statistical procedures for testing
the b pothesis may br used. The plin should include the use of a sajnple
of sffcient size to provide a crucial test but not so large as to be wasteful
of effort
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Interpretatiou of Exper4mentaI Findinp
The Interpretation of expdmentul resuIlt requires full knowledge of

the precl. condilons of the aptriment and of procedures used in cWl-
lecting and inalyzng the data. The process of scleatific expcrimentatlon
is not a mcchauical and automade one which cnsists of the pcrfornan'ce
of certain operations which Icad ain Vly and loticAlly to an ineitable =e
clusin. The scitistL must always use judgment baud on expericce in
Interpreting empirical dLa. Tlss be has ful knowlodge of the deailz
of the exferineynt be Is not In a pu.%uion to make a interpretation of the
resulti, This suggests thUat iLluttic xpe, tatiun must be carefully
superised by competent pe .ng wit" K training if sat--fa- -ry
lciults are to be achlevad

A common fallacy In interpreting cxperimental findings is to assume
that failure to eliminate one hypothesis in a particular situatlon iens

* I that this hypothesis must be accepted as bcing true. Tis is, of course,
t not true and recent developments in procedures fur testing hypotheses tend

to emphasize the design in such a way that both the hypothesis and the
alternate hypothesis can be tested simultaneously, An example of ti
type is provided by a series of studies in which the valdities for the first
half of the series of trials on the apparatus tests were compared with thetvalidities for the %bole series. Consistent small differences were found
favoring the whole test over the first halt of the test. However, with
samples of the size used it was reported that these differences were not
statistically significant, In other words, the hypothesis that the half test
and the whole test were of equal validity was not rejected. On the basis
of this finding it was concluded that the half test was as good as the whole
test In these experiments, if the h3pothesis set up to be tested had been
that the whole test was 0.OS better than the half test, this hypothesis also
would not have been rejected by the experimental findings, TIs indicates
the fallacy in the conclusions as reported.

In conclu-ion, it may be stated that scientific experimentation is a
powerful tool, but it is also a delicate instrument which must be handled
with great skill and judgment if useful results are to he obtained.

I PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTING, RECORDING, AND
ANALYZING STATISTICAL DATA

Introduetlon
In the process of giing the air-crew classification tests to more than

600,000 men and following them through training, the personel of the
program gained much experience in handling data. In addition to thisi systematic and routine prncesin a wide variety of special studies were

nude. Much of the e.perience gained is of a type which is difficult torecord and impart, such as a desirable skeptical attitude concerning the

accuracy of data reported and a passion for indelndent checks on all



steps and particularly for verification from new sampleL. However, there
are some general pincdpls which have emerged which may be of value
to other workers aud these are reviewed briefly in the paragraphs which
follow.

Control Proeed-tras

The use of carefully planned control procedues to provide systenmtlc
checks iegarding various -i-ct-. of th colleton and hdlL- of dat
wa found essential to adequate supervision. The use of control procedures
with respect to the ITrodcthon of error zlamnce Lto th usdivcdtae-
tpt ceure adlat to the procedures for administering the test
or to the copditions of testing or of the test itseln were scs e a

rTcm ous =ticon et was aiso w th th e proce.rks of oring, recoring,
reportingc and tabulating the tt gsulte had to be carefully contoyed
if errors were to be kept to ao selatsely ofafactory einsieue

In spite of the use of thoroughi chec g procedured, errors d td creep
into these procedures. Tle psychological exaening units u compre-
hensive auditing procedures as described in the Stding Operating Pro-
cedures, These procedures attempted to provide a completey Independent

check of all steps in sci, ording, and reporting for a sal sample
of randomly selected individuatL-

Similarly in connection with the work of punching and the variout
operations of collating and tabulating the mchine-records cards, a system

of error control was developed. Thi consisted of a comprehensive series
of check steps and preventive measures intended to reduce errors to a
minimum. Details an both of thes control procedures are contained in
the Realuh Report entitled Records, A lydi and Tes e Procedures.*

Feorm of Baide Dase
Objetivity, smplicity unifority, parsimony, and eans of duplication

were found to be the most tent considerations in determ acing the
form of basic data which would provide maximumn utility.

Ile first test records obtained from the indtoduals were the marks made
on the maine-scorable answer sheets. lese answer sheets were scored
and the values converted into single-digt normalized =ores for u in
obtaining the weighted combination of aptitude scores or stanines and for
permanent record, The weighting was accomplished by means of the ag.qre.
gate weighting unit of the 1B.'A Test Scoring machine. This machine
made it possible to multiply each of the test scores by a weight varying
from 0 to 20 and sum the results in only a few seconds

71e use of single-digit scores for permanent records was found to produce

a very important saving in reporting, punching, tabulating, and statistical
analysis. The scores were entered on as few different records as possible.
For example, all of the apparatus-test scores were entered on one form

'Der, W. L. et. XJtrdj Awalysh, and Tadi NOdAwd. AAF AVILthoa PathoL~ Ptpum
PAUZ" RtPot&, o. It. Y.,.-oLtr.w: Go'atnmt PaU1 OM44 1947.
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and this form, carried by the e-aminer from one ttst room to another.
Each individual jvas assigned a testing number on the day he reported
for group testing. This number was of great importance since it enabled
the positive identlflcation of the individual and also the place and date
on %ich he took tL- test.

At previously Mentioned, all test scores were punched on card and
made a part rI a permanent file. After the results from the training "choohl

field units.
The introduction of standard conversion tables for use witb all printed

and apparatus tests in obtaining the single-digit scores which bad a men
of 5 and a standard deviation of 2 for the large population of cadets

4

used for satandardization purposes provided simple, uniform, easily inter-
preted scores which greatly facilitated subsequent analyses of such records.

* Standard Operating Procedures

The use of a detailed Standard Operating Procedure for all routines
regarding the collecting, recording, and analyzing of statistical data was
found to be of great value and practically idispensable for efficient opera-
tions. This Standing Operating Procedure was discussed briefly in a
previous sectd A detaied discussion of these procedures 13 gei in the
report on Records, Anatlyis, and Tst Procedures.

tdOperatlng Proeiple r

All steps in the collecting, recording, and analyzing of statistical data
should be carefully planned and scheduled and this planni g must be
done by a person who is thoroughly familiar with the operating conditions
at each step. One of the most important findings regarding operating
principles was the need for very close coordination between field personnel
and headquarters personnel in planning, recording, and reporting pro-
cedures. Certain procedures were developed in headquarters such as the
use of mark-sensing cards with apparatus tests which were not fully
coordinated with field personnel. As a consequence, procedures were used
in the field which resulted in this technique's being a burden rather than
a help to both groups.

One of the most important operating principles was.found to be that
supervisors must have a thorough knowledge of the data and material.
Only on tte basis of such thorough knowledge can proper supervision be
exercised both in the planning of processing and analysis work and in
detecting erros..
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S"-~ of 3Samples
in planning studies relating to the predictive value of a spedfic me~var

the following planning figures were used in regard to the appropriate sizeI
of the sample considaerd adequate to acheve the purposes liste:

2 F~or testing the mull hypotbesi ..........1111-...... ... ..... ........ 400
.1. For deci~ias with rcupcdt to UN - .... .............-.. ..
4 For es~bti!Mn4 pzed ci t~iion wtibL ....... .. -. ..... 6#4W

'The values above were those considered appropriate when the evalwls-
tions were to be made in terms of product-moment correlation coefficiots
from continuous scries of scores. In situations where other procedures such
as biserial correlation coefficients or tetrachoric correlation, coefcwents were
to be used, the sizes of the samples should be inacssecO to compensate
for the larger sampling errors of the coefficients.

1n general, daxta from a number of studies made on only moderately
sizA d samples are more valuable than data from one large study including
the same aumber of cases as the total for the e-veral smaller studies.-

It is hoped that careful study of some of the recorded experiences of
personnel in the Aviation Psychology Program will make it possible to
improve the quality of the techniques used in these, general fields of psy-
chological research-
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AIPENDIX A

List of Official Directives Referred

to in Chapter 3

1 14 3jioe 1941oy Offla Cat w Cap& ... v S1K *1 nyibt C~*

3 29 Juijr 19 41 PN ygbo Wc Zik 5 .a w bh A gi*L7. T ft t& &~* P lu o Wo Wk D ritlu e t 44 a I &.
thy of Fycbo"ti Tew~ fmw dmakuU

keowtstat CCOthi
1 20 Aus. 1941 11emdquaz1m AAY ......... S16dY 1tilfcs Pmwzmt Of AVIS124S CM.
4 2 ct. 1041 k M Cwtj 1 Ai Coy .. _ Sltctoa o A%1itWom C4&.
7 24 Vw. 194: 1 lldqu1ts Amp ........ 1""ch Prowu as swcta Av$Ma

8 21 Oct. 1Q41 He&Aru1** AAP...... Yv of Teaign u MOMo * t me MM
Soztlou. Ur"cA DlvW=. Offcs CUO od Ak

9 19 Nov. 004 Htad3qu ra AAY ........... Tnfo t SetrU~o 1AVIAtIm C&M.
10 20 Dar- 1941 061,t C~aa1 01 ALt CorL ps.m~4 tut of FUAtWO a ftah twta to A

CI&WAUz sud Satact~ of Ai-mw 1*r

It 7 Ian. 1942 Wur Depuszo.A..........Iouvctia for AYI&aUa CadijtoEaaWla

12 19 Jan. 1042 Office Cblk of Ate Crps..... Krw Av~sLkoa CaMe Proosdwi.
13 4 Feb. MI4 AGO .... ............. CaouDlt"G4 A4 AcL~v&Umr of Ptyobcloga1

keanhm UsIt.
14 2 Feb. 1942 llu4qunr AAI .......... Culution of Avistlom CAdets
11 2 Feb. 1941 Iiudquuun AM.......... Procedure foir Comab~a, CMulficatJa Tad

16 1 M2u. 1942 Wr Dtar-ml ......... C~rcilar No. 59, Wsz Dtpatus 3atpalm.

17 11 Ape. 1942 Wk~r Dpartal ........... Ctati and Tettzng Procedure Comnal..
iJuord. Wsrmmt, mod E&ihia Pwwod.

It 12 Muy 1V42 Wau Dtpu~tnMa ............ Srl"Uou &ad Cl.afiua of Air-C" Pft-

19 22 May 1942 1eadqurtm kAYr..........AAF kz4r1Miu No. 3S-24.
20 1 Sept, 1943 HtadquArtt AAk?..........Aviatloa We4t Q4ralifyLzX EaLawLoata.
21 4 Sept. 1943 11djuarwa AU .......... Dtleghtloa 01 hN-baoazici Rrmeucb RtspcaaL.

22 9 Stay 1042 Heaquttr AV.?..........Csianifr~Atioa of MA.1tloa CadetL
23 2 June 1942 Heu4qutme MYF..........Procedure tat Combibsil $com aA Ar~k

Cadet Ca&mc&Uoa EumatoL~aka

24 2 June 1942 11aauulffs A .?..........Ditectimi fog Adomipisltizg *&d Sai~ Ayts.
606a CAMe C& LLOA alsnaioma

33 3 June 1941 Hte4~unAA W V.....Raedw WtithL& ad 1;rrcUcicj tot A431oWA4
Log Avl'ait Csdri CI14cssuos Teals.

26 .3 July 1942 l*4um utft1 U..?..........RtviW4 Wegh. Wmtoao and M~ia lor AimA-1
1ALfing Aviallc Cadet 0&a4ta Trots

21 24 Oct. 1941 Ite~d4Uam A . .......... Pcoceduare t nwuizS Ptybolojcal Ricon.
muedMaooI f1w Ai -C0ew Tm~biog Aaauwbmt

21 23 NoMv. 1942 fHrndwUaa4r A MT...Clwikcacn4m, .Aesloint and u4ea~mest rA
A~iuo Caets.

29 21 May 1943 I1ea4quwzum AAF .......... ~ 41acds4 Ice Pitsta"ioi F1wcbQo51J RtOo,
wtor. donsb Aiir.svw r~rn AuwCitzZL

so 10 Juze 1943 11-4dQu).tm Ak? ..... lt~tuceums to' Pr..pairg P . i.
vwtid LLow~ I&r Air.Craw Truwrg Aik:ouamtji

&1 19 June 1943 H14-h&u1aS AM.............crw--u'ea for Pupa"In N L&AL-icaI kccor,.
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EuaL"Uue, TtiA ACIZL

33 6u3 1943 Hmqur% AYM' ..... fPrdadurs to bit Follow4-d by the Sujg** I&p*

$4 11 Auc. 1041 Llauun AI FT= ...... S~jataL kmutna Joe AilCt. T&&JI4
4 a4SOLt 1943 kht"wAm AMI T V .... W*19U 149 te OcUAW3i 1941 OUA~3kaAJ Td

Si 4 Oct. 4U ItqWutu A M ...... Welg&a for %be Oewbte IO4U cil-M11m I-A*

31 11 22ev. 1941 r44Quwut A"' 7V ....... .uJ(k&a of-r

38 27 ) 1943 Qu~w~nA.P ...... TW R Suic T rc.
So I I DK, 1941 HJquwitt AAY TC ... TWX Iz Stjalo. R1q~ab.3
40 7 JNy 1044 ltrciu~r*n AAM' ...... i* fwCluruo ta~
41 16 4JLL 1944 11AkkWW^r A ........... A~g. U? -OkIct
42 9 Dv-. IM4 lick4urun AAY ...... .rCe Cla-u.iathn 51dude log S-39 Go&-

43 23 Dic. 1044 lliquutuya MI .. ,...... Ai.-Cit C ~1icet1.os Sta~adued
44 IOU". jm 1adquutma M I ...... Aptlwi QuaJLt~hioo jar B.-19 Gu,,njr Pa~d10j06

41 10 Apr. 1945 11t~SkAtt1 AAl?..........Air-Crew C3 Wicuoz SuwMajd.
44 23 MLa 194S IU M4 *lu AAJ' ....... 8444U" Of ~av.O-~ Tz9WAiL
41 25 Aug. 1042 HeaQumteo AA ....... D-4 Schadl.

4 Rektucb U.i.
49 it July 1041 Hejwko.runx MI S........ 00 Prbb at PO L41 TreIAlag

10 21 Aug. 1941 UdqI~uiJ*t A M'. *I Av4AI3 Cad4t QuawyW1~

St 26 Au&, 1043 fiue"quln A l....... PZYQj,@- I~pa
$2 9 AUg. 1943 Hftkwwttan AAI ...... Rearch on ProvIta of u'Ptjm &d raSA&
Si 19 Alt. 1944 HkadUatt . ........ P~hle Tnas Prpta
5.4 1: Aug. 1944 HtIaquarte M I ...... ictrc sttto et

is Is Oct. 1944 Htutm AAI FC .... AFPDC Rqu1A±Ja N. 20-19 AMI Co..m*

£6 Oct. 1941 lkadquutan " TV .... Esbi--a W olWRaphp.
51 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a Su Ana 2944 tA.4u*ir AA T i 1.

SI 8A ).m94 Htad~un IA TC .. E~tAL4ma of pjycbojowca Ieawh Msad~
(Unibu[5LOO) at SIa ielmd.AsyA~ W

51 1 JNL 194 Ht2I5UAUr1 AA? T ... ~ ~ P h

6 I3 Jua. 1945 H*.1tuk-r A" T V .... EL 1zt of Psy ooj~cai Resor prigjcs

23 1052v. 1941 41tU umv ...T.......TO Ot4W6"ri o I6)cW*. ~emma~vg Ptl

So 6Ar. 1944 HmidI-rums AA............uom ;1jfb*t O Peat... ~tk'r~

j2 S.14 Rtkt AU. .......... SeKTm aUtAFWL~ou4 EggX4&d n s b

18 A0-I4UST............ TO~cgt-Az requelino'g rtM~tC dktachnwL
to A. i Hamwuu AA ......... Tt1kotm to TC directimS 6 acftn L4 13 LM

* be ordcred on TOY *v~nmg.
6Y 28 Ax. £944 Hm &q-Ma A" U..SiM~ag W2 Ak-Cr w EAluam mAn kae

Detac~mt.

Lmxtatc TOY odA.

70 16 Nwr. 1944 ELeadwt A . .......... WMi" Of Alr-CrtW EVs2LaI I"An RmAHI*



I i "~ H UtM AAY.......... ~ve oI Ai- seqQOM44~ cm~#

71 22 UPIt. IOU4 Maqu~At 15 Al Taltuam approwla TOY 4 c5ow ke it 3 1L
73 0 3Mo. 194S Ij"dqujtw AMi .......... lvmf cat"%" of otd ot N90 40~ TOY

73) IP. 1941 Hbd~u&n MIj E..,... aij4ft 01 TDY ctd"~ (Or 60 &Py # Md
AV.

14 1 Nlov. IM4 HWa~4uutv AA I ...... Ttltpsm m&milm Quag to wh 4
696m wAd a Iii W IVA.

IS Is Jnnm 1944 HKaqu&Atm MIY ... 4. K± tudy, Ali.Ciw 5.Lcim mad Ewa2hm~kw
ta tim Air Vawm

7 3Au&, 1945 l4uutext AA ..... Raam 1'oat1to C.

1 3j00, 1945 HadwArn MIY . ........ AAF Laitu 50-12 SIWat of CoA60JV CeWL

54 Up3a. 1944 Rd.AFU~ D 1A ...... Ak-Cet" telil jqdA ZVUU bt b

9 126 JWm. 1944 WAW 0DLMWt~t ........... T &ubc~ 9 ram No. 6.6. 4&t1 XMI* twmcelpk*

Alt MWOtcL

14 Skjx. 1945 11eA4ultm A A .,..... CktLea. t MV AC.C"tw C"m~Aa~ Tat.

90 7 Mar. 1944Son HdqAt oilm .... ,.. Thev.Initd ja O K"'lu P..Z I., ti&
20 l~u.1944 HC~qUU~er M I. Noalbitt Cr tolag cTnhTalgSr

14 7 Jun* 194S Atc" wn PmAIh ..ma......... AAFem fora pe0-11e, St ing of ayotaI rw

9) 29 Juy 2945 adQuartue AAI ...... PsICCLLOOl FUm1nn ast P11nm of Avlak

94 I m. 1944 tIraLA eealt5 ..A... Rtempa!r Duty Tatsga.

U3 29 Aug. 1945 PLAFDqu~te ............. Requcstaz tot LAA TeU oru b a.~

16 14 U4.1944 Hnd4uutnMI RAm (Wodf or-tCew CW&L1)LliTato

7 Mu 194Jin i Quni~ Teutcim~ Tetem e.i ffe Af
AAF RoAUlskm 7-0~gaul~Aa

91 10 Jax. 1944 H*&qu~rten A A Mt LI 20-01 ARI&A U PUSChoo WA SybM
i~i f Jly 945AF ac~ Comand...... RAAet lt 6sQAW o 69 Paysetk4 ~

93 19 Juy 1945 Ilt~quwue MIY ScAM' Letof Filipino At Pita oog Tr& the

100 19 JuLy 1945 IHemdquar~et AMI w. ele DutyOS is io Pi4.4 La

106 S lUV 1946 Hemdqua'tum AAP ....... MY Oro fooer Lt. U-n Gen. Xeay OFIVA

0 13 Ji ug. 194S HtautafLr AAP ...... AAF Rrmai~ No. 20-50, ancmzat1io A.1&.
ila Psychollwa icga m~r L th AA.

100 19 Mauy 1944 Hc~kuutcm AAY ...... F hcUwkaj I2e-1uch Avis"a Ncily thei'

14U 24Ma 1%6Ali Farew.
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